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Introduction: Why This Book?



Sometime in the second or third week of seventh grade, we had our first

fire drill. The drill was one more set of rules to learn in a new school

with new routines—a more adult world of homerooms, different teachers

for different subjects, class periods, rigid schedules, and bells regulating

everything. When the fire alarm went off, we marched outside single file

and Were instructed by our teachers exactly how and where to line up on

the blacktop.

I was standing next to Adele, my friend in the fragile sort of way

that kids first come to know and like each other. We had several classes

together, and whenever she spoke in class, she seemed very smart, very

shy, and very gentle. Adele's skin was dark, dark brown, and she stood

out. She was the only black student in the school. Though she was not

the first black person I'd ever known, she was the first one my own age.

I sensed that her reticence had to do with always standing out so much,

because I was painfully shy and I hated standing out. I thought it must

be excruciating to be so visible all the time, and I was in awe of Adele's

grace in her predicament.

Just after our long line had come to a standstill, a boy on a bicycle came

rolling out of his driveway. He made lazy curves the length of our line

and seemed to be gloating over the fact that he wasn't in school that day

and we were. He curved toward our line just in front of Adele and me, and

as he reached the point on his arc closest to us, he sneered, "You should

go home and take a bath. You're dirty."

I felt the searing awfulness of his remark. I wanted to protect Adele,

to shield her somehow, but he'd already said it, and I couldn't make it go

away. I wanted to say something to her to take away the sting, but I had

no idea what to say. I wanted to beat the living daylights out of him, but

he was already far away, and besides, I was small and not a fighter and I

knew I couldn't beat anything out of anybody. Finally, I thought I could

tell the teacher. The boy had been smart enough to make his remark
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when the teacher was out of earshot, but if I told her, surely she \\ mid

punish him and do something to help Adele.

All the teachers were strutting around imposing order, demanding

silence, and instructing us how to count off our presence by saying ;l1,solutely nothing but our names, one by one, down the line. Against

lesson in proper decorum and adult ways, shouting out to lily teach, 'r to

tell what had happened would have meant breaking the rules by

something other than the regulation words we were allowed to si)cali.

Afraid to stand out myself and wanting only to be good, I did notliing.

I tell this story because it was the first time I confronted a policy paradox, though I didn't see it that way at the time. (I saw it as inv ow )1 Into ul

cowardice.) Here was a social practice—the fire drill—whose purpose

was to keep us secure. Yet, with all the seeming control the teachers ii;id

over the world, they couldn't stop an act of violence against one of us :11t1

didn't even know that one of us had been hurt.

Here was a set of rules that seemed perfectly fair on the surface. They

were like traffic regulations, just rules to make sure things ran smootlikt

not the kind of rules that clearly confer advantages on one group rather

than another. Yet if we followed only those rules, bullies would prevail and

their chosen victims would get hurt. Ordinary rules, I realized, couldn't

stop bullies or help victims.

Here was a set of rules that embodied rightness and goodness. (Follow

instructions, Don't talk. Do exactly as you're told.) Good citizens follow

these rules. Yet, in my gut, I could feel another set of rules I knew to be

right, too. (Don't hurt people. Stop people who hurt others. Help someone who is hurt. Stick by your friends.) I couldn't be good under both sets

of rules. That morning on the blacktop, I had an inkling that even the

clearest, simplest, most unambiguous policies could be mighty ambiguous indeed. I had a sense that citizenship was going to require learning

to live with ambiguity and paradox.

Paradoxes are nothing but trouble. They violate the most elementary

principle of logic: something can't be two different things at once. Two

contradictory interpretations can't both be true. A paradox is just such an

impossible situation, and political life is full of them. Here are just a few.



WINNING IS LOSING AND LOSING IS WINNING

President Mania succeeded in passing three major government programs in his first seventeen months in office: a stimulus program, major

health insurance refbrrn, and a finance industry regulatory overhaul. But
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his legislative victories quickly turned into a political liability. Each piece

of legislation provided ammunition for conservatives to paint him as a

big-government socialist.'

As the midterm elections of 2010 drew closer, Obama's victories were

becoming a liability for the Democrats and, ironically, it seemed as though

his legislative prowess would soon jeopardize his power as president. However, just betbre the midterm elections, when major Democratic losses

were all but certain, political analysts saw a victory for Obama in electoral defeat. "The reality of presidential politics is that it helps to have an

enemy." wrote one. "With Democrats controlling both the White House

and Congress, they shoulder responsibility for the country's troubles. But

if the Republicans capture Congress, Mr. Obama will finally have a foil

heading toward his own re-election battle in 2012."2

What did the analysts mean by claiming that an electoral defeat could

be a victory? Politicians always have at least two goals. First is a policy

goal whatever program or proposal they would like to see accomplished

or defeated, whatever problem they would like to see solved. Perhaps

even more important, though, is a political goal. Politicians always want

to !reserve their power, or gain enough power, to be able to accomplish

their policy goals. Achieving a policy goal can sometimes thwart political

gan ,---or vice versa.



DEMONSTRATION—DEBATE OR ASSAULT?

The Westboro Baptist Church pickets soldiers' funerals, carrying signs

such as "Fag Troops," "Thank God for Dead Soldiers," "You're Going to

Hell," "Priests are Rapists," and 'America is Doomed." The church believes

9/1 I was God's punishment for the nation's tolerance of homosexuality,

and that it is serving the public interest by publicizing its warnings. The

group demonstrated at the funeral of Matthew Snyder, a twenty-year-old

Marine killed in Iraq. Snyder was not gay. Snyder's father sued the group

for infliction of emotional distress and for intrusion on his privacy.

The Supreme Court ruled 8-to-1 in favor of the church. According to

Chief Justice Roberts, who wrote for the majority, the protest highlighted

"matters of public import," including "the political and moral conduct

of the U.S. and its citizens, the fate of the nation, homosexuality in the

military, and scandals involving clergy in the Catholic Church." However



'Sheryl Day Stoltenberg, "Obama Pushes Through Agenda Despite Political Risks," New York Times,

July 16,



2010.
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hateful or unpopular the group's message, it contributes to pnhlie 1'.•hate.

According to Justice Samuel Alito, the one dissenter, the group (—.1.1oits

vulnerable people in order to gain publicity for its message. Ain, said

public issues could be "vigorously debated" without allowing "tht I ,rt t

ization of innocent victims."'

Was the funeral demonstration a contribution to deno



tit k e or



a vicious assault?



FOR OR AGAINST GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE?



Portion of Americans who think "poor people have become too dependent on government assistance programs": 69 percent

Portion of Americans who believe "government should guarantee

every citizen enough to eat and a place to sleep": 69 percent

Portion of Americans who think individuals have a lot of control over

their lives and who reject the idea that "Success in life is pretty much

determined by forces outside our control": 62 percent

Portion of Americans who believe "government has a responsibility

to take care of people who can't take care of themselves": 69 percent'



ENEMIES OR ALLIES?



For decades, manufacturing industries complained about government

regulation. Regulation, the argument went, imposed unnecessary costs on

manufacturers and consumers and stifled innovation. Better to let manufacturers use their own voluntary standards. The relationship between

industry and government regulatory agencies was decidedly adversarial.

But after years of deregulation under presidents from Ronald Reagan on,

a funny thing happened in Washington: makers of toys and cars, food and

cigarettes, furniture and light bulbs, and a host of other products began

pressing the government to issue quality, safety, and environmental regulations. Why the sudden turnabout?

American manufacturers found themselves losing market share to

cheaper foreign imports, whose makers didn't have to meet American

'Snydrr

'A ll



7'.



PhflpS, No. 09-751,13

i S. Ct. 1207 (2010.



figures from the same surrey in 2007. Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, '`Trends in



Political Values and Core Attitudes: 1987-20°7,' Mar. '22,2007, available at people-press.org

.
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prWiff

"Stop! Wait! Government's no longer the problem—it's the solution."



industry's voluntary standards. Mandatory government standards could

level the playing field. Mandatory standards would enhance manufacturers' credibility and reputations. In some industries, consumers and

workers were suing manufacturers for defects and hazards, and manufacturers were losing. If the government issued regulations and coupled

them with exemptions from liability, manufacturers (and presumably also

consumers) would come out ahead. Moreover, in the absence of federal

regulation, angry workers and consumers sought regulation at the state

level. Manufacturers were better off with uniform federal regulation than

having to meet different requirements in different states. Thus, industry

benefited in many ways from government-imposed regulation.'



WHICH CAME FIRST, THE PROBLEM OR THE SOLUTION?

At first, the U.S. invasion of Iraq was presented to Congress and the

American people as the solution to terrorist attacks like 9/11. Saddam

Hussein was allegedly in league with Osama bin Laden and harboring Al

'Eric Lipton and Gardiner Harris, "In Turnaround, Industries Seek U.S. Regulations," New York Times,

Sept. IS, 5007.
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Qaeda terrorists. A bit later, Saddam Hussein himself was cast as a threat

to America. He was harboring weapons of mass destruction that an invasion could root out and disarm. Later still, the American occupation v'as

depicted as the solution to Iraq's devastated economy, as a necessary

force to counteract violent insurgency, and as the means of constructing

a democratic state. Some say the war was a solution to a very different

problem—George W. Bush's psychic need to redeem his father's failure

to topple Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War. Another view holds that the

war was a solution to America's need for oil and oil companies' need

profits.

Was this a case of several problems for which war against Iraq . just

happened to be a solution? Or was war with Iraq a constant solution

adapting to a changing problem?



ARE Low PRICES GOOD OR BAD?

Cheap Iranian imports into war-torn Iraq—things like bricks, rice, and

buses—provided Iraqis with essential goods they otherwise couldn't

afford. But these boons to consumers also undermined Iraqi industries.

Some domestic manufacturers had to lay off employees, and some potential businesses could never get started in the face of competition from

cheap imports." Were Iraqis hurt or helped by low-priced goods?

Wal-Mart faced a different paradox of low prices. The rock-bottom

prices that had made Wal-Mart a commercial success posed an obstacle

for the company when it tried to sell high-end merchandise like electronics, home decor, fashion, and prescription drugs. "Our low prices

actually suggest low quality," an internal report explained.' Prices are

prices—they tell consumers how much money they must pay to acquire a

product—but prices are also symbols; they signal intangible features like

quality and prestige.



WHAT'S IN A PILE OF RUBBLE?

In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans officials wanted to

clear the rubble from city streets, but homeowners sued the city to stop

demolition of their homes before they had a chance to search for their

'Gina Clion, "Iran's Cheap Goods Stifle Ira q Economy,"

Wall St. Journal, Mar. IS, 2009.

Michael Barbaro, Is Wal-Mart 'I'm Cheap For Its Own Good?" New York Times,

May 30, 2007.
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possessions. "We're not demolishing homes," a lawyer for the city said.

"There is debris being removed from certain streets." A city aide gave

further explanation: "They [the buildings] slid off their slabs.... They're

all in the right of way, and they are creating a public safety issue. If something is already in a pile of rubble, we're not demolishing anything."

A lawyer for a community group saw things differently: "This is not rubble. This is the remains of people's houses.... There are trophies in there,

children's athletic equipment, toys."'

The piles held vastly different meanings for the two sides.



CLOSING GUANTANAMO

American officials intended the Guantanamo prison to increase American security by detaining suspected terrorists there and interrogating

them. To close the camp might increase the number of dangerous terrorists on the loose, especially if the governments to which prisoners were

transferred set them free. Yet, once photos and stories from Guantanamo

emerged, the camp became "a wonderful recruitment trigger for Islamist

extremists," in the words of one historian. Keeping the camp open also

increased the risk of terrorist attacks on the United States."

Does Guantanamo help or harm American security?



MULTICULTURALISM—GOOD OR BAD FOR HUMAN FREEDOM?

In New York, a Chinese-American man bludgeoned his wife to death

because, lie claimed, she had been unfaithful. In court, his lawyer offered

a "cultural defense," saying that that Chinese custom allowed husbands to

dispel their shame this way. The court accepted the cultural defense and

convicted him of manslaughter instead of murder (a far lesser charge).

Reacting to the decision, the director of the Asian-American Defense

and Education Fund found herself on both sides of a dilemma. At first,

she criticized the court for not granting Chinese women American liberties: You don't Nvant to import [immigrant] cultural values into our

judicial system.. . . We don't want women victimized by backward customs." Later, however, she praised the court's use of the cultural defense



'Adam Nossi ter, "New Orleans Delays Razing Houses 2 Weeks," New York nines, Jan. 7, 2005.

"Scott Simile, "Seeking an Exit Strategy for Guantanamo," New Fork Times, June 18, 2006.
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and its protection of minority culture. To bar the cultural defense, she

said, "would promote the idea that when people conic to America, they

cant o)t

have to give up their way of doing things. That is an idea we

support.'



THE CHEETAH—EQUALIZER OR ADVANTAGE?

Under what conditions should people with disabilities be able to o .inpete with nondisabled athletes? Oscar Pistorius, a South African double

amputee, runs with prosthetic feet called Cheetahs. They were designed

based on studies of the tendons in cheetahs' hind feet. The International

Association of Athletics Federations found that the device gave runners

an unfair advantage, and ruled that no one would be allowed to use them

in competitions for the able-bodied. A higher Court of Arbitration ti er

Sport reversed the decision.

Does the Cheetah give a runner an advantage? The Cheetah's inventor,

Van Phillips, said the device "may be more advantageous than the human

foot" because its materials may be more energy efficient. But it would he

hard to separate and measure all the factors that affect an athlete's performance wearing the Cheetah, including the way the foot attaches to the

athlete's limb, how much knee flexion the athlete has, and how the runner

comes out of the starting blocks. "Those differences are difficult if not

impossible to quantify. Maybe there is not an answer.' '

How can we make sense of a world where such paradoxes abound and

there may be no answers? In an age of human mastery over the innermost and outermost realms, how are we to deal with situations that don't

observe the elementary rules of scientific decorum? Can we make public

policy behave?

Rajiv Shah apparently asked himself this question when he went from

being "a brainy thirty-seven-year-old physician with little government

experience" to head of the U.S. Agency for International Development

(USAID). He had previously worked on development aid in the Bill and

Melinda Gates Foundation, and he found the challenges of leading a public agency enormous. In the past three decades, USAID's budget and staff

had dwindled while government funneled most of its foreign aid through

1),,riane



Lamblet Coleman, "Individualizing Justice Through Multiculturalism: The Liberals'

Mernma," CoMmtua Low Review

vol. 96, no. 5 (1996), m1093-1167, quotes on pp. 1095-6.

Carol Pogash, "A Personal Call to Invention," New York Times,

July 2, 2008.
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private contractors, and here he was, dealing with the Haiti earthquake,

the Pakistan floods, and a surge of American foreign aid workers supposed to win hearts and minds in Afghanistan. Shah felt privileged and

inspired by his opportunity to work in the Obama administration but, at

the same time, a little wistful about "the super-exciting things we could

do" in the private sector: "You could actually say, 'O.K., my goal is to solve

AIDS, and how would you solve AIDS analytically?' You didn't have to

worry about the politics."'



THE RATIONALITY PROJECT

The fields of political science, public administration, law, and economics have had a common mission of rescuing public policy from the irrationalities and indignities of politics. They aspire to make policy instead

with rational, analytical, and scientific methods. I call this endeavor "the

rationality project," and it has been at the core of American political culture since the beginning. The project began with James Madison's effort

to "cure the mischieth of faction" with proper constitutional design." In

the 1870s, the dean of Harvard Law School (with the marvelous name of

Christopher Columbus Langdell) ventured to take politics out of the law

by reforming legal education. Law was a science, he proclaimed, to be

studied by examining appellate court decisions and distilling their common essence into a system of principles. At the turn of the twentieth century Progressive reformers sought to render policy more scientific and

less political by removing policy-making authority from elected bodies

and giving it to expert commissions and professional city managers

instead. The quest for an apolitical science of government continued in

the twentieth century with Herbert Simon's call for a "science of administration," Harold Lasswell's dream of a "science of policy forming and execution," and the development of college and graduate school programs

in public policy. By the turn of the twenty-first century, the rationality

project was in full bloom in political science and economics under the

banner of "rational choice."

When I began teaching in one of the first public policy programs,

Duke University's Institute of Policy Sciences, it struck me that the new

field of public policy was rooted in its own paradox. Policy science was

passionately devoted to improving governance, yet the field was based

''Mark Landler, "Curing the Ills of America's Top Foreign Aid Program," New York Times, Oct. 23, 2010.

''This was the argument of his "Federalist Paper No. 10."
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on a deep disgust for the ambiguities and paradoxes of politics. l and

large, the new science dismissed politics as an untbrtimate ohstacle to

clear-headed, rational analysis and good policy. My job was to tea' the

core political science course for public policy majors and, soniclu)w, r, tithe

political science into a rational analytical tool that would yield detil!i!ive

answers about the best way to tackle any problem. I kept asking niyself,

if you take the politics out of governance, what exactly is left? 01 icy

Paradox emerged from my wrestle with that conunch•um.

This book has three aims. First, I argue that the rationality iu-owet

misses the point of politics. From inside the rationality project, politics

looks messy, foolish, erratic, and inexplicable. Political events seem te , leap

outside the categories that logic and rationality offer. In the real \\ orld ,

we are often forced to entertain paradox, but we are able to live with it

because paradoxes are paradoxical only from within one worldview

tics is one way we help each other see from different perspectives. If vice

can get outside one viewpoint, we can do a better job of living together

and solving common problems. Thus, I aim to construct a mode of policy

analysis that recognizes the dark, self-interested side of political conflict

but also sees politics as a valuable creative process fbr social harmony.

Second, the rationality project worships objectivity and seeks modes

of analysis that will lead to the objectively best results for society. The

categories of analysis are somehow supposed to be above politics or outside it. Rationality purports to offer a correct vantage point from which

we can judge the goodness of the real world. I argue, instead, that the

very categories underlying rational analysis are defined in political struggle. I aim to construct a mode of policy analysis that recognizes analytical concepts, problem definitions, and policy instruments as political

claims themselves, instead of granting them privileged status as universal truths. At the same time, even though—or perhaps because—there is

no "gold standard" of equality, efficiency, social measurement, causation,

effectiveness, or any other analytic tool, values matter. In every chapter,

I try to show why policy analysts and decision makers must bring their

own values into the picture.

Third, the field of public policy is dominated by economics and its

model of society as a market. A market is a collection of individuals who

have no community life. Their relationships consist entirely of trading

with one another to maximize their individual well-being. Like many

social scientists, I don't find the market model a convincing description

of the world I know or, for that matter, any world I would want to live

in. Instead, I start from a model of community where individuals live in

a dense web of relationships, dependencies, and loyalties; where they care

deeply about at least some other people besides themselves

; where they
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influence each others' desires and goals; and where they envision and

fight for a public interest as well as their individual interests.

The project of making public policy rational rests on three pillars: a

model of reasoning, a model of society, and a model of policy making. The

model of reasoning is rational decision making. In this model, decisions are

or should be made in a series of well-defined steps:

. Identify objectives.

2. Identify alternative courses of action for achieving objectives.

3. Predict the possible consequences of each alternative.

+. Evaluate the possible consequences of each alternative.

Select the alternative that maximizes the attainment of objectives.

This model is so pervasive it is a staple of checkout-counter magazines,

self-help books, and child-rearing manuals. For all its intuitive appeal,

however, the rational decision-making model fails to answer what Obama

should have done on health insurance to maximize his objectives, because

he, his staff, his party, and his constituencies all had multiple and sometimes

conflicting objectives. Whether he succeeded in either his health insurance

goals or his party-political goals depended in large part on how he was able

to portmv the health insurance reform to the American people—not merely

sell it to them, but convince them in their guts that it would help them

rather than harm them and that it fit their vision of good government.

And whether he could convince them of those things depended far more

on how he came across emotionally—whether he could connect with them

at a human level—than on his advisers' calculations of the dollar costs and

benefits, or even their finesse at stir-frying the numbers.

The rational decision-making model ignores our emotional feelings

and moral intuitions, both powerful parts of human motivation and

precious parts of our life experience. The rational model doesn't help

a Chinese-American leader know whether her immigrant community's

interests are better served by imposing American liberal norms on its

members or by allowing them to maintain their culture. The rational

model might help us begin to evaluate the security risks to the U.S. of'

closing Guantanamo versus keeping it open, but it doesn't help us judge

whether our anti-terrorist policy is morally right, or to understand how

our policy affects the minds and motives of non-Americans.

Throughout this book, I develop a model of political reasoning quite

different from the model of rational decision making. Political reasoning

is reasoning by metaphor and analogy. It is trying to get others to see a

situation as one thing rather than another. Rubble can be seen as a public
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safety hazard or a family's emotional refuge. A protest rally ran ht'

as a forum for public debate or an emotional assault on vulnerable i,/

Each vision constructs a different political contest, and invokes a I i tierent set of rules for resolving the conflict. Political reasoning in\ Dives

metaphor-making and category-making, but not . just for beauty. ,. sake

or for insight's sake. It is strategic portrayal for persuasion's sake and,

ultimately, for policy's sake.

.

j e is

proct

The model of society underlying the contemporary rationality

the market. In this model, society is a collection of autonomous, rational

decision makers who come together only when they want to make an

exchange. They each have objectives or preferences, they each c ompare

alternative ways of attaining their objectives, and they each choose the

way that yields the most satisfaction. They maximize their self-interest

through rational calculation. The market model and the rational

making model are tightly related.

-e

In the market model, individuals know what they want. -1.liev

relatively fixed, independent preferences for goods, services, and policies.

In real societies, where people are psychologically and materially dependent, where they are connected through emotional bonds, traditions, aI ICI

social groups, their preferences are based on loyalties and images. How

they define their preferences depends to a large extent on how choice:.

are presented to them and by whom, and they aren't always consistent.

They think poor people are too dependent on government assistance, but

they believe government should help them anyway. They want greater

welfare spending when it's called "helping poor children," but not when it

is called "welfare." They want lower prices on the goods they buy, but not

on the goods or labor they sell. They might want their government to

go to war if someone shows them compelling security reasons or inspires

them to fight on the side of the angels—and they might change their

minds suddenly and dramatically when presented with different visions

of what is going on "over there."

Thus, the starting point for political analysis must be a political community, not a market. I develop a model of political community in Chapter 1, and use it as the basis for thinking about every aspect of policy

analysis and policy making.

The model of policy making

in the rationality project is a production

model, where policy is, or should be, created in an orderly sequence of

stages, almost as if on an assembly line. An issue is "placed on the agenda,"

and a problem gets defined. It moves through the legislative and executive branches of government, where alternative solutions are proposed,

analyzed, refined, legitimized, and, ultimately, selected. A solution is
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implemented by the executive agencies and constantly challenged and

revised by interested actors, often using the media and the judicial branch.

And finally, if the policy-making process is managerially sophisticated,

it provides a means of evaluating and revising its own policies. Ideally,

as Rajiv Shah said about working for a private foundation, policy makers

could solve each problem analytically without worrying about the politics.

This model of policy making as rational problem solving can't explain

why sometimes policy solutions go looking for problems. It can't tell

us why solutions such as deregulation turn into problems for the very

groups they were meant to help. Most important, the production model

fails to capture what I see as the essence of policy making in political

communities: the struggle over ideas. Ideas are a medium of exchange

and a mode of influence even more powerful than money and votes and

guns. Shared meanings motivate people to action and meld individual

striving into collective action. All political conflict revolves around ideas.

Policy making, in turn, is a constant struggle over the criteria for classification, the boundaries of categories, and the definition of ideals that

guide the way people behave.



THE PLAN OF THE BOOK



Chapter I, "The Market and the Polis," sets forth the model of political community I call the Polis. It describes the fundamental elements of

human behavior and social life that I take to be axiomatic, and contrasts

them with the axioms of the market model. The other chapters build on

this model of a political community.

The rest of the book takes its shape from the notion of a policy issue

implied in the rationality project: we have a goal; we have a problem, a

discrepancy between reality and the goal; and we seek a solution to the

problem. Parts II, III, and IV correspond to the three parts of this framework: goals, problems, and solutions.

Needless to say, the political careers of most policy issues aren't nearly

as simple as this three-part formula would suggest. For example, people

don't always perceive a goal first and then look for discrepancies between

the goal and the status quo. Often, they see a problem first, which triggers

a new awareness of ideals and a search for solutions. Or, perhaps they see

a solution first, then formulate a problem that requires their solution (and

their services). Nevertheless, I use this framework because it expresses a

logic of problem solving that is not only widespread in the policy field but

that also makes sense to the rational part of our human nature.
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Part II is about goals—not the specific goals of particular policy issues,

)werink,health care

such as expanding health insurance coverage or h

costs, but the enduring values of community life that give rist , to conwe..are (in the sense

troversy over particular policies: equity, efficiency,It

of well-being, not government aid), liberty, and security. These \ aloes

are the standards of analysis most commonly invoked in policy debates.

They are also "motherhood issues": everyone is tOr them \Olen they are

stated abstractly, but the fight begins as soon as we ask what people mean

by them. These values not only express goals but also serve as the standards we use to evaluate existing situations and policy pi-oposals. Tliere

might well have been other ideals in the section on goals, such as justice,

democracy, and community. Rather than giving each of these ideals its

own chapter, I have woven them into the other chapters and tried to show

how they influence thinking about more tailored policy goals.

One tenet of the rationality project is that there are objective and neutral standards of evaluation that can be applied to politics and that are

untainted by the interests of political players. The theme of Part Its that

behind every policy issue lurks a contest over conflicting, though equally

plausible, conceptions of the same abstract goal or value. The abstractions are aspirations for a community, into which people read contradictory interpretations. It may not be possible to get everyone to agree on

the same interpretation, but the first task of the political analyst is to

reveal and clarify the underlying value disputes so that people can se

where they differ and move toward some reconciliation.

Part III is about problems, and about how we know there is a disparity

between social goals and the current state of affairs. There are many modes

of defining problems in policy discourse, and each mode is like a language

people use to express and defend their interpretations. "Symbols" and

"Numbers" are about verbal and numerical languages, respectively, and

both examine devices of symbolic representation within those languages.

We also define problems in terms of what causes them ("Causes"), who is

lined up on each side ("Interests"), or what kind of choice they pose and

what ethical standards are appropriate for deciding ("Decisions").

Part IV is about solutions, or, more accurately, about the broad types of

policy instruments governments can use to solve problems. These chapters start from the assumption that all policies involve deliberate attempts

to change people's behavior, and each chapter in this section deals with a

mechanism for bringing about such change—creating rewards and penalties ("Incentives"), making and

and enforcing rules

("Rules"),

R g”) sinforming

„)d

and

an

persuading ("Facts"), stipulating rights and duties

reorganizing authority, or changing who has power to do what ("Powers").
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The common theme throughout Part IV is that policy instruments

are not just tools, each with its own function and its own suitability

for certain kinds of jobs. In the standard political science model of the

policy-making process, policy solutions are decided upon and then implemented, though things usually go awry at the implementation stage. The

task of the analyst is to figure Out which is the best tool to use, and then

to fix mistakes when things don't go as planned. I argue, instead, that

each type of policy instrument is more like a game than a tool. Each has

its peculiar ground rules, within which people continue their political

conflicts once the policy game has started. Each mode of social regulation

draws lines around what people may and may not do and how they may or

may not treat each other. But these boundaries are constantly contested,

partly because they are ambiguous and don't settle conflicts, and partly

because they allocate benefits and burdens to the people on either side.

The job of the policy designer, in this view, is to understand the rules of

the game well enough to know the standard moves and countermoves,

and to think about them strategically.

Whether you are a policy analyst, a policy researcher, a policy advocate, a policy maker, or an engaged citizen, my hope for Policy Paradox is

that it helps you to go beyond your job description and the tasks you are

given--to think hard about your own core values, to deliberate with others, and to make the world a better place.



PART I



POLITICS



The Market and the Polis



A theory of policy politics must start with a simple model of political

society, ;list as economics starts with a simple model of economic society.

Polis,

Greek word tbr city-state, seems a fitting name for a model

of political society because it conjures up an entity small enough to

have very simple forms of organization yet large enough to embody the

essential elements of politics. In building a model of political society, it

is helpfu l to use the market model as a foil because of its predominance

in contemporary policy discussions. The contrast between the models of

political society and market society will illuminate some ways the market

model distorts political life.

A market can be simply defined as a social system in which individuals

pursue their own welfare by exchanging things with others whenever

trades arc mutually beneficial. Economists often begin their discussions

of the market by conjuring up the Robinson Crusoe society, where two

people on a lush tropical island swap coconuts and sea animals. They

trade to make each person better off, but since each person always has the

option of producing everything for himself, trading is never an absolute

necessity for either one. (Economics textbooks usually neglect to mention that the "real - Crusoe was able to salvage a veritable microcosm

of industrial society from his shipwrecked vessel—everything from gunpowder and muskets to cables and nails.) Participants in a market compete with each other for scarce resources; each person tries to acquire

things at the least possible cost, and to convert raw materials into more

valuable things to sell at the highest possible price.

In the market model, individuals act only to maximize their own selfinterest "Self--interest - means their own welfare, however they define that

for themselves. It does not mean that they act "selfishly"; their self-interest

might include, for example, the well-being of their family and friends,

but most market models give short shrift to anything but individual
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stim. (1t1(•

self-interest. The competitive drive to maxitnitt

e, and

,,!1

ulates people to be very resourceful, creative, ch . \ er,

'f society

,

ultimately, competition raises the level of economic w el I-1,c

lel, we

as a whole. With this description of the essence of the 111:111,,

more

can start to build an alternative model of the polis by

detailed features of the market model and a political



COMMUNITY

Because politics and policy can happen only in comultuntii-. c,,111111ucoinnity must be the starting point of our polls. Public policy is

munities trying to achieve something as communities. This i‘ irtie even

r vc 110 its

though there is almost always conflict within a community

coml'\

LLy

members are and what its goals should be, and even though

munal goal ultimately must be achieved through the behavior of ind ividuals. Unlike the market, which starts with individuals and a ssi nes no

goals and intentions other than those held by individuals, a model of the

polis must assume collective will and collective effOrt.

Untold volumes of political philosophy have tried to define and c \ plain

this phenomenon of collective intention. But even without being able to

define it, we know intuitively that societies behave as if they had one.

We can scarcely speak about societies without using the language of col lective will ("Democrats want ..."; "Environmentalists seek

"The

administration is trying . . ."). Every child knows the feeling of being in

a group and reaching consensus. We can argue about whether consensus implies unanimity or only majority, or whether apparent consensus

masks some suppressed dissension. But we know that consensus is a feel ing of collective will, and we know when it exists and when it does not,

just as surely (and sometimes mistakenly) as we know when we are hungry and when we are not.

A community must have members and some way of defining who is

a member and who is not. Membership is in some sense the primary

political issue, for membership definitions and rules determine who is

allowed to participate in community activities, and who is governed by

community rules and authority. Nation-states have rules for citizenship.

Private clubs have qualifications for members and procedures by which

people can join. Religious groups have formal rituals for new members to

join. Neighborhoods may have no formal rules limiting who may become

a member, but informal practices such as racial discrimination in selling
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and renting homes, mortgage lending, and sheer harassment can accomplish exclusion without formal rules.

In many places, growing anti-immigrant sentiment has stimulated a

wave of new membership policies—policies about who gets to become a

reside r,i: or a citizen of any political jurisdiction, and what social and civic

rights

be accorded them. Some states and cities have passed laws

that resHct undocumented aliens' access to health and social services,

rental rousing, and driving. In 2010, Arizona, the state with the highest

rate of illegal immigration, passed a controversial law requiring police

officers to investigate the immigration status of anybody they stop for

any purpose, if the officer suspects the person might be an illegal immigrant. The Arizona law raises tears of prejudice, because police might use

looks and accents to decide whether they "suspect" someone is an illegal

immigrant. "Hie law also creates tension between the state and the federal

government over which one has legal authority to enforce U.S. membership policies.'

A model of the polis must also include a distinction between political

comnumitv and cultural community. A political community is a group

of people who live under the same political rules and structure of governance. A cultural community is a group of people who share a culture

and dra,A- their identities from shared language, history, and traditions. In

most nations, the political community includes diverse cultural communities. Cultural diversity creates a profound dilemma for policy politics:

how co integrate several cultural communities into a single political cornmunit\ without destroying their identity and integrity. (This was exactly

the dilemma in the "multiculturism" paradox in the Introduction.) Issues

such as criminal standards, bilingual education, and interracial and international adoption are about defending communities against death by

assimilation, and about pitting community interests against individual

interests. These issues can't be adequately understood in terms of individuals pursuing their self-interests. In Europe, discussions of cultural

and political membership have been more salient than in the U.S. and

proceed under the rubric of "integration policy." Integration focuses on

what values and behaviors immigrants must espouse in order to become

citizens. For example, an immigrant applying for citizenship in Denmark



'Darnell Weeder), "Local Laws Restricting the Freedom of Undocumented Immigrants as violations

of Equal Protection soil Principles of Federal Preemption," St. Louis University Law Journal, 52, no. 4

(Coos), 1). .t79-500; Randal C. Archibold, "U.S.'s Toughest Immigration Law is Signed in Arizona,

Neu, Tbrl. Times, Apr. 2, 4 2010.
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must pass a Danish-language test that many Danes might not be able to

pass, and must declare support for gender equality.'

Membership in a community defines social and economic rights as well

as political rights. Even more than legal definitions of who's in and who's

out, mutual aid among members transforms a collection of individuals

into a community. Sharing burdens and bounty binds people together as a

group. Immigrants in their new homelands tend to stick together in ethnic neighborhoods, and one of the first things they do is establish mutual

aid societies to pool their resources in order to provide each other with

money for culturally acceptable funerals, for sickness and life insurance,

and for credit to establish new businesses. Members of a community help

each other in all kinds of non-monetary ways, too, such as sharing child

care or helping each other maintain homes and neighborhoods. Mutual

aid is a kind of social insurance.

In the market model, insurance is a financial product that firms sell in

order to make a profit and buyers buy in order to create economic security for themselves. In the polis, mutual aid is a good that people create

collectively in order to protect each other and their community. Mutual

aid might be the strongest bond that holds individuals together as a community. And in a larger sense, sharing, caring, and maintaining relationships is at least as strong a motivator of human behavior as autonomy,

competition, and promotion of one's separate self-interests.



ALTRUISM

Humans are social creatures and care about others as well as themselves.

A model of political community must recognize altruism as a powerful human motive.' 'Altruism" means acting in order to benefit others

rather than oneself. Taking care of children, treating the sick, helping

coworkers, volunteering as a tutor or a fix-it person—these are forms of

everyday altruism.

Altruism is so much a part of our existence that we take it for granted.

But the rationality paradigm, with its picture of humans as fundamen-



'Cultural pluralism within political communities is richly explored by Will Kymlicka,

Liberalism, Community and Culture (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1989); and Multicultural Odysseys: Navigating the New International Polities of Divenity

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).

'Krsten Renwick Monroe,

The Heart of /Minim: Perceptions of a Common Humanity

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 199«); Deborah Stone

The Samaritan's Dilemma: Should Government Help Tour

.Velghbor'! (New York: Nation Books, 5008).
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tally self-interested, makes altruism almost invisible. In fact, according

to many social scientists, altruism doesn't exist. As Thomas Hobbes, one

of the first modern democratic theorists, put it, "No man giveth but with

intention of good to himself"' Behind every apparently altruistic behavior lurks an ulterior, self-interested motive. Perhaps when you help an

injured child, fbr example, you're really doing it to relieve your own distress from seeing a child in pain.

According to many modern social scientists, people's actions don't count

as altruistic unless they receive absolutely no benefit themselves, or, to be

even more stringent, unless they make some sacrifice or incur a loss when

they act to help somebody else. As it happens, people who help other people

almost always say they get psychic rewards: "When you help other people, you

get more than you give." Here is the paradox of altruism: when people act to

benefit others, they feel satisfaction, fulfillment, and a sense that helping others

gives their lives meaning. The strict self-interest paradigm, therefore, makes

altruism impossible by definition.

This is not to say that humans aren't also self-interested. We have

both kinds of motives. But trying to measure the exact proportions of

self-interest and altruism in any human behavior is as difficult as measuring whether a high-tech prosthetic foot gives a runner greater capabilities than he would have had with his own two feet. Here, it's enough to

say that in the polis, people have both self-interested and altruistic motivations, and policy analysis must account for both of them.

In the polis, altruism can be just as fierce as self-interest. A manager of

a fast-food franchise keeps two sets of time sheets—one to show her boss

that she follows the chain's rules, the other to allow her employees time

off and flexibility to deal with their family issues. The supervisor risks

her job and her reputation (definitely not in her self-interest) in order

to help her employees manage their jobs and personal lives. In schools,

hospitals, retail stores, and government agencies, people sometimes fudge

the records, bend the eligibility rules, take food and goods to pass on to

desperate and suffering people—in other words, lie, cheat, and steal—

when they believe the rules are unjust and there is a higher moral duty

than obeying rules. Without an appreciation of altruism, we can't fully

understand how policy gets implemented at the street level, nor can we

understand the currents of resistance and civil disobedience that make up

the "moral underground."'

'Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (orig. ed. 1651), chap. 15.

`Lisa Dodson, The Moral Underground How Ordinary Americans Subvert an Unfair Economy (New York:

New Press, 2009).
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everything. Not only do they crop up frequently, but most significant

policy problems are commons problems. It is rare in the polis that the

benefits and costs of an action are entirely self-contained, affecting only

one or two individuals, or that they are limited to immediate and direct

effects. Actions have side effects, unanticipated consequences, second- and

third-order effects, long-term effects, and ripple effects. The language

of policy is full of such metaphors recognizing the broad social consequences of individual actions. One major dilemma in the polis is how to

get people to give weight to these broader consequences in their private

calculus of choices, especially in an era when the dominant culture celebrates private consumption and personal gain.



INFLUENCE



Fortunately, in the polis, the vast gap between self-interest and public

interest is bridged by some potent forces: influence, cooperation, and

loyalty. Influence is inherent in communities, even communities of two.

Humans aren't freewheeling, freethinking atoms whose desires arise from

spontaneous generation. Our ideas about what we want and the choices

we make are shaped by education, persuasion, and socialization. From

Kalamazoo to Kathmandu, young people covet expensive brand-name

sneakers and the latest electronic gear, not because these things are inherently attractive to human beings but because global consumer culture

heavily promotes them as desirable.

Actions, no less than ideas, are influenced by others—by the choices

other people have made and the ones we expect them to make, by what

they want us to do, and by what we think they expect us to do. More often

than not, our choices are conditional. A worker will go out on strike only

if she thinks that enough of her fellow workers will join her. A citizen will

bother to complain about postal service only if he believes that the post

office will take some action in response.

Influence works not simply by putting one individual under a figurative spell of another but also in ways that lead to curious kinds of collective behavior. "Bandwagon effects" in elections happen when a candidate's

initial lead causes people to support him or her because they want to be

on board with a winner. Panics happen when people fear an economic collapse, rush to cash out their bank accounts, and in so doing bring about

the collapse they feared. Mobs often act with a peculiar sense of direction

and purpose, as if coordinated by a leader, when in fact there is none. Fads

for body piercing or backward baseball caps are frivolous examples of col-
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lective behavior; prison riots and "white flight" from urban neighborhoods

are more serious. Such things can happen only because people's choices

are conditional. They want to do something only if most people will do

it (say, go on strike), or to do something before most people do it (say, get

their money out of the bank), or do something because others are doing it.

Influence sometimes spills over into coercion, and the line between

them is fuzzy. In fact, one big difference between traditional conservatives and liberals is where they place that line. Liberals tend to see poverty as a kind of coercion, and the far Left is wont to see coercion in

any kind of need, even that born of desire to "keep up with the Joneses."

Conservatives have a more restricted view of coercion, seeing it only in

physical force and commands backed up by the threat of force, but libertarians are wont to see it in any government rule or regulation. There is

no correct place to draw the line, because coercion is an idea about what

motivates behavior, a label and an interpretation, rather than the behavior itself. No matter that we can't draw a clear line between influence and

coercion—influence in all its fuzziness, varieties, and degrees of strength

is one of the central elements of politics, and we'll see it at the heart of

many policy dilemmas.



COOPERATION



In the polis, cooperation is every bit as important as competition. This

is true for two reasons. First, politics involves seeking allies and cooperating with them in order to compete with opponents. Whenever there

are two sides to an issue, there must be alliances among the people on

one side. Children learn this lesson when they play in threesomes. Every

conflict unites some people as it divides others, and politics has as much

to do with how alliances are made and held together as with how people

fight.6 For this reason, the two-person models so prominent in economics

and game theory are politically empty. When the only players in a model

are "A' and "B," there is no possibility for strategic coalitions and shifting

alliances, or for joint effort, leadership, and coordination.

The second reason cooperation must be central to a model of politics is that it is essential to power. Cooperation is often a more effective

form of subordination than coercion. Authority that depends solely on

the use of force cannot extend very far. Prison guards, with seemingly

all the resources stacked on their side, need the cooperation of inmates to

T. E. Schattschneider,



The Sem:sovereign People (Hinsdale, Ill.: Dryden Press, 1970), chap. 4.
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keep order in the prison. Despite bars, locks, and the guards' monopoly

on weapons, prisoners outnumber the guards. So guards bargain with

prisoners, offering them favors and privileges to gain their cooperation.'

Even commanders of Nazi concentration camps depended on the cooperation and participation of inmates to operate the camps.' American

counterinsurgency strategy in Afghanistan rests on cooperation between

American soldiers and Afghan civilians. According to the U.S. Ariny's

counterinsurgency manual, soldiers can be most effective by helping to

provide food, water, shelter, education, and medical care, and by showing

respect for people of the country they occupy.9

In the textbook model of markets, there is nothing but pure competition, which means no cooperation among either buyers or sellers. Sellers compete with each other to obtain raw materials at the lowest prices

and to sell their products at the highest profit. They compete with savvy

customers, who shop around for the best deals and thereby force the sellers to offer lower prices. Cooperation, when it occurs, is a deviation from

the well-functioning market, and most words to describe it in the market model are pejorative collusion, price-fixing, insider trading. In the

polis, cooperation is the norm. It is the inseparable other side of competition and a necessary ingredient of power. The words to describe it are

decidedly more positive oalition, alliance, union, party, support, treaty.



LOYALTY



Cooperation means alliances, and alliances are at least somewhat enduring. For that reason, cooperation often goes hand in hand with loyalty.

In the ideal market, when a store hikes its prices or lets its products and

service deteriorate, a shrewd buyer will switch stores. There is no "glue"

in buyer-seller relations. In politics, relationships aren't usually so fluid.

They involve gifts, favors, support, and, most of all, future obligations.

Political alliances bind people over time. To paraphrase E. E. Schattschneider, politics is more like choosing a spouse than shopping in a discount store."'

The differing views of loyalty in the market and polis models are also

reflected in language. In the market, people are "buyers" and "sellers." In

'Gresham Sykesoctety of Captives (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1958), chap. 5.

lean-Francois Steiner, Treblinka (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1967), especially pp. 55

-75.

"(

drmv /Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007).

"Schartschneuler, .S'ernrsoverergn People, op. cit., note 6, p. 66.
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politics, they are "enemies" and "friends." It is characteristic of friendships

that we stick with our friends, even when they hurt us or do things not

much to our liking. We honor friends more for what we have shared in

the past than tbr what we expect them to do for us now and in the future.

Friendships are fOrgiving in a way that pure commercial relationships are

not. The idea of a "pure" commercial relationship is one not "tainted" by

loyalty or sentiment. In the polis, history counts for a lot; in the market, it

counts for nothing.

This is not to say that political alliances are perfectly stable, or that

people never abandon friends and join hands with former enemies. Children learn this lesson from their threesomes, too. But in the polis there is

a presumption of lovally. People expect that others will normally stick by

their friends and allies, and that it would take a major event—something

that triggers a deep fear or offers an irresistible opportunity—to get them

to switch their loyalties. Breaking old alliances can be risky, and people

don't do it lightly.



GROUPS



Influence, cooperation, and loyalty are powerful forces, and the result is

that groups and organizations, rather than individuals, are the building

blocks of the polis. Groups are important in three ways. First, people

belong to institutions and organizations, even when they aren't formal members. They participate in organizations as citizens, employees,

customers, students, taxpayers, voters, and potential recruits, if not as

staff; managers, or leaders. Their opinions are shaped by organizations,

their interests are affected by organizations, and they depend on organizations to represent their interests.

Second, policy making isn't only about solving public problems but

about how groups are formed, split, and re-formed to achieve public purposes. On policy issues of any significance, groups confront each other,

using individuals only as their spokespeople. Groups coalesce and divide

over policy proposals, depending on how they expect the proposal to affect

them. When a state legislature proposes a cut in school funding, parents

and teachers in a school district might come together to fight the proposal.

But when the school board is negotiating teachers' contracts, many of the

same parents might no longer wish to ally with the teachers.

Third, groups are important because decisions of the polis are collective. They are explicitly collective through formal procedures—such as

voting, administrative rule making, and bargaining—and through public
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bodies, such as legislatures, courts, juries, committees, or agencies. Public

decisions are implicitly collective in that even when officials have "sole

authority," they are influenced by outside opinion and pressure. Policy

decisions aren't made by abstract people but by people in social roles

and organizations, addressing audiences of other people in their social

roles and organizations, and using procedures that have been collectively

approved. The roles, settings, procedures, and audiences exert their own

influence, even on the most strong-willed and independent minds.

I make groups an element of the polis in contrast to the market model,

where the actors are conceived either as individuals or as groups acting

as if they had one mind. But this model is not a pluralist theory of politics.

The pluralist theory holds that all important interests have the capacity

to form interest groups and that these interest groups have relatively

equal chances to make their voices heard in the political system. I insist

on the importance of groups, not to claim that a political system is equally

open to all of them but to point out that politics is necessarily a system

of alliances.



INFORMATION



In the ideal market, information is "perfect," meaning it is accurate,

complete, and available to everyone at no cost. In the polis, by contrast,

information is ambiguous, incomplete, often strategically shaded, and

sometimes deliberately withheld. Of course, it would be silly to say there

is no such thing as correct information. Surely, when the newspaper

reports that Microsoft's stock closed at $27.21 per share, or that Senator

John McCain voted against an arms limitation treaty with Russia, or that

a police officer used the word "nigger" forty-one times in tape-recorded

interviews, we are quite confident that the information is accurate and

that it makes sense to think of that kind of information as being correct

or incorrect. But in politics, what matters is what people make of such

reports. People act on what they believe to be the financial health of a

company, whether they think their senator represents their interests, or

what they think a police officer's use of racial epithets means for the possibility of fair trials for black citizens. In the polis, iterpretations are more

powerful than facts.

Much of what we "know" is what we believe to be true. And what we

believe about information depends on who tells us (the source) and how

it is presented (the medium, the choice of language, the context). Some

people are more likely to believe medical information from a doctor than
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from a friend, whereas others are more likely to believe a friend than a

doctor. Some people find blogs more convincing than newspapers, and

vice versa. The words, pictures, and imagery of information affect its

very message as well as its persuasiveness. Timing matters. A company's

announcement about its safety practices will be interpreted differently if

issued after an accident rather than before.

Because politics is driven by how people interpret information, political actors strive to control interpretations. Political candidates and

their campaign advisers are notorious for their creative presentation of

information, or spin. But strategic manipulation of information is by no

means the preserve of politicians. We all do it, have done it, and will

continue to do it. (Think about the last time you told your professor why

your paper was late, your students why the exams weren't graded yet, or

your children why you make them go to school.) Information in the polis

is different from information in the market model, because it depends so

much on interpretation and is subject to strategic manipulation. Much

of this book explores how policy information is strategically crafted in

politics.

In the polis, information is never complete. We can never know all the

possible means for achieving a goal or all the possible effects of an action,

especially since all actions have side effects, unanticipated consequences,

and long-term effects. Nor can we know for sure what other people will

do in response to our actions, yet often we choose to act on the basis of

what we expect others to do. Whenever people act, they act on guesses,

hunches, expectations, hopes, and faith, as well as on facts.

Information is never fully and equally available to all participants in

politics. There is a cost to acquiring information, if only the cost of one's

own time. To the extent that information is complicated, sophisticated,

or technical, it requires education to be understood, and education is not

uniformly distributed. These are by now standard critiques of market

theory.

But even more important for a model of the polis is that political

actors very often deliberately keep crucial information secret. The ideas

of inventors, the business plans of entrepreneurs, the decision of a government to devalue its currency, whether a putative candidate will in fact

run for office, where the town leaders are thinking of locating a sewage treatment plant—every one of these things might be kept secret if

someone expects someone else to behave differently were the information

made public. Secrecy and revelation are tools of political strategy, and we

would grossly misunderstand the character of information in politics if

we thought of it as neutral facts, readily disclosed.
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"closing averages on the human scene were mixed tocLi. Brotherly love was down two points,

while enlightened self-interest gained a half. Vanity showed no movement, and guarded optimism

slipped a point in sluggish trading. Overall, the status quo remained unchanged."



PASSION

In the market, economic resources are governed by the laws of matter.

Resources are finite, scarce, and used up when they are used. Whatever

is used for making guns cannot be used for making butter (a textbook

example dreamed up by someone who surely never made either). People

can do only one thing at a time (produce guns or butter), and material can

be only one thing at a time (a gun or a stick of butter).

In the polis, another set of laws operates alongside the laws of matter,

ones that might be called laws of paradox if the phrase weren't paradoxical

itself Instead, I'll call them " laws of passion," because they describe phenomena that behave more like emotions than like physical matter. One of

these laws is that passion feeds on itself Like passion, political resources are

often enlarged or enhanced through use, rather than diminished. Channels

of influence and political connections, for example, grow stronger the more

they are used. The more people work together and help each other, the

more committed they become to each other and to their common goal. The

more something is done—say, a regulatory agency consults with industry

leaders on its proposals, or a school board negotiates with teachers on

salaries—the more valuable the personal connections and organizational

ties become, and the stronger people's expectations of "doing things the

way they have always been done."
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Political skills and authority also grow with use, and it is no accident

that we often use the metaphor of "exercise" when talking about them.

That skills should grow with practice is not so surprising, but it is worth

exploring why authority should work the same way. Precedent is important in authority. The more one makes certain types of decisions, the easier

it is to continue in the same path, in part because repeated decisions require

no new thought, and in part because people are less likely to resist or even

question orders and requests they have obeyed before. How often have we

justified our own begrudging compliance by telling ourselves, "I've never

protested all the other times I've been asked to do this, so how can I refuse

now?" Or, on the other side, "I've let them get away with it many times

before, so it is hardly fair to punish them now" In short, the more often an

order is issued and obeyed, the stronger the presumption of compliance.

The market model ignores this phenomenon of resource expansion

through exercise, use, practice, and expression. A distinguished former

chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers once wrote that marketlike

arrangements are good because they "reduce the need for compassion,

patriotism, brotherly love, and cultural solidarity as motivating forces

behind social improvement. . • However vital [these things] may be to

a civilized society [they] are in too short supply to serve as substitutes"

for the more plentiful motive of self-interest." To make such an analogy

between compassion and widgets, to see them both as items with fixed

quantities that are diminished by use, is to be blinded by market thinking.

People aren't born with a limited stockpile of sentiments and passions, to

be hoarded through life lest they be spent too quickly. More often than

not, fighting in a war increases the feeling of patriotism, just as comforting a frightened child increases one's compassion.

Another law of passion holds that the whole is greater than the sum of

its parts. A protest march, for example, means something more than a

few thousand people walking down a street; repeated denials of credit to

blacks in a neighborhood means something more than a series of unrelated

bankers' decisions. Widgets may get cheaper through mass production—

economists call that "economies of scale"—but they are still widgets. By

contrast, most human actions change their meaning and impact when

done in concert or in quantity.

Finally, the most fun—and the most vexing law of passion: things can

mean and therefore be more than one thing at once. Convicting white-collar

criminals with nominal fines signals both that the government condemns

the activity and that it does not. The growth of medical care expenditures

"Charles L. Schultze,

Press, 1977), pp.



The Public Use of Private Interest (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution



17-18 (emphasis



added).
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bemoaned by employers and taxpayers also means new professional opportunities and job growth, not to mention new treatments that save and

transform lives. Ambiguity and symbolic meanings find no home in the

market model of society, where everything has its precise value or cost. In

the polis, where people not only count but think, wish, dream, and imagine,

meanings can run wild, and they matter.



POWER

Up to this point, I have defined the polis by contrasting it with a market

model of society. Now it's time to summarize the characteristics, emphasizing what the polis is instead of what it is not:

1. It is a community, or perhaps multiple communities, with ideas,

images, will, and effort quite apart from individual goals and

behavior.

2. Its members are motivated by both altruism and self-interest.

3. It has a public interest, whose meaning people fight about and

act upon.

4. Most of its policy problems are commons problems.

5. Influence is pervasive, and the boundary between influence and

coercion is always contested.

6. Cooperation is as important as competition.

7. Loyalty is the norm.

8. Groups and organizations form the building blocks.

9. Information is interpretive, incomplete, and strategic.

10. It is governed by the laws of passion as well as the laws of matter.

By now, my readers must surely be wondering how a reputable political scientist could build a model of political society without making power

a defining characteristic, let alone the primary one. I save power for last

because it derives from all the other elements and can't be defined without

reference to them. Power is a phenomenon of communities. Its purpose

is always to subordinate individual self-interest to other interests—

sometimes to other individual or group interests, sometimes to the public interest. It operates through influence, cooperation, and loyalty, and

through strategic control of information. And finally, power is a resource

that obeys the laws of passion rather than the laws of matter.

Any model of society must specify its source of energy, the force

or forces that drive change. In the market model, change is driven by
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CONCEPTS OF SOCIETY



Market Model



Polls Model



1. Unit of analysis



Individual



Community



2. Motivations



Self-interest



Altruism and selfinterest



3. Public Interest



Sum of individual

interests



Shared interests; what

is good for community



4. Chief conflict



Self-interest vs. selfinterest



Self-interest vs. public

interest (commons

problems)



5. Source of ideas

and preferences



Self-generation within

the individual



Influences from others

and society



6. Nature of social

interaction



Competition



Cooperation and

competition



7. Criteria for

individual decision

making



Maximize personal

gain, minimize cost



Loyalty (to people,

places, organizations,

products); maximize

individual and fhmily

interest; promote

public interest



8. Building blocks of

social action



Individuals



Groups and

organizations



9. Nature of

information



Accurate, complete,

fully available



Ambiguous,

interpretive,

incomplete,

strategically

manipulated



Laws of matter

(material resources

are finite and diminish

with use)



Laws of passion (e.g.,

human resources are

renewable and may

expand with use)



Market exchange;

individual quest to

maximize own

welfare



Ideas, persuasion, and

alliances; pursuit of

power, own and others'

welfare, and public

interest



10. How things work



Sources of change
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exchange, which is in turn motivated by the individual quest to improve

one's own welfare. Through market exchanges, the overall use aril distribution of resources changes.

In the polis, change occurs through the interaction of mutually defining ideas and alliances. Ideas about politics shape political alliances, and

strategic considerations of building and maintaining alliances in turn

shape the ideas people espouse and seek to implement. In my model of

the polis, I emphasize ideas and portrayals as key forms of power in policy

making. This book is not so much about how people collect and deploy

the traditional resources of power—money, votes, and offices—but how

they use ideas to gather political support and diminish the support of

opponents, all in order to control policy.

Ideas are the very stuff of politics. People fight about ideas, fight for

them, and fight against them. Political conflict is never simply over material

conditions and choices but also over what is legitimate and right. The passion in politics comes from conflicting senses of fairness, justice, rightness,

and goodness. Moreover, people fight with ideas as well as about them. The

different sides in a conflict create different portrayals of the battle---who

is affected, how they are affected, and what is at stake, Political fights are

conducted with money, with rules, with votes, and with favors, to be sure,

but they are conducted above all with words and ideas.

Every idea about policy draws boundaries. It tells what or who is

included or excluded in a category. These boundaries are more than intellectual—they define people in and out of a conflict or place them on different sides. In politics, the representation of issues is strategically designed

to attract support to one's side, to forge some alliances and break others.

Ideas and alliances are intimately connected.

Finally, the interaction between ideas and alliances is ever-changing

and never-ending. Problems in the polis are never "solved" in the way

that economic needs are met in the market model. It is not as though we

can place an order for justice, and once the order is filled, the job is done.

(Indeed, some modern economists have puzzled over why even material

needs seem to grow even as they are fulfilled.) As Plutarch wrote:

They are wrong who think that politics is like an ocean voyage or a military

campaign, something to be done with some end in view, or something which

levels off as soon as that end is reached. It is not a public chore, to be got over

with; it is a way of life.'



"Plutarch, cited in Jonathan Schell, The P'ate of the Earth

(New York: Avon Books,



1982), p. 109.



PART I I



GOALS



Equity



The most famous definition of political science says it's the study of "who

gets what, when, and how"' Distributions—whether of goods and services,

wealth and income, health and illness, or opportunity and disadvantage—

are at the heart of policy controversies. In this chapter, we will describe

issues as distributive conflicts in which equality is the goal. Keep in mind

that in a distributive conflict, all sides seek equality; the conflict comes

over how the sides envision a fair distribution of whatever is at stake.

To see how it is possible to have competing visions of equality, let's

imagine we have a mouthwatering, bittersweet chocolate cake to distribute in a public policy class.' We all agree that the cake should be divided

equally. The intuitively obvious solution is to count the number of people in

the classroom, cut the cake into that number of equal-sized slices, and pass

them out. I've tried this solution in my classes, and, believe me, my students

always challenge my equitable solution. Here are some of the challenges:

1. Some say my solution is unfair to the people left out of the class

in the first place. "I wouldn't have skipped class last week if I had

known you would be serving chocolate cake," says one. Students

not even taking the course come up to me in the halls: "Unfair!"

they protest. "The catalog description sounded dull. If it had mentioned cake, we would have enrolled in your course." My cake is

featured on gourmet.com and students from around the world

e-mail me: "We would have applied to your university if we had

known you were a gourmet chef" All these people describe my

solution as equal slices but unequal invitations.

'Harold Lasswell, Polities: Who Gets What, When, How (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1936; 2nd ed. with

postscript, Cleveland: World Publishing. 1958).



'My inspiration for this analysis of equity came from Douglas Rae, "The Egalitarian State: Notes on



a Contradictory System of Ideals," Daedalus 108, no. 4 (Fall 1979), pp. 37-54; and Douglas Rae et al.,

Equalities

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981).
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2. Some say my solution is unfair to the high achievers. These students think I should give a pop quiz, then divide the cake according

to performance on the quiz. 'A' students get big pieces, 'B' students

get small pieces, and 'C' students get a taste so they know what

rewards await them if only they work harder. Of course, there

aren't any 'D' and 'F' students in my class, but if there were, they

would get nothing because they haven't earned cake. The proponents of this solution describe it as unequal slices jar unequal merit

but equal slices for equal merit.

3. Some of my colleagues buttonhole me the next day. This is a Political Science Department course, they say, and your cake should

have been shared in accordance with the department's hierarchy.

The chairperson sends me a memo proposing the following division of any future cakes:

Your undergraduates: crumbs

Your graduate teaching assistant: mouthful

All other grad students: work on our research while we eat cake

Assistant professors: slivers

Associate professors: wedges

Full professors: wedges with extra frosting

Chair: wedge with extra frosting, and a linen napkin

This solution might be described as unequal slices for unequal ranks

but equal slices for equal ranks.

4. A group of men's liberationists stages a protest. Women have

always had greater access to chocolate cake, they claim, because

girls are taught to bake while boys have to go outdoors to play football. Moreover, chocolate cake is more likely to be served in courses

taught by women than men, and those courses draw proportionately

more female students. In short, gender roles and gender divisions

in society combine to make gender the de facto determinant of cake

distribution. The men, who comprise only one-third of the class,

propose that men as a group should get half the cake, and women as

a group should get the other half; unequal slices but equal social blocs.

5. One semester, all the students in my public policy class had just

attended a three-course luncheon, which, mysteriously enough,

did not include dessert. Several of them thought my chocolate

cake should be treated as the last course of the luncheon. They

pointed out that some students had managed to commandeer two

shrimp cocktails, pick all the artichoke hearts from the salad, and

grab the rarest slices of roast beef from the platter. Shouldn't the
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other students—the ones who had only one shrimp cocktail and

overcooked roast beef, not to mention the vegetarians—get bigger

slices of my chocolate cake? This solution, which I had to agree

seemed fair, might be called unequal slices but equal meals.

6. Every year, a few students come forth saying they hate chocolate.

There's always someone who is allergic to chocolate. And another

who says he was born without the crucial gene for chocolate

digestion, and though it would do him no harm to eat my cake,

he wouldn't derive any nutritional benefit from it either. These

students think I might as well reallocate their portions to those

who can truly appreciate the cake. Their solution might be called

unequal slices but equal value to recipients.

7. The business majors in the class want no part of these complicated solutions. Give everyone a fork, they yell, and let us go at it:

unequal slices (or perhaps I should say "hunks") but fair competition

with equal.ctartirrg resources.

8. One semester, I was caught with only enough chocolate to make a

cupcake. It couldn't really be divided among the large number of

people in my class. The math whizzes proposed an elegant solution: put everyone's name in a hat, draw one ticket, and give the

whole cupcake to the winner. They had a point: unequal slices but

equal statistical chances of winning cake.

9. Just when I thought I finally had an equitable solution, the student

government activists jumped up. In a democracy, they said, the

only fair way to decide who gets the cupcake is to give each person

a vote and hold an election for the office of Cupcake Eater. Democracy, they claimed, means unequal slices but equal votes.

Now look back at what happened in the chocolate cake saga. We started

with the simple idea that equality means the same-size slice for everyone.

Then there were nine challenges to that idea, nine different visions of

equality that would result in unequal slices but equality of something else.

Here is the paradox in distributive problems: equality often means

inequality, and equal treatment often means unequal treatment. The same

distribution may look equal or unequal, depending on where you focus.

Iuse the word "equality" to denote sameness and to signify the part of a

distribution that contains uniformity—uniformity of slices, or of meals,

or of voting power, for example. I use "equity" to denote distributions

regarded as fair, even though they contain both equalities and inequalities.

Let's examine the challenges more carefully to see how they give us

some tools for thinking about what equality means. Every distribution
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"My body, being a bigger machine, requires more fueL"



has three important dimensions: the recipients (who gets something?), the

item (what is being distributed?), and the process (how is the distribution

carried out?). Challenges 1, 2, 3, and 4 redefine the recipients. Challenges

5 and 6. redefine the item being distributed. Challenges 7, 8, and 9 focus

on the process of distribution.



TIIF, DIMENSIONS OF EQUALITY

I. Membership



Challenge 1 questions the definition of membership in a community. It is all

well and good to say that something should be divided equally, but the sticky

question is, 'Among whom?" Who should count as a member of the group
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of recipients? Often, defining the class of members entitled to "equal treatment," whatever that is, is the core of a political controversy.

The American political system was designed to reconcile a severe conflict over membership: who, among all the people living in the territories, should receive representation in the new political system that was

theoretically to he based on consent of the governed? "All men are created equal," the Declaration of Independence had asserted, but when the

founders set about drafting a constitution, slavery crashed headlong into

philosophy. The Constitution embodied one of the most notorious paradoxes of all time. Slaves were defined simultaneously as human beings

and material property. They were counted as people in censuses to determine how many representatives to Congress each district would get. But

each slave counted as only three-fifths of a person—not a person who

merited representation him- or herself but a piece of human property that

would amplify the representation of slaveholders.

Even after the Fourteenth Amendment gave blacks the right to vote,

under Jim Crow laws they couldn't partake of all the "cake" the country had to offer. They couldn't live in certain neighborhoods, use certain

public facilities, attend whites-only schools, and, in many places, they

still couldn't exercise their right to vote until the 1960s. The civil rights

movement and the end of legal segregation were (and still are) efforts to

redefine equality by changing the rules of membership.

Some potent residues of racism still "disinvite" black citizens. In 2007,

the Cherokee Nation held a special election in which its members voted

that people of mixed Cherokee-black heritage and Freedmen (descendants of freed black slaves who had been held by Cherokees) were no longer citizens of Cherokee Nation. Not only can't these black and part-black

people vote in tribal elections, they are ineligible to receive various kinds

of federal and tribal bounty—medical, educational, and housing aid. Even

if the courts eventually overturn the decision, the episode makes black

Cherokees feel uninvited. As one of them said, "Even having the debate is

a problem. You then become a lesser person because people get to decide

whether you're in or not."'

Political communities often differentiate among their residents for the

purpose of distributing both property and political rights. In some nations

where Islam is the dominant religion (Iran and Afghanistan, for example), women

n may

may nherit only half as much from their parents as men, and



'Evelyn Nieves, "Putting to a Vote the Question Who is a Cherokee?"' New York Times, Mar. 3, 2007;

Brian Daffron, "Freedmen Descendants Struggle to Maintain their Cherokee Identity," Indian Country

Toddy, Mar.

30, 2007,

indiacountrytodaymedianetwork.corn, accessed Feb. 17, 2009.
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where fundamentalist Muslim leaders rule, girls are banned from education and women are forbidden to work outside the home, even if they are

widowed and have children to support. In European Union (EU) member

states, social and political rights differ according to whether a resident

is a citizen of the state in which he or she lives, a citizen of another EU

member state, or a citizen of a country outside the union. These latter

so-called "third-country nationals" have distinctly lesser political rights

and social benefits. Within the United States, people who have been convicted of a felony may never vote again in Kentucky or Virginia, even once

they have served their sentence and completed parole, while in Maine and

Vermont, felons never lose their right to vote and may vote by absentee

ballot from jail.9'

Immigration and citizenship policies turn on defining membership.

They set the criteria for admitting new members and making them eligible

to receive whatever political, economic, and social resources a country

has to distribute. Membership criteria are rarely all or nothing; the terms

of citizenship can be distinctly double-edged, especially when nations are

struggling to incorporate people whose religious traditions vary sharply

from the dominant one. In Germany, a predominantly Christian society,

the federal government has relaxed its requirement that immigrants have

German blood in order to become naturalized citizens, but some German

states make Muslims unwelcome by prohibiting head scarves or requiring

public schools to display crucifixes. In Israel, the government has debated

whether to require non-Jews who want to become citizens to pledge their

loyalty to Israel as a "Jewish state." Would-be Danish residents and citizens must declare their acceptance of Danish values and norms, including

gender equality, equal parental responsibilities of fathers and mothers,

secularism, and the duty to be self-supporting. "Invitations" to citizenship can be more or less equal."

Beyond formal rules that exclude people outright, informal practices

can covertly exclude. The U.S. welfare reform of 1996 made legal immigrants ineligible for Medicaid until they had lived here for five years.

Although the rule was later softened, many immigrants who were eligible for Medicaid did not apply out of fear that they would jeopardize



'Project Vote, "Restoring Votes to Former Felons," Apr. 2010, available at projectvoteiorg/felon-voting

"..lytte Klausen, The (styptic Challenge Politics and Religion in Western Europe

(Oxford: Oxford University

I'ress, 2005), p. 2; Isabel Kershner, "Israeli Cabinet Approves Citizenship Amendment," New York Times,

Oct. II, 2010; Per Mouritson and Tore Vincents Olsen, "Denmark Between Liberalism and Nationalism," Ethnic and Racial Studies, forthcoming, 2012.
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their immigration status. In the day-to-day administration of welfare

(now called Temporary Assistance for Needy Families), sometimes harsh

and domineering welfare caseworkers convey to clients that they have

no right to express their needs or complain about their caseworkers'

requirements and decisions. Thus, at the same time government includes

these citizens in the social safety net by giving them benefits, it implicitly

teaches them that they are not entitled to participate in government decisions that affect them."

2. Merit

Challenge 2 represents the ideal of reward for individual accomplishment.

You can't get past kindergarten without learning that life is all about

rewards for your personal achievement. As President Bill Clinton once put

it, "If you work hard and play by the rules, you should be given a chance

to go as far as your God-given ability will take you." That's the American

creed. Indeed, all modern liberal societies prize individual achievement as

the standard of reward, and aspire to minimize the role of race, gender,

ethnicity, and other immutable personal characteristics in determining

citizens' fortunes.

Like every abstract ideal, merit becomes problematic when we try to

figure out how to identify and quantify in order to build it into policy.

Academic aptitude testing purports to measure past learning, ability to

do academic work, and potential to succeed in college. On finishing one of

these exams, students typically complain about the irrelevance or triviality of some of the questions. "How, pray tell, does my knowledge of this or

that obscure fact show a clear picture of my abilities?" These complaints

aren't mere whining. They go to the question of how we identify achievement and aptitude.

Indeed, the tests used for admission to elite colleges and universities

in the U.S. have come under fire. Some critics say the tests' vocabulary

and cultural references are biased and don't measure the knowledge

that working-class and minority students gain from their life experiences; that they reward students whose parents have the means to pay for

expensive test-prep courses; and that they fail to register any information

about a person's capacity for leadership or commitment to making social

'Joe

Soss, Unwanted Claims: The Politics of Participation in the U.S. Welfare System (Ann Arbor: University

of Michigan Press, 2000).

Bill Clinton, Remarks to the Democratic Leadership Council, Dec. 3, 1993, available at findarticles

.com/p/articles/m0112889/is_n4.8_v29/ai_14891633/.
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contributions, qualities that we might think especially desirable in our

budding elites.'

Apart from thorny issues of how to measure individual merit, many

social scientists question just how much credit an individual ought to

get for his or her accomplishments. As social creatures, we are shaped

and nurtured by the opportunities given us, by our cultural heritages,

and by the resources of our communities, not only those of our parents.

To be sure, every successful entrepreneur, inventor, scientist, and artist

must master voluminous information and develop excellent technique,

but for all their individual knowledge and hard work, each person builds

on a "huge collective investment" in research, publication, education, and

training. 'All of this comes . . . free of charge, a gift of the past.

Even long and steady practice honing skills isn't purely a matter of

individual grit. Practicing depends on having access to the time and facilities for practice, and on not having to devote every spare hour to supporting one's family. As Malcolm Gladwell discovered in his hook about

success, Bill Gates lucked out by having a donated computer in his high

school at a time when almost no adults, let alone teenagers, had access

to computers. The Beatles lucked out early in their band life by getting

a grueling nightly gig in Hamburg that gave them a steady supply of

practice opportunities.rn

Nevertheless, the idea of reward for individual achievement provides

the major justification for income inequality. Think of the total national

income in any year as a giant cake. Those who achieve more deserve bigger slices—but how much bigger? In the U.S. in 2005, the top 1 percent

of taxpayers received almost 22 percent—over one-fifth--of the total

income in the nation. The top 5 percent of taxpayers received 37 percent

of the total income—almost two-fifths. Since the mid-1970s, as productivity and income have grown, the richest few—the top 1 percent—have

reaped more of that growth, leading to even greater differences in the

shares of income going to the people at the top and the bottom.'



NiclurlasLcmann, TheBigTest: The Secret History of the American Meritocracy

(New York: Farrar, Stra US

and Jerome Karabel, The Chosen: The Hidden History of Admission and Exclusion at

Harvard, Yale, and Princeton (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2005).



and (7n"(111X, 1999);



"Gar Alperowitz and Lew Daly, Unjust Deserts (New York: New Press, 2008), p. 55.

'Malcolm Gladwell, Outliers: The Story of Success

(New York: Little, Brown, 2008).

"Larry M. Bartels,

Unequal Democracy The Political Economy of' the New Gilded Age (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), pp. 11-12, based on a now famous paper by Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel

Sacz, "Income Inequality in the United States 1913-1998,"

Quarterly Journal of Economics 2003, vol.

118, pp. 1-39.
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CONCEPTS OF EQUALITY



Simple Definition



Same size share for everybody



Complications in the Polls

Issue



Dimension

Recipients



NIemhership

(the boundaries

of community)

2. Merit-based

distribution

1.



s. Ranh-based

distribution

(internal

subdivisions

of society)

t. Group-based

distribution

(major internal

cleavages of

society)



Dilemma

unequal invitations/

equal slices

equal merit/equal

slices; unequal

merit/unequal

slices

equal ranks/equal

slices; unequal

ranks/unequal

slices

equal blocs/

unequal

slices



Items



5.



Boundaries of

the item

6. Value of the

item



equal meals/

unequal slices

equal value/

unequal slices



Process



7. Competition

(opportunity as

starting resources)

8. Lottery

(opportunity as

statistical chance)

9. Voting

(opportunity

as political

participation)



equal forks/unequal

slices

equal chances/

unequal slices

equal votes/unequal

slices
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Is this lopsided distribution of income in the U.S. fair? Those who

think it is believe that the market, quite like a teacher, rewards the most

York Times

accomplished and productive people. According to the

columnist David Brooks, growing inequality doesn't signal anything

wrong: "The market isn't broken; the meritocracy is working almost too

well. It's rewarding people based on individual talents." Former Treasury

secretary Henry Paulson justified inequality in the same way. If some

people receive no benefits from periods of strong economic expansion,

that's because "as our economy grows, market forces work to provide the

greatest rewards to those with the needed skills in the growth areas."'

Those who find this marked income inequality unfair point to deliberate government policies that direct generous portions of the national

income to the very rich and meager portions to the rest. The market,

they note, is not like a teacher—it has no mind of its own. Presidents,

their economic teams, and legislators set policies that can help or harm

people, regardless of their education, skills, talents, and hard work. Lower

tax rates on capital gains than on wages help the rich whether or not

they displayed any merit in acquiring their wealth. So do high interest

rates set by the Federal Reserve Bank. Allowing unemployment to rise

and the minimum wage to stagnate ensures that the people at the bottom

will receive ever-smaller shares of national income, no matter how hard

they work. True, individual talent and achievement account for part of

people's income, but government policies exert much more influence on

how income gets distributed than individual effort and skill."

Merit, then, is a powerful idea and a good one, but it is not as simple as

it first seems. Hard work and innate talent play important roles in individual achievement, but no one graduates from Hogwarts, whips out a wand,

and creates something out of nothing. Public and private investments,

policies at all levels of government, and cultural, social, and economic

opportunities all contribute to an individual's capacity to do great things.

3.



Ranh



Challenge



3 is a claim for redistribution based on rank. It holds that for

purposes of distributing resources, there are relevant differences between

segments of a larger group (faculty and student ranks within the university,



'Both quoted in Bartels, Unequal Democracy,

ibid., pp. 10 and 18.

'For more on how government policy—and especially differences between Republican and Democratic

administrations—shapes the distribution of income, see Bartels,



Unequal Democracy, op. cit , note 11.
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in my example), and that resources should be allocated on the basis of these

subgroups rather than individual differences. In economics, the concept of

equity based on internal ranks is called horizontal and vertical equity, with

horizontal equity meaning equal treatment of people in the same rank and

vertical equity meaning unequal treatment of people in different ranks. The

two are obviously Hip sides of the same coin.

Rank-based distribution is widespread. Military organizations, universities, factories, corporations, and, indeed, government itself all pay their

employees according to rank. Many also distribute privileges by rank, such

as use of the executive dining suite versus the cafeteria, or in universities, longer book-borrowing privileges for faculty than students. Hierarchical organizations justitV their rank-based differences in power, money,

and prestige by merit. They assume that rank correlates with merit. The

higher someone has risen, the greater his or her competence and contributions—or else the person wouldn't have been promoted.

Rank-based distribution is at the heart of the debate about gender

pay equity. In the current system, some women's advocates claim, pay

is largely determined by gender rather than by skill, responsibility, difficulty, and experience. At the U.S. Capitol, of all places, women who clean

are called "custodians" and receive on average $10.00 per hour. Men who

clean are called "laborers" and get $11.00 per hour, yet "they're both lifting the same fifty pounds of trash and swabbing, mopping, and scrubbing

the very same tables, floors, and toilets." Gender differences are just as

pronounced, if not more so, in professional occupations—doctors, lawyers, scientists, professors, engineers, computer systems analysts. Professional women with the same educational credentials and experience

doing the same specialty work make significantly less than their male

counterparts. Pay equity advocates don't aim to eliminate pay differences

between custodians and chemists, but instead to equalize women's and

men's pay for jobs requiring the same level of training, skill, and responsibility They would switch the basis of differentiation from a criterion

seen as invalid (gender) to one seen as valid (rank based on difficulty and

skill levels of work),I'

Even within a framework of rank-based distribution, there are many possible ways to challenge a distribution as inequitable. One can ask whether

the lines between ranks are correctly drawn or, put another way, whether the

different ranks indeed represent different skills, knowledge, or other relevant

factors. Are the rewards given to each rank proportional to the differences

;Evelyn Murphy and E. J. Graff; Getting Even: If by If bitten Don't Get Paid Like Men and What to Do About

It (New

York: Touchstone 2005), quote on p. 78.
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between them? Are individuals correctly assigned to ranks? Does the system

evaluate people fully and fairly? Are the criteria fOr differentiation the right

ones at all? For example, do compensation systems based on seniority really

reward the "right thing"?

4.



Group-Based Distribution



Challenge 4 is a claim for group-based distribution. It holds that some

major divisions in society are relevant to distributive equity and that

membership in a group based on these divisions should sometimes outweigh individual characteristics in determining distribution 1 n the U.S.,

for example, military veterans have received special access to various

goods (such as land grants, education, and health care) on the basis of

military service, without any inquiry into their individual contributions

to national security.''

In societies with liberal individualist ideologies, group-based distribution is usually proposed as a remedy for previous violations of merit- or

rank-based distribution. In the chocolate cake example, men proposed

group-based distribution to compensate them for historical deprivations

based on their gender. The obvious analogy in contemporary politics is

affirmative action, a policy of giving preference to members of groups that

have been the victims of historical discrimination. Affirmative action is a

loose term for various policies to give minority groups, primarily African

Americans and women, an extra boost in distributive decisions. These policies include advertising job openings in outlets targeted to minority groups;

extra steps in hiring to ensure that nontraditional qualifications and career

paths are not overlooked; special programs to enlarge the pool of qualified

minority applicants (for example, summer enrichment programs at universities, or mentoring programs in businesses); and altering the selection

criteria to give more weight to the special experiences of living and working in diverse communities. Affirmative action has been used primarily to

distribute places in higher education, to distribute jobs and promotions in

public and private employment, and to distribute government contracts to

businesses.

Discussions of affirmative action usually conflate it with quotas, but

affirmative action as it has been practiced in the U.S. has rarely involved

quotas. Quotas are a means of reserving a certain portion of an item (such

as places in a medical school class, positions in a firm, or promotions to

higher job categories) for members of a particular group.

-Laura Jensen, Patriot



rnd Settlers

(Cambridge:



Cambridge University Press, 2003).
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How are group-based and rank-based distributions different? Both

types divide people into groups, but rank-based distributions assign people to groups according to more or less fine-tuned individual measurements. The justification fbr assignment to a rank usually has something to

do with the individual's past performance or achievement. Group-based

distributions assign people to groups on the basis of traits having nothing to do with individual qualifications or performance. The traits, like

gender or race, are usually immutable, things a person can't change.

Group-based distribution tends to follow major social divisions, such as

ethnicity, race, gender, or religion—divisions that split a society into two

or three large blocs and that historically served as a basis for privileges and

disadvantages. In the U.S., we have based affirmative action primarily on

race and gender, but other societies have recognized other social cleavages

as important to distributive justice. Germany and Japan require employers

to hire handicapped people in a certain percentage of jobs, and India has

preferences for Dal its, the lowest group in its historical caste system.

There are many ways to challenge the equity of a group-based distribution. One question is whether the definition of relevant groups

reflects some meaningful social reality. For example, are race and ethnicity coherent categories? How should we classify people who are of

mixed-race parentage? (The very question presumes there is something

like "pure" racial identity, a dubious assumption.1 Is President Obama

black because of his father and his skin color, or white because he was

raised by his white mother and grandparents? Are ethnicity and national

origin the same thing? Does it make sense to lump people from different

Spanish-speaking cultures and nations together?

Another important challenge asserts that ascriptive identity characteristics such as race, gender, and nationality do not really correspond

to the actual experience of disadvantage or discrimination, yet the primary rationale for group-based distribution is to compensate people for

past disadvantage. Why should a wealthy, upper-class, highly educated,

dark-skinned immigrant from the West Indies be given the same preferences as a poor, unskilled, dark-skinned American-born citizen raised in a

southern town with distinctly inferior schools in its black neighborhoods?

In this view demographic groupings are too "rough." They make unwarranted presumptions about individual cases and give preferences to people

Who never suffered any disadvantage. Group-based distribution should be

used only as a tool to correct deviations from merit-based selection.

'See James F. Davis,

Who is Black? One Nation's Definition (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania State University

Press, 1991)•
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Another challenge holds that race and gender are ahvays illegitimate criteria for distribution of anything, even when used in a compensatory fashion. Any use of race or gender for the benefit of previously disadvantaged

groups discriminates against whites or men. As Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts put it, "The way to stop discrimination is to stop discriminating."" Accordingly, private and public institutions should use strictly

merit-based distribution, even if it would likely result in smaller shares (of

jobs, school places, construction contracts) for women and blacks.

The main argument for affirmative action starts from the main feature

of the polis: community. In this view, when an organization makes admission or hiring decisions, it is not merely allocating prizes to individuals.

It is composing itself by creating its membership. Instead of tbctising on

whether diverse individuals receive a share of the prizes, this view sees

diversity as a characteristic of cohesive, strong, and vibrant communities. Admitting a diverse membership gives individuals the opportunity

to interact with people from other social groups and to learn about and

value different experiences and outlooks. Training and promoting women

and minorities provides role models and leaders for the next cohort of

women and minorities, setting up a self-generating process of more equal

distribution and a less divided society."

5. Need

Challenges 5 and 6 are based on redefining the item to be distributed. Challenge 5 redefines the boundaries of the item. Instead of seeing a cake as a

thing in itself, it is viewed as part of a larger whole, a meal. To take something and make it part of a larger entity is to expand the boundaries of

what is being distributed, to present a more global vision. Expansion might

be across types of goods (from cake to meal), or across time (from who gets

what in the next hour to who has gotten what in the previous three hours).

Expanding the definitional boundaries of the item is always a redistributive strategy, because it calls for using the more narrowly defined item

(in this case, the cake) to compensate for inequalities in a larger sphere (in

this case, lunch). Challenges to the definition of an item are generally not

either/or choices, but choices about how expansively to define the item

along a continuum. The cake, for example, could be seen as part of today's

lunch, part of today's meals, or part of this week's diet.

'Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 551 U.S. 701 (2007).

"William G. Bowen and Derek Bok, The Shape of the River: Long-Term Consequences of Considering Race

in College and University AdmiSsions (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998).
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Student financial aid involves boundary challenges to the definition of

an item. Some schools give aid strictly on the basis of students' academic

merit, but most distribute aid at least in part on the basis of students'

financial need. When a school considers financial need, it treats financial

aid not as money in itself but as part of each student's total assets. The

school then has to decide what to count as a student's assets. Some schools

look only at students' current earnings and savings. Others take a more

global view and include parents' earnings and savings. Law, medical, and

business schools typically consider their students' potential future earnings as part of their assets, and tend to offer loans rather than outright

scholarships, on the theory that graduates can easily pay back loans out

of their future earnings. Thus, within student financial aid, we have at

least four possible definitions of what is being distributed: aid as money

in itself; aid as part of a student's assets, aid as part of a family's assets,

and aid as part of a student's lifetime earnings.

Welfare and tax policy both involve these questions of how to define

assets. In setting levels of welfare grants, do we take into account people's cars and homes as part of their assets? Do we take into account their

relatives' assets? Tax policy uses the concept of deductions to take into

account that different people have different required expenses that aren't

really part of their disposable income. Thus, the tax code allows deductions for support of dependents, for inescapable business expenses, and

for some large medical expenses.

6. Value

Challenge 6 redefines the item in terms of its value to the individual. For

lack of better terms, we might call this a switch from a standardized value

of the item (say, the weight of a cake slice) to a customized value (say, how

much nutrition someone derives from cake). When the economist Mollie

Orshansky devised the first government poverty measures in 1963, she

based her calculations on the cost of food. She knew that people of different ages require different amounts of food to be healthy—teenagers need

more calories than infants. So instead of positing a single-income figure

as the minimum income or "poverty line" for everyone in the country,

or even for all four-person households, she calculated different poverty

levels for households of differing sizes and composition.'

The value of some goods derives largely from the quality of relationships

rather than tangible or material properties. Before 1954, racial segregation

"Deborah Stone, "Making the Poor Count," American Prospect no. 17 (Spring 1994), pp. 84-88.
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in schools was still legally permissible as long a state provided "equal"

education to blacks and whites. In 1950, the Supreme Court had to decide

whether the state of Texas was providing equal education to black law

students by educating them in a separate, all-black law school while

excluding them from its public, and prestigious, University of Texas Law

School. The Court said "no." According to the Court, the value of a law

school education derives in large part from the reputation of its faculty,

"the position and influence of the alumni," and the school's "standing in

the community, traditions, and prestige." These relational factors would

help a law school graduate to network, attract clients, and secure good

jobs, and these factors are at least as important to legal education as the

size of the faculty, the number of books in the library, or the curriculum

offerings.'

Conflicts over the value dimension of equality are especially intense

in social policy. Education and medical care are "delivered" through relationships and derive much of their value from the quality of the relationships and the ability of the provider to tailor the service to the needs

of the individual. Does equality in a multiethnic school district mean

that every child should have the right to study in English and to study

the same topics? Or does it mean the right to study in one's native language and one's cultural history? The answer depends on whether you

think the value of education consists partly in enhancing students' ability to participate in two cultures. Does equality in medical care mean

that every person should have access to a physician, or to a physician

of his or her own choosing, or perhaps to a physician of similar ethnic

and cultural background? The answer depends on whether you think

the value of medical care consists partly in the understanding and reassurance that come from personal chemistry and shared language and

culture. These are all issues where judgment about the equity of a distribution turns on one's assessment of the importance of customized or

individualized value.

7, 8,



and 9. Competition, Lotteries, and Elections



Challenges



7, 8,



and



all focus on the process of distribution. They are,

respectively, calls for market competition, lotteries, and democratic elections. Process is a key dimension of equity because in the polis, distributions don't happen by magic. They are policy decisions carried out by real

people, not by invisible hands.

9



`Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950).
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Distribution processes can be divisive and socially disruptive, as market competition can sometimes be, or orderly and socially cohesive, as

elections in a stable democracy are thought to be (but aren't always).

Distributive systems may provide employment—witness our tax system

that employs untold thousands in accounting firms, seasonal tax preparation firms, tax software companies, and the Internal Revenue Service. A

flat-rate tax scheme would put a lot of people out of business. Distributive

systems may cement relationships, as patronage does, and forge social

solidarity, as social insurance does. In short, the processes of distribution

can create or destroy things of value such as loyalty, community spirit, or

jobs, apart from the things they explicitly distribute. When people fight

about equity, they are also fighting about these less tangible social and

political aspects of distribution.

Process is important, too, because our notion of fairness includes not

only a fair end result but also a fair decision-making process. If a jury in a

criminal case listened carefully to testimony, then flipped a coin to decide

whether to convict, we would think the trial unfair, even if it resulted in a

decision we believed was in accord with the evidence.21 For many things

in life—such as an athletic competition, an election, or even a military

draft—we are quite willing to accept unequal results so long as we know

the process is fair. Many political fights and scandals arise from concerns

that a distributive process was not conducted fairly.

In some ways, the field of public policy has been one long debate about

the virtues of market competition versus representative government as

ways of deciding who gets what. We'll have lots more to say about markets and democracy as processes for collective choice, but, for now, simply

note that one major way to challenge a distribution is to argue about

whether the process of distribution is fair—the how—rather than about

who the recipients are or what is being distributed. Arguments for making decisions through competition, lotteries, elections, negotiations, arbitrations, and adjudications are all ultimately about fair process.



CHOOSING A DISTRIBUTIVE METHOD



With so many competing definitions of equity, you're probably wondering what's the "right" one and how you, as a policy analyst, advocate,

or leader, ought to decide. Of course, the point is that there is no right

"Robert Lane, "Procedural Justice in a Democracy: How One Is Treated Versus What One Gets," Social

Justice Research

2 (1988), pp. 177-92.
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way. These decisions are hard, and it's no wonder that peopie sometimes

resort to the two solutions that free them from making tough decisions—

equal slices and lotteries.

Equal slices is an intuitively powerful solution, precisely because the

outcome "looks and feels" equal. In Nepal, villagers sometimes resort to

equal slices to divide resources for development projects. In one project, the

district government provided villages with money to plan id construct

water systems. One village bought PVC pipes with its money and cut the

pipes into pieces of equal lengths for each household so that each house

would be able to connect to the future water system. But a village water

system could never happen, because there weren't any long pipes left to

construct one. In another project, the national government gave a district

development committee 300 quintals of wheat to distribute among poor

people in exchange for their labor on a development project. The members

of the district committee couldn't decide on a project to support, so they

divvied up the wheat equally among all fifty villages. The village development committees couldn't agree on projects either, so they divided their

wheat equally among the wards in the village, each of which got sixty-five

grams of wheat—not enough to support enough labor to build anything.'

Like the equal-slices solution, lotteries give the appearance of being

absolutely fair, and policy makers sometimes resort to them when they

can't find principled reasons to justify their decisions. Several countries,

including the U.S. at one time, have used lotteries to draft soldiers into

the armed forces. The state of Oregon ran a lottery for access to its Medicaid program because it didn't have enough money to cover everyone

who met the eligibility criteria. The state Medicaid director explained,

"We thought about other options, such as should we try to pick all of

the sickest people or the kids or the people with cancer or heart disease.

But . .. there's just no way to guarantee the fairness of that." Another

official added, "The random selection process provides the most equitable

method."1'y Lotteries violate the notion of distribution according to principled reasons, but as the Oregon officials hint, lotteries have the tremendous political virtue of symbolizing absolute fairness—they don't

(usually) allow bias, favoritism, or pull. Also, lotteries probably dampen

citizens' anger at being chosen for a burden or excluded from a benefit.

'Bihar' K. Shrestlia, "Water and Sanitation Accelerated and Sustainable Universal Coverage: An

Account of the Piloting of User-Based Approach in Gujari VDC, Dhading" (Kathmandu: Nepal Water

for health, '2010), and Bibari K. Shrestlia, personal correspondence, Feb. 27, 2011.

"William Yardley, 'Bend Journal: Drawing Lots for Health Care," New York Times Online, Mar. I3,

2008, available at nytimes.com/2008/02/1.3/us/ 13bend.html; Commonwealth Fund, "States in Action

Newsletter," Feb./Mar. 2005, p 5.
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Having participated in what seems like a fair game, losers are more likely

to blame fate than politicians for their predicament.

Short of equal slices and lotteries, how can you analyze a distributive problem and arrive at a good solution? When you confront a political issue or policy problem, begin by reading different positions on the

issue and identifying how they define the three dimensions of recipients,

items, and process. For each of the major actors or intellectual heavies

(philosophers and professors count here), figure out their answers to

three questions: First, who are the eligible recipients, and what criteria

make them eligible? Second, what is being distributed, and how does each

player define or envision it? And third, what social processes are used

to carry out the distribution, and what kind of process does each player

recommend as best? As you read speeches, articles, and position papers,

you probably won't find explicit answers to these questions. Your job is

to read between the lines and to interpret. Gather all the players together

in an imaginary room for a debate. You are the moderator. Force the players to answer the same questions. Of course, you'll be speaking for all of

them in your own head, but as you do this mental exercise, the different

interpretations will become clear.

Once you have mapped out the arguments, ask yourself whether they

seem accurate, reasonable, persuasive, and, ultimately, fair. You may

already hold some strong beliefs, but now's the time to stop and question yourself. What beliefs and assumptions do you take for granted?

Where one stands on issues of distributive justice is often determined

not so much by the specifics of any issue as by a more general worldview.

Worldviews include unspoken assumptions about individualism and community, freedom and moral obligation, and the nature of democracy. We'll

explore these assumptions throughout the book.



INEQUALITY



Another avenue into the meaning of equality is to explore the nature

and impacts of inequality. Just who eats how much of the global cake?"

The 500

richest people in the world together have more income than

the poorest 416 million. Think about that another way: one-fifth of the

world's people (that's one billion people) live on less than one dollar a

'Unless noted, the figures in this section are from United Nations, Human Development Report 2005,

International Cooperation at a Crossroads: aid, Trade and Security in an Unequal World, available at hdr.undp

.org/en/reports/global/hdr2005.
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day; meanwhile, another billion live in countries where the average person drops a few dollars a day on cola and cake.

Whether we consider income, education, sickness and death, or health

care, the gaps between rich and poor countries are large and mostly

growing. In 1980, child death rates in sub-Saharan A t‘ica, for example,

were "only" thirteen times higher than those in rich countries, but by

2005, they were twenty-nine times higher. The average difference in life

expectancy between low-income countries and high-income countries is

nineteen years. A child born in Burkina Faso can expect to live thirty-five

fewer years than one born in Japan. A child born in Mozambique can

expect to receive four years of schooling, while her lucky French counterpart can expect fifteen years of much better education.

Inequality within countries is large and growing, too. In Brazil, one of

the most unequal countries, the poorest 10 percent of the population hold

only 0.7 percent of the income, while the richest 10 percent hold nearly

half the nation's income (47 percent). In the U.S., the most unequal of the

developed countries, the richest 20 percent have just over SO percent of the

income, while the poorest 20 percent have 3.4 percent of the income.25 And

for most people, inequality is getting worse: over the past two decades,

inequality grew in countries that hold more than 80 percent of the world's

population but narrowed in countries with only 4 percent of the population. In almost three-quarters of countries, the share of Gross Domestic Product going to wages (that's workers) has declined, while the share

going to profits (investors, shareholders, and management) has risen."

Money isn't the only important thing in life. Losing a child is arguably

the worst thing that can happen to an adult, and that terrible experience

is also distributed unequally. Whites in the U.S. have an infant mortality

rate of around six deaths per 1,000 live births, but blacks have a rate of

about fourteen. Infant mortality is directly related to income and education—the more of those a family has, the better the health care it will

receive, and the better the chances its children will survive. Within every

country, the children of the poorest 20 percent are far more likely to die

before reaching age five than the children of the richest 20 percent. The

grief of losing children is distributed profoundly unequally.



"These figures tbr the U.S. are for 2006 and taken

from Sara Bard-Sharps, Kristen Lewis, and Eduardo

forges Martins,

The Measure of America: American Human Development Report 2008-2009 (New Ye' k.

Columbia University Press, 2(X8), p. 133.

"Harold Meyerson, "A Global New Deal," American Prospect

Jan/Feb. 2009, pp. 10-12. Trends are for

the period 1995-2007.
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Few people would say these distributions of life chances and well-being

are fair. Yet, people still disagree about whether and why these inequalities

should be lessened. The two most important considerations concern the

impact of inequality on community and on democracy.

Inequality and Community

Because being part of a community is central to individual well-being, we

need to go beyond asking which individuals deserve some item and why.

We must also ask how a distribution affects communities—whether it

helps make them cohesive or tears them apart. The evidence is unequivocal: inequality destroys communities." Where inequalities of income are

very large, people are less trusting and more hostile to each other. There

is more violence, as judged by homicide rates (the most easily countable

and comparable indicator of violence). Income inequality seems also to

increase racial prejudice and discrimination against women and ethnic

minorities. Where income inequality is large, fewer people participate in

social associations or civic life, and fewer people vote in elections. The

more unequal the income distribution, the weaker the sense of community and the fewer the individuals who engage in communal life. These

relationships hold for developed countries as well as developing, and they

hold for states and localities as well as nations. If we care about the health

of communities, redistributing income to lessen glaring inequality is the

most important thing public policy can do.

We also need to think about how a distribution affects the things that

we hold in common, or "the commons." Social scientists have traditionally

defined commons as resources that everyone is entitled to use, but many

who have been influenced by environmentalism now define commons as

assets that are communally created and maintained, as well as used. In

this view, the commons includes nature, culture, and community, but let's

make these abstractions more concrete: clean air and safe drinking water;

awe-inspiring landscapes and rich ecological habitats; jazz and opera;

sign language, and dictionaries that fit on an iPod; Wikipedia and Faceook; early cancer detection and antiretroviral medicines; and last but not

b

east, the sheer idea of equal human worth that inspires democracy and

catapulted the son of a Kenyan student to the American White House.

We will think differently about fairness and equity if we imagine these

cornet

ons items as collectively created, maintained, and passed on, rather

"For a vivid and powerful summary of the evidence, see Richard G. Wilkinson, The Impact of Inequality:

How to Make Sick Societies Healthier (New York: New Press, 2005), chap. 2.
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than as the results of individual effort and achievemen 1, and thus things

that can be earned and parceled out as private property.

As you think about a policy problem, ask yourself whether the resources

at issue are individually created or part of a common heri t ige, and push

yourself to defend your conclusions. If you lean more to\\ ted individual

creation, you will tend to favor distributive solutions where the slices are

sized according to merit and rank, and where competition is the main mode

of distribution. If you lean more toward common heritage, von will tend to

favor solutions where the slices are more uniform but sized according to

individual need and group disadvantages, and where sonic kind of democratic decision making is the main mode of determining distributions.

Those who stress the value of the commons imagine culture, community, and environment as holistic entities that can't be divided up and parceled out; they can only be diminished or enhanced. Instead of asking how

to divide a commons, they ask what kind of rules and political arrangements can best preserve and enhance it.

Consider education, for example. In a traditional goods view, education can be divided into units and transmitted to students. Equal access to

education means that individuals get pieces of it, rather like pieces of cake,

and they should get equal shares. Thus, we offer every child thirteen years

of free public education and courses geared to assuring that all students

master the same knowledge. In the commons view, education builds the

prerequisites for cohesive community, in addition to transmitting knowledge to individual students. Through shared stories and histories and the

common experience of learning and playing together, children of different backgrounds come to respect each other and get along. Education

builds the social harmony and civic skills necessary for democracy.

In the goods view, we could provide equal access to education through

public schools, through vouchers for tuition at private or public schools,

or through carefully monitored home schooling. Any of these ways of

distributing education could provide students with equivalent packages

of lessons. In the commons view, vouchers and home schooling could

undermine community if they isolate children in homogeneous economic,

ethnic, or religious islands.

Inequality and Democracy

As the student government leaders pointed out in the cake saga, democracy in its idealized version means "one person, one vote." Although

democracy doesn't ensure that everyone will get the same size slice, it is

supposed to ensure that everyone has

equal representation in the process
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of deciding on cake shares. As distributive systems, competitive markets

and democratic elections differ in many ways, but the most important is

the role that income plays—or is meant to play. In markets, people vote

with their dollars; if some have more to spend than others, they can pay

higher prices and buy a lot more goods and services—and that is perfectly legitimate, because markets distribute things according to ability

and willingness to pay. That is their raison d'être. In democratic systems,

each person's vote should count equally, no matter how much income he

or she has. Democracy's raison d'être is to counterbalance the power of

property with the power of voice.

Income inequality undermines the democratic ideal. First, in the U.S. electoral system, with its long campaigns, it costs money to run for office and

win voters' support. In an electoral system with high costs of campaigning,

very wealthy people have a huge advantage. Some, such as New York City's

Mayor Michael Bloomberg, can even finance their campaigns out of pocket.

Candidates who represent business interests can raise money through

corporate contributions; candidates who represent middle- and lowerincome people have a harder time securing large contributions. True,

Obama successfully changed his campaign finance dynamics by using the

Internet to garner small contributions from millions of people. But the

bottom line is that money can, to a degree, buy political office and representation.

Income inequality undermines democracy, second, because elected

political representatives are more responsive to the rich. The political

scientist Larry Bartels compared voting patterns of U.S. senators with

the preferences of their constituents. Senators voted consistently with the

policy preferences of their high-income constituents, only sometimes with

the preferences of their middle-income constituents, and rarely, if ever,

with the views of their low-income constituents." If income inequality has

grown to historic proportions, so presumably has democratic inequality

the inability of voters to have their views given equal weight with views

of other citizens, regardless of their wealth.

Third, wealthy investors and businesses can use their wealth to obtain

legislation and regulations favorable to their interests. Corporations no

longer restrict their competition to buying and selling in the marketplace;

they seek to gain competitive advantage through influencing the

rules of the marketplace made in public policy. They donate hefty campaign contributions to political candidates with the understanding that

their contributions while not bribes, earn them at least a serious hearing.

'Larry M. Bartels, Unequal Democracy



(op. cit., note ii), chap. 9.
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They can afford full-time lobbying staffs at state capitols and in Washington, and their largesse during elections assures them that their lobbyists will be welcomed by public officials. No matter that everyone's vote

counted equally in the polling stations—one person, one ballot, one vote.

In the legislative assemblies and regulatory agencies where policies are

made, some people's votes count far more than others'.'"

Ultimately, equality of voice is the most important equality issue of all.

To the (very large) extent that government policies determine the distribution of resources, privileges, and welfare, the distribution of political

power shapes all other distributions.



'For sobering descriptions of the political dominance of economic elites, see Robert Kuttner, The

,S'qunderI ng of Jmer fret

(New York: Random I louse, 2007); Robert Reich, Supercapitalism: The Transform

alam of Ilimness, Democracy, and Everyday Lip

(New York: Knopf, 2007), chap. 4; and Sheldon S. Wolin,

Demooirf y Incorporated:

MaNaged Democracy and the Specter of Inverted Capitalism (Princeton: Princeton

t'mersny 1ress, 2008).
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Efficiency is a fancy name for a simple idea: getting the most for the least,

or achieving an objective for the lowest cost. But, as the political scientist

Aaron Wildaysky observed, efficiency doesn't tell you where to go, only

that you should arrive there with the least possible effort.' It is a way of

judging the merits of different ways of doing things. Thus, efficiency isn't

a goal in itself It isn't something we want for its own sake but rather

because it helps us attain more of the things we value. Still, I include it

in the section on goals because it has become such a prominent way of

discussing and evaluating public policy.

Efficiency is a comparative notion. It has come to mean the ratio

between input and output, effort and results, expenditure and income, or

cost and benefit.' As a criterion for judging goodness, it has been applied

to all manner of things. Efficient organizations are ones that get things

done with a minimum of waste, duplication, and use of resources. Efficient

people are ones who get a lot done in a little time. Efficient programs are

ones that result in the largest benefit for a given cost. Efficient distributions, say, of farm land or oil drilling rights, are ones that yield the most

value for society from existing resources.

All these definitions are variations on the theme of getting the most out

of something. Like the "equal slices" solution to the problem of dividing

resources, getting the most out of something is an intuitively appealing

solution to the problem of how to choose between policy alternatives.



'Aaron Wildaysky,

Speaking Truth to Power: The Art and Craft of Policy Analysis (Boston: Little, Brown,

1 979), p. 131.

'Sumne r

if. Slichter, "Ef if ciency;" in Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Edwin R. A. Seligman, ed. (New York:

Macmillan, 1947), vol. 5, pp. 437-39.
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No one is opposed to efficiency any more than people are against equity.

Everyone would like to attain things they value in the least costly way.

That is why politicians routinely promise to deliver the same or better

results for less money. The conflicts arise over three questions: Who gets

the benefits and bears the burdens of a policy? How should we measure

the benefits and costs of a policy? And what mode of organizing human

activity is likely to yield the most efficient results?



WHAT IS EFFICIENCY?

In one of the classic essays on efficiency, Herbert Simon speculated on

how to apply the efficiency criterion to running a public library. A "good"

public library, he concluded, is not one that owns all the books that have

ever been published, but one that has used its limited funds to build up

as good a collection as possible under the circumstances." Building on

Simon's work thirty years later, Aaron Wildaysky and colleagues used

the same approach to evaluate the efficiency of a real library system in

Oakland, California. They began with the idea that "an agency is inefficient if it can (but does not) produce more outputs for its budget."' Here

is a summary of their analysis:

One output of a library system is circulation. A key to circulation is a lively,

up-to-date stock of books. New books cost money, which could be found by reallocating funds in the budget. Our analysis of library staffing showed significant

over-qualification among the personnel. Many branch libraries had a staff of two

or more professionals where one professional with a paraprofessional could have

handled the work. High-salaried professionals often did clerical tasks. If staffing

policies were adjusted to the actual work load, the savings in salary could be put

toward new books.'



In short, an efficient library is one that builds up a good collection of

books, and Oakland's library would be more efficient if it replaced some

professionals with paraprofessionals and spent the savings on books.

We can imagine several plausible challenges to this solution.



'Herbert Simon, Adm./an:Mr/eve Behavior

(New York: Macmillan, 2nd ed. 1947), pp. 186-87.

'Wildaysky, Speaking Troth to Power, op. cit., note I, p. 365.

`Wildaysky, ibid. Wildaysky and his colleagues would he quite sensitive to the kinds of challenges I am

about to raise, I use this example not to criticize them but to show that apparently clear-cut definitions

and criteria become much more complex when we think politically
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1. Some citizens might ask whether the book collection is really what

matters about a library. Maybe instead, a library system should

provide computers and Internet access, public lectures, discussion

groups, storytelling, reference services, archives of community

oral history, or summer and after-school jobs for local teenagers.

Who set "building a book collection" as the main objective and

how should all the different functions of a library be prioritized?

In short, how do we know which objectives to use to judge the

costs of attaining them?

2. Book lovers in the community might debate what kind of book collection would be "as good as possible." Should it emphasize books

for kids or adults? Sci-fi, history, or romance? Entertainment or

reference? Each type of book would benefit a different group of

library users. Vvliat about loaning digital readers and MP3 players, and stocking audio books, DVDs, and podcasts? Such a collection would create a new set of library users. These are all questions

of constituency: whom does the library serve?

3. The librarians who would be sacked by the professors' prescription would be quick to point out that public libraries provide

valuable employment for the community and avenues of upward

mobility, especially for women. They would look at staffing as an

output of libraries, not just an input. Staff salaries should count as

expenditures on one side of the ledger but also as income to community members on the other side. Because, as is so often true in

the polis, inputs are simultaneously outputs, calculating efficiency

makes for some confused arithmetic.

4. The librarians might go on to list other community benefits from

their services. They help unemployed people fill out job applications and use the Internet to search for work. They read to kids

in story hours, and effectively provide after-school care, giving

parents free time to do other productive things. Maybe, the librarians might concede, these functions don't require professionally

trained librarians, but wouldn't Oakland get more output for its

expenditures if it took money from the book budget and put it into

salaries for more paraprofessionals? There is no limit to the types

of benefits one can imagine for any input. How do we know where

to stop counting positive ripple effects and how to put values on

the ones we do count?

5. The costs of any activity, economists tell us, include not only the

actual money outlays for it but also the forgone opportunities that

could have been accomplished with the same expenditure. Perhaps
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instead of buying books, the money could build a new space for

reading groups, classes, and performers. There are lots of other

things the library administrator could have done with the budget

besides either buying books or paying salaries. Which of all the

possible forgone opportunities should count as "opportunity

costs" in the efficiency calculation?

6. Some people think of an efficient library as one that would waste

the least amount of time. Users would waste less time looking for

books if there were always a large staff on duty able to help them,

but that would mean lots of idle librarians. Librarians would waste

the least time if they were always busy helping patrons, but that

would mean making the users wait in lines. One person's efficiency

is another person's waste.

7. Some people think of an efficient library as one that is easy to use.

Oakland residents might find their library system easier to use if it

had many small branches within walking distance of every neighborhood. Sure, people could borrow from interlibrary loan, but

without a local branch it's harder to browse books to inform their

choices and they would have to wait longer to get their desired

book. Town budget officials, though, see branches as unnecessary

duplication of collections, so they close branches in the name of

efficiency. Thus, the duplication in a multibranch system can be

seen either as helping citizens get the most out of their library or

as wasteful spending.

Measuring efficiency is like trying to pull yourself out of quicksand without a rope. There is no firm ground. Policy objectives constantly change,

because they are forged in political conflict, not handed down on a stone

tablet. Even a very narrow objective such as a good book collection is

subject to competing interpretations. What kind of book collection?

And good for whom? And even if we settle these questions, how do we

measure the costs and benefits of any library policy, given that costs are

simultaneously benefits to someone else, that benefits extend in an infinite chain, and that costs conceived as forgone opportunities are limited

only by our imagination?

As the library example illustrates, there are many possible paths to the

goal of "most value for the money" Each path favors different interests.

These paths can't be scored on any fixed metric of efficiency. Everyone

supports the general idea of getting the most out of something, but to

go beyond the vague slogans and apply the concept to a concrete policy choice requires making assumptions about who and what counts as
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CONCEPTS OF EFFICIENCY

Simple Definition



Getting the most output for a given input



Complications in the Polls

1. Who determines a program's main objective or goal,

and how should we weigh the importance of multiple

objectives?

2. How do different outputs benefit different groups?

3. How should we count inputs (such as labor costs) that

are simultaneously outputs to somebody else (such as

jobs and income)?

4. How should we decide which secondary and tertiary

outputs to count in the efficiency equation?

5. How should we count the virtually unlimited opportunity costs of resources used as inputs?

6. One person's efficient use of time could be another's

waiting time or downtime.

7. Apparently wasteful duplication and redundancy might

increase the value of a program or resource.



important. There are no correct answers to these questions to be found

outside the political process. The answers built into supposedly technical

analyses of efficiency are based in large part on political claims. By offering different assumptions, sides in a conflict can portray their preferred

outcomes as being most efficient.



MARKETS AND EFFICIENCY



Markets are networks of exchanges where people come together to swap

goods or trade goods for money. These exchanges have two important

characteristics that serve as defining assumptions of the market model

and allow its adherents to claim that markets are the most efficient mode

of social organization. First, the exchanges are voluntary. People engage

in trades only if they want to, and they want to trade only when they

believe a trade will make .them better off. Second, people make their voluntary exchanges on the basis of two kinds of information—objective

information about the price and quality of all alternatives available for
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instead of buying books, the money could build a new space for

reading groups, classes, and pertbriners. There are lots of other

things the library administrator could have done with the budget

besides either buying books or paying salaries. Which of all the

possible forgone opportunities should count as "opportunity

costs" in the efficiency calculation?

6. Some people think of an efficient library as one t hat would waste

the least amount of time. Users would waste less time looking for

books if there were always a large staff on duty able to help them,

but that would mean lots of idle librarians. Librarians would waste

the least time if they were always busy helping patrons, but that

would mean making the users wait in lines. One person's efficiency

is another person's waste.

7. Some people think of an efficient library as one that is easy to use.

Oakland residents might find their library system easier to use if it

had many small branches within walking distance of every neighborhood. Sure, people could borrow from interlibrary loan, but

without a local branch it's harder to browse books to inform their

choices and they would have to wait longer to get their desired

book. Town budget officials, though, see branches as unnecessary

duplication of collections, so they close branches in the name of

efficiency. Thus, the duplication in a multibranch system can be

seen either as helping citizens get the most out of their library or

as wasteful spending.

Measuring efficiency is like trying to pull yourself out of quicksand without a rope. There is no firm ground. Policy objectives constantly change,

because they are forged in political conflict, not handed down on a stone

tablet. Even a very narrow objective such as a good book collection is

subject to competing interpretations. What kind of book collection?

And good for whom? And even if we settle these questions, how do we

measure the costs and benefits of any library policy, given that costs are

simultaneously benefits to someone else, that benefits extend in an infinite chain, and that costs conceived as forgone opportunities are limited

only by our imagination?

As the library example illustrates, there are many possible paths to the

goal of "most value for the money." Each path favors different interests.

These paths can't be scored on any fixed metric of efficiency. Everyone

supports the general idea of getting the most out of something, but to

go beyond the vague slogans and apply the concept to a concrete policy choice requires making assumptions about who and what counts as
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Complications in the Polis

1. Who determines a program's main objective or goal,

and how should we weigh the importance of multiple

objectives?

2. How do different outputs benefit different groups?

3. How should we count inputs (such as labor costs) that

are simultaneously outputs to somebody else (such as

jobs and income)?

4. How should we decide which secondary and tertiary

outputs to count in the efficiency equation?

5. How should we count the virtually unlimited opportunity costs of resources used as inputs?

6. One person's efficient use of time could be another's

waiting time or downtime.

7. Apparently wasteffil duplication and redundancy might

increase the value of a program or resource.



important. There are no correct answers to these questions to be found

outside the political process. The answers built into supposedly technical

analyses of efficiency are based in large part on political claims. By offering different assumptions, sides in a conflict can portray their preferred

outcomes as being most efficient.



MARKETS AND EFFICIENCY



Markets are networks of exchanges where people come together to swap

goods or trade goods for money. These exchanges have two important

characteristics that serve as defining assumptions of the market model

and allow its adherents to claim that markets are the most efficient mode

of social organization. First, the exchanges are voluntary. People engage

in trades only if they want to, and they want to trade only when they

believe a trade will make them better off. Second, people make their voluntary exchanges on the basis of two kinds of information—objective

information about the price and quality of all alternatives available for
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trade, and subjective information about their own needs, desires, and abilities (or "preferences" in the language of economics).

In the theory of markets, assuming that exchanges meet certain

conditions, they always lead to efficiency. Resources alv ays move in a

direction that make people better off because exchanges are personal

choices. Individuals survey the exchanges available to them, compare

available alternatives with their personal preferences, and select the

exchange that yields the "best results." Since no one would voluntarily

do a trade that made him worse of and people would engage in trades

only when at least one side was made better off, all volu » arA exchanges

must lead to situations where at least one person is better off and no

one is worse off

In the theory ofmarkets, voluntary exchanges transfOrni resources into

something more valuable. One kind of transformation is strai ugh tforwardthe conversion of raw materials into finished goods. But there is another

more mystical sort of transformation in market theory, and that is the

exchange itself. In markets, all items have two values: their market price,

or what we might call universal value, and their value to a person or a

firm, or what we might call subjective value. My loaf of bread and your

two dollars are equivalent in the first sense, but we engage in a trade only

because they are unequal in the second sense. Your need tbr food makes

bread more valuable to you, and my ability to convert flour into bread

makes the cash more valuable to me. We are both made better off by the

exchange, even though our little economic system contains the same two

dollars and loaf of bread before and after the exchange.

Voluntary exchanges are supposed to ensure "getting the most for the

least," because they leave decisions in the hands of the people who have

the best information about subjective values—individuals themselves.

And—now comes a big "if"—if all the exchanges in a system are efficient,

then the result will be maximum social welfare. Why? Because in the market model, social welfare is defined as the grand total of all individuals'

well-being added together.

The logic works for producers as well as buyers and sellers. Manufacturers, farmers, bankers, hospitals, and schools know best how to design,

make, and market whatever they produce. Given freedom to innovate and

do things as they see fit, they will optimize their productivity, quality, and

profitability. Competition disciplines producers to fight for customers by

being as efficient as possible, or, in today's marketing lingo, by giving customers the most value for money. Producers who aren't efficient will lose

to the competition and go out of business. Because competition weeds out
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weaker and less efficient firms, markets are naturally self-correcting and

self-regulating.

Even though the free-market logic rests on models of simple buyerseller exchanges, many proponents leap from these market microcosms

to national political economies to claim that free markets can produce

social welfare more effectively than governments. Therefore, the broader

theory holds, political leaders should minimize government regulation,

keep taxes low, cut government spending and services, and allow private

businesses to operate as freely as possible.

Behind the theory of markets and efficiency, then, there is an ideological debate about whether government should try to manage competitive

capitalism or let free markets drive the economy. Free-market theory

undergirds a political worldview that goes by many names: classical liberalism, conservatism, free trade, laissez-faire, globalization, the Washington Consensus, or neoliberalism—the name I'll use. On the other side

of the ideological debate, in a worldview variously called liberalism or

progressivism in the U.S., social democracy or social markets in Europe,

and socialism in many other places, proponents believe that unrestrained

markets lead to dangerous concentrations of power and wealth, and that

democratic governments must manage market capitalism for social progress and prosperity."

Through the twentieth century, the pendulum swung back and forth

between these two ideas about how best to organize a national economy.

The Russian Revolution in 1917 triggered a strong reaction in the West

against government planning and in favor of maximum freedom for business. Then, following the Great Depression and the worldwide economic

collapse of the 1930s, policy makers lost faith in the capacity of competitive markets to regulate themselves. John Maynard Keynes, a British economist and strong believer in the virtues of markets, put forth a

theory of why markets can sometimes go awry and fail to right themselves before they cause huge damage. Government, he thought, should

anticipate these failures and establish corrective mechanisms. Keynes's

theory became the basis of policy in Europe and North America through

the early 1970s.7 Meanwhile, neoliberal free-market advocates and many

corporate leaders pushed back against government regulation of the

For an excellent critical review of the debate between markets and government in American politics,

see Lawrence D. Brown and Lawrence R. Jacobs, The Private Abuse of the Public Interest:Market Myths and

Policy Models

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).

Peter Hall,

The Political Power of Economic Ideas: Keynesianism Across Nations (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1996).
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avoid them. Meanwhile, they underestimate dangers si.ch as junk food

that are old news and part of their comfortable mental furniture."

Sometimes people can't know which alternative will maximize their

welfare; for example, a dangerous job with high pay and health insurance,

or a safer job with low pay and no health insurance. Sometimes people

give more weight to other people's interests than their own, as parents

routinely do. Sometimes people must choose between advancing their

own welfare and helping others, as humanitarian aid workers do when

they serve in dangerous places. If people often don't know what will

maximize their welfare, or don't make choices that will yield the best outcomes for them, or they can't maximize one aspect of their self-interest

without jeopardizing another, the chief mechanism by which free markets

produce efficiency falters.

Full Information

In order for exchanges to yield the best situation for everyone, buyers

and sellers must have complete and accurate information about the available alternatives. Full information, though, is an ideal that is rarely met.

Buyers often lack the background to understand technical information or

even to ask the right questions. These problems can be addressed with

professional quality ratings, such as doctor licensing or consumer product testing. In the polis, though, there's a far bigger obstacle to full information. People wield information strategically and use secrecy as part of

their competitive strategy. Manufacturers hype their products with exaggerated claims. Pharmaceutical companies have been known to withhold

studies showing that a new drug is ineffective. Insurance, credit card, and

mortgage companies typically conceal negative features of their contracts

in fine print and impenetrable jargon. Buyers conceal information as well.

Job seekers and would-be borrowers don't readily disclose their negative

histories.

Some market advocates think that the problems of deliberate concealment are solvable through regulating information; for instance, requiring

price disclosure, food content labeling, and hazard warnings. In the polis,

though, concealing and shading are so essential to business strategy that

regulation can't eliminate them. After research showed that low-nicotine

cigarettes are just as dangerous as full-strength ones, regulators prohibited tobacco companies from calling cigarettes "light" or "mild," so as not



"Thaler and Sunstein provide a fun, readable overview of behavioral economics in
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to mislead consumers. But tobacco companies immediately figured out

how to convey the misleading idea to smokers: use light colors as names

("gold," "silver"), package the low-nicotine cigarettes in light colors, and

continue using the same package designs that smokers already recognized as "light.'

Voluntarism

Market theory assumes that people engage in trade voluntarily, but in

the polis the line between voluntarism and coercion is fuzzy. In theory,

workers sell their labor to employers at prices they agree upon; in practice, most people must work for a livelihood, so there's a coercive element

to employment relationships. Poverty and inequality undermine voluntarism in market exchanges. Very poor people live under constant threat of

starvation or homelessness and don't experience most of their purchases

as choices but rather as dire necessity. For employees of some third-world

factories, for women and girls in brothels built on sex trafficking, and

for undocumented immigrants in some U.S. workplaces, working conditions are so oppressive and coercive that they approximate slavery. Even

aboveground market relationships in mainstream institutions can be

coercive. Long-term relationships between landlords and tenants, insurance companies and policyholders, banks and borrowers, and employers and employees are essential to well-being, but in every case, unequal

power of the two sides compromises voluntarism. The stronger side sets

the terms, leaving the weaker side little or no choice but to accede if they

want to continue the relationship.

The theory of markets requires that people enter into trades voluntarily,

but it says nothing about terminating them. In long-term relationships, if

the stronger side suddenly terminates the relationship, the weaker side

can feel coerced. Think of company layoffs. And laid-off workers can feel

doubly coerced when they accept a new job offer with lower pay and benefits. Although no one holds a gun to their heads when they sign the new

contract, "voluntary" probably wouldn't be the first word on their lips.

Thus, when we look at how markets actually work, many lack the voluntarism necessary to produce social welfare according to free-market

theory. When we look internationally at how free-market economies often

come into being, the lack of voluntarism is even more apparent. In many



'Tuff Wilson, "Color Coding: No More 'Light' Cigarettes, but Big Tobacco Is Betting Smokers Will

Recognize the Gold

Box," New York Times, Feb. 19, 2010.
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countries of Latin America, Asia, and the tbriner Soviet Bloc, free markets

were established by force—by dictators, armies, and oligarchs who sold off

publicly owned resources to private investors, ended subsidies and tariffs

that protected local business, disbanded unions, reduced wages, and cut

social welfare payments that cushioned citizens against market instability. Some of these free-market transformations were achieved by forcefully suppressing popular protest, sometimes with massive killing, jailing,

and torture. In developing countries, whose economies and citizens are

already in dire straits, international lenders and donors sometimes require

recipient governments to privatize publicly owned companies and natural

resources, cut social spending, and open their fragile domestic production

to foreign competition. In these market economies horn of coercion and

violence, it's doubtful whether subsequent exchanges can tairly be called

voluntary's

Externalities

During the mid-twentieth century, when free-market advocates were trying to restore faith in markets as a positive social force, the field of "welfare economics" emerged. Welfare economists began by acknowledging

that markets sometimes fail to maximize social welfare, and went on to

explore circumstances that might lead to this failure. Markets could be

made to work well, welfare economists argued, if government corrected

the specific defects that cause some markets to deviate from the assumptions of ideal or perfect markets. Two defects became extremely important in policy thinking: externalities and public goods.

In order for markets to yield maximum social welfare, the exchanges

between buyers and sellers must not affect the welfare of people who aren't

part of an exchange and don't have any say in it. Without this condition,

even if the buyers and sellers are fully informed and act voluntarily, we

can't be sure that exchanges make everyone better off For example, when

chemical plants and their customers negotiate contracts, they don't have

to take into account the impact of their pollution on everyone else. Effects

on people outside an exchange are called externalities. In the theory of

markets, externalities can be corrected by forcing people to consider social

costs and harmful effects on others when they engage in any exchange.

This is the rationale for pollution taxes or for raising taxes on cigarettes

to pay for public health measures.

"Naomi Klein documents these



processes with meticulous detail in The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalivm (New York: Picador/Henry Holt, 2007).
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In the 1970s, when awareness of pollution and environmental damage was relatively new, the idea of externalities seemed an important

but limited exception to the principle that free markets work to society's advantage. Yet in the polis, market externalities are the norm, not

the rare exception. We know now that all production and consumption

has environmental impacts; that's the message of the "carbon footprint"

metaphor. Apart from environmental impacts, virtually every market

transaction affects people who aren't party to it. When an American

firm relocates its production abroad, the harms ripple beyond its own

employees to employees of firms in its supply chain, to all of their family

members, to retailers in surrounding areas who lose business, to local

governments that lose tax revenue, and to communities that lose their

ability to fund health care, education, culture, and recreation. The benefits of relocation go to new employees and their families in the form of

jobs and wages, to American consumers in the form of lower prices on

the goods, and to investors in the form of higher profits. Outsourcing is a

dramatic example, but with a little imagination, you can trace the ripple

effects of any economic transaction.

Public Goods

According to welfare economics, free markets work well for goods and

services that are consumed individually—things like food and clothes.

But some things that communities value are "public" or "collective

goods," meaning that they can serve many people at the same time. One

person's use doesn't diminish the supply for everyone else. Lighthouses

and national defense are the ubiquitous textbook examples, but schools,

hospitals, and national parks are good examples, too, as are a community's social safety nets, its system of justice, or its government.

It's hard if not impossible to charge people individually for these collective goods. But why would anyone voluntarily contribute to national

defense, or having a hospital nearby, or any other public good? If the system gets built, everyone will benefit from it regardless of whether they

helped to pay for it. For an individual, the rational, most efficient course of

action would be to "get the most for the least," that is, to free-ride on other

people's contributions. Thus, voluntary exchanges alone will fail to generate enough public goods because individuals won't voluntarily pay for them.

Until fairly recently, welfare economists acknowledged that free

markets would undersupply public goods, and for these situations they

ad vocated collective action through government. However, the purist

f

ree-market thinking of the past two decades, sometimes called market
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fundamentalism or market utopianism, holds that con3petitive free markets can accomplish almost every social flinction filo{ e efficiently than

government. Influenced by this thinking, state and federal governments

have contracted with for-profit firms to provide significant portions of

military defense, intelligence, prison management, wel M re administration, public education, and disaster services—and tree-market advocates

press to privatize even more government programs, such as Social Security pensions and public transit.

In the polis, community is the paramount public good. Markets can't

produce community (whatever kind of social glue that is), because markets are inherently competitive and divisive. They stimulate individuals

and firms to look out for Number One and they punish those who don't.

They promise huge rewards to companies that can patent and hoard nets

knowledge, or even the basic scientific resources for new knowledge such

as cell lines. As a result, markets discourage and even hinder collaboration for the common good. `4

Markets can divide communities by reinforcing and perpetuating discrimination. Markets allow people to express and satisfy their preferences—

that is exactly how markets enhance people's welfare. But the market isn't

a teacher, a preacher, or a judge. It doesn't care why people think what

they think and do what they do. If they act on the basis of prejudice or stereotypes, so be it, because they know best how to maximize their welfare.

If a white employer thinks blacks aren't as competent as whites, or that

they're lazy and aggressive, he won't hire any—not unless laws and regulations prohibit him from racial discrimination. But then it's no longer

a free market—it's an employment market constrained by government

regulation. Even if employers aren't prejudiced themselves, they have to

worry about satisfying their customers. If, for example, the head of a

construction management company knows that his customers don't trust

women as engineers, electricians, and builders, he will fear losing business if he hires women. Market forces pressure people to satisfy popular

tastes. They can create discriminatory behavior, even when employers don't

harbor any prejudice themselves.'

Paradoxically, markets are themselves public goods, because they

couldn't function without all the collective effort that goes into governance.

'`Michal Heller, The Gridlock Economy:

Lives (New York: Basic Books, 2008);



How Too Much Ownership Wrecks Markets, Stops Innovation, and Casts



and Kuttner, Squandering of America (op. cit., note 8), pp. 186-94.



'Cass R. Sunstein, Free Markets and Social Justice

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), chap. 6,

"Why Markets Don't Stop Discrimination," pp. 151-66.
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CHALLENGES TO TIM THEORY OF FREE MARKET

EFFICIENCY



Market Theory



Polis Realities



1. Buyers and sellers make rational

decisions.



Human decision making doesn't

correspond to the rationality

model; it includes emotional,

moral, and social considerations.



2. Buyers and sellers have full

information about decisions

they are contemplating.



People use information strategically, by sharing it and withholding it.



3. Buyers and sellers enter into

exchanges voluntarily.



Buyers and sellers in some relationships have vastly unequal

power. The weaker side may experience the exchange as coercive.



4. Exchanges between buyers and

sellers must not harm people

who are not party to them.



Almost all exchanges can have

harmful effects on people who are

not party to them.



5. Welfare Economics: Free

markets under-provide public

goods because it is hard to charge

people for them individually.



Government must provide public

goods by using its authority to

require citizens to pay for them.



6. Neoliberalism: Markets can pro-



Markets cannot produce some

public goods, especially community and the trust necessary for

markets to function.



vide verything more efficiently

than government, including public goods such as military defense.



Without government to enforce contracts, people would be loath to trade

with strangers or to make exchanges that couldn't be completed on the

spot. They wouldn't buy anything much more complicated than a banana,

whose quality and durability they can judge for themselves. Markets can't

work without trust. Trust, in turn, depends on people's confidence that

others will obey rules and honor their commitments, and that a strong

authority will enforce rules and contracts.

Peter Barnes, who launched a successful mutual fund called Working

Assets, wondered why so many people trusted him and his colleagues to
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invest their money when the fund was brand-new and its managers were

unknown. "The answer, of course, is that they didn't trust us, they trusted

the system in which we operated." They sent their money to strangers

because they trusted the American financial system, the Securities and

Exchange Commission, the courts, and the fundamental honesty of corporations (this was before 2008). "That trust, and the larger system it

was based on, was built over generations, and we had nothing to do with

it," Barnes says. The financial crisis of 2008 underscores the point. Markets need government to keep them trustworthy and healthy.'"

Competition

Market theory assumes producers and sellers will compete in ways that

improve efficiency and make everybody better off. But there are lots of ways

to compete, and some are better for communities than others. A manufacturer or retailer can drive down its prices to be more competitive by finding cheaper raw materials, streamlining operations, innovating to increase

worker productivity, improving management—or by cutting wages and

benefits for its employees. Health insurers can compete by offering benefits

that people value, providing excellent customer service, designing effective

prevention programs—or by insuring only very healthy people and denying claims of policyholders who need expensive treatment. (This is exactly

the competitive strategy that Obama's health reform tries to restrain.)

Companies can compete for investors by coming up with a compelling idea,

by demonstrating actual and potential growth—or by using accounting

gimmicks to hide liabilities and weaknesses. Different competitive strategies benefit some people and harm others. Competition by itself doesn't

guarantee improvements for everyone.



WHOSE EFFICIENCY?



In the library conundrum that opens this chapter, we saw that efficiency is

a political claim, a way of portraying a situation that makes some people or

things look more important than others. In the face of many different but

equally plausible meanings of efficiency, we should doubt the very poss'



'Peter Barnes, Capitalism 3.0:

A Guide to Reclaiming the Commons (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2006), p. 67. This point is also developed in Brown and Jacobs,

Private Abuse of Public Interest, o f

cit., note 6, and litittner„S'quanderin

g of America, op. cit., note R.
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bility of proving that one kind of social system leads to "the greatest good

given our collective resources."

If efficiency is a malleable concept, "social welfare" is even more so.'

Market theory equates societal welfare with the sum of everyone's individual welfare. This easy mental arithmetic breaks down when we try to

put it into practice. It breaks down, first, because each of us has many

roles that conflict with each other. As consumers, we benefit from low

prices, yet a system that gives us rock-bottom prices harms us as workers

and family members by giving us low wages, assigning grueling schedules, cutting health and pension plans, and stinting on quality and safety.'

The mental arithmetic of market theory fails, second, because many

public policy goals can't be broken down into discrete situations of individuals. People are social creatures. We care about others and want others

to care about us. We derive much of our happiness from our relationships

with others. We take pleasure in others' well-being, and we usually feel

some distress at others' misfortunes. We find rewards in relationships

with places, such as parks and homes; with groups, such as clubs, teams,

and choruses; and with religious, cultural, and regional traditions. It's a

mistake to think that each person's welfare is independent of everyone

else's, and that policy analysts can add up individual well-being to arrive

at Total Social Welfare.

Third, free-market arithmetic breaks down because it ignores distribution. Two countries with the same total income and growth rates would

be considered equally well-off, no matter that in one, all citizens enjoy a

standard of living close to the average, while in the other, a small class

enjoys unimaginable wealth while the rest live in squalor and misery. And

as we saw in Chapter 2, inequality depresses individual and communal

well-being.

Finally, free-market arithmetic breaks down because we have goals for

our communities as well as goals for ourselves as individuals. Markets

may be excellent at procuring the best deals for consumers and the highest profits for investors, but these are not the only or even most important kinds of well-being that ought to go into a calculus of total social

welfare. As citizens, we hold civic values, too. We care about whether our

public policies create equal opportunities for everyone to live a decent and

satisfyin g

life and to nurture their families; whether policies respect civil

"In Chapter 4, we'll



examine concepts of welfare in more detail; here, we focus on the concept of social

welfare in market theory

"'Robert Reid,

Life (New York:

Knopf; 2007). Supercapitalism: The Transformation of Business, Democracy, and Everyday
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and human rights and foster tolerance and underst nd i »g: whether they

protect the environment; and whether they empow er us to participatein

shaping our collective future.'"



THE EQUALITY-EFFICIENCY TRADE-OFF

In Chapter 2, we looked at many arguments for and tgainst policies to

reduce inequality. Now we come to the longest-rtinnin;2, policy argument

against redistribution: the idea that equality and etlicicii( v are fundamentally incompatible goals. We can't have more of one w idiom settling for

less of the other. Redistributive policies such as income assistance, public

health insurance, minimum wages, and progressive income taxes inevitably reduce efficiency (the neoliberal argument goes). 'fliat means lower

productivity, lower employment, lower economic grow th, and lower

social welfare. A better way to help those at the bottom is to let the competitive free-market economy run at top efficiency, unfettered by government restrictions. With a larger, richer economy, everyone gains because

there's more to go around.

Until the 1990s, the equality-efficiency trade-off theory seemed bolstered by the dismal performance of socialist economies. They were woefully inefficient and sluggish, hobbled by bloated bureaucracies. With the

fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and further discrediting of planned economies, conservatives pushed even harder to unshackle markets from government regulation and redistributive policies. Then came the crash of

2008 and a sudden realization that unfettered markets and unrestrained

pursuit of profit can destroy economies just as handily as iron-fisted planning. Efficiency gains can turn into losses overnight.

But even with a new consensus that market capitalism needs to be

monitored and managed, the dominant economic paradigm still sees

equality as a drag on economic prosperity. Thus, it's worth analyzing the

logic of the trade-off view. Keep in mind that in this debate, "equality" is

shorthand for "redistribution." No one in the political mainstream is talking about radical, Soviet-type redistribution to maintain absolutely equal

incomes of the equal slices sort.

There are two main reasons efficiency and equality are thought to be in

a trade-off. First, unequal rewards motivate people to be productive. Without the prospect of getting ahead of the pack, so to speak, people wouldn't

'These ideas are richly explored in Buttner,

Squandering of America (op. cit., note 8); Reich, Supercapital(ibid.); and Barnes, Capitalism 8.0

(op. cit., note 16).
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work as hard, take so many risks, or invest and innovate so much. Any step

toward equalizing incomes through progressive taxation, income assistance, public pensions, health insurance, or wage increases will inevitably

reduce individual effort, personal savings, investment, innovation, and,

eventually, economic growth.

Second, redistribution wastes a lot of resources. To promote equality requires administrative machinery that uses up resources but

doesn't produce anything valuable in itself. The administrative machinery of equality—tax bureaus, welfare agencies, labor departments, and

courts—consumes valuable resources. The labor, buildings, computers,

and energy they use could go to producing other things. The economist

Arthur Okun dramatized this argument with a metaphor: redistribution

is like carrying money from the rich to the poor in a leaky bucket.' The

policy question, he said, is how much waste society should tolerate before

deciding the gain in equality isn't worth the loss in resources. Of course,

you now know that the answer depends on whom you ask. A poor person

will give a different answer than a rich one. The fallacy is thinking that

policy makers can ask "society," or that policy analysts can come up with

a single best answer.

Before the fall of communism, much of this argument was ideological

and theoretical. Then social scientists began putting it to empirical tests.

Instead of speculating about the impact of redistributive policies, we can

compare advanced industrial nations whose policies have produced more

or less distributive equality and see how they do on economic performance. We can also compare the U.S. at different historical moments to

see whether economic performance declines when taxes and redistribution are higher.

The equality-efficiency argument doesn't hold up against the evidence.

Among the countries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development, some have relatively strong welfare states and low inequality, while others have relatively strong free markets and high inequality.

Contrary to the trade-off argument, nations that have more equal income

distributions do as well as or better than more unequal nations on measures of economic prosperity, including employment, gross domestic

product (how much output a country produces), and economic growth

rates.2' Between 1970 and 1990, France, Germany, Norway, Belgium, Italy,

'Arthur Okun,



Equality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution,



1975). This short book popularized the idea of an equality-efficiency trade-off.

'Jonas Pontusson,

Inequality and Prosperity: Social Europe vs. Liberal America (Ithaca and London: Cornell

University Press, 2005), chap. 1.
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Is



THERE AN EQUALITY—EFFICIENCY I K V )1:—OFF?

No



Fes

I. Maintaining equality

reduces or eliminates the

motivation to work.



People arc motivated to

work by inherent satisfactions. self-esteem, need for

belonging, and desire to

contribute to the common

good.



2. Maintaining equality

requires bureaucracy, and

bureaucracy equals waste.



Administration is a produc-



3. Redistribution to maintain equality reduces

economic growth.



Redistribution does not

reduce economic growth;



tive activity in itself.



it stimulates work, innovation, and risk-taking

by providing economic

security.



4. A trade-off between

equality and efficiency is

inevitable.



Society can have both

equality and economic

growth; how to balance

these goals is a political

choice.



Ireland, and Finland all had higher taxes than the U.S., but all had higher

productivity growth, too.`2' During the period of highest productivity

growth in the U.S.-1951 to 1963, when productivity grew 3.1 percent per

year—marginal tax rates on high earners were at their peak (91 percent

on incomes of $400,000 or more in 1957, for example).'

In developing countries, equality actually enhances economic growth-, and

extreme inequality retards it. Equality and efficiency go hand in hand.

Extreme inequality limits the capacity of the very poor to contribute

to growth. They can't get credit for supplies or equipment that would

4,

" hart van Ark, Mary O'Mahoney, and Marcel P. Timer, "The Productivity Gap between Europe and thr

United States: Trends and Causes,"

Journal of Economic Perspectives 22, no. 1 (Winter 2008), PP. 26-4,

'.10e1 Slemrod, ed.,

ss'

Does Atlas Shrug: The Economic Consequences of Taxing the Rich (Cambridge, Ma

Harvard University Press, 2000), p 3.
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enable them to be more productive, nor can they invest in themselves or

their children, because they don't have resources beyond what it takes to

survive. By reducing poverty, therefore, public policy can improve poor

people's productivity and increase economic growth. Economic growth

means a bigger pie and greater societal welfare.

Policies that increase equality also make economic growth a more efficient mechanism for reducing poverty. For example, in Kenya the poorest

20 percent of the population receives 6 percent of the income. With this

distribution pattern and a 1 percent economic growth rate, it would take

until 2030 for the poverty rate to be cut in half. But if the share of growth

going to the lowest 20 percent were doubled (through greater taxes on

the rich and more public benefits for the poor), the poverty rate would be

halved by 2015, even at the same low 1 percent growth rate.'

Government policies, especially those concerning taxes, wages, and

social benefits, determine how much different segments of the population will benefit from national income growth. Examining distributive

patterns in the U.S. from 1948 to 2005, Larry Bartels found distinctly

partisan patterns of income growth among poor, middle-class, and affluent families. In years when Republicans controlled the White House,

affluent families consistently saw their incomes grow more rapidly than

middle-class or poor families. Under Democratic administrations, the

shares of income going to the rich, the middle class, and the poor were

much more equal, with families in the bottom 20 percent often receiving

the largest share. Inequality increased under Republican presidents and

decreased under Democratic presidents. Meanwhile, unemployment was

almost 30 percent higher under Republican presidents than Democratic

ones, and growth of GNP was more than 40 percent lower under Republican presidents2'

The equality-efficiency trade-off is not an immutable natural law.

Rather, political leaders choose to promote economic growth in different

ways and to distribute the fruits of the economy in different ways, too.

The distribution of national cake is a political choice.

Markets are a way of organizing social activity, just as other forms

of governance are. They require a set of rules about who can sell, what

can be sold, what constitutes a valid contract, and how contracts will be

enforced. They also happen to be a mode of organizing social activity

'United Nations, Human Development Report 2005, International Cooperation at a Crossroads: Aid, Trade

and Security in an Unequal World,

chap. 2, available at hdrundp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2005.

'Larry M. Bartels,

Unequal Democracy: The Political Economy of the New Gilded Age (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 2008), chap. 2.
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that gives more power to people who control moil(' mid property than

to people who do not. If we start from the premise 11,11 efficiency itself

is a contestable idea about what constitutes social \N cl;l ■ re, then the best

way to organize society to achieve efficiency is to pr: idle a democratic

ht, expressed and

governing structure that allows tbr these contests

addressed in a fair way.



and property than

t!)at efficiency itself

l tiue, then the best

i(le a democratic

) he expressed and



Welfare



"Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to provide for human

wants," wrote Edmund Burke in his Reflections on the Revolution in France.'

By wants, Burke didn't mean desires and wishes; he meant the older sense

of lacks or needs. ("For want of a nail, the kingdom was lost.") Both senses

figure in political argument about what it means for government to promote

human welfare. At the level of political rhetoric, governments promise to

promote welfare in the more subjective sense—"life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness," as the Declaration of Independence put it. But when designing programs on the ground, policy makers typically seek objective standards of need to define the scope of public responsibility for social welfare.

Just as most people are all for equity and efficiency in the abstract,

most people believe that society should help individuals and families

when they are in dire need. But beneath this consensus swirls turbulent

conflict over how to distinguish need from desire. The distinction matters in politics, because need is one of the strongest moral claims. Even

toddlers know that if they want their parents to buy them ice cream, they

stand a better chance with "I need it" than "I want it." Because need is

such a strong moral claim, the question of what people need for their welfare strongly influences larger debates about what government should

strive to provide for its citizens. Defining need for purposes of public

programs becomes a political contest. Groups of citizens try to portray

their desires as objective, essential, and impossible to reject. Policy makers seek to portray their program criteria as objective, so as to put the

programs beyond political dispute.

The simplest, most common and in some ways intuitively most appealing definition of need is what is necessary for sheer physical survival.

'Edmund Burke,

Reflections on the Revolution in France, J. A. Pocock, ed. (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Co., 1987, orig. ed. 1790), pp.



52-53.
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By this minimal standard, government should ensure that people have

enough food to stay alive. This line of thinking can yield some rather

dreary survival menus. In the 1960s, scientists calculated that a diet of

liver, soybeans, lard, and orange juice would pros i dc medically excellent

betisre lard went

nutrition, and cost only a few dollars a year.' That \\

out of favor. But surely now that scientists understand nutrition, they

will soon invent a "nutritionally optimal meal in a pill.

Such a perfect standard of need for food might not to down so well

with chocolate cake lovers, though. The idea that xveltare can be reduced

to objective and countable needs is as conceptually enticing as the

equal-slices solution to equity—and as politically problematic. Here are

some of the challenges.

1. Eating turkey on Thanksgiving Day or hot dogs on the Fourth of

July isn't about nutrition. It's about connection to a nation through

tradition. Food connects people to specific places, as well. Pouring molasses on waffles makes you a southerner; drizzling maple

syrup marks you as a New Englander and lingonberry syrup as a

Swede. To guarantee people nutritionally optimum meals-in-pills

might keep them alive, but it wouldn't include them in these forms

of participation, and it might mark them as unworthy of a culturally normal diet. Culture can't be pulverized and crammed in a

capsule. People have symbolic needs as well as material needs.

2. Of course, you need a piece of my chocolate cake for its intrinsic

value —its innate deliciousness and joy—but in general, we need

food for its instrumental value —its usefulness as means to other

goals, such as healthy growth and having energy to do other things

besides eat. Babies need one kind of nutrition, adults another, and

teenagers—enough said. Then there are diabetics, lactose-intolerant

people, and those who are gluten-intolerant. Any nutritionally

optimum meal-in-a-pill will have to come in a lot of varieties to

satisfy the way different bodies use food. Some things enhance welfare

by their instrumental value rather than their intrinsic value.

3. Poor children often hide their food to save it for a time when they fear

they will be even hungrier. During wars and violent conflicts, people

'Victor E. Smith, E/ectronic Computation of Human Diets,

M.S.U. Business Studies (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, I 964), p. 20, cited in Lester C. Throw, The Zero-Sum Society (New `toil.:

Basic Books, 1900), p. 197.

'Michael Pollan's facetious fantasy in his book

Penguin Books, 2000), p. 13.
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ration their food because they aren't sure when and where they will

find more to eat. The nutritionally optimum meal-in-a-pill might

satisfy one form of welthre—having enough to eat today—but it

doesn't address an equally important form—being able to count on

having enough to eat every day. For this kind of welfare, society

must assure that everyone has a reliable supply of the right kind of

pills at all times. People need reliable and secure ways of meeting their

needs over time.

4. Okay, now we've got a guaranteed supply of nutritionally optimal

meals-in-a-pill. Are we well fed? Happy? I don't know about you,

but I want to know where my pills were manufactured and whether

the factory has any salmonella or toxic contamination problems. I

also want to know whether the ingredients were grown with pesticides or genetically modified organisms. Even if the pills check

out A-OK, I've a bigger objection. Popping pills isn't my idea of

eating. They don't taste like food. In fact, they don't taste at all.

Welfare depends on quality as well as quantity.

5. The perfect meal-in-a-pill may provide nutrition, but if this scientific utopia ever came true, we wouldn't get to sit around a

candlelit table with friends, talking, sharing recipes, and reminiscing about good times. Moms and dads wouldn't be able to knit

their families together by preparing favorite foods, orchestrating

meals as social events, reviewing everyone's days, and taking emotional temperatures. Cooking would disappear. Some people think

cooking our food distinguishes humans from the animals and represents the first step into civilization.' The perfect meal-in-a-pill

would destroy the social aspects of eating. People have relational

needs as well as individual needs.

6. Most poor American families eat lavishly compared with the

poor of Ethiopia. By any absolute standard, they're doing fine.

They don't need any nutritionally optimum pills, or any chocolate cake for that matter. But the Ethiopian standard of living is

not their point of reference. They feel poor because they lack what

is customary and necessary in American society. People's sense

of deprivation or well-being comes in part from comparison with

others in their community. Need is relative as well as absolute.



Marjorie L. DeVault,

Feeding the Family: The Social Organization of Caring as Gendered Work (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press,

1991); Ruth Reichl, "Why Food Matters," Tanner Lectures on Human Values,

Yale University, Oct.

26-27, 2005, available at tannerlecturesmtah.edu/lectures/atoz.html-s.
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DIMENSIONS OF NEED



In a famous theory of individual needs and human development, Abraham Maslow postulated that people have five types of needs, which they

try to fill in sequential order: first, physiological needs, such as hunger

and thirst; second, safety and shelter needs; third, social needs; fourth,

the need for self-esteem; and finally, the need for self-actualization.' In

Maslow's theory, the five needs are hierarchical; lower ones must be filled

before a person can move on to filling a higher need. The six dimensions

of need as I characterize them are not hierarchical or sequential. They are

different, equally important ways of conceptualizing needs. These conceptions lead to competing political claims about welfare.

I. Material Needs vs. Symbolic Needs

The first and perhaps most important challenge to the idea of objectively

definable needs is that material things have symbolic meanings that are

often more important than their material value. As Michael Walzer says,

"People don't just have needs, they have ideas about their needs." Food is

more than calories; it's a sign of membership, social status, and spiritual

worth. Partaking of meals signifies friendship, intimacy, and being "part

of the family." Refusing to share food can signify difference, distrust, and

being a stranger. Eating the same food as others is a basic mark of belonging. A Puerto Rican immigrant to Chicago explained why she changed

her family's diet from rice and beans to pizza, hot dogs, hamburgers, soda

pop, and ice cream, and why they eat at fast-food restaurants as much as

they can afford: "We feel good when we go to those places . . . we feel like

we're Americans, that we're here and we belong.' A diet of nutritionally'

optimal pills wouldn't make most people feel included and uplifted.

Beyond nutritional value, food has spiritual significance. Ritual fasting,

a part of many religious and spiritual practices, poses another challenge

to the idea of objective needs. During the month-long period of Ramadan,

observant Muslims abstain from all food and drink during the daytime,

although they eat a large meal before dawn and break their fast at dusk.

During the daytime fast, many have less energy and may become less

productive at their normal jobs. By the standards of other cultures, fast'Abraham Maslow "A Theory of Human Motivation,"

Psychological Review 50 (July 1943): 370-96.

"Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice

(New York: Basic Books, 1983), p. 66.

'Quoted in Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett,

The Spirit Level: Why Greater Equality Makes Societies

Stronger

(New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2010), p. 97.
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ers might be seen as poorly nourished and depleted. However, experiencing hunger helps them empathize with the poor, and self-denial reminds

them of their obligations to help those who suffer. By their Koranic standards, fasting fulfills them and elevates their spiritual worth.'

The minimum survival concept of need turns people into biochemical

machines, in much the same way that high school chemistry texts reduce

people to $2.43 worth of chemicals. That sort of thinking renders us

all equal. The symbolic concept of need, by contrast, recognizes human

differences—different cultures, histories, social groups, classes, and even

tastes. If we accept the symbolic dimension of need as important, then

welfare means protecting people's identities as well as their existence.

Some political philosophers think having a culture is as essential to

people's well-being as food and other material resources. Culture provides language with which to express oneself and a set of norms to

help understand how others will respond to our behavior. It provides

a sense of identity and, perhaps most important, a sense of belonging.'

To feel how important culture is to your welfare, try a thought experiment. Imagine moving to a country where you don't speak the language

and nobody speaks your language. You have had no upbringing in the

customs of daily life, not even how to make polite requests or express

thanks. You know nothing about the country's history and traditions.

In your mind, try to do something relatively simple, such as getting

somewhere you need to go by public transportation. Do they have buses

or bus-equivalents? What does one look like? How you do you find out

where these things stop, where they go, and how you hail one? How do

you feel as you imagine getting through your day? It's hard for most of

us to imagine what it's like to be so completely alien, so I recommend

reading Tracy Kidder's book Strength in What Remains to put yourself in

the shoes of a Burundian refugee in New York City. And if you can tap

into any of your own personal experiences with being a cultural stranger,

you will gain a better understanding of why culture is such an important

dimension of welfare.

The issue of culture as a need provokes three kinds of policy fights.

First, how should government balance minority group needs for particular cultures with a nation's need for a citizenry with a shared identity?

This issue comes up, for example, when minority groups want to educate



'Thanks to Reem Hobeldin, a master's student in rhetoric and public policy at Carnegie Melon University, for teaching me about the significance of Ramadan fasting.

For a strong defense of this argument, see Will Kyrnlicka, Mu/tie-Whim/ Citizenship (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1

995), chap. 5.
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their children separately in their own schools or observe dress codes that

signal their separateness from the dominant culture. Second, what kinds

of resources and accommodations do governments owe minorities to help

them maintain their cultures? This question permeates disputes about

bilingual education and use of minority languages by government offices.

The third, and by far the most contentious and philosophically difficult,

issue concerns how to reconcile conflicting political cultures. Should a

liberal nation devoted to individual autonomy and equality allow minority groups to practice cultural traditions that violate these liberal values?

Liberal political culture, especially in the U.S., puts a high value on religious freedom, the principle that people should be free to worship however

they wish and that government shouldn't endorse or entiirce any particular

religion. Liberal and minority creeds clash when one sect demands that

public schools not teach ideas that conflict with its religious doctrine; for

example, evolution or equal treatment for women and homosexuals.'

2. Intrinsic vs. Instrumental Needs

We need some things not for the intrinsic satisfactions they provide but

for what else they enable us to have and do. Because money is the most

crucial instrument of well-being in capitalist societies, enabling people to

buy everything material they might need or want, most analyses of welfare start by comparing how much income people have with how much

they need. In the U.S., the "poverty line" sets an amount of income that

families need for minimally adequate well-being. Internationally, the

most common measures of welfare use either Gross Domestic Product or

household expenditure surveys to estimate the daily per capita income for

each country. People who live on $1 or less per day are counted as poor.

According to the economist Amartya Sen, income isn't a very good

measure of welfare because it is important only for what it enables people

to do; the most important element of welfare is personal freedom. In fact,

like most liberal political theorists, he equates individual welfare with

having freedom to choose one's life path. In assessing welfare, therefore,

we should think about whether people have "capabilities," or the means



'"Kynalicka, Multicultural Citizenship

of liberal political philosophy. In



(ibid.) offers a rich discussion of these issues, from the



perspectivre



The Spirit Catches Mu and Then You Fall Down (New York: Farra



Straus, and Giroux, 1997), Anne Fadirnan explores the clash between Hmong and American war'

"Cass Sunstein, Free Markets and Social Justke

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), chap 7

"Measuring Well-Being," pp. 10827; and Robert Paarlberg, Food Politics: What Everyone Needs to Know

(New York: Oxfbrd University Press, 2010), pp. 37-9.
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to pursue whatever ends they choose.' 2 Among these capabilities, Sen

includes nutrition, health and access to medical care, housing, education,

freedom from violence, and political rights. Income isn't a good measure

of these capabilities, Sen says, because many factors affect individuals'

ability to convert income into the other capabilities. Two people with the

same income may wind up with vastly different nutrition understood as a

capability or a means. For example, pregnant women and nursing mothers need more of certain nutrients than other people in order to nourish

their growing fetuses. Inhabitants of harsh climates must spend more

money for fuel and shelter and therefore have less for food. Workers in

strenuous jobs may have higher calorie requirements than workers in

desk jobs.'

In the polis, the instrumental concept of need dominates. Anybody claiming that government should provide for some need will face the challenge,

"Necessary for what?" Citizens and their representatives don't usually vote

to provide things for their intrinsic satisfaction but to enable people to function in ways the public deems valuable. Many people would like to study

for the sheer enjoyment of learning, but the arguments for government providing education are more instrumental. Education enables people to be

more productive workers, to make economic and intellectual contributions

to their communities, and to become informed citizens and skilled leaders.

When businesses ask for bailouts, their arguments are also instrumental.

For example, a failing General Motors asked the federal government to rescue it in order to save jobs and to give management time to reconfigure its

cars and its business model.

Policy reformers often appeal to "society's" or "the nation's" instrumental needs, rather than individuals needs. In pursuing Obama's health

care reform, the Democrats began with the national need to control

health care expenditures. As each element of the reform surfaced in public

di

scussion—expanding public subsidies for low-income people, restricting

insurers' use of preexisting conditions, increasing coverage of preventive

care, and promoting electronic medical records—proponents of the reform

emphasized how the element would address the cost problem and save the

taxpayers money, almost to the exclusion of discussing the intrinsic goals

of health insurance--better health and equitable access to medical care.

"Amartya Sen,



Development as Freedom (New York: Random House, 1999). We might also call these



means "enablers," but Sen's term "capabilities" has caught on, and the United Nations uses his approach

tomeasure human development and welfare.

readers will notice that Sen's concept of capabilities resembles the concept of customized needs

in'Astute

Chapter 2,

"Equity."
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3. Volatility vs. Security



,

Much as people like to take risks and savor success in their imaginations

when the die is cast, most people dislike losses more than they enjoy

gains.'' A 10 percent pay cut would lower their sense of well-being far

more than a 10 percent pay raise would increase it. Merely fearing a loss

causes stress and suffering apart from the actual loss. Losing a job is one

of the biggest blows to personal happiness (second only to losing a partner), but . just feeling that one's job is insecure also causes a big drop In

happiness.'' In other words, personal welfare is very sensitive to c hange,

especially to the possibility of loss. Volatility, or frequent change, dimin-,

ishes welfare in the security sense, because it increases the possibility €)f

loss. Thus, a snapshot of the resources people have at one moment doesn

give a kill picture of their welfare because it doesn't capture feelings. of

insecurity ("I dread being worse off than I am now") or security ("I feel

confident that I'm protected from losing what I already have").

•'Daniel halmeman and Amos Tversky, "Prospect

Lyauanetnea rol. • r,

9M), pp 263-92.
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Rwhard Tayard, Happiness: Lessons from a New Science

(New York: Penguin, 2005), chap. 5; and 1{ath i
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Pitihng From Grace: The Experience of Downward Mobility in the American Middle Co
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In the U.S., incomes have become much more volatile in the past forty

years. The chance that a person's income might drop 50 percent or more

in one year—that is, a person would lose at least half his or her income

from one year to the next—has risen from 7 percent in 1970 to around

20 percent now. Precipitous income drops often send people into poverty.

At any one time, "only" 20 percent of American children live in families

whose incomes are below the poverty line, but because of income volatility, half of all American children will spend at least a year in poverty

before they turn eighteen.'"

Whether poor people live in rich or poor countries, they hover at subsistence levels. Even if they have enough to get by (which many don't),

they need reserves or other ways to compensate for sudden losses and

sudden expenses. The Swedish government's Level of Living Survey recognizes this aspect of need with a question about whether families could

cover unforeseen expenses of up to $1,000 within a week. In a recent

American survey, one-quarter of families could not raise $2,000 for an

emergency within thirty days, and another fifth said they could raise the

money only by selling possessions.'

In developing countries, where $1,000 is an unimaginable fortune

and where poor people's livelihoods are extremely vulnerable to climate,

violence, illness, injury, death, and corruption, the poor devote as much

energy to cultivating security as they do to growing food and making

money. They maintain small pots of savings here and there—hidden

at home, stored with friends, invested with a savings broker—and they

seek out microloans to tide them over short-term crises. For these bits of

microsecurity, they pay fees that seem exorbitant by rich-country standards but that make perfect sense for people who can't rely on capital

reserves or well-run public programs.18

In the polis, welfare in this security sense is of paramount importance.

Security is so valuable that people living in extreme poverty are willing

to pay for it, even though it doesn't put food in their mouths today. In



'Ile concept Of income volatility and the figures are from Jacob Hacker, The Great Risk Shill (New

York: Oxtbrd University Press, 2006), chap. I.

'Robert Erikson, "Descriptions of Inequality: The Swedish Approach to Welfare Research," in The

Quality c+1. 1.afi,

Martha C. Nussbaum and Arnartya Sen, eds. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993),

PP' 1i-H•'1; Annamaria Lusaardi, Daniel J. Schneider, and Peter Tufano, "Financially Fragile Households:

Evidence and Implications" (Cambridge, Mass.: National Bureau of Economic Research, 2011), Working Paper No. 17072.

"Daryl Collins, Jonathan Morduch, Stuart Rutherford, and Orlanda Ruthven, Portfolios of the Poor: How

the hlorld's Poor Live on $2 a Day

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009).
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advanced welfare states, citizens contribute to social insurance and public

and private aid programs, even though they may never have to use them,

In every society, at every level of economic development, people create

social arrangements to cushion themselves from ol ilit v.

4. Quantity vs. Quality

Policy makers need clear thresholds to set program goals, define eligibility, and measure performance. In the quest tbr objective criteria, policy analysts emphasize the measurable. Unfortunately, what works well

for policy purposes can distort or disguise what's valuable to human

welfare.

Welfare depends at least as much on hard-to-measure, hard-to-define

qualitative factors. In education, the federal push for accurate measures

of school performance plays out in standardized testing. Tests tend to

measure students' knowledge of facts but aren't as good at assessing

what everyone agrees is the most important goal of education—creative

and critical thinking. Nor are standardized tests very good at assessing

the most important quality of good teaching—the interaction between

students' learning styles and teachers' teaching styles. In health care,

insurers and clinicians tend to focus on what they can measure, to

the neglect of patients' quality of life. Health insurance pays doctors

for physical procedures and underpays for the intangible counseling,

explaining, and reassuring that affect patient welfare just as much if not

more. In cancer research, the main criterion for evaluating a new treatment is how many months it prolongs the average patient's life. Few

researchers ask how the treatment makes patients feel or affects their

social interactions.

To avoid some of the problems of objective criteria, some social scientists use the concept of subjective well-being to measure welfare. In

one approach, surveyors ask respondents how they rate the overall quality of their lives. Another approach, called experience sampling, asks

respondents to rate how they feel while doing particular activities, such

as taking care of children, commuting to work, and watching TV BY

correlating the answers with other data, such as income or spending on

welfare-state programs, researchers draw conclusions about how societal characteristics and public policies affect happiness. These methods

have many problems, despite claims for a new "science of happiness." For

example, people's ratings of their overall life satisfaction are dramatically

influenced by whether the interviewer asks about recent dentist visits
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just before asking about life satisfaction. (Clue: the finding wouldn't be a

good marketing tool for dentistry.)i 9

Methodological problems aside, the research on subjective well-being

does offer some intriguing insights. First, like Sen's capability approach,

the subjective approach demonstrates that neither personal income nor

level of national economic development fully accounts for human welfare.

Having money and living in a place rich in economic resources helps,

but money isn't everything. Second, the subjective approach to defining

welfare confirms that there are no easy answers for policy makers, no

formulas proving that "if you implement Policy X, your citizens will be

N degrees happier." Studies disagree, for example, on whether generous,

well-funded welfare-state programs improve citizens' subjective welfare.

Third, social relationships are the single most important contributor

to well-being. People say they are happier, and apparently they are also

healthier, when they have extensive social networks of family and friends,

and they get more enjoyment out of most activities when they are with

others than when alone.'"

5. Individual Needs vs. Relational Needs

Humans require some things that can only be gotten from relations with

others: friendship and love; dignity, respect, self-esteem, and honor; and

community, solidarity, and a sense of belonging. These are needs for relationships, not "things" that individuals can claim from a community. We

know very little about how communities can facilitate these relationships,

but social scientists have demonstrated how potent these needs are. After

flooding destroyed 500 homes in Buffalo Creek, West Virginia, the victims missed their sense of connectedness to their past and their neighborhoods far more than their lost possessions.' Urban gangs fulfill a desperate

need for social structure and stability, and they operate on well-defined, if

unspoken, codes of mutual obligation." In Studs Terkel's classic interviews

"An excellent readable review of this literature is Derek Bok, The Politics of Happiness: What Government

Can Learn from the New Research on

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010), dentistry

on p, 35.

'Ed Diener and Martin E. P. Seligman, -Beyond Money: Toward an Economy of Well-Being," Psychological Science in the Public Interest.

vol. 5, no. 1, pp. 1-33, esp. pp. 18-20; Bok, The Politics of Happiness, ibid.,

pp. 19-20.

'Kai T. Erikson,



Everything in Its Path (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1976).

"William Foote White,

Street Corner Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1943); Sudhir Venkatesh,

Gang Leader for a Day (New York: Penguin), 2008.
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about the meaning of work, people reveal theinselyi ,s as more intensely

concerned with dignity than with pay.'"

Humans need to give and to help as much as they ?iced 1,, have and receive,

We care about others and translate our emotional care in to active caring

for others. In her study of an urban ghetto, Carol Stack found that people

who receive a large sum of money from an inheritance or insurance policy

typically give it away to meet other people's needs rather than spend it to

increase their own material well-being.'' The will to care ti- others can

be so strong that people risk their jobs, sacrifice their ONVII well-being,

and often break rules to carry out their moral notions of proper care. In

my research on home health care, nurses and physical therapists confided

that they sometimes visited patients while they were ofIldlity, shopped

for bedridden patients, and falsely recorded time they spent talking and

befriending as billable procedures. These forms of extra care were prohibited by their agencies and could have cost them their jobs.'." When Lisa

Dodson studied managers, teachers, and medical personnel who work with

low-wage workers, she found many who padded employees' time clocks,

slipped food and other products to the workers, and fudged paperwork to

help people they thought were unjustly treated by the economy.'"

Relational needs are no less real for being intangible and umneasurable. In politics, these are the inchoate feelings that drive conflict and lend

force to political demands, although politics often requires people to translate them into more tangible and measurable claims. For example, family

caregiving might be the most important relational need, but it doesn't fit

easily within the daily schedules and long-term career patterns of most

workplaces. Employees who sacrifice work time to their caregiving responsibilities don't fit the stereotyped model of dedicated, hard-working,

high-performing employees, and are often penalized, held back, or fired on

the basis of these stereotypes. By suing employers for "caregiver discrimination" or "family responsibility discrimination," employees can place caregiving within the established legal framework of civil rights law and gradually

translate relational needs into policy rules governing employment."

'"Studs Turkel, Working (New York: Pantheon, 1974).

"Carol Stack, .411 Our Kin

(New York; [ Carper & Row, 1974).

'Deborah Stone,

The Samaritan's Dilemma: Should Government Help Tour Neighbor? (New York: Nation

Books, 2008), chap. 4.

'Lisa Dodson,



The Moral Underground: How Ordinary Americans Subvert an Unjust Economy (New York:

New Press, 2009).



"Joan C. Williams and Stephanie Bornstein, "The Evolution of
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6. Absolute vs. Relative Needs



Absolute standards peg the definition of need to a fixed point, usually an

amount of income. Relative standards peg the definition of need to one's

place in a distribution of resources within a community. For example, to

be eligible for Social Security Disability Insurance in the U.S., you must

have a physical or mental impairment that prevents you from earning at

least $1,000 per month. That amount of earnings is the same for every

applicant, anywhere in the country. It's an absolute standard. By contrast,

to be eligible for disability insurance in the Netherlands, you must have

an impairment that prevents you from earning the prevailing average wage

in your own community. That is a relative standard of need—it says people

are needy if they fall too far below what's average for their community.

In the U.S., about 13 percent of people live below the poverty line.

Most of them struggle to put food on the table. Yet, 80 percent of them

have air conditioning, almost 75 percent own at least one car, and 33

percent have either a computer, a dishwasher, or a second car. One might

interpret these figures as evidence that the poor are irresponsible because

they use some of their money to buy luxuries. Alternatively, using the

relative concept of need, one could interpret the figures to mean that,

"When people lack money fbr essentials such as food, it is usually a reflection of their desire to live up to the prevailing standard.'

Indeed, research on subjective well-being confirms the importance of

relative need. People generally assess their own well-being by comparing

themselves to others around them. In every country, no matter how high

or low its standard of living, people in the top quarter of the income distribution are happier than those in the bottom quarter. Another piece of

evidence indicating that people think about need in relative terms comes

from a Gallup Poll conducted every year between 1955 and 1985. One

question asked, "What is the smallest amount of money a family of four

needs to get along in this community?" Over thirty years, actual incomes

increased pretty steadily, and, lo and behold, people's estimates of necessary income rose steadily to keep pace with average incomes."

Adam Smith had a movingly simple concept of relative need: things

should count as "necessaries" if a person would feel ashamed not to have

them. A linen shirt, he said might have been a luxury in Greek and Roman

times, but in mid-eighteenth century England, it had become a necessity.

Why? Because "a creditable day-laborer would be ashamed to appear in

'Wilkinson and Pickett,

The Spirit Level op. cit., note 7, p. 25.

'Richard Layard,

Happiness op cit., note 15, chap. 4.
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CONCEPTS OF WELFARE AND NEED



Simple Objective Definition



Minimum requirements tOr survival



Dimensions of Welfare

1. Material vs. symbolic needs



Resources have symbolic meanings that

can be as important to welfare as their

material value.



2. Intrinsic vs. instrumental

value



meet

Resources are important

immediate and direct needs, but also to

enable people to fill their broader goals.



3. Volatility vs. security



Welfare depends not only ,)n having

sufficient resources at one time but also

on being able to count on having sufficient resources in the future.



4. Quantity vs. quality



Welfare depends partly on

hard-to-measure intangible factors.



5. Individual vs. relational

needs



Welfare depends on being able to

satisfy one's needs to belong, to care for

others, and to give and receive help.



6. Absolute vs. relative welfare Subjective welfare depends on comparisons with other members of one

community as well as one's absolute

level of resources.



public without a linen shirt, the want of which would be supposed to

denote that disgraceful degree of poverty which, it is presumed, nobody

can well fall into without extreme bad conduct.'

Using the same concept of relative need, Malcolm Gladwell argues

that health insurance should be considered a necessity in the U.S. today

Instead of a linen shirt, Gladwell starts with healthy teeth. "If your teeth

are bad, you're not going to get a job as a receptionist, say, or a cashier.

You're going to be put in the back somewhere, far from the public eye. • •

[B] ad teeth have come to be seen as a marker of 'poor parenting, low educational achievement and slow or faulty intellectual development.' They are

"'Adam Smith, Tice Wealth of Nations

(orig. ed. 1776), vol. 2, bk. 5, chap. 2.
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an outward marker of caste." Health insurance counts as "a necessary," as

Gladwell sees it, because without the ability to pay for dental care, people

are ashamed to appear in public. 3 '

Both Smith and Gladwell hint at another reason why relative need is

so important. In the pervasive human pastime of judging others, people

have a tendency to use economic status as a proxy for personal character."

Those who lack what others consider normal and decent risk being disdained and excluded. Appearing in public without a linen shirt in Smith's

England or without good teeth in today's America sets in motion a chain

of social processes from negative judgments to negative treatment.

Relative need exerts powerful influence on citizens' understanding

of welfare and expectations of what they need. It explains, for example,

why medical costs keep growing despite strenuous efforts at cost control.

Research and innovation create new ways of restoring health—think of

hip replacements and hone-marrow transplants—and of course, every

patient who can benefit from a new technology thinks it is now absolutely necessary to her welfare. Every doctor treating such a patient can

honestly say the procedure is medically necessary. This is the paradox

of progress: instead of fulfilling needs, it creates rising expectations and

new needs.



MAKING NEEDS IN THE POLIS

Multiple ways of defining need result in different claims about what government ought to do to enhance citizens' welfare. A need doesn't become

a political claim until someone demands that government do something

about it. In a sense, needs-claiming is the essence of democracy: citizens

make demands on government to meet their needs and government

responds—or gets voted out." In Chapter 10, "Interests," we'll look at

how interest groups and social movements organize these claims and put

them on the public agenda. Here, we'll consider how government validates claims, arbitrates them, and decides which ones are legitimate.

In programs that attempt to meet individuals' needs, eligibility requirements define what government considers necessary, and application

'Malcolm Gladwell, The Moral Hazard Myth,' The New Yorker, Aug. 29, 2005, PP. 44-49. The inside

quotation is from Susan Starr Sered and Rushika Fernandopulle, Uninsured in America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005).

'On judgment, see Wilkinson and Pickett, The Spirit Level, op. cit., note 28, chap. 4, p. 42 ff.

Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963),

p. 181.
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procedures test applicants against these definitions. \ lost programs to

assist low-income people are "means-tested," meaning they ask for evidence of earnings and assets to measure whether people need, say, food

stamps, cash assistance, or health insurance. Disability programs generally ask applicants for medical evidence that impairments prevent them

from working enough to earn a living. Public health insurance programs

such as Medicare and Medicaid use doctors as gatekeepers: the programs

pay only for tests and treatments a doctor says the patient needs. Unemployment insurance programs try to screen out people w ho don't want to

work. They define criteria for "voluntary quits" and investigate whether

applicants lost their jobs involuntarily. Out of political coil tux t, eligibility

requirements can glaze the eyes, but they become fascinating if we interpret them as struggles over what counts as a valid need.

Even in programs that address organizations' needs rather than individuals' needs, political decision making takes the form of validating

claims about need. When manufacturing industries seek protection from

foreign competition, they must petition the U.S. International Trade

Commission to restrict imports, demonstrating that their industry is on

the verge of ruin because of a high foreign market share Or unfair foreign

trading practices. Farmers and dairy producers seeking price supports

from Congress or state legislatures must document their need with measures of market saturation, low prices, and farm profitability.

Congress and state legislatures use committee hearings to collect and

test information about needs. Hearings are usually sponsored by representatives who are already disposed to take action on some problem. They

invite witnesses who can be counted on to give an informed and passionate description of a need. Hearings on social programs typically feature

academic and think-tank experts reciting statistics and generalizations,

along with one or two living exemplars of the problem who tell their

personal stories in vivid, colloquial prose. Budget hearings are another

mechanism through which groups play out their claims. Agencies' budget

requests are political claims about how much money they need to carry

out essential functions. Budget negotiations then force the different play34

ers to justify their needs and make choices among their own programs.

Those needs that a community recognizes as legitimate and tries to

satisfy as a community might be termed public needs. The conception of,

public needs in real political communities is broader, more varied, and

On hearings, see Walter .1. Oloszek,

CQ Press, 2011), 8th ed., pp. 111-17;



Congressional Procedures and the Policy Process, (Washington, D.C.:



on budgets, Aaron Wildaysky and Naomi Camden, The New Politic.

of the Budgetary Process

(New York: Longman, 2003), 5th ed.
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more culturally specific than the concept of public goods in economic

theory. In economics, the inherent characteristics of goods determine

whether they are public; a lighthouse is a public good because it is in the

nature of light signals to be visible to many users at one time and to persist even after being "used." By contrast, public needs are determined in a

political process. They have nothing to do with the inherent characteristics of things and everything to do with people's ideas about which needs

are so important that government should help people meet them. Public

needs are those things a community publicly recognizes as "necessaries"

and agrees to provide, and they are often in dispute.

The pattern of public needs is the signature of a society. In its definition of public needs, a society says what it means to be human and to have

dignity in that culture. In medieval Jewish communities, government's

function included maintaining what was necessary to the practice of religion: synagogues and their officials; religious courts; education (for boys

only, since the purpose of education was to enable men to participate in

religious services and discussions); and rescuing captive Jews from persecution in other communities. The government of ancient Athens recognized a different set of public needs: a large army and navy; the supply of

corn; roads; funerals for the war dead; and the famous drama festivals:"

In the U.S. today, government guarantees individually tailored education

for children with disabilities, a policy that recognizes disabled people as

deserving equal opportunity to develop to their fullest potential. In Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, government finances paid parental leaves for

new mothers and fathers, a policy that recognizes family-keeping as an

essential aspect of the human experience.

Although countries are marked by their unique blend of public needs,

there are striking similarities in the timing of adoption of public welfare

programs. By and large, Western industrial nations have tended to adopt

social welfare programs in the same order, as though there were a universal hierarchy of societal needs: first, industrial accident insurance; next,

old age pensions; then, sickness insurance, unemployment compensation,

and family allowances."" (The U.S. is an outlier in its late and relatively

limited public health insurance and support for child-rearing.) Within

disability programs, blindness, deafness, and missing limbs were usually

recognized before mental illness and chronic diseases. Except for forest

conservation policies, environmental protection from pollution and toxins

"Walzer, Spheres of Justice,

Phillips



op. cit., note 6, chap. 3.

„

Cutright, "Political Structure, Economic Development, and National Social Welfare Programs,
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began in most countries in the 1970s. These coincidences of timing can

be explained by two factors. First, industrialization and urbanization

generated similar problems wherever they took place, and second, ideas

travel across political boundaries. Policy makers look to other countries

for solutions, and citizens gather ideas and inspirations for their own

demands from abroad as well.



MORAL HAZARD AND THE WELFARE—EFFICIENCY

TRADE—OFF

Welfare and efficiency are sometimes said to be incompatible goals. If

government tries to increase welfare in the short run, its policies will backfire and diminish welfare in the long run. As with the equality-efficiency

trade-off argument, this one plays a conservative role in political debate.

It is usually invoked to prove that public policies to improve social welfare

will fail, and, therefore, the status quo is the best we can hope for.

The welfare-efficiency trade-off rests on an assumption about human

nature called moral hazard. The term comes from insurance economics,

but in the U.S., it has become one of the most important assumptions about

human decision making, right up there with self-interest. According to the

original idea of moral hazard, when people have insurance—for example,

homeowners' or medical—they know they will recoup their losses if they

get into trouble. If their house burns down, they will collect money from

their insurer. If they get sick and need medical care, insurance will pay

most of their bills. Knowing that they won't have to pay for all their losses

or their treatment, they behave a little less carefully and don't take as much

trouble to prevent fire and illness.

The moral hazard argument has been expanded beyond insurance to

predict people's behavior in any kind of situation where someone else

assures their well-being. Even before the term became so widespread, the

concept was used to demonstrate that public assistance programs undermine work motivation. If people can get their needs met without working,

they will work less or not at all. Productivity will decline. Instead of con-



tributing to economic growth, such people live from others' productivity

and drain resources from the total social pie. Boom! Welfare-efficien cy

trade-off,

As we have seen, security in the sense of being able to count on having



one s needs met is essential to human welfare. According to the moral

hazard principle, though, security reduces welfare rather than enhancing it. If people know they can count

on someone else to underwrite their
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welfare—private charity, public programs, relatives and friends, or even

safety regulations—they will be less diligent about meeting their own

needs and less careful about avoiding problems.

Of course, some slacking and cheating occurs in just about any social

context—schools, bureaucracies, corporate firms, and workplaces of all

kinds. Distributive programs such as public assistance or health insurance are no exception. But it's a mistake to generalize from bad apples to

human nature. The moral hazard idea assumes all people are easily persuaded to behave badly in the context of an easy way to gain resources.

Reliable assistance tempts them (in religious terms) or gives them incentives (in economic terms) to behave carelessly and irresponsibly—hence

the name "moral hazard." In effect, the theory says that people are slothful

by nature; if they don't have to work to meet their needs, they won't. The

policy implications of moral hazard are clear: unless welfare-enhancing

policies build in counterincentives, they lead to immoral behavior and,

ultimately, to less welfare.

Moral hazard is largely an ideological argument, and like the equalityefficiency trade-off, it has been put to empirical tests. To test whether

monthly cash payments reduce work motivation, the federal government

commissioned a social experiment tied to a scientific study. The New

Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment randomly divided low-income

people into several groups and provided them with varying levels of

income assistance. Meanwhile, researchers monitored how much the

recipients in each group worked. Labor supply (defined as number of

hours worked) did not go down with higher welfare payments. And black

males, who have been the greatest victims of stereotypes about laziness,

increased their work hours with higher income guarantees.' Notwithstanding the empirical evidence, however, the work motivation argument

still wields political influence. Two decades after the New Jersey experiment, this argument persuaded Congress to reform welfare by tightening work requirements, lowering cash assistance, and placing a five-year

lifetime limit on assistance.

Cross-national comparisons also refute the moral hazard theory about

welfare and work motivation. As we saw in Chapter 3, many nations with

health, pension, and cash assistance programs far more generous and

inclusive than the U.S. have the same or higher employment rates. And

if citizens work fewer hours or take longer vacations in these countries,

it is not because secure benefits have made them lazy, but because strong

"Joseph Pechrnan and Michael Timpane, eds. Work Incentives and Income Guarantees: The New Jersey

Income Tax Experiment

(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1975).
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Is THERE A WELFARE- EFFICIENCY TRADE- OFF?



Tes



No



1. Moral hazard: people

are lazy and will be less

careful to avoid losses if

they know they will be

helped by others.



Empirical evidence largely

refutes the idea that availability of help induces laziness,

carelessness, and cheating.



2. When people have their

welfare needs met, they

have less motivation to

work hard. Lower productivity means fewer

material resources for

everyone.



Cross-national comparisons

show that collective provision for welfare does not

reduce productivity and



3. Mutual aid erodes

personal responsibility.



Mutual aid provides security

to help people take care of

themselves and their families.



4. Collective provisions

for individual welfare

erode community by

tempting people to cheat

and exploit others.



Collective provisions for

welfare strengthen community by reducing distrust,

hostility, and violence.



economic growth.



unions and labor parties have consistently influenced labor policy to limit

work hours.

Numerous studies show that people who have health insurance indeed

use more medical services than people who don't, a point that seems

,

support the moral hazard argument. But the moral part of moral hazart

implies that insured people exploit insurance to get services they don t

need. Here's where things get murky. Who's to define need? Perhaps you,

now that you've read this chapter. Or perhaps, since we're talking about

medical care, we should let doctors define need. If we bring need into

the equation, moral hazard goes into reverse. There's little evidence that

people who have insurance consume medical care beyond what their doctors advise them to use. By contrast, there's overwhelming evidence that

people who don't

have insurance don't receive medical treatment and Preventive care that doctors consider necessary and even critical for their
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health."' In short, insurance helps match medical care to medical need—it

makes medical care more efficient, it enhances welfare, and many would

say it makes the distribution of medical care more just.

The moral hazard argument can be taken to extremes. A prominent

law professor once decried a plan to expand children's health insurance

because, he said, it would make parents less careful to keep their children

from having accidents. Mark Pauly, the economist whom many people

credit with making moral hazard a mainstream concept, worried that

if insurance paid for home health care, elderly people would eagerly

use as much as they could because it provides "low-tech or servant services" that anyone would want. A citizen of bucolic Hanover, New Hampshire, opposed putting crosswalks in what counts as the busy downtown

area because they would make pedestrians complacent and less likely to

look out for cars. Crosswalks would actually cause more accidents and

injuries.'°

Whether you think these scenarios are plausible or far-fetched, they

illustrate how deeply the concept of moral hazard penetrates the culture.

They also illustrate how the moral hazard argument dismisses relational

needs. To accept that parents wouldn't take as good care of their children

if they were insured, one would have to believe that parents are in it for

the money and have no emotional need to nurture their kids. Most elderly

people are loath to admit needing help and resist it, but when they do

receive home care services, what they value most is not the "servant"

chores but the companionship and human connection. As for crosswalks,

they can create momentary relationships that enhance safety: a painted

crosswalk can form a zone of attentiveness where drivers and pedestrians

can make eye contact and negotiate implicit agreements about who goes

first.

Communal provision for welfare may be the most important force

holding communities together. When people in need receive aid, they are

usually grateful to, and perhaps dependent on, the giver. Gratefulness

and dependence create loyalty. As Carol Stack found in the black urban

neighborhood she studied, "The value of an object given away is based

upon its retaining power over the receiver; that is, how much and over



Institute of Medicine Care if



Coverage: Too Little, Too Late (Washington, D.C.: National Academy



of Sciences, 2002).

'Children's health insurance: Richard Epstein, letter to the editor, "Health Care Law shows Big Government Lives,"

New Tort Times, Aug. 10, 1997, sec. 4, p. 14; home health care: Mark V Pauly, "Choosing

Long-Term Care Insurance,"

Health Affairs vol. 20, no. 6 (2001), pp. 109-111; crosswalks: Robert N.

]"'atom, letter to the editor,

Palley News (Lebanon, N.H.), June 2, 2001, p. A9.
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how long a time period the giver can expect returns on the gift."" The

political bosses of American cities built their machines on the same principle: help a person in need and you will gain his vote fiwever. The strongest evidence against moral hazard, though, conies from cross-national

research. In nations where government ensures high levels of welfare for

most of the population, citizens enjoy better health and suffer less crime.

They trust each other more, including strangers, and because they do,

they are more willing to help others and more disposed to engage in community life.' In the polis, there is a different kind of moral hazard—not

the corruption of individuals whom the community helps, but the selfish

temptation to neglect people in need of help and the failure to help one's

neighbors.



"'Stack, All Our Kin,



op. cit., note 24, p.42. Stack draws on the anthropological tradition of "gift co

rnies" started by Marcel Mauss, The

Gift: Forms and Functionsof Exchange in Archaic Societies (New York:

W W Norton, 1967;

orig. ed. 1924).

"Wilkinson and Pickett, The Spirit Level,

op. cit., note 7.



5

Liberty



Should people be free to burn the American flag? In 1989, the Supreme

Court ruled that burning the flag is a form of speech, and therefore no

state can prohibit citizens from expressing themselves in this way. A

member of the American Legion, a veterans' association, went on the

Today show to explain why he thought the Supreme Court was wrong.

The flag is a symbol of the nation, he said, and government should prevent people from defacing it. The host then asked him what the flag symbolizes and why government should protect it. "It stands for the fact that

this is a country where we have a right to do what we want," the veteran

replied.'

The legionnaire was caught in a paradox: If we always have a right

to do what we want, don't we also have the right to burn the flag? He

seemed to intuit the crux of the liberty problem: sometimes curtailing

individual liberty may be necessary to preserve a community in which all

citizens can be free.

Abraham Lincoln saw the tragic side of this paradox. "We all declare

for liberty," he said "but in using the same word we do not all mean the

same thing." To northerners, freedom meant that each man could enjoy

"the product of his labor." To white southerners, it meant "the power to

do as they please with other men, and the product of other men's labor."

No amount of intellectual sparring could reconcile these two meanings.

The same idea that united Americans set them to bloody civil war.

Many a philosopher has tried to reason out a single, universal definition of freedom, applicable in all political contexts, but as the historian



'Quoted in Mary Ann Glendon, Rights Talk: The Impoverishment of Political Discourse (New York: Free

Press, 1991), p. 8.

`Eric Foner,

The Story of American Freedom (New York: W W Norton, 1998), p. 97. The quoted words

are Lincoln's, except for "the power to do," which is Foner's paraphrase of omitted words.
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Eric Foner notes, these abstract theories miss the essential character of

freedom. Freedom is a "mythic ideal" whose practical meanings emerge

and change through "debates, disagreements, and struggles." It is a "mortier all kinds of

ally charged idea ... used to convey and claim

grievances and hopes, fears about the present, and visions of the future."'

In the polis, efforts to define liberty begin with conflict—with two sides

asserting conflicting meanings.

Nevertheless, as people fight about issues of liberty, policy makers

search for firm criteria to guide and justify their decisions. The dilemma

of liberty revolves around the question of when government can legitimately interfere with citizens' choices and activities. Whcil, if ever, should

community goals be allowed to trump individual choice? Under what circumstances should public policy limit individual autonomy?

The most famous and influential answer to these questions is John

Stuart Mill's essay On Liberty, written in 1859. In it he attempted to find

a single criterion for deciding when society ought to interfere with individual liberty:

The sole end for which mankind are warranted, individually or collectively, in

interfering with the liberty of action of any of their number is self-protection[Tjhe only purpose for which power can he rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.'



Mill believed that deliberation and the exercise of choice are the essence

of what it means to be human and therefore government should interfere with individual choice as little as possible. In reconciling the need

for social control with individual freedom, he defined a sphere of action

where the individual reigns supreme. The sphere includes all those

purely "self-regarding" actions that do not have adverse consequences for

others. A government is justified in restricting only behavior that affects

other people.

Mill's resolution of the problem is the dominant way of thinking about

liberty in American political thought, so it is worth highlighting the elements of this tradition. First, it holds that there is a single criterion by

which we can judge whether government interference with individual

action is justified—namely, harm to others. Second, it is predicated on a

clear distinction between behavior that affects others and behavior that



'Foner, ibid., introduction.

'John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (orig. ed. 1859).
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does not. Third, it sees liberty as an attribute of individuals, not social

roles or groups or organizations. And finally, it defines liberty in a negative way as the lack of interference with individual action. To provide

liberty in this sense is to do nothing, to refrain from acting, rather than

to do something. Each of these elements is a focal point for challenges.

To define liberty as Mill does requires us to think about what counts

as "harm to others." Policy issues are then cast as a choice between protecting the liberty of individuals and preventing harms to others. To ask

in this framework when government should interfere with individual liberty is to ask what types of harms society should prevent. As with equity,

efficiency, and welfare, the intuitively appealing and simple criterion is

another battlefield upon which people fight for conflicting interpretations.

Physical injury would seem to be a self-evident type of harm that

everyone would agree should be prevented. Actions that cause injury or

death do not belong in the sphere of liberty. Yet, like the physical-survival

definition of need, the physical-injury definition of harm is not as simple

as it first appears.

What about the action of exposing people to small but toxic doses

of chemicals, either in the workplace or in air and water? Should the

long-term and cumulative effects of exposure count as a harm that justifies restricting action? Of course, the contemporary answer is yes, and

government thus regulates a good deal of manufacturing, environmental,

and medical use of chemicals. But even toxic exposure doesn't lend itself

to a simple yes-or-no answer. What if the effects of chemical exposure

caused by one person (say, an employer) are magnified or compounded

by activities of the person who is harmed (say, a worker who smokes)?

Whose behavior should government constrain?

The image of simple physical assault that worked in Mill's day hardly

grapples with the kinds of harms possible in today's industrial and technological world. The harmful effects of a chemical, for example, are not

"encased" in the chemical substance. Harms result in part from the social

organization of the chemical's use—how work is spatially organized, how

long and consistently workers are exposed to the chemical, how wage

systems reward or penalize the use of protective equipment, and whether

there are incentives for safety in transporting and storing chemicals.

Moreover, much physical harm results from the failure of complex systems rather than individual action. Japan's nuclear catastrophe in 2011

was caused by a convoluted mix of tsunami, flooding, cooling system failures, and other engineering weaknesses. Much as people wish to avoid

a similar calamity, it is impossible to identify behaviors that should be

prohibited in order to prevent a recurrence.
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In an era more conscious of the environment and commons problems

than Mill's, a theory of liberty must also grapple w i h cumulative harm'

Some actions, like walking across the grass, dumping sewage in a river,

withdrawing money from a savings bank, or dropping out of a group

insurance plan, aren't harmful when one person does them but can be

devastating if a lot of people do them. In order to protect the things

people use in common, such as natural resources and cooperative institutions, policy makers need to consider accumulative harms in defining the

sphere of liberty.

Thus, the connection between individual action an( harm to othersis

not as clear as Mill's theory of liberty suggests. If we are seeking a clear

criterion to guide policy—to decide when preventing harms to others

should override the basic value of individual liberty—even the relatively

clear idea of physical harm is not so clear. When we move beyond physical harm to other kinds of harm, Mill's criterion for deciding questions

of government interference in the private sphere is even less determinate.

Before examining some other kinds of harms, though, let's consider

another serious problem of Mill's resolution. For policy makers, identifying harms to others solves only part of the liberty dilemma. Even

when an activity is known to produce harm to others, there are many

possible ways of preventing the harm, each of which interferes with different types of liberties for different sets of people. For example, some

chemicals used in manufacturing can injure fetuses. There are several

ways to prevent fetal injury. Government could require manufacturers

to modify their production process to protect workers from exposure to

the chemicals, or it could ban the production and use of such chemicals

altogether. Alternatively, employers could exclude women of childbearing age from jobs involving the chemicals. To make matters even more

complicated, restrictions on someone's behavior to prevent one type of

harm often cause another type of harm. Either of the restrictions 00

employers would harm their revenues. Excluding women would harm

their careers, their incomes, and their social networks. Identifying the

harmful consequences of an activity doesn't tell us which actions ought

to be prevented, whose liberty to curtail, or how to spread the balance

of harms equitably. And this point applies equally to the other types

harms discussed below.

Beyond bodily harm, economic and material harms to others are often

considered a legitimate reason to interfere with individual liberty. An activity may cause someone else to suffer a loss of income—pirating music, for

`Joel Feinberg, Harm to Others



(New York: Oxford University Press, 1984).



example, or destroying someone's reputation by slandering them. Some

activities destroy or alter natural resources in ways that affect people's

livelihoods.

Market economies expressly permit some kinds of deliberate and foreseeable economic harms, while they prohibit others. As Oliver Wendell

Holmes pointed out nearly a century ago, 'A man has a right to set up a

shop in a small village which can support but one of the kind, although

he expects and intends to ruin a deserving widow who is established

there already."' Were Holmes writing a century later, he might have

been thinking about Wal-Mart displacing small family businesses or real

estate developers converting low-income housing to high-priced condominiums. The point is the same: we knowingly permit all kinds of harms

in the name of free markets and economic growth. On the other side,

market economies expressly prohibit some kinds of economic harms:

identity theft, slander, and stealing intellectual content.

Another type of harm involves amenity effects, or impacts on aesthetics,

lifestyle, and peace and quiet. Here we would include issues such as placing advertising billboards on highways, erecting a building that blocks

light from neighboring apartments, siting an office building on a former

park, or locating a motorcycle race track in a quiet neighborhood. In the

U.S., much of the opposition to wind energy comes from residents who

think turbines damage the beauty of their surrounding landscape or who

worry about the noise.

As we move from physical to more abstract types of harms, it becomes

evident that harms are political claims asserted by one set of interests

against another. But the imprecision of these harms and our inability to

measure them, either in market values or other quantifiable units, makes

them no less important. If anything, the more abstract and symbolic

harms are usually the most politically contentious.

Psychic harms are difficult to grasp, yet important in political conflict.

Every teenager knows the classic parental argument for saying 'no':

"Because if you do that, I will worry about you." No doubt everyone has

wrestled with the question of whether a parent's worry is a legitimate

reason for curtailing a child's liberty. The question has its counterparts

in the public sphere, where groups ask government to restrict behavior

that they believe causes psychic damage. For example, when people face

persistent denigration for an identity over which they have no control, they begin to doubt their self-worth, believe negative stereotypes

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., "Privilege, Malice, and Intent,- Harvard Law Review 8, no. 1 (April 25,

1895), pp. 114; quote on p. 3.
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about themselves, devalue their own cultures. and I, iwer their aspic?,

tions.7 To prevent these psychic harms, some unie (Ts i l it's and towns have

tried to limit racial-, ethnic-, and gender-based insults, dubbed "hate

speech." For similar reasons, some educators imd parents think school

curricula should be required to portray women and mil lorities in responsible positions, so as not to convey that they can attain only menial and

low-status jobs.

Psychic harms pose thorny issues for policy make' s. Restrictions on

hate speech run up against a strong American tradi tion of freedom of

speech—a topic we'll take up in the next section. Claims about psychic

harms in order to resist land use changes or Hess technologies raise

another set of issues about defining harm. After the Three Mile Island

nuclear plant accident in 1979, some residents asked the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to shut the plant permanently because of risks to their

psychological health. If the plant were to operate again, they said, they

would suffer stress and anxiety from worrying about .another accident.

The Supreme Court rejected their claims. It would be difficult, Justice

William Rehnquist pointed out, to differentiate among

someone who dislikes a government decision so much that he suffers anxiety

and stress, someone who fears the effects of that decision so much that he suffers similar anxiety and stress, and someone who suffers anxiety and stress that

"flow directly" ... from the risks associated with that same decision. It would be

difficult for agencies to differentiate between "genuine- claims of psychological

health damage and claims that are grounded solely in disagreement with a democratically adopted policy."



The most contentious harms in contemporary politics are also the least

tangible—spiritual and moral harms. Groups sometimes ask government

to prohibit behavior forbidden by their own religious laws (engaging in

commercial activity on Sundays) or to compel behavior prescribed by

their religious traditions (requiring teachers to hold prayer time in public

schools). John Stuart Mill was adamant that religious belief should never

be a permissible ground for government regulation of behavior. Claims

that a group is morally offended or revolted by some practice, such as eating

pork or working on the Sabbath, Mill argued, should never be recog'On the psychological h ams caused

i

by racial insults, see Richard Delgado, "Words That Wound::

- Port Action

for Racial Insults, Epithets, and Name-Calling," Harvard Civil Rights— Civil Libertie:

Review vol. 17, no. I (1982), pp. V33-182.

^Metropolitan Edison Co. n People Against Nuclear
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nized by government as the basis for policy. It is "the logic of persecutors

to say that we may persecute others because we are right."9

For all the insistence on separating church and state in liberal political thought, religion has always been a source of intense passion in politics. Nineteenth-century evangelical Christians mobilized the abolitionist

movement. Twentieth-century evangelical Christians mobilized the antiabortion movement. While it would be hard to argue that abolition of

slavery or state curbs on abortion wrote religious beliefs into law, these

policies were prompted by demands that government endorse certain

beliefs, and they do restrict behavior that doesn't accord with those beliefs.

Mill's concern with claims that a group is "revolted" by some behavior

is not as trivial as it might sound. According to the philosopher Martha

Nussbaum, restrictions on gays have been justified by disgust rather than

any reasoned evidence about harms allegedly caused by homosexuality.'

Opponents of gay marriage and adoption use visceral imagery of saliva,

feces, semen, and blood, and of wanton promiscuity, seedy bathrooms, and

child molesters to persuade courts and voters that homosexuality is disgusting and should not be sanctioned by the state. Like Mill, Nussbaum

thinks moral repugnance should not be grounds for restricting liberty

because majorities too often deploy it against unpopular minorities. (Here's

a thought experiment: What intimate personal relationship involves daily

contact with urine, feces, saliva, vomit, and sometimes blood? Has any

society ever prohibited this kind of relationship? Hint: Ask your mother.)

Harms to others are not objective phenomena, to be discovered or documented by science, but rather political claims that are granted more or

less legitimacy by government. Science is one weapon groups use in the

struggle to prove their claims of harm. Among the categories of harm,

there is a rough hierarchy in terms of which are more politically potent.

Claims based on physical injury are easier to assert successfully (i.e., to

attain a restriction on someone else's activity) than claims based on economic harms, and economic harms are stronger than amenity harms,

and so on down the line. Thus, political strategy on liberty issues often

entails framing claims to move them up the hierarchy of generally recognized legitimacy. Abortion opponents, for example, fervently believe that

abortion is morally wrong, but they often argue on the basis of physical and

psychological harms, claiming that having an abortion leads to higher risk

of breast cancer and depression.

1.S. Mill, On Liberty, op. cit., note

'Martha Nussbaum,



4, p. 156.



From Disgust to Humanity: Sexual Orientation and Constitutional Law (New York:

oxford University Press, 2010).
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The harm-to-others criterion that Mill thought was "one very simple

principle"" turns out to be exceedingly complex. There are many types

of harms, and their recognition is a matter of political struggle—not

rational discovery.



MAKING LIBERTY IN THE POLIS: FIVE PARADOXES

1. Negative and Positive Liberty

The words "liberty" and "freedom" are often used interchangeably, but

they derive from linguistic roots with opposite meanings. Liberty stems

from the Latin libertas, which means "unbounded, unrestricted, or released

from restraint." It connotes independence, autonomy, and separateness.

Freedom comes from the Indo-European root friya, which means beloved,

and from some northern European words for friend or kin. It connotes

relationships rather than independence, belonging rather than separateness.". These two concepts are almost antithetical, yet they are both

essential aspects of liberty (or freedom—take your pick).

In the second most famous essay on liberty, "Two Concepts of Liberty"

the philosopher Isaiah Berlin put forth two ways of understanding liberty

that almost (but not quite) coincide with the root meanings of liberty and

freedom. In the view Berlin called negative liberty, "I am ... free to the

degree to which no man or body of men interferes with my activity. Political liberty

is simply the area within which a man can act unobstructed

by others„ .. And if this area is contracted by other men beyond a certain

minimum, I can be described as being coerced, or, it may be, enslaved."

Obviously, this way of looking at liberty corresponds closely with libertas

and its sense of being unrestrained. Berlin called the other view positive

liberty: "I wish ... to be moved by reasons, by conscious purposes, which are

my own.... to be] self-directed and not [treated as] a thing, or an animal,

or a slave ... incapable

realizing them."'"



of conceiving goals and policies of my own an d



The two concepts of liberty are as good a test as any for separating

conservatives and liberals in American politics. Conservatives generally'

S. Mill, On I ,therty, op. em, note 1., p. 58.

I )acid I l<rckett Fim.her. Liberty and

York.

Freedom: A Visual I listorY of America's Founding Ideas (New

1)N1nrd University Press, 2005

pp.

Isaiah Iterlin. "Twn ('onrepts of Liberty," in

Four Essays on Li berb, (London: Oxford University 17;1'n'

1 405. "rig. ed. i n1,4),

quotes on p. 125 (negative liberty) and p. 131 (positive liberty). r

e‘plieitly stied the



words "freedom" and "liberty" to "mean the same" (p. 121).
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CONCEPTS OF LIBERTY



J S. Mill's Negative Concept



Liberty is freedom from coercion by

others. People should be free to do

what they want unless their activity

harms other people.



Complications in the Polis

What kinds of "harms to others" should trigger government

restraint on individual liberty?



Bodily injury, loss of income, aesthetic and amenity harms, psychic

harms, spiritual and moral harms.



Some harms to others are not

caused by simple individual

behavior.



Harms may be caused or exacerbated by social organization (e.g.,

of workplaces, industrial waste

disposal, oil drilling).

Harms may be caused by cumulative behavior rather than by

discrete individual actions.



When a social activity is known

to cause harms to others, there are

multiple actors whose behavior

contributes to harm.



How should government choose

whose behavior to restrain?



Restraining behavior to prevent

one type of harm may cause

another type of harm.

Isaiah Berlin's Positive Concept



Liberty is the ability to conceive of

goals and realize them, and requires

help from others.



Positive liberty requires having

literacy, education, health care,

income, and physical security.



Noninterference with a person's

behavior is not enough to provide

liberty.



Deprivation of basic resources is a

kind of coercion.



Liberty requires positive help

from others and society to ensure

basic resources.
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emphasize the freedom to use and dispose of one's resources as one

wishes, without interference. To identify coercion, they start with the

status quo distribution of wealth, power, and .jobs, and look for evidence

of somebody taking somebody else's resources. In the extreme, thee'

regard taxation as tantamount to confiscating property. The libertarian

philosopher Robert Nozick went so far as to say that "taxation on earnings from labor is on a par with forced labor."'' His view is hardly new

It echoes the Pennsylvania farmer who in 1768 wrote, "Those who are

taxed without their own consent are slaves."'' In pre-revolutionary days,

taxation meant the British government extracting revenue from the colonists. Today's libertarians criticize redistributive programs such as public assistance or Medicaid because they force people, through taxes, to

"donate" to others.

Liberals generally lean toward a positive view of liberty. They define

liberty as the power to choose one's life path. Liberty in this sense

requires that people have basic levels of literacy, education, health care,

income, and physical security. Even if no person or group interferes with

very poor people, they aren't free in the positive sense if they lack the

basic resources to enable them to choose out of desire rather than necessity. To identify coercion, liberals start with the status quo distribution

and look for evidence of severe deprivations that would prevent people

from "conceiving goals and realizing them," in Berlin's words. The economist Amartya Sen draws on the positive tradition when he conceptual:,

izes health care, nutrition, shelter, and political power as "capabilities

essential for exercising freedom.' The positive view of liberty comes

back to the etymological roots of "freedom." To realize one's goals, it

helps to belong to a community that provides the basic capacities to live

freely.

In comparison with European nations, the negative concept of liberty

plays a much greater role in U.S. politics. The most contentious issue M

Obama's health reform was the mandate to buy health insurance. Tile

very term "mandate" suggests a negative concept of liberty and conjure'

up the old colonial fear of tyrannical government. In Europe, wh ere c°n-



'Robert Nozick, /hardy, State and Utopia

(New York: Basic Books,

The best-known libertarian is still the novelist and philosopher Ayn1911

' qaty":tce0(1)1n:t''Idti

1e—r7e4ss

7a4.n),dp.13S.ele515

The Virtue 9ff Selfishness (New York: Signet, 1964).

"John Dickenson in his

Letters from a Farmer in Pennyslvania to the Inhabitants of the British

(Philadelphia, 1768), p. 3, cited in Foner, op. cit., note 2, p. 31.

.'

'Amartya Sen, Development as Freedom

(New York: Anchor Books, 1999), chap. 1. we encountered Sen

ideas in Chapter 4, "Welfare."
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tributions to public health insurance have long been mandatory, people

talk about being "members" of their health plans and making "contributions" rather than paying taxes, and they consider having health insurance as an opportunity rather than a restriction.

2. Positive Obligations

In the polis, citizens care about and fight over visions of public interest.

Government isn't merely referee in a giant boxing match, restraining people when they get unruly; it also acts as impresario, coordinating cooperative ventures. That means governments sometimes require individuals to

participate in collective efforts. John Stuart Mill paid brief tribute to this

political reality at the beginning of his essay: "There are also many positive acts for the benefit of others which [a person] may rightfully be compelled to perform."' He gave four examples of these obligations: the duty to

testify in court, to contribute to the common defense or "any other joint work

necessary to the interest of society," and to perform "acts of beneficence,"

such as saving someone's life. And then, Mill dropped the subject.

In the polis, the sphere of legitimate compulsion based on the interests

of' society (as distinct from harm to individuals) is actually quite large.

In addition to the duties Mill mentioned, most societies require their

members to honor contracts and promises, pay taxes to support government activities, give up land for public projects (eminent domain), educate

their children, and participate in mutual aid schemes. Above all, societies

require their members to obey the law, regardless of whether violations

harm somebody else. The police will punish a driver for running a red

light even if no one is harmed. Such restrictions of individual liberty are

not meant to protect particular individuals from harm, but rather to protect social order itself. This paradox was the crux of Thomas Hobbes's

Leviathan.' Unless people give up some of their liberty to a leader who

can impose rules, Hobbes argued, they will be prey to everyone else's

freedom to steal and kill. That kind of victimization would be a greater

deprivation of liberty than having to obey government rules.

Americans have a distinctive legal culture concerning positive duties

to promote social cohesion, welfare, and solidarity.19 On the one hand, the

U.S. had the earliest system of universal primary education and required

S. Mill, On Liberty,

op. cit., note 4, p. 70.

homas llobbes, Leviathan

(orig. ed. 1651).

Mary Ann Glendon,

Rights Talk, op. cit., note 1; Seymour Martin Lipset, American Exceptionalism: A

Double-Edged Sword

(New York: W W Norton, 1997).
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citizens to pay taxes toward public schools whether or not they had children. This is an expansive concept of positive duties. It requires citizens

to contribute to raising not just their own children but the next generation of citizens. On the other hand, in many policy areas Americans have

been reluctant to create legal obligations for citizens to help one another,

as every president who tries to expand health insurance learns. Although

the U.S. does have extensive social aid programs, such as Social Security,

Medicare, Medicaid, and public assistance, each of them teeters between

calls for expansion and calls for cutbacks or elimination. Even in dire

emergencies, U.S. law imposes no legal duty to rescue another person.

A champion swimmer who doesn't bother to save a drowning baby in a

swimming pool might be morally culpable but remains legally innocent.

Perhaps the most serious defect of the individualist conception of liberty is that in seeing only harms to individuals, it fails to protect communal life by requiring participation in community institutions.

3. Paternalism



Can a person be forced to be free? When, if ever, should government prevent people from acting voluntarily in ways that harm themselves and

might foreclose future options?

John Stuart Mill's answer was characteristically simple--"Never!"

[A person's] own good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant [for

interference with his liberty of action]. He cannot rightfully be compelled to do

or forbear because it will be better for him to do so, because it will make him

happier, because, in the opinions of others, to do so would be wise or even right.

These are good reasons for remonstrating with him, or reasoning with him, or

persuading him, or entreating him, but not for compelling him or visiting km

with any evil in case he do otherwise.'



But, just as characteristically, Mill felt compelled to make an exception to

his rule. Society can legitimately prevent people from entering into contracts to enslave themselves, even though no one but the slave is harmed

by slavery. Why would Mill allow this exception? Because by entering

into slavery, a person gives up liberty once and for all, and protecting

individual liberty is the very purpose of prohibiting paternalism.

The slavery exception in Mill's argument exemplifies a larger issue

in contemporary policy: are there other situations in which people's free".I. S. Mill, (hi I,iherty,

'p. cit., into 4, p. 68.
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dom to choose a course of action should be denied in order to preserve

other choices in the future? Most health and safety regulations rest on

this sort of logic. Its underlying premise is that some types of choices

are equivalent to enslaving oneself. Age limits on drinking and smoking,

prohibitions on recreational drugs, and seat belt and helmet requirements

are usually justified on grounds that they protect people from injuries

that might impair their future ability to make free choices. The problem

with the slavery metaphor as a policy guide, however, is that it is only a

metaphor. It doesn't escape the trap of imposing on someone else a judgment about what sorts of experiences are "as bad as" slavery.

Although paternalism violates the norm of equal voice, the strongest

argument for it starts with expertise. If experts know better than ordinary people what makes them better off, ordinary people should willingly

cede decision-making power to the experts. Richard Thaler and Cass

Sunstein propose a middle ground between expert power and individual

autonomy, a concept they call "libertarian paternalism." Government

‘wio

.uld i structure many individual decisions so the option that experts

t hi nk

s better becomes the default option. For example, many workers

don't sign up to contribute to employee pensions plans, even though they

w

ould be better off if they did. (That's because payroll deductions for
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retirement savings aren't taxed.) Government could overcome this irrational behavior by requiring employers to make pension contributions the

default option for newly hired workers. Workers could opt out by signing a

piece of paper, but most would let inertia make their decision for them.By

structuring "the architecture of choice," government can nudge people to

make better decisions without forcing them to make the "right" choices.'

Another approach to the problem of paternalism is to allow it for

certain categories of people. Children and the mentally incompetent are

usually considered proper objects of paternalistic policy; that is, they are

forced to do things "for their own good" and denied ordinary liberties.

John Stuart Mill, by the way, allowed these exceptions, too, and added yet

another: backward societies, or as he put it, "backward states of society in

which the race itself may be considered as in its nonage..." The logic of

this exception is that certain categories of people arc incapable of exercising meaningful choice in the first place, so that they have no liberty to be

violated by protective coercion. (Considering that Mill \\ rote On Liberty

on the eve of the American Civil War and some twenty-five years after his

own country, Britain, had abolished slavery, his "backward races" argument

testifies to racism's tenacious grip on the white European imagination.)

The exclusion of entire categories of people from rights and liberties

to which other citizens are entitled is the great loophole in liberal political thought. There is always a danger that powerful citizens can simply

declare unpopular groups to be "of nonage," as Mill so delicately put it.

The U.S. has a long tradition of declaring entire peoples immoral, backward, incompetent, or otherwise incapable of exercising the freedoms of

citizenship. Such claims were used to exclude certain races and nationalities from immigration, from becoming naturalized citizens, and from

various civic rights once they were naturalized. American law developed

lesser civic statuses for people the white male majority regarded as "nonage." Women and blacks were for a long time denied rights to vote, own

property, serve on juries, or testify in court—all on grounds of their

alleged mental inferiority.23

Paternalism may indeed be warranted for people whose mental capacities are severely restricted. However, deciding when paternalism is aPPr°-
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priate is an exercise replete with democratic danger. The criteria for

evaluating whether a group is capable of exercising free choice are highly

susceptible to interpretation and manipulation by those who have the

power to decide. Racism, sexism, prejudice, and stereotyping can all too

easily substitute for genuine inquiry into competence.

4. Freedom of Speech



Most discussions of liberty concern freedom to act. The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution declares a right to freedom of speech. The

ideal of freedom of speech supposes that words are harmless and all speech

is good. For the individual, self-expression is an important component of

a good life; and for communities, democracy benefits when citizens can

hear and debate different ideas and points of view. Some words, though,

might as well be deeds. They can do serious harm, and therefore can legitimately be prohibited without violating the First Amendment. In 1942,

the Supreme Court carved out an exception to the First Amendment for

"fighting words," which it defined as "words which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace."'

One might think that racist, sexist, and other prejudiced language would

count as fighting words, given social science research about how damaging group-based slurs can be. Yet, in 1992, in one of the Supreme Court's

most puzzling rulings, it struck down a St. Paul (Minnesota) city ordinance that prohibited placing "symbols and objects" such as "a burning cross

or Nazi swastika" on public or private property if "the object arouses anger,

alarm, or resentment in others on the basis of race, color, creed, religion,

or gender." A group of teenagers had put a burning cross in a black family's front yard. After being charged with violating the ordinance, one

of them claimed that, instead, the ordinance violated his constitutional

right to freedom of expression. The Supreme Court agreed. It said the

ordinance was unlavvful because it unfairly singled out only one category

of "fighting words," those based on race, color, creed, religion, or gender. Elena Kagan, now a Supreme Court justice appointed by President

Obama, but then a law professor, explained in an article that the Court's

reasoning wasn't new. The Court has a long tradition of prohibiting

viewpoint discrimination," and generally refuses to let government regulate speech based on officials' hostility or favoritism towards an idea.'

h Ipiinsky V.

rM

:e



New Hampshire 315 C.S. 568 (1942).

R./1.V v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992). See Elena Kagan, "Regulation of Hate Speech

and Pornography After

University of Chicago Law Review vol. 60, no. 3/4 (1993), pp. 873-902.
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Nevertheless, the Court's decision contradicts its many other decisions

upholding civil rights legislation—legislation that outlaws behavior based

on precisely the viewpoints the Court deemed worthy of expression in the

St. Paul case.

As the St. Paul case shows, freedom of speech does mystical things

to liberty issues by transmogrifying actions into words. Like the

cross-burning teenager, people can engage in behavior that clearly harms

others and then assert that the behavior is a form of speech protected ho

the First Amendment. Rand Paul, a Tea Party candidate who was elected

to the U.S. Senate in 2010, told the TV host Rachel Maddow that, contrary to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, private businesses have the right

to refuse to serve blacks. He defended his view by likening racial segregation to speech: "Should we limit speech from people we find abhorrent?" he asked rhetorically. "Should we limit racists from speaking? 1

don't want to be associated with these people, but I also don't want to

limit their speech in any way ... because that's one of the things freedom

requires, is that we allow people to be boorish and uncivilized, but that

doesn't mean we approve of it."'" It's unlikely that a freedom-of-speech

claim will undo the Civil Rights Act, but this move from action to speech

often succeeds in legitimizing discriminatory or harmful behavior, especially against groups who are not protected by the Civil Rights Act, such

as homosexuals. In 1995, the sponsors of Boston's annual St. Patrick's

Day parade were able to exclude gays and lesbians from having a float by

claiming that a parade is not a public event, but rather an expression of

the organizers' beliefs. If they were forced to allow gays to march, they

said, they would be forced to express support for homosexuality.'

In 2010, the Supreme Court used freedom-of-speech doctrine to undo

campaign finance restrictions passed by Congress in 21302.2s Congress had

prohibited corporate advertising for or against specific candidates, on the

theory that companies and unions have large treasuries and their spending could distort election coverage. But the Court ruled that advertising is

"political speech" and Congress may not discriminate by preventing a particular category of "speaker" from exercising the right to freedom of speech'



"Adam Nagourney and Carl Hulse, 'Tea Party Pick Causes Uproar on Civil Rights," New York

May 20,2010.
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You may wonder how a corporation can be considered "a speaker." The

answer hides in another peculiarity of American law: in 1886, the Supreme

Court gave corporations the status of fictitious persons, thus granting them

the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause (No state

shall "deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of

law")." Put freedom of speech and fictitious persons together and you get a

ruling that magnifies the power of money to influence elections by spreading particular viewpoints more widely.

5. Multiculturalism



Until recently, most liberal political theory was built on the image of

homogeneous societies whose members shared the same nationality, language, and culture. After World War II, growing consciousness of group

identities and large migrations across national borders combined to make

cultural diversity a pressing issue for public policy. The most intense controversies revolve around the meaning of liberty for cultural minorities.

Should groups have rights as groups, and, if so, which groups, and rights

to what? If learning, having, and preserving a culture are essential to

being able to choose a good life, what do host societies owe their cultural

minorities in terms of help maintaining a culture? And the most difficult and contentious question: how should governments respond when

elements of a minority culture irreconcilably conflict with values of the

majority culture (or when majorities think so)?"

Muslim women's veils and burqas ignite fierce debates, despite the fact

that head scarves are common women's dress in most cultures. In 2004,

France enacted a ban on female students wearing headscarves in public

schools, and in 2011 a ban on women wearing full-face veils in public

places, such as parks, buildings, and on the streets. A few other countries

with sizable Muslim communities have either banned veils and burqas or

are considering banning them.'

According to French officials who favor a ban, veils oppress women.

Women are forced to wear them by men, veils "imprison" women and

prevent them from interacting freely in society, and, if nothing else, veils

communicate a politically unacceptable message about women's subordination. At one level, the veil issue would seem to be a simple question

Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Railroac4 118 U.S. 394 (1889).

'See Will Kymlicka,

Multicultural Citizenship (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995).

'BBC, "Women in Face Veils Detained as France Enforces Ban," Apr. 11, 2011, available at bbc.co.uk/

news/world-europe-13031397.
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PARADOXES OF LIBERTY IN THE POLIS



Positive vs. Negative Concepts

Fulfill men t of negative libNegative liberty means no

erty does not fulfill positive

one interferes with your

liberty, and fulfillment of

behavior. Positive liberty

positive liberty may intermeans having active supfere with negative liberty.

port from others to ensure

literacy, education, health

care, income, and physical

security.

Obligations to Community

Individuals must contribute Personal liberty can be

enlarged by a strong

to the public interest as

community and thus by

well as their own goals.

requirements to contribute

to collective life.

Patern alism

Personal liberty can

Individuals might somesometimes he enlarged by

times choose to act in ways

coercive requirements to

that compromise their

future freedom.

act for one's own good.

Freedom of Speech

Boundary between speech

Freedom to express opinand behavior is fuzzy.

ions is necessary for democratic debate, but some

kinds of expression harm

individuals and groups.

Multiculturalism

Diverse multicultural sociGroup cultures may conflict

etics create needs fbr group

with liberal concepts of

rights to preserve and

individual rights and

express their cultures.

liberty.



of individual liberty that neatly fits Mill's "harm to others" criterion. By

banning veils, the state protects Muslim women from harm by Mus1111 '

men. On another level, though, advocates of a ban think Muslim culture

harms the French polity because it violates liberal principles of equal
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dignity and equal rights for all human beings. It assigns more power to

men than women and relegates women to a lower social status. By banning veils, the government protects France as a secular state and liberal

society.

For those who oppose bans, veils express religious beliefs and don't

harm anybody, and therefore the state has no legitimate reason to ban

them. Opponents point out that government never banned crucifixes,

skullcaps, or other religious symbols, so the veil ban singles out one religion for negative treatment. The government is hypocritical, opponents

say, in claiming a ban is necessary to preserve a secular state. A genuinely

secular state shouldn't promote or stifle any religion. Some women who

wear veils say that veils enhance their personal liberty by shielding them

from male leering and by insulating them from the dictates of the fashion

industry and consumer culture.

The arguments about Muslim dress demonstrate how "one simple

principle" can lead to diametrically opposite policy conclusions.



THE LIBERTY—EQUALITY TRADE—OFF

Trade-off arguments are by now familiar—we can't have our cake and

eat it, too. The liberty-equality trade-off argument runs like this: People

have different talents, skills, and abilities to secure society's most valued

resources and opportunities. To maintain equality, government would

have to take some resources from the advantaged and give them to the

disadvantaged. It would have to restrain the talented from acquiring

all the high-level jobs and offices. One person's equality comes at the

expense of another's liberty.

The liberty-equality trade-off argument rests on a negative concept

of liberty, one that defines it as the absence of restraint. The argument

adopts the point of view of the advantaged—they are the ones who would

be restrained by policies to help the disadvantaged. Starting from a positive concept of liberty and the point of view of the disadvantaged, the

trade-off doesn't seem so inevitable.

In the positive concept, liberty means having the wealth, health, education,

and political rights to exercise effective choice. If wealth, health,

k

nowledge,

and power are prerequisites to liberty, then liberty isn't

all-ornothing. It comes in degrees. Those with greater wealth, health,

k

nowledge, and power have more freedom than those with less. Thus, in

til

le positive view, inequalities of wealth, health, knowledge, and power

al

so create inequalities of liberty. A society that maximizes equality of
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wealth, health, knowledge, and power also equalizes its citizens' freedom

to choose their life plans. Liberty and equality are not in a trade-off.

By imagining liberty as the absence of coercion by others, the negative concept ignores the impact of personal limitations and community

resources on individual liberty. It treats these factors as if they are unchangeable conditions, much like the weather. From that point of yin,

the fact that there is no school near where a Pakistani girl lives is no

infringement of her liberty. Only a formal rule or a person standing in a

schoolhouse doorway blocking her entry counts as a barrier to her liberty. Those who interpret liberty in the positive sense see the range of

human control as more plastic and expansive. Somebody decided whether

and where to build schools, and perhaps somebody also taught the

girl that education isn't for females. No one had to block the doorway to

keep her away. From this point of view, the distribution of wealth, health,

knowledge, and power grows out of socially created arrangements. As

disability rights leaders point out, physical handicaps can be as much the

product of building design as of human bodies. The central issue for the

positive view of liberty, then, isn't what kinds of harmful behavior should

be prevented, but what constraints on individual freedom are within the

power of society to change.



THE LIBERTY—WELFARE TRADE—OFF

Everyone would like to get help when they need it, but no one wants to be

dependent. Unfortunately, if you need help, you're by definition dependent on those who help you. There, in a nutshell, sits the liberty-welfare

trade-off, or the dilemma of dependence.

On the one hand, "poverty forces the free man to act like a slave.

Without the security of having one's basic needs met, a person can't make

free choices. When an option involves taking a risk such as starting a

business or working in a dangerous job, it can't be a genuine choice if the

consequence of not taking the risk is starvation. On the other hand, economic security creates dependence. As urban gangs understand so well

whenever people depend on someone for material needs and protection

from violence, they feel constrained to obey and support their provider.

The ancient Greek solution to this dilemma was to make welfare a

private responsibility. Before a man could participate in politics, the realm

of truly free decision making, he had to secure life's necessities by mall"

lannah Arendt, The Human Condition

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 64.
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LIBERTY TRADE—OFFS

IS THERE A LIBERTY—EQUALITY TRADE—OFF?



res



No



I. To maintain equality,

government must take

resources and opportunities from the advantaged

(negative concept).



When government helps the

disadvantaged, it increases

their liberty to realize their

goals (positive concept).



2.



Inequalities of intelligence, income, talent, health, and other

resources are natural and

inevitable, and therefore

inequalities in positive

liberty are unchangeable.



Differences in intelligence,

income, talent, health, and

other liberty-enhancing

resources grow in large

part from social arrangements. Therefore, inequalities in positive liberty can

be reduced through policy

choices.



Is THERE A LIBERTY—WELFARE TRADE—OFF?



res



No



I. People must be selfsufficient to be truly

independent and

autonomous.



Complete self-sufficiency

is an illusory ideal.

Dependence on others is

inevitable—but help from

others enhances liberty.



2. To he dependent on others

for welfare means being

subject to their control.



Government can provide

rights to protect dependent

people from domination.



aging his household economy well." Once he was master of his material

needs, he could be independent and free. This solution worked, of course,

because the small class of free men controlled (and depended on) a far

larger number of women and slaves, whose lack of liberty was ignored in

practice as well as political theory. The American Republic followed the

Ibid., part 2.
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Greek path. Many of the white founders who exalted individual liberty in

their writings gained their economic autonomy and their leisure times

write on the backs of slaves. Like their Greek counterparts, most American theorists of democracy were blind to the contradictions.`t

In a society that proclaims liberty for all citizens, the solution of

"liberty for those who can provide for themselves.' is not an acceptable

answer. Yet, in some respects, that solution is still with us. We see it in

paternalistic welfare programs after the reform of 1996. Citizens who

claim their rights to public assistance must submit to intense and frequent supervision of their behavior by case managers as a condition of

receiving benefits."

In other ways, the history of the modern welfare state is a story of

gradually expanding rights for people dependent on the state. These

rights include not only rights to aid for more kinds of need (e.g., mental

illness as well as physical, occupational illness as well as injury, learning problems, family problems, or addictions), but also procedural rights

aimed at protecting recipients from abuse by providers. For example,

informed-consent requirements seek to protect hospital patients and prisoners from being coerced into medical procedures or acting as research

subjects, and rights of appeal are meant to protect public aid recipients

from having their benefits arbitrarily terminated.

None of these protections is fully effective, and many scholars question whether formal political rights can have much significance in a

dependent relationship. When one side is dependent on another for basic

material needs, the weaker side will always be afraid to complain or challenge."' But the failures should not obscure the point that modern democracies attempt to reconcile welfare and liberty by creating formal political

rights for the dependent. Given the problem of dependence, formal rights

are the best device we have for protecting the

of lose

those to whom a

e liberty

er y o

guarantee some modicum of welfare.



'Toner, Story y' mer f .call Freedom

, op. cit., note 0, chap. 0; Sylvia Frey, "Liberty, Equality and Sliaciji,

The Paradox of the American Revolution," in The American Revolution: Its Character and

j '

Greene. ed. (New York: New York University Press, 1987), pp. '230-50.
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Institution Press, 1997); Joe Soss, Richard C. Fording, and Sanford Schram, Discip/ining
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(

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, '2011,'
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They keep talking about terror attacks. Well, I have them every night when I'm

getting home from work late and wondering how my children are.

Alba, employee of a big-box retail store, and a single mother'



Before 9/11, the word "security" suggested wars, invasions, and crime.

Since 9/11, it conjures up terrorism, airport pat-downs, and orange

jumpsuits. But as Alba says, people experience terror in the most ordinary times and places, far removed from armed conflict. Security can

mean different things in different policy areas. Economic security, as we

saw in Chapter 5, means having a reliable source of income to support

self and family and cope with emergencies. Food security can mean getting enough to eat, having proper nutrition, or keeping the food supply

free of toxins. Cybersecurity means that personal computers and business

data are protected from hackers, and people's financial identities remain

uniquely their own. Personal security means not being vulnerable to

crime, domestic abuse, or other forms of violence. Safety, another form of

security, means protection from accidents, including both natural disasters and the unintended mishaps of purposeful activities, such as driving,

mining, soccer, and just about everything people do as they go about their

lives. Environmental security means that natural resources and ecosystems aren't threatened or destroyed by human activity.



THREE CONCEPTS OF SECURITY

It's hard to come up with an intuitive concept of security that captures its

meanin g

in such different contexts, so instead, we'll start with insecurity

and work backward. A simple definition of insecurity might be "worry

Q uoted in Lisa Dodson,

,



The Moral Underground- How Ordinary Americans Subvert an Unfair Economy



York: New Press, 2010), P. 1.
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that something bad will happen," or, as the expression goes, "waiting for

the other shoe to drop." Big and small catastrophes can generate feelings

of insecurity but aren't themselves insecurity. Insecurity resides in the

space between a bad thing and the fear of it—not the first shoe, but Waiting for the other one.

In contrast to insecurity, security might be defined as an ideal of perfect safety, the guaranteed absence of bad things and, therefore, a total

lack of worry. Norman Rockwell's painting "Freedom from Fear" epitomizes this ideal.' The painting was one of a series Rockwell made to illustrate President Franklin Roosevelt's "Four Freedoms" speech in 1941,

while war raged in Europe. Rockwell depicts two children snug under

a blanket, sound asleep, blissfully free of cares (or so we adults imagine),

watched over by their parents. The mother arranges the bed covers, while

the father stands tall as a shield and smiles serenely, secure in the knowledge that government helps keep the family safe. Government is nowhere

to be seen in the painting's domestic scene, but viewers see it anyway,

because the father holds a folded newspaper revealing part of an ominous

headline: "Bombings Ki . . . Horror Hit... ."

In his speech, Roosevelt defined freedom from fear in a classic military

way: "... a world-wide reduction of armaments to such a point and in such

a thorough fashion that no nation will be in a position to commit an act

of physical aggression against any neighbor—anywhere in the world.

In the painting, Rockwell transformed security into an ordinary family

ritual and a universal human yearning. Were the painting not so definitively about the white, all-American nuclear family of the 1940s, it could

represent Alba's concept of security, too. Today's low-wage single mother

yearns for the same kind of security, but her economic situation denies

her the bedtime ritual that Rockwell's middle class could take for granted.

Both images, Roosevelt's and Rockwell's, capture important conceptions of security. Roosevelt holds out hope of eliminating aggression, once

and for all, "anywhere in the world." This is one key feature of political discourse about security—it rings with firm resolve to prevent "this terrible

thing" from ever happening again. How will such absolute security come

about? In Roosevelt's vision, wise leaders will negotiate arms agreements

that will forever change national political behavior. Roosevelt represents

the political ideal of security: security results from elite policy making.

I0I/11(S\
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Rockwell speaks to another side of security—how ordinary people feel

in response to events and policies over which they have no control. In

Rockwell's vision, security is a state of mind, a mix of inchoate feelings

that differs from one person to the next, just as the children, mother, and

father differ in their awareness of danger and their responses to it. Security is the children's luxury of obliviousness and the adults' confidence

that they or their leaders can prevent all harms. Rockwell represents the

psychological ideal of security.

Roosevelt's speech hints at a third concept, the scientific ideal of security: danger can be analyzed, strategized, and prevented, or, in the worst

case, planned for. Although intellectuals have thought about security

analytically for centuries (Herodotus and Machiavelli come to mind), in

the 1960s policy analysts began developing a scientific and mathematical

approach to security called "risk analysis."

Risk is the likelihood of something bad happening, expressed as a percentage, as in "a 25 percent chance of rain." Like the equal-slices solution

to the equity problem, risk appears to be an objective measure of insecurity, a yardstick that can be used to compare seemingly incommensurable

situations, such as a terrorist attack on the U.S. and dangers to children

left home alone. Such comparisons are staples of popular science reporting; for example, "You're X times more likely to die in a car accident than

in a terrorist attack."

Insecurity comes not only from uncertainty about whether something bad

will happen, but also from how bad we expect the bad thing to be. Policy

analysts combine these two aspects into one measure with the concept of

expected value. The expected value of a danger can be found with simple

arithmetic: we multiply the probability of the danger occurring by the magnitude of the damages it would cause if it happens. For example, suppose

intelligence analysts think there is a one-tenth of 1 percent (1/1,000 or .001)

probability of a terrorist attack with biochemical weapons, and that if such

an attack occurred, it would cause 100,000 deaths. The expected value of

this scenario is 100 deaths (100,000 multiplied by .001).

Now consider a university laboratory conducting research on antidotes

to anthrax, one of the most lethal biochemical weapons. Government

safety experts estimate that a mishap in the lab would cause 1,000 deaths,

and that such a mishap has a 10 percent chance (1/10 or .1) of happening.

In risk analysis, the laboratory accident has the same expected value as

the biochemical weapons attack: 100 deaths (1000 multiplied by .1). In risk

analysis, the terrorist attack and laboratory accident would cause the same

amount of insecurity
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Scientific risk analysis can be applied to all kinds of situations and so

the expected value measure enables us to compare vastly different sources

of insecurity. All we need is a common denominator for the bad outcomes.

Analysts frequently use monetary losses or deaths, but we can also "se

things like human illnesses and injuries, damage to buildings, or damage to

animals and crops. In theory, this simple mathematical formula—multiply

the likelihood of an event by the magnitude of damages it would causcshould guide policy makers in deciding which problems merit policy

priority.'

With this quick sketch of risk analysis, we now have three visic"

of what security means, In the political ideal, politicians prevent bat

things from happening by making good policy (Roosevelt's speech). It



an elegant explanation of these concepts, see Cass R. Sunstein, Worst-Case Scenarios (Carnbridg,

Mass.: I lanyard Cniversity Press, 2o07). See also Edith Stokey and Richard J. Zeckhauscr, A Prone()
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.Inalyo, (New York: W. W. Norton,
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the psychological ideal, people wouldn't experience feelings of insecurity (Alba's statement and Rockwell's children). In the scientific ideal,

analysts recognize that perfect security is unachievable, but they use all

available knowledge to maximize security and minimize harms, given the

realities and uncertainties of the real world (risk analysis). In the polis,

many conflicts and controversies stem from these different visions of

security and how to achieve it.



PSYCHOLOGICAL SECURITY AND ITS COMPLICATIONS



Security and insecurity are feelings or psychological states. Objective circumstances influence these feelings, but to the individual, security is ultimately a feeling. The policies and rhetoric that might work in a political

or a scientific sense to reduce the likelihood of dangers aren't necessarily

effective at quelling anxieties and creating psychological security. To be

effective, policies meant to create security must create it in the psychological sense.

Risk analysts reduce bad events to a few measurable—but abstract—

outcomes. They present their bottom-line estimates as a number, or a

range of numbers. To risk analysts, insecurity can be calculated rationally. Lay people imagine how a dangerous event might affect them personally. Imagination doesn't follow neat rules, least of all the rules of

logic and rationality.

Imagine yourself living a lingering, painful death, or your children

being kidnapped and tortured. In real life, people experience some bad

outcomes as deeply disturbing ordeals, no matter that they haven't happened and have a very low probability of ever happening. Fear, upset,

and our own nightmares are harms in themselves. Alba can have "terror

attacks" when her kids are just fine.

Although insecurity is "just a feeling," it can cause harms by itself, apart

from the bad events that make people worry. According to many health

studies, for example, people who perceive their jobs as insecure ("How

l ikely is it that you will

lose your job?") have worse mental and physical

health than those who feel more secure, regardless of whether they actually lose their job.' If we imagine what it's like "waiting for the other shoe

to drop," we can identify three feelings that characterize insecurity: dread,

anxiety, and a sense of powerless to control events. All three feelings can

`Sarah A. Burgard, Jennie E. Brand, and James S. House, "Perceived Job Insecurity and Worker Health

in the United States,"

Social Science and Medicine vol. 60, 2009, pp. 777-785.
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cause not only psychic pain and but also physiological changes that make

people more vulnerable to disease and disability.

Feelings of insecurity are connected to objective circumstances, but

many other factors mediate between objective circumstances and psychological states. Most risks don't become insecurities—bad things that

people worry about—until cultural and social leaders describe them,

publicize them, and warn people about them. Risks are social and cultural constructions. This is not to say that risks aren't real. People didn't

know what cholesterol is and didn't know to worry about it until medical

science told them to. Whatever cholesterol does to arteries and hearts

was perfectly real before the discoveries of medicine—the risk was always

there—but people's insecurity about what they eat was created by elaborate social processes: clinical research, expert public health panels, public

health education, media stories, drug innovation, and drug marketing.'

Risks don't become psychological insecurities unless they are transformed from something people anticipate in the future, or perhaps dont

even imagine as possible, to something people experience as a present

worry and a real possibility. Different kinds of risks lend themselves differently to dramatization. Climate change, like cholesterol build-up in the

arteries, is an abstract theory that rests on long-term data and mathematical models; it is hard to connect with everyday experience. By contrast,

terrorist threats are easily transformed into harrowing personal expert-,

ence by real-time videos on television and YouTube. The two types of

risks "become real" in different ways.'

News media, by dint of what stories they cover, elevate some risks in

people's minds while leaving other sources of insecurity invisible and,

in some sense, "unreal." During the 1980s and 1990s, news media pub

licized violence in the workplace—assaults, robberies, and the rare but

sensational murders. Headlines warned workers to fear the workplace.

"Violence Growing as a Job Hazard," or "Newest Danger Zone: Your

Office," and "Risk of Homicide is Higher in Retail Stores." Meanwhile,

pink slips, the form of job insecurity that was far more prevalent and devastating economically and psychologically, didn't rise to crisis headlines

nor become the topic of everyday conversation.8

Perhaps the sharpest disjunction between scientific risk analysis and

psychological security occurs in the concept of expected value. Expected

lit luwl Pollan, In Defense of Food

(New York: Penguin, 2008); Jerome P. Kassirer, "Why Should

SN'all(A, What Thl.SC Studies Say:',"

Advanced Studies in Medicine, vol. 4, no. 8 (2008), pp. 397-8'

in( h Beck.

Risk (Cambridge, England, Polity Press, 200n), chap. 4.

- Barry (ila ,snei-,

Books.

The Culture of Fear LI`hy American., Fear the Wrong Things (New York: Basic

201,),
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value "works" easily enough on paper but not so well in the psyche. The

technique of calculating expected value builds in an assumption that a

had event is less bad if it isn't certain to occur. Reminder: To calculate

the expected value of a danger, multiply a measure of its magnitude, such

as monetary losses or number of deaths, by its probability of happening.

Risk problems always involve probabilities of less than 100 percent (if the

chance of happening were 100 percent, the event would be certain and it

wouldn't be a risk problem). Therefore, the probability is always a fraction or less than one, and multiplication always reduces the measure of magnitude. Even if an event is 99 percent likely to happen, its damage counts

tier less in risk analysis than damages from an event that actually occurs.

The expected-value formula always reduces the "badness" of bad events.

And—here's the sticking point in politics: if an event would be absolutely catastrophic but highly unlikely to occur, it would count for almost

nothing in the analysis. Thus, to return to our earlier example, a terrorist

attack with biochemical weapons that would kill 100,000 people but is

estimated to have only a one-in-a-thousand chance of happening would

figure as an expected value of only 100 lives. The concept of expected

value essentially mitigates disasters with fractions.

Such neat arithmetic doesn't capture the way people experience bad

outcomes. In real life, uncertainty eventually turns out one way or the

other. Either there won't be a terrorist attack and no one will be killed,

or there will he an attack and 100,000 people will be killed. There is no

middle ground. The Red Cross might mitigate some consequences of the

attack, but to the people who experience the attack, those consequences

will not be any less bad fOr having been unlikely to occur.

Expected value doesn't capture the way people experience insecurity before disasters either, because it doesn't take account of the human

capacity for imagination. Many security issues, such as terrorist attacks

or nuclear power plant accidents, involve low probability/high impact

events. The human imagination goes easily to the "impact" part of this

combination and can easily supply vivid details about death and suffering. We can't so easily attach pictures or emotions to the probability

part. By contrast, in the framework of risk analysis, people are supposed

to temper their dread of a bad thing with the realization that the bad

thing is unlikely to happen. Fears that might seem unjustified and irrational to scientists stem from this basic working of the human mind.

Risk analysis, like thee rationality project of which it is a part, purports

to he a science and to provide objective answers to problems of security that all rational people can agree upon. Indeed, policy analysts often

disparage lay people for disagreeing with the logic of risk assessment,
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as though anyone who assesses things differently is irrational or stupid

"Experts are generally right, and ordinary people are generally wrong:

asserts Cass Sunstein, one of the best-known proponents of risk analysis:

In risk analysis, there are rational and correct ways to behave in tit

face of insecurity. "If you face a 1 percent chance of getting sick," Sunstein

advises, "you should act differently from how you would act if you faced

a 99 percent chance of getting sick. People who are sensible, or even sane, do

not treat a 1 percent risk of loss the same as the certainty of loss7 If

you're like most people, though, you probably think, "1 t depends on the

sickness—are we talking common cold or HIV?" If it's HIV you're Wayried about, you might well take precautions in your intimate relationship)

as if the chance of getting HIV were a certainty—and no doctor would

judge you insane or unsensible.

According to Sunstein, Ipleople who are sensible, or even healthy, do

not often think about" low-probability risks." Yet, most people do dwell on

remotely possible risks if the bad thing is bad enough—to them. That's why

Alba dwells on her kids' safety. That's why subsistence thriners in developing countries won't take risks with new seeds that might increase their crop

yield but have a tiny chance of total failure. To a subsistence farmer, total

failure means starvation. For some risks, there are no second chances.

To deem one kind of risk assessment healthier or better than another

is to claim power for expert knowledge rather than lay knowledge and

experience. Scientific discourse can become a way for the politically and

economically powerful to trivialize human experience. Speaking about food

safety regulation, the head of a food industry trade association dismissed

lay fears as legitimate factors in policy making: "[C]onsumer activist

now insist that if the public perceives something as risky, that perception

should carry the day regardless of whether there is truly a risk or not..

But whether "there is truly a risk" is a matter of perspective. Policies call

achieve security in the psychological sense without taking the psyche

seriously and granting legitimacy to human perception and emotion.'

'Cass B. Sunstein, Rid and Reason: Sapiy, LOU

, and the Environment (Cambridge, Mass.: Ca:0)64i

i niversity Press, 2002), p.

"' Sunstein,



iffs1-rase Scenarios, op. cit., note 4, p. 2 (emphasis added).

"Ibid. Ironically, Sunstein's Main argument in
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standard rational choice models as not sane, sensible, or healthy.
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SO? Food: The Politics of Rod Safety (Berkeley: University of C'iliferi°
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MAKING SECURITY IN THE POLIS



When fear and danger loom, political leaders have three ways of producing security. First, they can take measures to prevent a threat or a danger

from materializing. Second, when prevention fails and the bad thing happens, they can take steps to mitigate its harms. And third, before, during,

and after calamities, they can provide reassurance to citizens, as President Roosevelt did with his immortal line, "The only thing we have to

fear is fear itself."

If insecurity is, as we said above, worry that something bad might

happen, calming fears might be the most important of the three ways to

reduce it. Reassurance depends on leaders' persuasiveness and ability to

calm fears, and it can "work" regardless of whether prevention and mitigation efforts are effective. Reassurance explains why stepped-up border control after 9/11 was politically successful even though it failed to

reduce the flow of unauthorized migrants. All the new personnel, weapons, and gadgetry deployed at a few Mexican border crossings made these

places look "under control," even though migrants and their smugglers

found more remote places to cross. The media stopped covering illegal

migration so much and the public stopped worrying about it, at least for a

while.''' Thus, policies can create psychological security without enhancing actual security in a political or military sense.

To provide psychological reassurance in crises, leaders—political leaders, corporate leaders, engineers, anyone in charge of anything—must

convey to the public that they are in control. After 9/11, national leaders

had to convey that Americans were absolutely safe from terrorism. They

had to claim they knew how to prevent terrorist attacks and had done

everything possible to prevent another one. Yet, knowing that another

attack could occur, leaders had to prepare a response—how the nation

would deal with evacuations, personal survival strategies, rescues, medical care, communication ruptures, power failures, water contamination,

and all the rest. The two messages are inconsistent. If prevention measures are so good and the nation is absolutely safe, why is it necessary to

Prepare a response? And if citizens should be preparing to withstand a

catastrophe, then they certainly cannot feel secure. Leaders work within

this paradox. They must promise prevention yet prepare for their failure

to prevent.'"



"Peter Andreas,



Border Games: Policing the US-Mexico Divide (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2000).

1!)nnald Kettl explores this paradox in System Under Stress: Homeland Security and American Politics

( tashington, D.C.: CQ Press, 2nd ed. 2007).
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One way leaders cope with this dilemma is to think and talk in absolutist terms. They reduce the problem to black-and-white, good-and-evil

simplicity. They often define the cause of the problem as an enemy, declare

war, and vow to vanquish the enemy. War on Cancer. War on Drugs. War

on Terror. The fierceness of the promise eclipses any thoughts of failure.

George W Bush's declaration of war nine days after 9 / 11 fit the genre to

a T: "Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there.

It will not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found,

stopped, and defeated."' (Can you hear Roosevelt's echo?)

Another way leaders manage the dilemma is to dispense with careful

analysis and act decisively to thwart a danger. Two months after 9/11,

when U.S. intelligence gleaned that Pakistani nuclear scientists were

probably aiding al Qaeda, Vice President Dick Cheney instructed top

leaders about this approach to security policy: "If there's a one percent

chance that Pakistani scientists are helping al Qaeda build or develop a

nuclear weapon, we have to treat it as a certainty. It's not about our analysis, or finding a preponderance of evidence. It's about our response."'

Treating a one percent chance as a certainty seems irrational in scientific risk analysis, but it has a political logic that matches psychological

logic. Often in politics, careful and deliberate scientific analysis symbolizes doing nothing and being on the defense, while swift action, however

ill-conceived, symbolizes being proactive, "not taking any chances," and

going on the offense. When a potential danger seems dreadful or catastrophic, hypercaution and aggressive action to "nip the problem in the

bud" can seem like the right approach. By acting on what one journalist

dubbed Cheney's "one percent doctrine," leaders can convey a sense Of

security.

The one percent doctrine wasn't Cheney's invention. In the polis, it

often becomes the prevention philosophy for any problem that causes public dread. The one percent doctrine could just as well describe medicines

approach to cancer: mass screening and follow-up testing to identify the

slightest possibility of cancer, even though the approach causes patients

to undergo procedures with serious side effects, often to "prevent" noneistent or latent cancers that wouldn't evolve into dangers.' In crime prevention, the current American philosophy goes one percent better: 'no

"George W. Bush, Speech to a special Joint session of Congress, Sept. 20, 2001, available at histofli'2°
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CONCEPTS OF SECURITY



Rationality Model



Polis Model



Insecurity can be measured and

calculated.



Insecurity is a psychological feeling.

People imagine how bad events will

affect them and think in images rather

than numbers.



Security is related to objective

threats and consequences of bad

events.



People experience some kinds

of insecurity independent of the

probability or objective consequences

of bad events.



The expected value formula

reduces the severity of lowprobability events.



Expected value is an abstract measure,

divorced from how people experience

the consequences of bad events.



To increase security, policy

makers must prevent or reduce

the likelihood of bad events.



Policy makers can increase security

through psychological reassurance,

without changing polices and even

when policy fails to prevent bad events.



Responding to a very low

probability threat as if it were

certain is irrational.



Using extreme caution for high-impact/

low-probability events is sensible;

leaders can create psychological

security by acting as if they were

certain, and responding decisively.



The expected value formula is

rational, scientific, and has

universal validity.



Balancing risks and harms is a matter

of political and moral choice.



Estimating risk is a scientific

process.



Risk estimates can be biased by vested

interests.



Catastrophes with equal

expected values are equally

important.



Interpretations of causal stories

and equity influence the political

acceptability of risks.



tolerance." The quest for absolute certainty and security inevitably leads

to overreaction or what statisticians call "false positives." Something

that isn't a problem gets identified and treated as though it is. Operating on zero tolerance of drugs and crime, school officials strip-searched

a 13-year-old girl they suspected of having a prescription-strength
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ibuprofen pill (she didn't) and nabbed a six-year-old boy for having a

butter knife in his backpack.'

Choosing how to balance risk, potential harms, and tolerance of uncertainty is at the crux of security issues. In the polis, no single standard,

such as expected value or zero tolerance, guides decision making on all

issues, or in all communities. European and American leaders differ in

how they balance risk and safety in environmental and health regulation. Europeans use the "precautionary principle," which holds: "where

there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific

certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to

prevent environmental degradation."'

In comparison to expected value, the precautionary principle gives

much more weight to serious and irreversible harms, even if the chances

of occurrence are low, and especially when scientific understanding

the issue is incomplete. Thus, European nations have banned genetically modified organisms in food and agriculture, while U.S. regulatory

agencies have promoted them and deemed them safe. In contrast to the

pragmatic, balancing approach of American risk science, with its preference for risk-taking in the name of innovation and possible benefits, the

European approach elevates caution and protection to an ethical principle. The precautionary principle assigns today's policy makers a moral

duty toward the future generations and the health of the planet. These

distinctly different approaches to security policy have led to political tensions between the U.S. and Europe.'



SCIENCE AND POLITICS VIE FOR AUTHORITY



As these examples show, security issues raise both scientific and political

questions. According to one of our cultural myths—one that pervades

policy science---it's possible to organize a kind of separation of 1"cers between science and politics. In 1979, the president of the National
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Academy of Sciences proposed just such a division of authority: "The estimation of risk is a scientific question—and therefore, a legitimate activity of scientists in federal agencies, in universities, and in the National

Research Council. The acceptability of a given level of risk, however, is

a political question, to be determined in the political arena."" But science and politics are not so easily separable as our cultural myths would

have it.

Let's start with the estimation of risk. Risk analysis involves techniques

Mr estimating likelihoods and damages. Estimates are guesses. They may

he well-informed guesses, based on the best available data and the most

sophisticated statistical methods, but they are still guesses. In the polis,

risk estimates are made by people and groups with strong beliefs, vested

interests, and policies to advocate. Their biases can easily creep into their

scientific best guesses. When seeking oil-drilling permits from the U.S.

Minerals Management Service, British Petroleum executives underestimated the likelihood of an oil spill at its Deep Water Horizon drilling

site in the Gulf of Mexico. In 2010, the drilling platform exploded, killing eleven workers and releasing over 200 million gallons of oil into the

ocean. The Minerals Management Service, with a dual mission to collect

oil revenues for the government as well as to regulate environmental and

safety practices of oil drilling, understated the frequency of past spills

and the likelihood of future ones. And quite apart from vested interests

and bias, in some cases, probability estimates emerge from sheer power

plays. According to scientists who worked for the Minerals Management

Service, superiors sometimes ordered them to change their calculations

of spill risks or altered scientists' reports themselves to downgrade the

risks."

In addition to downplaying risks, advocates and their scientific experts

may exaggerate their confidence and certainty about their own estimates

in order to coax favorable policy decisions. Policy makers may eagerly

accept assurances of certainty as a way to cover themselves if things later

turn out badly. When Congress considers proposals for Social Security

or health insurance, it relies on actuaries to make predictions about the

future—how many people will be eligible and alive to collect pensions at

various dates, or how many will need this or that kind of medical care,

and what it will all cost. Actuaries' estimates are uncertain by definition.

h‘



'Tlie National Academy of Sciences is an elite scientific body, not part of government but chartered

it to provide lawmakers with scientific expertise relevant to policy. Quotation in Nestle, Safe Food,

note 12, p. 18.
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Ian Urbina, "U.S. Said to Allow Drilling Without Needed Permits," New York Times, May 14, 2010.
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Yet, as Martha Derthick writes in her history of Social Security, 'Mere

is something about the actuarial process itself that fostered an illusional

certainty: the fractions were so refined, the answers came so swiftly from

the actuary when committee members asked what a particular change in

the program would cost." The program's chief actuary supplied estimates

"with an air of confidence and mode of exact expression that seemed the

very denial of uncertainty." Coasting on these illusions, "[p]olicymaking

for Social Security [was] always conducted as if the policymakers could

tell what the future held."'

Traditional risk analysis assumes that when two catastrophes have the

same expected value—say, a laboratory accident and a terrorist attack—

they are equally important, and therefore, rational people should care

about them equally. It shouldn't matter to citizens which problem government chooses to address. But it does matter. Most people respond

to risk choices according to "extraneous" factors that rational decision

theory says shouldn't matter.'

What are some of the factors that make some risks more acceptable

or tolerable than others? There's a big difference between risks that are

side effects of purposeful and useful activities—such as scientific research

on anthrax—and risks that result from intentional malice, such as a terrorist attack with anthrax.' In the first kind of risk, people have some

control, or believe they do. (Even though most citizens have no control

that

over nuclear power, for example, they can take refuge in the belief

that their democratically chosen leaders do, and that regulatory agencies

do their utmost to assure safety) Risks seem more acceptable when th ey

arise from voluntary choices, like eating or smoking, than when they are

imposed, like secondhand smoke or toxic emissions, no matter that no one

intended to cause harm. Risks that are familiar are less frightening than

ones that are new or foreign. Hazards and toxins found in Chinese-made

toys generated far more media attention and fear than dangers identified in American-made toys. In general, when people make conscios



trade-offs, they fear risks less than when they perceive themselves as

powerless victims.''

'Martha Derthick, Policy Making fir Social Security

, 19791'

(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution

quotes on pp. 56, 15, and 282, respectively.

'Tor the traditional theory see Stokey and Zeckhauser, A

1,1:

4'

Primer for Policy Analysis, op. cit., note 4.

hiondation of the new psychology work is in

Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases,D's"

Kalmeroan, Paul

Slovic, and Amos Tversky, eds. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 190'

stein, Ififtst-Case Scenarios,

op. cit., note 4, uses sonic of each tradition.

At Risk, op. cit., note 7, pp. 13-14.

Paul Slavic, The Perception of IBA

(London: Earthscan, 2000).
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Some kinds of risks trigger resigned acceptance while others trigger outrage. A nuclear accident might lead people to feel regret and

forgiveness (unless the plant managers were negligent). A terrorist

attack leads people to feel angry and vengeful. Both citizens and leaders

might respond to a nuclear accident with help for the people injured and

plans for re-engineering or regulation to prevent another accident. In

the terrorist scenario, they might respond with thoughts of revenge—

after 9/11, one high-up CIA official spoke of "finding al Qaeda members

and putting their 'heads on sticks—"— and their prevention ideas might

run to hunting and exterminating an enemy. The two scenarios may

be statistically equivalent but are in no way emotionally or politically

equivalent.

Equity also plays a role in how people judge risk acceptability and

evaluate public policy. Risks are often borne by particular individuals

and groups in a community, not by everyone. Before Hurricane Katrina

hit, meteorologists and engineers talked of its risks to New Orleans.

In the event, families residing in the part of town below sea level, who

were primarily poor and black, endured far more severe consequences

than other residents. When TV images revealed these stark differences,

what had seemed a question of faulty engineering and inadequate planning was transformed into the much more explosive issue of racial justice.2 ' In American wars from Korea to Iraq, young men from poorer and

less-educated communities have been more likely to be killed in combat

than those from better-off communities. When citizens learn of these differences, they are much less willing to support military conflict or to

tolerate casualties as the price of possible future military missions to

enhance U.S. security.""

Just as risks aren't distributed equally, security measures don't benefit everyone equally. Alba's children are far more likely to get hurt by

something that happens on a routine night when she works mandatory

overtime than by any terrorist attack the government tries to prevent

through homeland security and the war on terror. Airport body scanners

or a troop surge in Afghanistan wouldn't enhance her security nearly as

much as an increase in the minimum wage, stronger work-hour regulations, or expanded child-care funding. When leaders promise, "With this



"Quote from Suskind,



One Percent Doctrine, op. cit., note 17, p. 21.

Yrone A. Forman and Amanda E. Lewis, "Racial Apathy and Hurricane Katrina," Du Bois Review

Sal. 3, no. I (2000, PR 175-202.

1)

"glas L. Kriner and Francis X. Shen, The Casualty Gap: The Causes and Consequences of American

Ilirtime Inequalities

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2010).
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policy [whatever it is], we are addressing the greatest threats to the coun.

try," the general promise glides over distributive differences.

We normally think of public policy as the collective effort to sohe •

problems and improve life. In his classic hook Risk Society, the German

sociologist Ulrich Beck highlighted the paradoxical opposite: in meant

ways, policy generates risks and insecurity."' For example, policy creates

agencies that are supposed to prevent and manage disasters, such as the

Minerals Management Service and the Federal Emergency Management

Agency. If these institutions fail, their failure becomes a new risk and a

new source of worry.

When the Environmental Protection Agency (ERA) was first deciding

whether to allow genetically modified corn in human food, its decision

hinged on whether a protein in the corn could provoke allergic reactions.

Since severe allergic reactions can be fatal, this was an issue of no small

consequence. The EPAs expert advisory panel judged the probability

of severe allergic reactions as "low" but couldn't rule out the possibility. Erring on the side of caution, the EPA decided to license genetically

modified corn for animal feed but to prohibit it in human food. Quite

predictably, the two streams of corn mingled in grain elevators and other

parts of the corn supply chain—not a possibility that the EPA even considered. Genetically modified corn showed up in human food, illegallY

and unlabeled."

The corn story illustrates how security issues can have two levels—

the nominal one concerning the issue at hand, and a deeper one concerning the trustworthiness of government. Given the experts' judgment that

genetically modified corn posed a low probability of harms to humans, the

EPA's cautious decision should have been reassuring. But when genetically modified corn was detected in human food, the balance of security

and cel tis

shifted. A watchdog group, not the EPA, had done the testing and

covered the tainted food. That discovery, in turn, revealed that the EPA'

regulatory solution, a supposed fence between animal and human food.

had been completely unrealistic. Even though there was little to worrY

about from a scientific perspective, the fact that genetically modified corn

tbund its way into the human food supply against agency regulations and

invisible to consumers was extremely worrisome. Now, instead of worrYing only about genetically modified corn, citizens and politicians had to

worry about the food regulation system.

The I? Society (London: Sage Publications, 1992, orig. ed. 1986).

441/ corn story comes from Marion Nestle, .Safe Food, op

cit., note 12, pp. 2-24.
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DOUBLE—EDGED SWORDS

A double-edged sword can slice you and your enemy at the same time.

I can't say I've ever seen it happen, but it's a great metaphor for understanding another paradox of security: many of the tools and policies

aimed at achieving greater security can make people less secure. Here

\yell consider five of the most common security measures: risk assessment, surveillance, border control, prisons, and weapons." First, however, a caveat. The potential for perverse effects doesn't mean that policy

makers should never use these tools. Rather, understanding how security measures can backfire helps policy makers to think carefully about

the causal mechanisms underlying them, and thus to design better ones.

Analyzing perverse effects is an excellent way to question your causal

assumptions and to push yourself to imagine unanticipated consequences.

I. Risk Assessment

Merely assessing and publicizing risk can cause people to worry and

thereby feel insecure. If you've ever had a mammogram or any diagnostic test for a serious disease, you know that your fear level rises merely

anticipating the test, let alone waiting for the results. To explain the phenomenon, behavioral psychologists speak of the "availability heuristic.""

People tend to estimate the probability of an event by asking themselves

how easily they can think of examples. If an instance has recently entered

their consciousness, either because it just happened to them or to someone

they know, or because they have seen media reports about it, they will tend

to overestimate its likelihood of happening to them. That is why cancer

screening ads move many people to get tested—the ads plant examples in

the mind and thereby raise fears. And that is also why merely assessing

a risk publicly or warning about it can paradoxically increase insecurity.

The Yellow-orange-red alerts after 9/11 and the media's constant

broadcasting created anxiety and foreboding without giving citizens any



"'these MCaNLIT'eS



address primarily military security and crime. Chapter 13, "Rules," considers regula-



tion of other kinds of insecurity, such as food poisoning, occupational accidents, and environmental

harms.

""Iletiristic" means a simplifying rule or rule of thumb. The term availability heuristic' comes from

I'versky and Kalmernan

Judgment Under Uncertainty, op. cit., note 24. For a more accessible explanation,

Cass Sunstein,

Lazes of Fear: Beyond the Precautionary Principle (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2005

.), pp. 36-39.
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sense of what to do or how they could have any control. At one point,

Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge raised the alert level from yellow

to orange and advised citizens to make a "safe room" with duct tape and

plastic sheets. The tools sounded laughably ineffective to a public saturated with images of the Twin Towers and anthrax. As a result, Ridge's

recommendation only deepened fears that an attack was imminent and

that policy makers had no idea how to keep the country secure.'



2.



Surveillance



After 9/11, political leaders tightened airport screening. The new procedures were meant to reduce the likelihood that terrorists could carry

weapons on board, and also to increase the public's sense of security

about flying. Surveillance at airports became an ordinary experience for

middle-class Americans and foreign visitors. New screening rules such as

removing shoes and limits on liquids followed news reports of new terrorist plots, apparently with little evaluation of whether the new screening tools were effective. Transportation Security Administration officials

operated on something like the one percent doctrine: the value of evaluating screening measures was overshadowed, they said, by "time pressures

to implement the needed security measures quickly."'"

As airport screening became more elaborate and cumbersome, passengers began to question its efficacy in preventing terrorism and whether

the costs in time, privacy, and alienation were worth the benefits. Freq Lien t travelers developed their own stories about how easy it would be

to thwart the screening system, and this new lore probably neutralized

much of the symbolic reassurance that screening had at first.

For non-U.S. citizens, screening tended to generate anger toward the

U.S. rather than gratitude. Non-citizens were subject to different rules,

including biometric finger and eye scans. Several Pakistani legislators

invited by the U.S. State Department to improve U.S.-Pakistan relations

were pulled aside (as all Pakistanis were) for a full-body scan in Ronald

Reagan National Airport. The insulted delegation huffed home as living proof that the U.S. doesn't respect Pakistanis." The same screening



"Keith Srstem Under Stress,



op. cit., note 10, pp. 94-98.

Government Accountability Office,

Aviation Security, AA0-070634, Apr. 2007, P.2, avadabl',:k1

gao.gov/ products/GAO4Y7-631.;

Eleni Linos, Elizabeth Linos, and Graham Colditz, "Did You i



Your Bags Yourself?"



British Medical Journal vol. 335 (Dec. 22-29, 2007), pp. 1290-92.

"Jane Perlez, "Upset by U.S. Security, Pakistanis Return as Heroes," New York Times, Mar. 10, Oa
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that symbolizes security for Americans stigmatizes foreigners. The very

process of being scrutinized as a potential terrorist or criminal can create

resentment, tension, anger, and hostility—social relations that increase

the risks screening is meant to reduce.

3. Border Control



Walls and fortresses, fences and moats—securing borders is how people

have always protected themselves from those they perceive as dangerous

outsiders. In her classic book on cities, Jane Jacobs called it "Turf": "A

gang appropriates as its territory certain streets or housing projects or

parks—often a combination of all three. Members of other gangs cannot

enter this Turf without permission from the Turf-owning gang, or if they

do so it is at peril of being beaten or run off."" Urban developers, Jacobs

noted, use the Turf strategy when they clear city blocks and erect tightly

bounded "islands" of middle- and upper-class residences. Atlanta's convention center, designed in an era of racial turbulence, provides mostly

white visitors their own Turf inside the mostly black downtown by routing them through enclosed bridges and tunnels as they pass from building to building. Gated communities, with their guardhouses, gates, walls,

video surveillance, and private police, are pure Turf. So is the radar- and

heat sensor-equipped wall on the U.S.-Mexican border and Israel's Wall

of Separation in Jerusalem.

Borders are designed to keep purportedly dangerous people out, but

they can exacerbate insecurity in many ways, for both the insiders and

the outsiders. Living in a fortress makes for a fortress mentality. A wall

symbolizes protection, but it also acts as a constant reminder of danger.

It creates a perpetual en garde feeling. Living inside a gated community

seems to make residents more fearful of the violence they see in the news,

and it "reinforce[s] the perception that people who live outside are dangerous or bad."'" Walls don't create prejudice, but by reinforcing the stigma of

the outsiders and preventing insiders and outsiders from having everyday,

low-kg social contact, they rigidify the social prejudices that drove people

to place themselves behind walls in the first place.

"Jane Jacobs,

13



61), p. 47.
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The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1992, orig. ed.



e .Should Low "A Nation of Gated Communities," in The Insecure American: How We Got Here and What

Do About It,

Hugh Gusterson and Catherine Besteman, eds. (Berkeley: University of Califor20

10), pp. 27-44, quote on p. 32.
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4. Prisons



Threats to security from people already inside a community can be

summed up in a word: crime. Prisons are the primary response to such

threats—walls within borders. Imprisonment stops crime primarily

through incapacitation. While in prison, criminals can't commit further

crimes. Beyond incapacitation, imprisonment is supposed to prevent

crime by rehabilitating the inmates, teaching them \ ocational skills and

social norms. In theory, the prospect of imprisonment tbr criminal behalior also deters other people from committing crimes.

Starting about 1970, American policy makers began using imprisonment more aggressively to fight crime. From 1970 through 2000, the

number of people in prison and jail grew by 500 percent; by comparison.

the population grew by less than 40 percent in the same period. The U.S.

now imprisons more people than any other country—over 700 people

in

per 100,000 residents. On any day, one of every 32 adults is caught

the prison system, either incarcerated, on parole, or on probation. One

a

out of six black men has been imprisoned, and young black men have

one-in-three chance of being imprisoned during their lives. Young Hispanic men stand a one-in-six chance of being imprisoned.'

The impact of such high imprisonment rates has been mixed. Most

scholars agree that imprisonment did reduce some kinds of crimes, especially during the 1990s when crime rates dropped dramatically. Establishing a causal relationship isn't so simple and clear-cut, however. Other

things besides imprisonment rates affect crime rates—notably, economi(

growth and employment opportunities—and in the 1990s, economic

growth was strong. And because federal policy has emphasized punishing

drug use, the majority of people in federal prisons are there for relative)

small and non-violent crimes—using drugs, street dealing, and acting

as couriers. Imprisonment seems to be much more effective at stopping

property crimes (thefts and burglaries) than more threatening violent

crimes against people."

Meanwhile, extensive imprisonment, unequally distributed by we'

ethnicity, and social class, can actually undermine the goal of crime coo"

trol. Imprisonment incapacitates people from committing further crill°

"'Ryan S. King, Marc Mauer, and Malcolm C. Young, "Incarceration and Crime: A Complex

ship" (Washington, D.C.: 'nu! Sentencing Project, 0005), and Marc Mauer and Ryan S. King, Ulu ,

Justice: State Rates of Incarceration by Race

and Ethnicity" (Washington, D.C.: The Sentencing Pie

2007), both available at sentencingprojectorg.

"For an excellent overview of research on imprisonment and crime reduction, see King' Mau'''.

Young, -Incarceration and Crime," ibid.
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while they are in prison, but it has many indirect effects on crime rates

and community security. Steady employment is the best route to rehabilitation and reintegration, because work provides stable and legitimate

social networks along with income. But having a prison record vastly

reduces former inmates' ability to get any job, especially steady jobs

with decent pay, benefits, and possibilities for wage growth. Imprisonment of low-income men in poor communities reduces their chances

of marrying, increases their risk of divorce, and prevents fathers from

parenting their children. Because growing up in a single-mother household increases children's risk of poverty, school failure, and delinquency,

imprisonment probably has the unintended effect of nudging low-income

youths on a path to criminal behavior." In all these ways, incarceration

exacerbates insecurity for the incarcerated as well as the people in their

communities.

5. Weapons



Nowhere is the paradox of weapons more evident than in the American

debate over gun rights versus gun control. For gun rights supporters,

guns are "a necessary tool vital to the human right of self-defense.""

They are also part of America's cultural heritage, "symbols of citizenship, intimately tied to defending political rights."" Colonists armed

themselves against Native Americans and the British and, thanks to guns,

survived and won their independence. The right to own and use guns is

"at the center of the Western liberal tradition, a right without which all

other rights and obligations are meaningless and impossible."4°

For gun control advocates, guns kill and injure. They are the weapon

of choice in crime and are more likely to result in death than any other

weapon. And though guns can be used for self-defense, they can also be

used for suicide--in fact, gun suicides exceed gun homicides. Guns kept

in the home for self-defense can fall into children's hands, leading to accid ental

deaths and injuries. They can also fall into burglars' hands and

become weapons of crime. The more securely a homeowner keeps guns

locked and inaccessible to children and burglars, the more difficult it is to



'Truce Western,



Punishment and Inequality in America (New York: Russell Sage, 2006).

Gun Control on Trial: Inside the Supreme Court Battle over the Second Amendment (Washington, D.C.: Cato Institute, 2008), p.

"Clayton E. Cramer,

Armed America: The Story of How and Why Guns Became as American as Apple Pie

(Nashville:

Nelson Current, 2006), p. xvii.

"Doherty,

Gun Control on Trial,

op. cit., note 42, p. xxiV.
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they must be able to act swiftly and forcefully, without the constraints on

executive power that law is meant to exert. Invoking threats to security

and public order, they declare a state of emergency and suspend ordinary

laws, governmental procedures, and sometimes constitutions. They continue to govern outside the law through an ad hoc accumulation of temporary, emergency, and exceptional powers that add up to a new de facto

legal framework. In 1921, the German theorist Carl Schmitt coined a

wonderfully paradoxical phrase to describe this phenomenon of government by exceptions to rules: "the state of exception."'"

Just before seizing extraordinary, extralegal power, leaders typically

claim that survival is at stake. It might be individual survival, survival

of the economy or a standard of living, survival as an autonomous polity',

or, as George W Bush warned in his declaration of the War on Terror,

survival of "our way of life." In some ways, security is the most potent

and dangerous of all policy goals, because leaders can use it to trump all

others. If survival is at stake, anything goes.

A Latin dictum holds, "Necessity knows no law" The dictum isn't

merely a justification for seizing power. It applies equally to people in

their private lives. Slave narratives, Holocaust memoirs, and intimate stories of people in dire poverty all reveal this phenomenon: when survival

is at stake, people will violate laws and their own deeply held moral principles. Some of the greatest conundrums in moral philosophy stem from

this question: is it ethical to lie, cheat, steal, betray a friend, or kill to

ensure one's own survival? At some animal level, humans know that survival is the necessity that invalidates all rules. Thus, when leaders invoke

security and necessity, especially in times of war or crisis, their claims

find fertile ground, for they are speaking to the gut as well as the mind.

After World War I, the use of emergency powers accelerated in Europe

and the United States. Based partly on an analysis of Franklin Roosevelt's

presidency, the political scientist Clinton Rossiter elaborated a theory of

constitutional dictatorship. To him, this oxymoron was the inevitable and

necessary way for democracies to govern during crises:

Dictatorship is no sure panacea for a democratic nation's woes.. . . Other things

being equal, however, a great emergency in the life of a constitutional demoC1'a` ),

will be more easily mastered by the government if dictatorial forms are to sow(

emPowered to



degree substituted for democratic, and if the executive branch is



take strong action without an excess of deliberation and compromise.'

'Giorgio Agarnben, State of Exception

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005, orig. ed. 200 3)•

'Clinton Rossiter, Constitutional Dictatorship: Crisis Government in the Modern Democracies (New Bruos

wick: Transaction Publishers, 2000, orig. ed. 1948) quote on p.

288.
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Rossiter had great faith that dictatorial powers could be limited and

eventually terminated, and he set forth criteria for "good" democratic

dictatorship. First, no dictatorial regime or institution should be started

unless it is absolutely necessary for the preservation of the state and its

constitutional order. Second, the decision to establish dictatorial powers should never be made by the same person who would exercise them.

Third, a government should not initiate a dictatorship without making

specific provisions for its termination."'

Rossiter published his hook in 1948, amid American triumphal euphoria about recovering from the Great Depression and winning World

War II. Half a century later, emergency and dictatorial powers have

become "a normal technique of government," according to the Italian

theorist Giorgio Agamben, and they raise troubling questions and fears.

Temporary suspensions of civil rights, increases in police powers, and

grants of unlimited executive power have changed imperceptibly into

permanent structures of governance. Since the end of World War II, in

Europe and the U.S., legislative bodies have lost much of their power to

initiate and deliberate law; instead, they often sign off on executive proposals and decrees.' And, Rossiter might note, in the U.S. post-9/11, the

same White House that would exercise unchecked powers also decided

that they were necessary.

There is an alternative to the view that we have to sacrifice democracy

in order to secure its future. Rather, the rule of law secures democracy's

future, as well as citizens' security. The rule of law is the antidote to vengeance and violence. Abandoning the rule of law renders citizens more

insecure vis-a-vis their own governments. When government wields law

as a weapon against its own citizens—by invading their privacy, searching

them without cause, detaining them without charges, denying due process

rights and civil liberties, and, in the extreme, kidnapping, disappearing,

and torturing—it undermines legality, the essence of democracy" Without the rule of law and the democratic accountability that maintains it,

citizens are prey to vigilante justice, arbitrary punishment and imprisonment, and unrestrained violence. Nothing could be farther from a state of

security.



p.



298-500. Rossiter specified eleven criteria; these are the first three. I have closely paraphrased his Words.

'Aganthen, op, ed., note 49, p. 14, also Sheldon Wolin, Democracy Incorporated: Managed Democracy and
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Symbols



During a few weeks in 2007, several nooses were left anonymously around

the New York area, in a police station locker room, on the doorknob of

a black professor's office, in a sanitation department garage, in a highway department yard, and at a construction site—all places where conflict over hiring and promotions was racially charged. "They represent

terrorizing black people and keeping them in their place," said a black

employee of the highway department where a noose had been left. "Now

they don't lynch you. It's all about jobs." The New Tork Times headlined

the story, "In Nooses, Many See a New Trial on Race.'

In the U.S., a noose is more than a piece of rope. It is a symbol that tells

a story, or rather, different stories to different audiences. It represents the

distinctly American system of racial hierarchy. In the historical context

of Jim Crow laws, legal segregation, lynching, and violent repression,

leaving a noose is tantamount to saying, "If you, black people, don't stay

in your place, white people will push you down—hard." For blacks, finding a noose is tantamount to getting a threat letter, and a vivid reminder

that race-based hatred and violence are not merely historical relics but

present threats.

A symbol is anything that stands for something else. Its meaning

depends on how people interpret it, use it, or respond to it. It can be an

object, such as the Statue of Liberty; a person, such as Mahatma Gandhi;

or a place, such as the site of the Berlin Wall. Words, songs, pictures,

logos, and events can be symbols. A symbol can stand for an organization

or a set of ideas, such as a political party. In Nepal, where there is a high

illiteracy rate, the election commission designates a picture symbol for

each political party to use in campaigns and on ballots. Trivial as a symbol might seem, it can take on a life of its own. The Nepal Congress Party

'Paul Vitello, "In Nooses, Many See a New Trial on Race," New Tork Times, Oct. 21, 2007.
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had a tree as its symbol. When two factions wanted to split the party in

they fought over which faction would keep the tree symbol. All

agreed that whichever faction got the tree would win the next election,

and some people questioned whether the commission unfairly influenced

the election through its decision about awarding the tree symbol.`

Symbols also tell stories. For example, in 2010, the U.S. military symbolized its transfer of authority over Iraqi prisons to Iraq with a U.S. soldier handing a giant mock key to an Iraqi official." The key stood for a

discrete policy decision, to be sure, but it did much more. The little drama

of the big key told a story about American-Iraqi relations, perhaps something along these lines: "We American soldiers have been here keeping

you Iraqi citizens secure. You've made such progress that you don't need

us anymore. With this key, we're showing you that we have faith in you

and your future. And incidentally, this key is also a good faith gesture that

we will keep our word about ending our occupation." To some people, the

key might also have said, "What happened at Abu Ghraib Prison when we

Americans controlled the keys won't happen again. Now you're in charge."

In politics, narrative stories are the principal means for defining and

contesting policy problems. We don't usually think of policy as literature,

but most definitions of policy problems have a narrative structure, however subtle. Problem definitions are stories with a beginning, a middle,

and an end, involving some change or transformation. They have heroes

and villains and innocent victims, and they pit the forces of evil against

the forces of good. Stories provide explanations of how the world works.

These explanations are often unspoken, widely shared, and so much taken

for granted that we aren't even aware of them. They can hold a powerful

grip on our imaginations and our psyches because they offer the promise

of resolution for scary problems.'

Two broad story lines are particularly prevalent in policy politics: stories of change and stories of power. A story of change can be either the

story of decline or its mirror image, the story of rising. A story of power

can be either the story of helplessness or its mirror image, the story of control. In this chapter, we will first analyze these story genres and some of

their common variations. Then we will explore

ore two important

impor an symboli c

devices that contribute to political storytelling. Synecdoches are figures of

speech in which a part is used to represent the whole. They are important
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SYMBOLIC DEVICES IN POLITICS

Stories



Narratives with heroes and villains, problems

and solutions, tensions and resolutions. The

most common themes are:

• Change: Stories of decline, including the

story of stymied progress and the story of

illusory progress, and stories of rising and

progress.

• Power: Stories of control, including the

story of helplessness, the conspiracy story,

and the blame-the-victim story.



Synecdoche



A small part of a policy problem is used to

represent the whole—for example, the horror

story.



Metaphor



One policy problem is likened to another.

Common metaphors in policy politics include

organisms, disease, natural laws, machines,

wedges, containers, and wars.



symbolic devices in political life because we often make policies based on



examples believed to be representative of a larger universe. Metaphors are

implied comparisons. In poetry, a metaphor is using a word that denotes

one kind of object or idea to describe another. For example, "We live on

Spaceship Earth," or "Regulations strangle business." Metaphoric reasoning--seeing a likeness between two things—is essential to classification and counting. To make a metaphor is also to make a political claim:

"There is a likeness that is important." This chapter, along with the next

(Chapter 8, "Numbers"), explores how metaphorical claims work in politics. Finally, we'll consider ambiguity, the capacity to have multiple meanings. Ambiguity is a feature of symbols and, for better or worse, of the

human condition. While this entire book is about struggles for the control of ambiguity, this chapter focuses on how ambiguity enables coalition

and compromise.

The rationality project treats symbols as mere costumes that hide the

true nature of things (to use a metaphor). Good analysis can identify the

correct, most accurate, and true definition of a policy problem, in part by

eliminating ambiguity and symbolic devices. I start with the premise that

symbolic representation is a fundamental part of all discourse, political or
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Left the Data Behind

packages. Yet there is evidence that

some companies may be hiring temporary workers solely to avoid Federal employment rules,such as

unemployment compensation.

Dated industrial codes for the

financial sector inhibit accurate appraisals of the impact of deregulation

on banking services. Automated

teller machines, for example, are

rapidly replacing bank clerks. But

without detailed data, the impact of

such technological developments on

inner-city employment, future demand for skills and other trends is difficult to determine.

The deterioration of Federal statistics has become particularly evident

during current efforts to revise the

nation's tax code. For example, one

of the key features of the Reagan Administration's proposed revision concerns business taxes. Current government statistics show that, in 1994, corporate profits and non-farm proprietors' income totaled $402 billion. or

11.2 percent of total G.N.P., down

from 12.2 percent in 1979 and 14.6 percent in 1989. The decrease is especially perplexing because of the recent reduction in corporate taxes.

Interpreting the decrease, however, is not an easy matter. The size

of the Internal Revenue Service's corporate sample declined from 105.000

companies in 1989 to 93,000 in 1991.

This, coupled with the fact that the

I.R.S. estimated that the total universe of companies increased by 75

Percent in the same period, means

that the actual sample has been cut in

half, from 6 percent to 3 percent of the

total universe of firms.
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HI LE improved sampling design and estimating methodologies may have reduced errors caused by smaller samples,

there are no studies that have gauged

the effect smaller samples may have

on measuring long-term trends or

trends by industry or size of company. Both of these factors are crucial

for accurately evaluating the potential impact of the proposed new tax

laws.

Measures of personal savings also

have been clouded by a lack of data on

participation in the four-year-old Section 401(k) programs, under which

employees may defer income. Although there may be as many as 2

million workers participating in such

programs, there are no statistics on

either the extent of the coverage or its

impact on reported income.

Personal savings, as measured by

the B.E.A., is simply the difference

between total reported income and

calculated personal consumption expenditures, Currently, Income deferred under the 401(k) program is

not included as reported income. As a

result, the nation's overall savings

rate is probably understated by between 5 percent and 10 percent.

We are currently faced with a number of major policy challenges, such

as evaluating the impact of imports,

stimulating savings and investment

and revising the tax code. Regrettably, the quality of the statistics on

which we will base our decisions on

these issues is deteriorating. Unless

this potential crisis is addressed, the

effectiveness of policy decisions will

•

be severely undercut.
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undercut the progress they have made in fighting terrorism. In health

insurance reform debates, both opponents and supporters use stymiedprogress stories. Many opponents of major reform believe that the U.S.

has built the best health care system in the world; any shift away from

the current system will stifle innovation, cause long lines, and eventually harm Americans' health. Supporters of major reform tell a different

version of stymied-progress: the U.S. has built an excellent health care

system, but now sky-high health care costs are undermining it and it will

deteriorate unless we make major changes.

Policy stories, like fairy tales, have universal themes and culturally specific variations. When I asked students at the University of Warsaw for

examples of stories from Polish politics, one student told me, "Here, it's

not the story of decline. It's the story of rising."' Sure enough, the story

of rising helped me make sense of Poland in 2009. The year 2009 was the

twentieth anniversary of the first democratic election in post-Communist

Poland. Along the old Royal Road, where Starbucks, Wrangler Jeans, and

posh chain stores mingled with gorgeously restored churches and royal

palaces, there were photo exhibits of grim deprivation and harsh political

repression in the 1980s. A new government planning report trumpeted

statistics of progress since 1989: GDP growth rate was now higher than

average for the European Union, the foreign purchasing power of the

average salary had increased fivefold, the portion of young people studying was up from 10 percent to 40 percent, life expectancy had increased

by five years, and 50 million Poles were flocking on holiday trips abroad,

up from 10 million in 1989.

Developing and developed countries tend to differ in their overarching story lines of change. In developed countries, progress is already

part of historical memory, and people may experience a sense of slowing

down, if not decline. In developing countries, material and technological

progress can be fresh and palpable, even when political and social turmoil

disrupt a steady economic climb. And leaders in developing countries

need an inspirational story. Nepal's state-owned newspaper is pointedly

called "Nepal Rising."

Because societies and polities are always changing, rise and decline

stories can coexist, even in the same place and policy sector. In Poland

and other post-socialist countries, the privatization and foreign investment that generated economic prosperity also forced wrenching cultural

Thanks to Adam Gendiwill, Ph. D candidate, Department of Sociology, University of Warsaw, for the

idea of the story of rising and the English summary of
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and social changes on workers and took away some of the gains women

had made in professional careers.' In the slow economic recovery from

2008, many American industries enjoyed substantial profit growth, at

the same time as employment, investment, and production continued

falling. In this case (as so often), the rise and the decline went to different people. Managers were plowing increased revenues into shareholder

dividends rather than rehiring laid-off workers or maintaining their

already-reduced workforces.7

One more variant of the change story is the change-is-only-an-illusion

story. It runs like this: "You always thought things were getting worse

(or better). But you were wrong. Let me show you some evidence that

things are in fact going in the opposite direction. Progress or decline is

an illusion." In 2010, as the White House and Pentagon were still issuing assurances of progress in the Afghanistan war, WikiLeaks released

a cache of military documents that revealed small ways the military had

created illusions of progress. Military spokesmen had credited Afghans

with missions that were carried out by American forces; they had exaggerated the effectiveness of unmanned drones; and they had downplayed

the Taliban's strength and weapons capabilities.' In the world of medicine, new research often challenges earlier progress stories. For example,

annual breast cancer screening is widely believed to reduce the death rate

from breast cancer by detecting it early. However, there is a downside:

mammograms have led to substantial misdiagnoses that in turn cause

women to undergo unnecessary surgery and worry. As with many cancers, the story of breast cancer is a rollercoaster.9



STORIES OF POWER: HELPLESSNESS AND CONTROL

Another broad type of narrative in policy analysis is the story of power,

which links helplessness and control as the two sides of power relationships.

The story of power usually runs like this: "The situation is bad. We have

always believed that the situation was out of our control, something we
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had to accept but could not influence. Now, however, let me show you

that in fact we can control things." Stories about control are always gripping because they speak to the fundamental problem of liberty—to what

extent can we control our own life conditions and destinies? Stories that

warn of helplessness and loss of control are always threatening; and ones

that promise more power and control are always heartening.

Much of the politics of public policy revolves around stories of power

and control. Things that had formerly appeared to be "accidental," "random," "a twist of fate," or "natural" are now alleged to be amenable to

change through human agency. For example, in the 1930s rampant inflation and disastrous depressions made economies seem to behave more

like the weather than social institutions. John Maynard Keynes (whom

we met in Chapter 3) revolutionized political economy by asserting a

control story. Government, he argued, can manage economic fluctuations with fiscal tools (taxing and spending) and monetary tools (regulating the supply of money).'" In the 19.50s and 1960s, heart disease

and cancer seemed like scourges of modernity, striking victims unpredictably. Then in the 1970s, public health agencies in Canada and the

U.S. linked these and other diseases to personal behavior, notably overeating, smoking, and failing to exercise." In the 1980s and 1990s, environmental scientists began to tell a story about human causes of climate

change, a story that is almost universally accepted by scientists but

still generates political controversy.12 We'll consider causal stories such

as these in Chapter 9, but for now note that stories about power and

change constitute the grand narratives underlying policy politics in

every sector.

A common twist on the power story is the conspiracy. Itsplot moves us

from the realm of fate to the realm of human control, but it claims to show

that all along control has been in the hands of a few who have used it to

their benefit and concealed it from the rest of us. Ralph Nader's famous

crusade against automobile manufacturers was a story that converted car

"accidents"

, i nto events that were preventable through better car design.

ents"

Further, Nader argued, automakers knowingly

y accepted unnecessary acci-
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dents rather than make expensive improvements." Many analysts traced

the 2008 market crash to deliberate strategies by high-level financiers to

garner outsized profits by bilking investors and disguising their true levels of risk and indebtedness.' 5 Conspiracy stories always reveal that harm

has been deliberately caused or knowingly tolerated, and so evoke horror

and moral condemnation. Their ending always takes the form of a call to

wrest control from the few who benefit at the expense of the many.

Another variant of the power story is the blame-the-victim story.15 It, too,

moves us from the realm of fate to the realm of control, but locates control in the very people who suffer the problem. Blame-the-victim has many

versions. The poor are poor because they seek instant pleasures instead of

investing in their own futures, or because they choose to live off the dole

rather than work.' Third-world countries are poor because their governments borrow too eagerly and allow their citizens to live too extravagantly.'

Many people lost their homes in the 2008 market crash because they took

out mortgages they couldn't afford, failed to read their adjustable-rate contracts, and counted on the market value of their homes rising indefinitely. An

alternative story, more along the conspiracy lines, blamed retail banks for

hustling mortgages to poor credit risks, investment banks for disguising bad

risks in opaque "mortgage-backed securities," and credit-rating agencies for

giving triple-A ratings to low-grade securities."

Just as the conspiracy story always ends with a call to the many to

rise up against the few, the blame-the-victim story always ends with an

exhortation to victims to reform their own behavior. After an American

attack in Afghanistan killed seven children and found no trace of the al

Qaeda leaders it had targeted, military officials supplied the local governor with "talking points" to quell the villagers' anger. The U.S. officer's

incident report noted that the governor's speech "followed in line with

our current story": "It was a tragedy that children had been killed, [the
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governor] said, but it could have been prevented had the people exposed

the presence of insurgents in the area.'

What all these power stories have in common is their assertion that

there is choice. The choice may belong to society as a whole, to certain

elites, or to victims, but the drama in the story is always achieved by converting seeming helplessness into deliberate human decisions. Stories of

control offer hope, just as stories of decline foster anxiety and despair. The

two stories are often woven together, with the story of decline serving as

the stage set and the impetus for the story of control. The story of decline

is meant to warn us of suffering and motivate us to seize control.

Policy stories use many literary and rhetorical devices to lead the audience ineluctably to a course of action. They have good guys and bad guys,

even though nonhuman entities may be cast in these roles, and they have

a moment of triumph. Look back at the article on federal statistics. The

author starts right in telling us we have been pursuing the wrong villain

("economists") in our quest to find the perpetrator of the evil deed ("confusion and contradictions in economic forecasting"). The real source of

error is the poor quality of federal economic statistics. But these statistics

are not the villain—they are the innocent victims of larger evil forces

("deregulation," "budget cuts," and "failures"). The heroes of this story

are the struggling statistical agencies, such as the Bureau of Economic

Analysis, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Office of Federal Statistical Policy, who have been unable to carry out their own recommendations

and to implement changes they know to be "crucial." The good guys have

had their weapons undermined: the IRS has to make do with a smaller

sample, the Bureau of Economic Analysis doesn't have enough categories,

and Congress is groping in the dark. The whole story is a plea for Congress to come to the aid of the innocent victims (statistics) by strengthening the heroes (agencies) who could perform the rescue.

Now we turn to three of the most common and powerful literary devices

in policy stories.



SYNECDOCITE 2()



Synecdoche is a figure of speech in which a whole is represented by one of

its parts: 'Ten thousand feet moved down Pennsylvania Avenue toward

the White I-louse." Synecdoches are common in political discourse and

York Times. "The Afghan Struggle:
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news reporting, where examples are offered up as "typical cases" of a

larger problem. These typical cases then define the entire problem and

frame the policy response.

In the U.S. welfare reform debates of the 1990s, the "welfare queen"

became the dominant symbol of the welfare problem—a mother of many

children who had been on the rolls for ten or twenty years and had

adopted welfare as a way of life. In fact, only about one-fifth of welfare

recipients had been on the rolls for ten years or more, but the reform was

designed to get such women back to work with skills training, motivational workshops, and, above all, tough rules and financial penalties. Several years into the new welfare program, it became clear that the welfare

problem was better defined by two quite different types of recipients. One

was the worker who had a job but still couldn't make ends meet because

of extremely low wages and high child care and medical expenses. The

other was the unemployable person—someone with intractable mental,

physical, or substance abuse problems who would never be able to get or

keep a job. To the extent that new welfare regulations were designed to

address the habitual, long-term recipient who didn't want to work, they

were ineffective in addressing the other types of cases.'

One common political genre, the horror story, is itself a form of synecdoche. Politicians or interest groups deliberately choose one egregious

or outlandish incident to represent the universe of cases, then use that

example to build support for changing a policy addressed to the larger

universe. After 9/11, the figure of "the ticking time-bomb terrorist" was

invoked to justify torturing suspected terrorists." In fact, very few (if

any of the captured detainees was someone known to have planted a time

bomb. Yet, the symbol embodied a powerful story: an evil villain is about

to cause imminent serious destruction, and willing heroes could avert

the destruction if their hands weren't tied by legal prohibitions. Horror

stories generate fear that may temporarily suspend our inclination to ask

I'actual and analytical questions.

Horror stories are a staple in political fights against regulation and

reform. Horror stories describe events that are not only atypical but highly

distorted. In 1995, as Congress dismantled much of the safety and environmental regulation of the previous decades, antiregulation crusaders
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claimed that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration had

abolished the tooth fairy by requiring dentists to discard any baby teeth

they pulled. The agency never required disposal of baby teeth, only that

dentists protect themselves from blood-borne pathogens when handling

,

the teeth.' As Congress wrestled with health insurance reform in 2010

opponents seized on a small provision to reimburse doctors for end-of-life

counseling and turned it into a story of "death panels,,____when Granny

needs expensive care, government doctors will decide whether she 'Ives

or dies.

As with other forms of symbolic representation, the synecdoche can

suspend our critical thinking with its powerful poetry. The strategy 01

tiicusing on a part of a problem, particularly one that can be dramatized

as a horror story, easily leads to skewed policy. Yet, it is often a pohn-rally useful strategy. It serves as a good organizing tool, because it can

make a problem concrete, allow people to identify with someone else, and
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mobilize anger. And it serves as a good focusing tool for policy makers,

because it (seemingly) reduces the scope of a problem and thereby makes

it more manageable.



METAPHORS



Metaphors are important devices for strategic representation in policy

analysis. On the surface, they simply draw a comparison between one

thing and another, but in a more subtle way they usually imply a larger

narrative story and a prescription for action. Take this example:

One of the most pervasive stories about social services diagnoses the problem as

"fragmentation" and prescribes "coordination" as the remedy. But services seen

as fragmented might be seen, alternatively, as autonomous. Fragmented services

become problematic when they are seen as the shattering of a prior integration.

The services are seen as something like a vase that was once whole and now is

broken. Under the spell of the metaphor, it appears obvious that fragmentation

is bad and coordination good.'



Merely to describe something as fragmented is to call for integration as

an improvement, without ever saying so. The jump from description to

prescription in policy metaphor is what Martin Rein and Donald Schon

have called the "normative leap.'

Embedded in every policy metaphor is an assumption that if a is like b,

then the way to solve a is to do what you would do to solve b. Because

policy metaphors imply prescription, they are also a form of advocating

particular solutions. The claim that "a is like b" takes on political importance in another way as well. In a culture where the common understanding of fairness is "treating likes alike," to claim a likeness is also to posit

an interpretation of equity and to demand equal treatment.

Metaphors are pervasive in policy language, and once you're sensitized, you'll find them everywhere. One common metaphor is to see social

institutions as living organisms. Communities or groups are said to have

a "life of their own" and organizations have "goals." The assertion that

something is like an organism is implicitly a claim that it must be viewed

as a whole whose importance is more than the sum of its parts. To see

"Donald Schon, "Generative Metaphor: A Perspective on Problem Setting in Social Policy," in Metaphor

and Thought,

Andrew Ortony, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980).

Rein and Donald Schon, "Problem Setting in Policy Research," in Using Social Research in

Public Policy Making,

Carol Weiss, ed. (Lexington, Mass.: Heath, 1977).
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something as an organism is to assert that it is "natural," which in turn

implies that however it is, that is "the way it is supposed to be." (In fact,

the word "natural" is a good hint that there is an underlying metaphor of

organism.) Deliberate human interference with it then becomes artificial

and perhaps even futile. The normative leap in the organism metaphor is

usually a prescription to leave things alone, and it is often used by those

who want to resist change. They argue that tampering with any part of

an organism—family, community, program, political system, ecosystem—

will upset a delicate balance, destroy the whole, or interfere with nature.

A variant of the organism metaphor is the idea of natural laws of social

behavior. Many famous social scientists have claimed to discover laws

that govern the social world and that set limits, and even total barriers,

to the changes humans can accomplish through policy making. In the

eighteenth century, Thomas Malthus argued that "nature" keeps populations and food supply in balance by culling the weak, the sick, and the

lazy. Therefore, government efforts to help the poor with social aid can

only lead to excess population, starvation, and economic disaster. Two

influential nineteenth-century sociologists, Gaetano Mosca and Vilfredo

Pareto, argued that all societies are naturally and inevitably divided into

rulers and the ruled, and therefore democratic reforms such as expanded

voting rights couldn't possibly bring about real change. Another

nineteenth-century sociologist, Robert Michels, formulated the "iron

law of oligarchy," according to which all organizations, no matter how

participatory and egalitarian they begin, inevitably evolve toward a concentration of political power among a few leaders. The economist Albert

Hirschman groups these kinds of stories under the heading "futility thesis," because their underlying story is that it is futile for people to attempt

social improvement.' They are all stories about the impossibility of human

control, a story we'll take up again in Chapter 9, "Causes."

Undoubtedly, the most influential "law" of social behavior in contemporary public policy is Charles Murray's "law of unintended rewards." It

states: "Any social transfer increases the net value of being in the condition that prompted the transfer." In plain English, this law says that

giving money or services to people who have problems (such as poverty,

illness, and homelessness) actually rewards them for having the problem•

Worse, social aid creates an incentive for them to stay or become poor, sick ,

or homeless, Therefore, it is impossible to mount any kind of social welfare programs that don't perpetuate or even increase the problems they

'Albert 0. !lit-Kelm-Ian, The Rhetoric of Reaction (Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, I99i)•

esp. chap. 3. "The Futility Thesis,"
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aim to ameliorate. Though no one in Washington or state capitols goes

around quoting Murray's law, the equation "help equals incentive to be

needy" drives neoliberal social policy.27

Machines and mechanical devices form the basis of many policy metaphors.

Eighteenth-century political thought, from which the U.S. Constitution

is derived, conceived of a political system as a machine with working

parts that had to be kept "in order" and "in balance." Thus, "checks and

balances" are central to our way of thinking about how political power

should be allocated. The image of a balance scale also appears in international relations, where a "balance of power" is thought to ensure peace.

With the advent of nuclear weapons, strategists talked of a "balance of

terror," where mutual fear prevents either side from taking aggressive

action. A "balanced budget" suggests that either revenue surpluses or

deficit spending would be bad, though most people believe that saving

for the future or borrowing to invest in education or business are sensible

(indeed virtuous) strategies. The metaphor of balance implies a story

about the decline from balance to imbalance and prescribes adding something to one side or subtracting from the other.

Wedges and inclines (think of a rubber doorstop) abound in political language. Government regulation is often portrayed as a wedge: once they

get their foot in the door, the regulators will be pushing through with

more and more rules. An animate version is the nose of the camel in the tent.

"Educating women is like allowing the nose of the camel into the tent,"

goes a saying some Islamic men believe. "Eventually, the beast will edge

in and take up all the room inside." And that's exactly the thought behind

Greg Mortenson's passion to build schools and educate girls in Pakistan

and Afghanistan: If you educate girls, women will take up more room in

the political tent."

The image of a wedge suggests that a seemingly small beginning

can have enormous leverage. The image of an incline suggests that once

something starts on a downward path, it will inevitably be drawn farther by gravity. Metaphors of wedges and inclines usually contain warnings of future decline, and their implied prescription is that policy should
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avoid the "first move" in order to prevent the inevitable "slide" or "push

downward.

From the metaphor of the incline comes a potent genre of policy argument, the slippery slope. Much argument over behavior seen as immoral

invokes the slippery slope: a drink, a cigarette, a lapse from a diet, a white

lie, or a small bit of cheating are seen as the first step down the slippery

slope. Slippery slope arguments have a common form.'29 They begin by

acknowledging that the phenomenon (a law, a proposal, a rule, a program,

a drink) is not in itself wrong or bad or dangerous. But then they declare

that permitting the phenomenon would inevitably lead to other situations or cases that are wrong or bad or dangerous. For example, some

opponents of physician-assisted suicide for terminally ill people concede

that euthanasia is justified, even desirable, under certain conditions. Then

they shift ground, saying government shouldn't permit euthanasia even

in cases where it is justified, because ill-intentioned or misguided doctors

might perform it in the wrong circumstances. Slippery slope arguments

can be used in this fashion to resist changes even when the opponent can't

find any good justifications against the change itself.'

Wedges, inclines, and slippery slopes play on counterintuitive but

dramatic changes of scale: small steps can lead to big change. Alcoholics

Anonymous and other recovery programs promise to counteract addiction's slippery slope by reassembling it into a staircase with "twelve

steps," making it much easier to reach the top. Obama's "Yes We Can

message promised big national change from small acts like donating to

his campaign and voting for him. Change-of-scale metaphors capture the

dynamic processes of social change, sometimes incremental, slow, evolutionary, or glacial, and sometimes radical, sudden, discontinuous, and

tumultuous.

The normative leap in change-of-scale metaphors can be either a warning, or a promise of good things to come—bad change or good change.

As an example of had change, the leaked Afghanistan war documents,

according to New York Times editors, warned of "a resilient, canny insurgency that has bled American forces through a war of small cuts.' As an

example of good change, before Hillary Clinton officially declared her

candidacy for president, she said she had "learned some valuable lessons

about the legislative process . . . the wisdom of taking small steps to get

'See Frederick Schauer, "Slippery



Slopes," Harvard Law Review 99, no 2 (1985): 361-83; and Wibren



van der Burg, "The Slippery Slope Argument,"

"Dan Brock, "Voluntary Active Euthanasia,"

New fork Times,



Ethics 102 (1991): 42-65.



Hastings Center Report, March—April 1992, PR 10-21.



"The Afghan Struggle: A Secret Archive," op. cit., note 8, emphasis added.
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a big job done."' Of course, she was consciously refashioning her image

from someone who had tried to radically overhaul health care. Often,

as in both Clinton and Obama's campaigns, change-of-scale metaphors

serve as revelation stories, dramatizing the teller's special knowledge of

yet-unseen transformations to come and casting the teller as a prophetic

leader.

Another set of policy metaphors is based on containers and the idea

of a fixed space. The problem might be that a space is overfilled; thus,

for example, Mexican workers "spill over" the borders into the United

States. Or, a container is underfilled, as when journalists declare a "power

vacuum." If a container has holes, there will be "leaks" (e.g., of information) or "seepages" (e.g., of power). American foreign policy in the 1950s

was dominated by the drive to "contain communism." If a container is not

big enough, there might be "spillovers" that require "mopping-up operations." Or too much "pressure" might develop, leading to "outbursts" and

"explosions," as people seek "outlets" for their frustrations.

The solutions to such problems are varied but appropriate to the metaphor. One can stop the border "spillover," say, by building higher walls.

One can "drain off" some of the contents of the container ("draining off

the opposition") for example, by transferring disgruntled employees to

another location or appointing them to low-level management positions

where their loyalties will be split between management and fellow workers. One can allow a gradual release of pressure through a "pressure

valve," such as letting enraged community residents or agency clients

"blow off steam" in meetings and hearings. Some scholars have argued

that what often appear as acts of resistance by the relatively powerless in

a society are really just "safety valves" consciously designed by elites to

maintain their position of dominance."

Disease, especially the contagious variety, forms the basis for many

policy metaphors. Cults, communism, crime—any behavior or set of

Ideas one wants to condemn are said to "spread." Members and advocates

"infect" others with their ideas. Teenage pregnancy, unwed motherhood,

obesity, and dropping out of school are declared "epidemics." Universities and slums are "breeding grounds" for all kinds of troubles. We talk

almost unthinkingly about "healthy" economies, businesses, and institutions, and from there it is a short step to diagnosing "urban blight" and



"`Raymond Hernandez and Patrick D. Healy, "From Seeking Big Change to Taking Smaller Steps:

Hillary Clinton's Evolution,"

New York Times, July 13, 2005.

an insightful (and skeptical) analysis of safety-valve theories of social control, see James Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), chap. 7.
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"dying industries." An influential theory of crime, "the broken windows'

theory, suggests that vandals and petty criminals are like any virus or

bacteria—they seek vulnerable, undefended targets. When broken windows are left unrepaired and property is left untended, it signals that the

property is vulnerable because "no one cares." One broken window or

abandoned car can start a contagious process in which even law-abiding

people catch the urge to destroy and plunder. The normative leap of broken windows is a prescription for harsh medicine: just as doctors would

swoop in at the first sign of cancer, police should deal swiftly and harshly

with minor violations of public order such as window smashing.'

In the U.S., we wage metaphorical war on poverty, crime, drugs, cancer,

and even terror. We launch "campaigns" against drunk driving, illiteracy,

fraud, and corruption. American politicians use the war metaphor so easily and frequently, according to the sociologist Jonathan Simon, because

only in the U.S. has any war—World War II—been associated with

good times, national unity, high morale, and economic vitality.' Leaders

declare war on social problems not only to signal their firm determination, but also to create public support for increased funding. When we

are at war, survival is at stake and so we ignore the costs of waging war.

The war metaphor sanctions draconian policy measures, such as zero

tolerance polices in schools and mandatory long prison sentences for

drug users. After Hurricane Katrina, the media likened New Orleans to a

"war zone," a frame that justified strong, militaristic responses. Black residents' behavior that could have been described as survival strategies was

characterized as "looting" and "civil unrest," though often whites' behavior was called "finding supplies." Residents who declined to leave their

homes were called "holdouts." With the war metaphor firmly in place,

government disaster relief took on a military tone, with workers dressed

in unifbrms and carrying arms. "Search and rescue" missions resembled

"search and destroy missions," as armed soldiers broke down doors and

carried out orders to "handcuff and 'forcefully remove' holdouts."'

Beyond metaphors, politicians, journalists, and advocates use names

and labels

to lend legitimacy and attract support to a course of action. Gov'Jaws Q. Wilson :(71(1 George L. Selling, "Broken Windows,"

.4aantic Month/y, vol. 240, no. 3 (March

los2). pp. 29-38. Wilson

and Selling do not make the disease metaphor explicit, but I think it underlies

their compelling tiarratro,.
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ernment spending to aid business can be legitimized with labels like "stimulus" or "partnership," or discredited with labels like "giveaway," "bailout,"

or "windfall." Call a government check a "tax rebate," and people will tuck

it in the bank, thinking they're replenishing money they've already spent.

Call it a "bonus," and they'll take it to the store and stimulate the economy" If you are a military officer, and a reporter asks whether your troops

"are still serving in Haditha," be sure to answer, "Yes, we are still fighting

terrorists of al Qaeda in Iraq in Haditha." Why? Because, according to a

Marine memo on how to deal with journalists, "The American people will

side more with someone actively fighting a terrorist organization that is

tied to 9/11 than with someone who is idly 'serving,' like in a way one

'serves' a casserole. It's semantics, but in reporting and journalism, words

spin the story""

Symbolic devices are especially persuasive because their story lines

are subtle and their poetry so emotionally compelling that the normative leaps slip right past our rational brains. During the 1990s debate

over ending welfare entitlements, Senator Phil Gramm promised to make

the 40 million people who have been "riding in the wagon on welfare

get out and help the rest of us pull."" With that evocative metaphor, his

listeners could practically feel their burdens lighten. Suffused with relief

and anger, people who depend on low-wage workers for their goods and

lifestyles were less likely to question who's pulling whom in the American economy. In the run-up to the Iraq war, when Secretary of State

Condoleezza Rice warned, "We don't want the smoking gun to be a

mushroom cloud,' she planted two potent stories in the public imagination. A "smoking gun" symbolizes tangible evidence of a crime that has

already occurred. In the debate about policy on Iraq, the symbol suggested a story: Saddam Hussein was about to commit a crime with weapons of mass destruction. A "mushroom cloud" symbolizes nuclear attack

and unthinkable destruction. That symbol suggested another story: 9/11

was mild compared to what might happen if the U.S. didn't attack Iraq to

disarm Saddam's "gun" before it "smoked."

The emotional impact of symbolic devices can make it harder for audiences to recognize and question the underlying factual assumptions.

S

ometimes the morality play embedded in a story—a struggle between

Nicholas Epley, "Rebate Psychology," New York Times, Jan. 31, 2008.
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good and evil—makes it hard to see the conflict from any other perspective. As a policy analyst or a policy actor, you can be more effective if

you cultivate some skill in recognizing symbols and questioning their

assumptions. What is the underlying narrative? Does it make sense?

Does the metaphor seem to obviate the need for evidence, or does it bias

the kind of information opponents might bring to bear on a conflict? Can

you think of different metaphors or alternative story lines to describe the

policy conflict, and how would they suggest a different resolution?



AMBIGUITY



In both art and politics, the most important feature of symbols is their

ambiguity. A symbol can mean two (or more) things simultaneously:

"equal opportunity in education" can mean giving every student a tuition

voucher for the same dollar amount, and it can also mean providing

extra resources for those with special needs. A symbol can mean different things to different people: to some Christians in the U.S., "religious

freedom" means organized vocal prayer in public schools; to others, religious freedom means absolutely no prayer in public schools and strict

separation of church and state. To Muslims in predominantly Christian

nations, religious freedom can mean the right to dress according to religious codes and to build mosques. A symbol can mean different things in

different contexts: a cross sitting atop a steeple means something different than a cross burning on a lawn.

Ambiguity is a source of richness and depth in art. Symbols call forth

personal imagination and experience, and draw observers into a work of

art as an active participant. For these very reasons, ambiguity is anathema in science. The scientific method depends on observations that can

be replicated by many observers in different times and places. Scientific

observations should not be affected by an observer's identity, feelings' Of

beliefs, and they should be unambiguous. Most science doesn't meet these

pure ideals; for example, doctors frequently acknowledge that diagnosis

is both art and science. But politics is even more like art than science, in

that ambiguity is central to political strategy. Modes of policy analysis

that ignore ambiguity or try to eliminate it miss something essential tc

policy debate in the polis.



Ambiguity serves many functions in politics. Ambiguity enables the

transfOrmation of individual intentions and actions into collective results

and purposes. Without it, cooperation and compromise would be far tiler'

difficult, if not impossible. As Charles Elder and Roger Cobb say, symbol'
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help synchronize diverse motivations, expectations, and values, and thereby

make collective action possible.'" Ambiguity allows leaders to aggregate

support from different quarters for a single policy. For example, a president might unify advocates and opponents of foreign military intervention by asking for a congressional mandate allowing him to send troops

"only if American interests are threatened." Legislators will agree to that

phrase, even though they might have very different ideas about what constitutes a threat to American interests. "Defending American interests" is

an ambiguous idea around which everyone unites.

Similarly, ambiguity allows leaders of interest groups and social movements to unite people who want different policies. The postwar women's

movement was initially portrayed in terms of equalizing the rights of

women and men, a portrayal that seized on the common identity and

interests of all women. Later, when specific policies were at issue—such as

requiring employers to provide maternity leave benefits—old coalitions

fell apart as subgroups coalesced around new symbols such as "mothers"

and "small business owners." Many women entrepreneurs saw their businesses threatened by proposals for parental leave. As this example shows,

the ambiguity so beneficial at early stages of a movement usually masks

internal conflicts that will become evident as the diverse groups within

it seek concrete policies.

Ambiguity can unite people who would benefit from the same policy

but for different reasons. In California, some people sought restrictions

on construction and development in order to preserve natural resources

and wildlife habitats, while others supported the restrictions to preserve

the low-density, high-priced, exclusive character of their neighborhoods.

On the national level, environmentalists from southern and western

states found ready allies among northeastern members of Congress,

because strong environmental controls on new industries would hinder Sunbelt economic growth and help the ailing Frostbelt industries to

remain competitive.'2 These different groups would probably find thems

elves opponents on a variety of other political issues, but the symbol of

"environmental preservation" united them around a common vehicle for

preserving different things.

Ambiguity enables leaders to carve out a sphere of maneuvering beyond

public view. Legislators can satisfy demands to "do something" about a

Problem by passing a bill with broad, ambiguous provisions, then letting
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administrative agencies hash out the details behind the scenes. In the U.S.

banking and finance overhaul of 2010, politicians couldn't agree on key

ideas, such as whether to regulate derivatives. Derivatives are essentially

insurance policies on investments. Before the crash, they were traded privately, off the books, with no way for investors to compare prices, and they

were not subject to any kind of transparency or oversight. The new law

required some derivatives to be traded in competitive markets through

clearinghouses that must disclose their prices. But the law left it to regulators to decide which kinds of derivatives would be subject to the Deis

rules, and how long traders could wait before disclosing price information.

Needless to say, the ink wasn't dry before banks began lobbying the regulators to create favorable interpretations.' This particular use of ambiguity in American politics has been criticized as a vehicle for moving political

decisions into arenas where strong special interests dominate.' But it is

also a feature of politics that allows highly conflictual issues to move from

stalemate to action.

Ambiguity allows policy makers to placate both sides in a conflict by

"giving the rhetoric to one side and the decision to the o then" The Food

and Drug Administration (FDA), whose mandate is to ensure the safety

of food and medicines, is often caught between industries seeking to market a product, and scientific experts and consumer groups who question

the product's safety. In the case of Olestra, a no-calorie fat substitute for

foods, the FDA ruled that the substance was "safe" and permitted it to be

marketed. At the same time, however, it required labeling to warn consumers of Olestra's hazards—a double message if ever there was one. In

this case, the decision went to industry (the stuff is safe enough to market), while the rhetoric went to consumer advocates (the stuff is unsafe

enough to require warnings).}'

Ambiguity and symbolism enable skillful political actors to clothe their

behavior in different meanings. By portraying a decision one way in pros

releases, speeches, preambles, or surrounding language, yet executing it
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STRATEGIC FUNCTIONS OF AMBIGUITY IN

THE POLLS

I. Helps create alliances around a common policy or rule by

blurring disagreements over more specific meanings.

2. Enables social movement and interest group leaders to

unite people around broad goals.

3. Unites groups that would derive different benefits or

suffer different kinds of costs from a policy.

4. Enables policy makers to negotiate out of public view by

writing ambiguous statutes and rules in public forums,

then working out specific meanings behind closed doors.

5. Allows policy makers to give something to both sides in

a conflict.

6. Enables political leaders to package themselves as

"successful" to constituencies that have different

definitions of success.

7. Facilitates collective action.



in



another, leaders can perform the political magic of making two different decisions at once. Since 2004, Native American leaders had been

pressuring the U.S. government to issue an official apology to indigenous

people. President Obama finally signed such a resolution, saying the U.S.

°

"apologizes for the many instances of violence, maltreatment, and neglect

Inflicted on Native Peoples by citizens of the United States." But the apology was buried in a defense appropriations package where nobody would

notice it, and to the chagrin of Native American leaders, the White House

issued a press release about the defense appropriation bill, but not one

about the apology. Moreover, the resolution used the apology word, but

included a disclaimer saying nothing in the apology supports any legal

claims against the United States."

Ambiguity facilitates negotiation and compromise because it allows

opponents to claim victory from a single resolution. In negotiation, both

C
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sides must feel they are better off with an agreement than without, or

they won't reach a settlement. Since most aspects of a settlement—such

as redrawing boundaries or monetary payments—have symbolic value as

well as material consequences, opponents can invest them with different

meanings. For example, one party might accept a smaller payment than

it wants or thinks it deserves, but still claim victory by portraying the

payment as an admission of guilt by the other side.

The ambiguity of symbols helps transform individual strivings into

collective decisions. Symbols can unite people around ideals because they

exist outside the realm of the practical and the real. Symbols allow coalitions to form when pure material interests would divide people. They

enable leaders to assemble broad bases of support on d ivisive issues. They

facilitate negotiation and compromise. In all these ways, politics obeys

the laws of poetry rather than the laws of matter: a program or policy or

speech, unlike a physical object, can be two things at once. But if ambiguity is the invisible hand of politics, it is not because it is some mysterious

force coordinating individual decisions into the best possible harmonious outcome. Rather, symbols enable us as individuals to "read ourselves

into" social programs and policy decisions however we wish. They allmc

us to believe we are authors of our own destiny.



Numbers



One common way to define a policy problem is to measure it. Most policy

discussions begin with a recitation of figures purporting to show that a

problem is big or growing, or both. Although numbers hold a preeminent status in our scientific culture, measuring is only one of many ways

to describe. Literature describes with words; painting, with pigments;

and measurement, with numbers. And just as there are infinite ways

of describing an object in words or paint, so there are infinite ways of

describing with numbers. Think of numbers as a form of poetry.

Suppose I hire you to measure an elephant. That may sound like a

pretty straightforward job description, but think about it for a minute.

Do you measure its weight? Height? Length? Volume? Intensity of its

color gray? Number and depth of its wrinkles? Or perhaps the proportion of the day it sleeps? In order to measure this creature, you need to

select one or a few features from many possibilities. That choice will be

determined by your purpose for measuring, or rather mine, since I hired

you. If I were manager of a railroad freight department, I would need to

know the elephant's height, length, and weight. But if I were a taxidermist, I would be more interested in its volume and wrinkles. As a trainer,

I might care more about the proportion of the day it sleeps. As a producer

of synthetic animal skins, I would want to know its exact hue of gray

You, sensing a chance to prolong your stay on my payroll, might insist

that I can't understand my elephant without knowing the seasonal variation in its body temperature.

There are many possible measures of any phenomenon, and the

choice among them depends on the purpose for measuring. The fundamental issues of any policy conflict are always contained in the question of how to count the problem. The unemployment rate, for example,

is designed as a measure of people wanting work, or the need for jobs.

People are counted as unemployed if they are older than sixteen, have
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previously held a job, are available for work, and have I( >olied fOr work with

the previous four weeks. The official method of counting unemployment

(which, make no mistake, is the official definition of the problem), leaves

out a host of people who fit somebody's notion of itnrtuployed hut not the

official definition: people who are unwilling to take available jobs because

they consider them too dangerous, unpleasant, or demeaning; people rife

can find part-time jobs but are holding out for full-time; people who quit

a job to search for something better but are still searching; people who

are willing to work but can't find child care; or recent graduates whom

looking for work but don't count because they have never been in the

workforce. Should any of these count as unemployed?

The very question highlights the critical issue in numbers: counting

always involves deliberate decisions about counting as. To count peas, one

first needs to decide which things are peas and which aren't. Counting

begins with categorization, which in turn means deciding whether to

include or exclude. We categorize by selecting important characteristics

and asking whether the object to be classified is substantially like other

objects in the category. Categorization thus involves establishing boundaries in the form of rules or criteria that tell whether something belongs

or not. (If it's green and round and small, it's a pea.) Only after categorizing does mere tallying come into play. Tallying, by the way, is what

arithmetic is about.

All that may seem like a terribly abstract description of counting, but

notice how political the language sounds. It is impossible to describe counting without talking about inclusion and exclusion (terms that in themselves

suggest community, boundaries, allies, and enemies); selection (a term that

implies privilege and discrimination); and important characteristics (a term

that suggests value judgments and hierarchy). Remember, too, that it w."'

impossible to talk about the goals of public policy without using the language of counting. Who should count as a recipient or what should count

as a relevant item in equity issues? What use of resources gives the not

for the least in efficiency issues? What should count as a "need" in welfare

issues, a "risk" in security issues, or a "harm" in liberty issues?

Counting resolves questions like these by assigning things to one

group or another. When children learn to count, they learn that thing'

c

are either peas or beans and must be assigned to a pile. In a rithmeti

te

there are no borderline cases. In that sense, numbers are the opposi

of symbols—they're not ambiguous. Something is either counted or it

isn't. But ambiguity—the range of choices in what to measure or boy

to classify—always

lies just beneath the surface of any counting schenie

Before a decision is made, things could go either way.
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The 2000 presidential election stunned Americans with the realization

that tallying ballots is no kindergarten exercise. In any election, local

ballot-counters and officials make thousands of decisions about which

squiggles, dents, and holes count as a vote, not to mention which ballots

count as valid. The vote between Al Gore and George W Bush was so

close in Florida that challenges went all the way to the Supreme Court.

The controversy sensitized citizens to the impact on election outcomes

of machine malfunctions, official discretion, and unofficial shenanigans.

This new understanding of election results as highly political led to

new legislation on polling places and voting machines. The new consciousness about elections also led to new kinds of political participation.

Lawyers and other professionals volunteered at polling places to help

rejected voters fight. for their rights to vote. Advocacy groups mobilized

the Twitter-sphere to publicize any irregularities while polls were still

opened. Poll-watching, which used to be a neighbors-and-coffee operation, went viral. All of this political turmoil came about because the most

elemental process of democracy—counting votes—turned out to be not

so elementary.'



NUMBERS AS METAPHORS



As answers to policy problems, the resolution numbers offer is nothing

more than a human decision about how to "count as." Numbers, in fact,

work exactly like metaphors. To categorize in counting or to analogize

in metaphors is to select one feature of something, assert a likeness on

the basis of that feature, and ignore all the other features. Counting as

unemployed only people who have looked for work in the past month is to

see unemployment as active job hunting. That vision excludes from the

unemployed people who desperately want to work but are unable or too

discouraged to pound the pavement.

Because counting requires judgment about inclusion and exclusion,

counting schemes are always subject to two possible challenges. The

first kind asserts a real likeness where the measure finds a difference, and

insists on including something the measure excludes. We might call this

challenge wrongful exclusion. For example, social scientists and government agencies measure homelessness by counting people who sleep on

1\.
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the streets or in doorways, parks, bus stops, and train stations, and, in

some measures, people who sleep in shelters. Advocates for the homeless

believe the concept and the count should include people who are in jails,

detox centers, and mental health institutions who would have no home if

and when they were released, as well as people who crowd into the living

spaces of their family and friends but really have no place of their own

to live.'

Wrongful-exclusion challenges are inevitable in policy because the need

for clear rules drives policy makers to establish thresholds as dividing lines.

Agencies, legislatures, courts, and officials must decide who will receive

benefits, loans, contracts, budget increases, jobs, fines, and penalties. For

many policy purposes, we make fairly arbitrary classifications by setting

a cutoff point or threshold on a numerical scale—hiring and promotion on

the basis of test scores, welfare eligibility on the basis of income level, or

drinking and voting rights on the basis of age. But thresholds are always

subject to the challenge that they differentiate among people or situations

that should be considered the same. Is there any significant difference

between the person earning $10,000 and the one earning $10,001, or the

person age twenty years and eleven months and the person age twentyone? The commonsense understanding that numerical thresholds mask

underlying similarities leads people to conceal, fudge, and bend the rules

at the borderline.

The second kind of challenge asserts a real difference where a measure finds a likeness, and insists on exclusion of something the measure

includes. We can call this challenge wrongful inclusion. Consider the problem of counting hospital beds for health planning. Health planners determine the need for new hospital construction by using the ratio of hospital

beds to a community's population. The "bed ratio" seems a sensible measure of a community's capacity to provide health care, since beds are the

places in hospitals where patients can be put, and they are manifestly col.

to count. (If it has fbur legs and a mattress, ...) But almost as soon as

the measure was put into practice, it became obvious that not all hospital

beds are the same. A bed might be an iron cot or an electric multiposid°

unit. It might include electronic monitors and emergency equipmen t at

its station, or it might share equipment with a whole corridor of beds• It

might he supported by a staff of four hundred specialists or fourteen general practitioners. It might be within five miles of its client population or

within fifty. Needless to say, communities with old, ill-equipped hospital'`

didn't think their beds should count the same as a bed at the Mayo Clinic.

Nly discussion drexs from Christopher tenets,
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If it is hard to count beds because they can mean so many different

things, imagine the difficulties in counting "new jobs" for purposes of

employment policy. Should unionized, secure, well-paying jobs be treated

as equivalent to low-paying, high-turnover jobs? There are dead-end

jobs and jobs with built-in career ladders; blue-collar, pink-collar, and

white-collar jobs; and seasonal jobs, short-term jobs (elected officials),

long-term jobs (midlevel managers), unpredictable-length jobs (political appointees), and virtually permanent jobs (civil servants and tenured

professors). There are jobs with pensions and health insurance, and jobs

without. There are make-work jobs and essential jobs. A job is not simply

a job, and debates about unemployment often hinge on the ambiguity

lurking in the question "What's in a job?" Wrongful-inclusion challenges

are possible, indeed inevitable, because no matter how small and precisely

defined a category is, it still masks variety among the objects or people

it includes.

Estimates of Iraq War casualties faced both kinds of challenges. Until

'005, the Bush administration didn't count Iraqi civilians in its casualty

counts (or at least claimed it didn't)—an exclusion that all but screamed,

"Iraqis aren't as important as Americans, and soldiers are more important

than civilians." Under congressional pressure, the administration started

releasing rough counts. Its counts of civilian deaths were consistently

lower than those of Iraqi ministries or Iraq Body Count, a respected British anti-war group that gets its figures from press releases. Critics said

the U.S. government figures wrongfully excluded many civilian deaths

because the U.S. had an incentive to minimize the damage the war inflicted

on Iraq. The Bush administration and other war supporters countered

that Iraqis had an incentive to exaggerate deaths when they talked to

reporters in order to exaggerate the damage the U.S. had inflicted.'

Debating the size of things is one of the most prominent forms of

discourse in public policy. Although the debate often appears to be about

the tally—whether things were added up correctly—it is usually about

categorization—h ow the different sides "count as." To be sure, there are

occasional conflicts over the tally, such as when candidates for public

office ask for a recount of votes, or cities ask for a recount of the census.

almost always, however, the conflict in policy is over what legitimately

counts as what, and political actors invoke numbers to give an air of finality to their opinions.

'Clark Hoyt, "The Reality in Iraq? Depends on Who's Counting," New York Times, Oct. 7, 2007; Sabrina

a ernise

New York

and Andrew W. Lehren, "Buffeted by Fury and Chaos, Civilians Paid Heaviest Toll,"

Times, Oct. 23, 2010.
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Every number, therefore, is an assertion about similarities and differences. No number is innocent, for it is impossible to count without making judgments about categorization. Every number is a political claim

about "where to draw the line." Projections, correlations, regressions,

simulations, and every other fancy manipulation of numbers all rest on

the decisions about "counting as" embodied in their numbers, so they, too,

are claims about similarities and differences. And similarities and differences are the ultimate basis for decisions in public policy.



NUMBERS AS NORMS AND SYMBOLS



Like metaphors, numbers make normative leaps. Measures imply a need

for action, because we don't measure things except when we want to

change them or change our behavior in response to them. To call for a

measurement or survey of something is to take the first step in promoting change.

In the 1930s, during the Great Depression, Congress wanted the administration to begin a full-fledged unemployment census. Until then,

the Bureau of Labor Statistics had collected data on employment, from

which business and labor organizations as well as economists had tried

to estimate unemployment. President Franklin Roosevelt did not want a

formal unemployment census, because the mere presence of official unemployment figures would put even more pressure on him to lower them.

Roosevelt eventually did create the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)

and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) to provide jobs for the

unemployed. The WPA began its own monthly survey of unemploymen t

in 1939, first to dispute the administration's lower figures and later to

convince Congress of the continuing need for the WPA after World War

II had begun to stimulate new jobs. Everyone—first Congress, then Roosevelt, and then the head of the WPA—saw that unemployment figure

could be a force in politics.'

Paradoxically, measuring a problem creates subtle pressure to do

something about it, but, at the same time, some level of the measure can

become a norm and therefore an acceptable status quo. In 1946, Congress

passed the Employment Act, mandating the administration to collect data

on unemployment levels and also to provide "full employment." During

the 1950s and 1960s, when unemployment averaged about 4.6 percent,
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economists defined "full employment" as an unemployment rate between

3 percent and 4 percent. (If that sounds like a contradiction, that's because

it is. This is the political language of numbers.) In the early 1970s, unemployment climbed to more than 6 percent, and Nixon administration

economists began claiming that employment should be considered full

at around 4.5 percent to 5 percent unemployment. With average unemployment rates over 9 percent in 1982 and 1983, Reagan administration

economists began to define full employment as about 6 percent unemployment. Meanwhile, economics professors helped mute the pesky political

problem of persistent unemployment with theories of a "natural rate of

unemployment," below which inflation would inevitably accelerate. Like

Voltaire's Candide, we lived in the best of all possible worlds, no matter the

unemployment rate of the moment.' In subsequent periods of economic

boom, the full employment norm dropped to 4.5 percent unemployment.

Then, in 2010, with unemployment rates stuck at 9.5 percent for months

on end-16.5 percent, using the expanded definition of people who want

to work but have stopped searching—economists began to talk of "the

new normal.""

As norms, numbers are part of a story of helplessness and control. Voters

hold the current administration responsible for the state of the economy,

and much of a president's electoral support is contingent on seeming to be

in control of the economy. Presidents must weave a tortuous path between

invoking numbers to prove they have reduced a problem through good

policy and invoking numbers to prove that part of the problem is beyond

human control. President Obama, responding to discouraging unemployment figures in the summer before the 2010 congressional elections, didn't

even try to spin the numbers. Instead, he spun the story. "The road to recovery doesn't follow a straight line. Some sectors bounce back faster than others. So what we need to do is push forward." One of Obama's economic

advisers, Christina Romer, disputed that the economy was stuck: "The fundamental problem we are still facing is the old cyclical, not the new normal."

Translation: since cycles go 'round inexorably, recovery is inevitable. But

like Obama she suggested that policy makers could influence the speed of

recovery: "What you need to do to get back to normal is to find more ways

to get demand up."'



;iDavid Gordon, "Six Percent Unemployment Ain't Natural: Demystifying the Idea of a Rising 'Natural

Rate of Un

employment,' " Social Research 54, no. 2 (Summer 1987), pp. 223-46.

Motoko Rich, "Nation Lost 131,000 Jobs As Governments Cut Back,' New York Times, Aug. 7, 2010; Nelsonb

D. Schwartz. "Jobless and Staying That Way," New Tack Times, Aug. 8. 2010.

Obama quote: Rich, 'Nation Lost ..." ibid.; Romer quote: Schwartz, "Jobless," ibid.
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In politics, many measures are double-edged swords; that is, it is good

to be high on the measure but also good to be low Because so many of

the things we measure are symbols, not just objects, how a measure is

interpreted can be more important than the actual number. Once, when

the navy found it had saved $2.5 billion in shipbuilding costs, top officials

weren't sure whether to brag or keep quiet. The secretary of the navy

thought the saving showed thrift and good management. The vice admiral

in charge of buying ships worried that Congress might see the savings as

proof' of fat in the navy's budget.8 If savings symbolized frugality, then it

was good to show a high number, but if they symbolized waste, then better to be low.

Cost is another double-edged sword. We usually think of high costs

as bad. All things being equal, it's better to pay less for something than

more. But for many types of goods and services, high cost symbolizes

high quality (think of doctors' and lawyers' services) or prestige (think of

designer clothes). To some extent, we all use cost as a proxy measure for

quality ("It's so cheap, it can't be any good"). In policy debates, measures

of cost are often double-edged. Is a costly national defense system wasteridden or extra secure?

Cost can have a double meaning in another way as well. Expenditures

are always income to somebody else, so there is always a constituency for

high expenditures to battle the one for low costs. The high cost of medical care for patients and insurers can mean jobs and incomes to health

care providers and drug companies. In one of Obama's first defense budget decisions, whether to continue building F-22 fighter jets, he had to

consider two conflicting imperatives. If Congress continued the program,

taxpayers would be paying $1.75 billion for a weapon that was designed

for the Cold War and had no use in Iraq or Afghanistan. But if Congress

discontinued the program, some 95,000 jobs would be lost—according

to the not-disinterested primary contractor, Lockheed Martin—in an

economy that had already lost millions of jobs.9

Efficiency (getting the most output for a given input) and productivity (output per hour of labor) can be double-edged swords. The terms

are value-laden to begin with—the more efficiency and productivity, the

better—but sometimes the positive connotations can go sour as political

attention focuses on other values. When physicians open clinics to treat

Medicaid patients quickly and efficiently, critics complain about "Medic'Richard I lalloran, "Savings by Navy Posing a Problem," New

York Times, March 24, 1985.

'Christopher Drew, "A Fighter Jet's Fate Poses a Quandary for Obania," New York Times, Dec. 10, 2°8'

Christopher Dress, "Mania Wins Crucial Senate Vote on F-22,"

New York Times, July 22, 2009.
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aid mills" that deny patients individual attention and quality care. When

manufacturing firms move their production to countries with cheap

labor, their productivity goes up, but so does concern about exploitation

and fairness.

Middles and averages often become norms in politics, and because they

are symbols as well as mathematical concepts, they can take on conflicting

meanings. 'Average" can mean normal, decent, and acceptable; it can also

mean mediocre. A CEO recruiting new talent might consider the firm's

"average salaries for the industry" a selling point, but she might look unfavorably on applicants whose references describe their skills as "average."

Surveys show that most people think of themselves as middle class, even

when they fall substantially above or below the median income. Curiously,

for all you symbol mavens, if respondents are given a choice between low,

middle, and upper class, 90 percent identify themselves as middle class.

But if "working class" is added as an option, about 45 percent identify

themselves as working class, and the middle class drops to 45 percent.'°



THE HIDDEN STORIES IN NUMBERS



In policy debates, numbers are commonly used to tell a story. Most obviously, they are the premier language for stories of decline and decay. Political actors invoke figures to show that a problem is getting bigger and

worse, or to project present trends into the future to demonstrate that

decline is just around the bend. Numbers are also important in stories of

helplessness and control. But as important as the explicit stories numbers tell are the implicit ones. The acts of counting and publicizing a

count convey hidden messages, independent of the numbers and their

explicit stories.

First, numbers impart an aura of expertise and authority to the people

who produce and use them. Because numbers have such exalted scientific status in our culture, politicians use them to authenticate their stories. With numbers, an author or speaker tells the audience, in effect, "The

numbers show that my story is true." Mitt Romney, the first presidential

candidate to use PowerPoint presentations on the stump, elicited exactly

th is

effect. "It was amazing. I mean, he didn't just make claims. He backed

t h em up

a _ern up with graphs," exclaimed an auto executive after seeing Romney at

campaign event. A campaign spokesman explained the deliberate

(Spring

. M. Miller and Karen Marie Ferro iaro "Class Dismissed?" The American Prospect, no. 21
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"Any requests?"



the



strategy behind Romney's graphs and numbers: "PowerPoints speak to

competency that he exudes and the authoritative nature of his understand

ing of the issues.""

Second, to count something is to assert that the phenomenon occurs

often enough to bother counting. The initial demands to count something

formally, such as sex trafficking or discrimination against gays, grow from

a belief that the phenomenon is widespread but underground; the cases

that occasionally surface are not isolated rarities. Sometimes, even one

instance can be damning. The movement to end the death penalty got

great leverage from each case in which DNA or other evidence proved a

convicted death-row inmate innocent. Although only 123 such convicts

were exonerated between 1973 and 2007, advocates publicized each new

case as a fundamental violation of a basic American principle. And as the

cases mounted, advocates transformed facts that had been seen as "one:

of-a-kind historical flukes or lucky breaks for the wrongly condemned"

into "evidence of the entire system being flawed."' Measures can convey a



"Paul Bedard, "Washington Whispers: The PowerPoint as Running Mate," US. News & World Rep/

March 5, 2007, p. 12.

'Frank Baumgartner, Suzanna I,. De Boef, and Amber E. Boydstun, The Decline of the Death Penalty an'

the Discovery of Innocence
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double message that something rare and small is in fact common enough

to have a big effect. Consider "parts per billion" standards in environmental and health regulations. On the one hand, the fact that scientists have to

measure a substance (mercury, arsenic, whatever it is) in parts per billion

suggests it is very rare; on the other hand, having a standard so small

suggests the stuff is so potent we might as well be ingesting those toxins

by the bottle.

Third, to count something is to assert that it is an identifiable entity

with clear boundaries. No one could believe in a count of something that

can't be identified, so to offer a count is to ask your audience to believe the

thing is countable. That is no trivial request. In designing the first U.S. population census of 1790, James Madison argued for counting people's occupations. He wanted to have three categories—manufacturing, agriculture,

and commerce—because he believed they represented the only important

political interests to which congressmen should attend. (He thought the

learned professions should not be counted in the census because Congress

would not make policy concerning them anyway.) Samuel Livermore, a

fellow congressman, opposed counting occupations, because he thought it

was impossible to distinguish the categories Madison set forth. A tobacco

grower worked in both agriculture and commerce; or a man might be a

farmer in the summer and a shoemaker in winter. Livermore said, in effect,

you can't count something you cannot distinguish, and he denied that the

political interests Madison wanted to represent were in fact distinguishable. Madison lost.''

The problem of countability vexes today's debates about how to count

race and ethnicity in censuses and other government programs. Many

people question, as Livermore did about occupation, whether race and

ethnicity are coherent categories that can be counted. In the U.S. during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, white lawmakers and

census-takers treated race as a biological concept, something inherited

from one's ancestors. This belief led to the "one drop of blood" rule, under

which people were legally classified as Negro if they had a small fraction of

ancestors who had been defined as black—as little as one out of 256 in one

state.'Now scientistsgenerally understand race and ethnicity to be social

and cultural experiences, rather than biological characteristics. Moreover,

migration, intermarriage, and procreation wreak havoc on neat biological



'This story is from Patricia Cline Cohen, A Calculating People (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,

1982), p. 163.
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categories. But government uses statistics on race and ethnicity for many

policy purposes, for example, to measure disparities in health and education and to monitor compliance with anti-discrimination laws. For policy

purposes, agencies need clear, countable categories, but the policy imperative leads to some strange, and some would say arbitary ways of counting

race and ethnicity. For the Department of Education, any student who

acknowledges partial Hispanic descent gets counted as Hispanic; any student who acknowledges "mixed" parentage other than a Hispanic parent

gets counted as "two or more races," so that a child of one white and one

Asian parent goes into the same category as a child of one black parent

and one American Indian parent.''

Early in every policy issue, there is debate about whether a phenomenon is measurable at all. Can we measure work disability and learning disability? Can we measure teacher quality? Quality of medical care?

Quality of life? Can we measure discrimination on the basis of looks?

Once a measure has been proposed, the debate centers on challenges to

the measure as too inclusive or exclusive. But by the time debate reaches

that point, both sides have already accepted the premise that the phenomenon is distinguishable and countable.

A fourth hidden story in numbers is that counting makes a community.

Counting moves an event from the singular to the plural. Any number is

implicitly an assertion that the things counted in it share a common feature

and should be treated as a group. Sometimes numbers represent members

of what we might call "natural communities" or "primary groups," people

who actually interact regardless of whether they are counted. The population of a village, size of a family, or size of a school are examples. Other

numbers represent artificial or statistical communities; they lump together

people who have no relationship other than the shared characteristic that

determined the count, such as age, occupation, or sexual orientation.

Social movement leaders must convert statistical members (ones who

share important characteristics but have no real relationship with the

group) into natural members (ones who actually participate). By identifying a statistical community and showing its members' common interests,

counting can be a deliberate tool for political mobilization. Early in the

issue of asbestos as a health hazard, for example, trade unions and phYsiclans devoted most of their efforts to counting people who worked with

asbestos and developed certain types of cancer.u3 Similarly, when residents

of Woburn, Massachusetts, noticed what seemed like higher-than-average

' Susan Saultly, "('minting Rp Rave Can Throw Oft Some Numbers,"

New York Times, Feb. 10, 2011'
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cancer rates, they began with case counts and measures of proximity to a

toxic waste dump. Eventually, the neighborhood group gained support of

physicians and lawyers, and won a suit against the dump's owner.'7 In both

cases, counting created a community of "victims of industry" out of a mass

of otherwise unrelated cancer victims.

A fifth hidden story is that numbers promise a distinctive kind of

conflict resolution. Putting a number on something makes it amenable

to arithmetic, so numbers become a vehicle for dividing, weighing, and

balancing political interests. Negotiators can work with irreconcilable

demands by breaking them into smaller components and trading the

parts off against each other. By putting countable lists in front of the

parties, a skillful negotiator can get them to focus on how many of their

demands are being met and take some of their attention away from all-ornothing substantive issues.

One of the most striking examples of this strategy is Justice Blackmun's majority opinion in the 1973 Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade,

the case that established a legal right to abortion." To supporters of abortion rights, motherhood changes women's lives in a quantum fashion, so

that their future life course is qualitatively different, not just a little bit

more of motherhood. To opponents of abortion, a fetus is a living person

for whom abortion means death, not just a little bit less of life. It is hard to

find a compromise between such absolutist views. After all, pregnancy and

abortion are all-or-nothing states; a woman can't be a little bit pregnant,

nor can a fetus be a little bit aborted.

In his opinion, Justice Blackmun acknowledged the fundamental

importance of childbearing to women's identity and acknowledged that

the Supreme Court couldn't settle the debate about when life begins.

Then he made two brilliant arithmetical moves. First, he imagined these

concerns as bundles of "interests"—a pregnant woman's interests in her

own life on the one side, and a state government's interests in prenatal

life on the other. Once he had made this metaphorical leap of conceptualizing the two concerns as divisible bundles, he could assert that it

was possible to "weigh" and "balance" them against each other. Next,

he divided pregnancy into three trimesters (as medicine had been doing

for a long time) and asserted that as a pregnancy progresses, the state's

interest grows larger in comparison to the mother's. "These interests

are separate and distinct," he wrote. "Each grows in substantiality as the

w

oman approaches term, and at a point during pregnancy, each becomes

'Jonathan Harr, 4 Civil Action

(New York: Random House, 1995).
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WHY COUNTING Is POLITICAL

1. Counting requires decisions about categorizing, about

what or whom to include and exclude.

2. Measuring any phenomenon implicitly creates norms

about how much is too little, too much, or just right.

3. Numbers can be ambiguous, and so leave room for

political struggles to control their interpretation.

4. Numbers are used to tell stories, such as stories of

decline ("we are approaching a crisis").

5. Numbers can create the illusion that a very complex

and ambiguous phenomenon is simple, countable, and

precisely defined.

6. Numbers can create political communities out of people

who share some trait that has been counted.

7. Counting can aid negotiation and compromise, by

making intangible qualities seem divisible.

8. Numbers, by seeming to be so precise, help bolster

authority of those who count.



'compelling. — Continuing with his metaphor of a balance, with bits of

"interest" being added and subtracted from the two sides of the scale,

he said that during the first trimester, the risk to the mother of dying

from abortion was less than the risk of dying from childbirth, so the

mother's interest was heavier, or "compelling" in legal language, and a

state couldn't interfere with her and her doctor's decision to abort. By the

beginning of the third trimester, the fetus had presumably reached the

point of viability outside the womb, and so the state's interest had no

gotten heavier and tipped the scale, or reached the "compelling point." At

this point, a state could prohibit abortion if it wished.

Like pregnancy, once a phenomenon has been converted into quantifiable units, it can be added, multiplied, divided, or subtracted, even though

these operations might have little meaning in reality. Numbers provide
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the comforting illusion that incommensurables can be weighed against

each other because arithmetic always "works": it yields answers. Numbers

force a common denominator where there is none. They make it possible

to reduce conflicts to the single dimension of size—big versus little, more

versus less.

Finally, in our profoundly numerical contemporary culture, numbers

symbolize precision, accuracy, and objectivity. They suggest mechanical

selection, dictated by the nature of the objects, even though all counting

involves judgment and discretion. By the time we are adults, the categorization part of counting is so much second nature that we tend to forget we

do it. One has only to watch a child learning to sort and count to see how

self-conscious, learned, and precarious are the categorizations adults take

for granted. Numerals hide all the difficult choices that go into a count. And

certain kinds of numbers—big ones, ones with decimal points, ones that are

not multiples of ten—seemingly advertise the prowess of the measurer, as if

to say he could discriminate down to the gnat's knees. To offer one of these

numbers is by itself a gesture of authority.



MAKING NUMBERS IN THE POLIS



If counting is a complex mental process, measurement is a complex social

process as well. In politics, numbers are measures of human activities,

made by human beings, and intended to influence human behavior. They

are subject to conscious and unconscious manipulation by the people

being measured, the people making the measurements, and the people

who interpret and use measures made by others. George Washington

knew he had this kind of trouble on his hands in 1790, when the numbers

from the first census began rolling in:

Returns of the Census have already been made from several of the States and a

tolerably just estimate has been formed now in others, by which it appears that

we shall hardly reach four millions; but one thing is certain: our real numbers

will exceed, greatly, the official returns of them; because the religious scruples of

some would not allow them to give in their lists; the fears of others that it was

intended as the foundation of a tax induced them to conceal or diminish theirs;

and thro' the indolence of the people, and the negligence of many of the Officers,

numbers are omitted."

"J. E. F

1939)
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Measuring social phenomena differs from measuring physical objects

because unlike, say, rocks, people respond to being measured. Try measuring people's heights and watch how they stretch. Like a camera, measurement triggers the natural desire to look good. When people know

they're being measured, they try to imagine the results beforehand. They

take stock of themselves or their program, organization, or firm. Because

measures carry implicit norms, people wonder whether they will "measure up" to social norms as well as their own ideals. Measurement provokes people to "play the role" and to present themselves as they want

to be seen. Such changes of behavior in response to being observed and

measured are called reactive effects, and reactivity is as pervasive among

organizations as it is among individuals.

Counting requires looking and thinking, so the very process focuses

people's attention on the thing being measured, and they tend to notice

it more. When the Head Start program was given a mandate to enroll

handicapped children and required to submit enrollment figures, local

directors started perceiving children as handicapped. One director noted,

"We didn't know we had so many handicapped children until we started

counting."' Perhaps counting made the staff notice some previously overlooked handicapped children, and perhaps counting changed their perceptions of children they would not previously have considered handicapped.

The establishment of new record keeping always brings out cases,

as if counting exerts some kind of magnetic force on the things being

counted. Sometimes this happens because a formal count normalizes a

problem thought to be rare, and so can legitimize something people were

previously afraid or ashamed to discuss. This phenomenon is thought to

explain one reason why reports of rape to police escalated in the 1970s.

Once the women's movement made rape a public issue, rape victims were

more likely to report their experiences to the police instead of remaining

silent. Moreover, counting enables victims of a stigmatized condition to

come forward as group members rather than as lone individuals. Record

keeping also provides a channel for reporting. Once an agency publicizes

that it is keeping a count, people turn to that agency to report instances.

Record keeping is especially apt to stimulate reporting in the early

phases of a policy issue. Reformers actively seek out cases, and because

there is a relative lack of statistics for the previous period, the proportions of the problem loom large. Many public problems are in fact things

liohert Bogdan and Margaret Ssander, "Policy Data as a Social Process: A Qualitative Approach t'

Quantitative Data," human Organization

39, no. 4 (1980), p. 304.
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that have been tolerated for decades, if not centuries, without getting on

the political agenda as important issues—race and gender discrimination, alcoholism, domestic violence, environmental degradation, unequal

access to health care, poor public schools, and congested cities, to name

a few. Sudden growth rates can reflect a decline in social tolerance of a

problem more than an increase in the problem itself, just as annoying

noises seem to get louder once we feel annoyed.

In public policy, measures are often explicitly evaluative and used to

determine how people and organizations will be treated. Some measures

evaluate performance of organizations, officials, employees, firms, or government agencies, and are used to determine rewards and punishments.

Other measures evaluate qualifications of applicants for services, loans,

jobs, school admissions, grants, or budget allocations. Decision makers use

these measures to allocate resources and privileges.

People thus have a strong incentive to manipulate measures, and the

possibilities for manipulation are endless. Under the No Child Left Behind

Act of 2002, in order to receive federal aid, states were required to demonstrate that their students met minimum standards of proficiency on state

tests. To avoid being penalized with loss of federal aid, many states lowered the cut-off score for "proficiency," a tactic that became obvious when

students performed markedly worse on national tests than state tests.

The same law required that teachers of core academic subjects be "highly

qualified" in their subject areas, but states could determine how they

measured "highly qualified." Many states awarded qualification points to

teachers for activities having little bearing on subject knowledge, such as

sponsoring a school club or joining an educational organization:2 '

Under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, state agencies and private contractors that run state welfare

programs are supposed to ensure that a certain percentage of welfare

applicants take jobs or actively look for work. This number is known

as the "participation rate," and it determines whether the agencies

and contractors will get paid or whether they will be sanctioned with

reduced reimbursements. In turn, the participation rate determines how

caseworkers are evaluated by their supervisors. Agencies are allowed to

count in their participation rate clients who attend job-readiness classes

or who respond to job ads. Case workers can influence the participation

rate by pressuring clients to do these activities and to turn in reports

"Elizabeth Weiss Green, "Local Success, Federal Failure," US. News & World Report March 5, 2007, PP.

11-5

; Anne McGrath, Can Teachers Measure Up?" U.S. News & World Report, Sept. 12, 2005, pp. 52-.5.
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documenting their class attendance or job search efforts. In some places,

caseworkers count turning in such documents as a work-related activity,

so caseworkers can boost their clients' participation rates just by pushing

them to do paperwork.'

Manipulation is the Achilles' heel of pay-for-pertbrinance systems. If

hospitals are judged by the cost per patient they incur, hospital administrators can transfer difficult-to-treat patients to other hospitals. If doctors are paid according to how many of their patients get well or stay

out of hospitals, they can avoid taking on patients with severe or chronic

problems. If job-training programs are evaluated by the proportion of

trainees they place in jobs, they can select the most employable people

as trainees rather than people who need lots of training, and they can

push their trainees into plentiful low-wage, dead-end jobs. In all these

examples, no one actually falsifies the numbers. Rather, people change

their behavior in response to being measured.

Understanding reactivity is so important in policy analysis because, unlike

deliberate falsification of numbers, it is an inextricable feature of social measurement." Moreover, reactivity violates the canons of good scientific practice, on which all statistical reasoning is based. Scientific method assumes a

strict separation between the observer and the observed, so that neither the

subject nor the observer has incentive or opportunity to manipulate the measurement. In experimental research with human subjects, scientists use the

metaphor of blindness to mean lack of knowledge about whether the subject

is in the control group or the experimental group. In a "single-blind experiment," the subject doesn't know which group he or she is in, but the observer

does. In a "double-blind experiment," a third party codes the subjects so that

neither the subject nor the observer knows. In science, double-blindness is

thought to make for the most accurate, unbiased, objective measurement.

In the polis, double-blindness is out of the question. Separation between

the measured and the measurers is rarely, if ever, possible. Most measures

in policy debates come from statistics gathered and reported by the agencies whose performance or budget needs government wants to assess.



"Sanford Schram, Joe Soss, Linda Houser, and Richard C. Fording, "The Third Level of U.S.

fare Reform: Governmentality Under Neoliberal Paternalism," Citizenship Studies vol. 14, DO. 6 P01

pp. 739-54.

,Most contemporary social science aspires to eliminate reactivity in social measurement and Mils

make the social sciences meet the presumed standards of the physical sciences. The classic work

this tradition is Eugene J. Wehh et al.,



to



Unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive Research in the Social Sato •



(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966). I argue the folly of such a dream in this chapter.
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Crime statistics are produced by crime-fighting agencies, housing statistics by housing development agencies, oil spill data by oil companies.

Thus, the measures often reflect as much on the behavior of the measurers as the measured, and measurers, too, have an incentive to manipulate.

Even when the measurer is organizationally separate from the measured, such as when an accounting firm audits a business firm or one government agency monitors another, separation is only nominal. The very

fact that one organization measures another links them in a relationship

of cooperation and influence. Sometimes, money makes the link. In the

U.S., bond-rating agencies, as the world now knows, are paid by the companies whose creditworthiness they judge. It's as if students paid teachers to grade their papers—and paid by the paper. The accounting firm

needs the business of the firms it audits, and so must be responsive to their

desires, and it depends on the data its client firms provide. Even when

there is no direct payment between a monitoring agency and the organization it monitors, the relationship may still be quite interdependent. A

government monitoring agency needs the cooperation of the agencies or

firms it monitors, both because it needs data and because the inspectors or

surveyors who work in a monitoring agency would rather have pleasant

working relationships than hostile ones.

Measurers also have power over the fate of the measured, since measuring is done to inform policy decisions. The census taker not only counts

heads but also determines the apportionment of seats in the House of Representatives and the allocation of federal revenue-sharing funds. The health

inspector makes bacteria counts with which he closes down restaurants.

The Department of Justice's Antitrust Division measures market concentration to decide whether to allow corporate mergers and acquisitions.

Because policy measurement is always linked to benefits and penalties,

the measured try to influence the measurers, occasionally with outright

bribes, but more often with pleading, cajoling, and selective disclosure.

Evaluative measurement sometimes makes strange bedfellows. A

suspect who confesses to many crimes is more valuable to police than a

,

suspect who confesses to only one, because the multiple offender helps

clear" or solve several crimes at once. Police are more willing to bargain

with a multiple offender by offering reduced charges, arranging to put

only one of the offenses on the record, and promising immunity from

prosecution for the other crimes. In the war on drugs, political pressure

on prosecutors to eliminate drug trafficking makes big dealers, growers, and importers more valuable to them than the small fry, because the

kingpins can lead them up and down the chain to many more offenders.
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By offering to reduce harsh mandatory sentences in exchange for "cooperation," prosecutors can accumulate guilty pleas, tips, and more convictions. Paradoxically, the evaluative measures often reverse the hierarchy

of punishments so that multiple offenders are treated more leniently than

single offenders and petty criminals.'

Numbers can be manipulated by strategically selecting one measure

from the vast range of possibilities—remember my elephant. If, as the

saying goes, where one stands depends on where one sits, so does how

one counts. When Congress debates a new policy proposal, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates how much the proposal will cost

and assigns it an official price tag. Supporters hope for a low price tag

so they can offer voters an almost-free lunch; opponents rejoice at a high

price tag so they can scare voters with tax increases. A lot of speculation,

assumption, and guesswork goes into projecting how much any program

will cost, but no matter how shaky or speculative, the price tag can make

or break a proposal. When the CBO estimated the cost for President

Clinton's health reform, it decided to count individual insurance premiums as part of the program's budget, giving it a whopping price tag and

dooming the program. Not to be undone by the same process, President

Obama appointed Peter Orszag, the then CBO director, as director of

his executive-branch budget office, the Office of Management and Budget. "Peter doesn't need a map to tell him where the bodies are buried in

the federal budget," Obama said on announcing Orszag's appointment.

Translation (by journalist Ezra Klein): "Thus, he [Orszag] can advise

Mama on how to construct the legislation most likely to pass unscathed

through CBO's scoring process."'

In order to raise funds for their programs, leaders of charities and government agencies choose measures that make "their" problems seem as

big as possible. But once an agency has been in operation, allegedly working to solve the problem, its leaders also need to show that the problem

has diminished so that the agency looks effective. Thus, leaders might

highlight an absolute number of cases as a measure of a problem early in

an agency's life. At a later stage, they might switch to the proportion of

known cases they have treated.

Business firms, too, select measures to show their performance in different lights to different audiences. They want to look highly profitable

to investors but not so profitable to the Internal Revenue Service. If

Sto ,

Inicli..lustice Without Trial: Lou' Eql6reement ivi Dernocrahr Society (New York: Wiley,

and Eric Suill,sticr, Ite,:frr Madness

(13oston: Houghton Mifflin, 2005), chap. I.

F/rd Klein, "The Numlwr -('rancher-in-Chief,"

American Prospect, Jan./Feb. 2009, pp. 15-I8.
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NUMERICAL STRATEGIES IN

PROBLEM DEFINITION



I.



People react to being counted or measured, and try to

"look good" on the measure.



2. The process of counting something makes people notice

it more, and record keeping stimulates reporting.

3. Counting can be used to stimulate public demands for

change.

4. When measurement is explicitly used to evaluate

performance, the people being evaluated try to

manipulate their "scores."

5. The power to measure is the power to control.

Measurers have a lot of discretion in their choice of what

and how to measure.

6. Measuring creates alliances between the measurers and

the measured.

7. Numbers don't speak for themselves, and people try to

control how others will interpret them.



they have lost environmental or product liability suits, they can wipe

out their assets on paper by inflating estimates of their future liabilities.

Famously, Johns-Manville a large asbestos manufacturer, used this trick

to show bankruptcy even as it ranked number 181 in the Fortune 500 and

held more than $2 billion in assets." While Congress and the administration were debating tougher bank regulations in 2010, investment

banks didn't want to aear as if they were continuing to invest huge

amounts of borrowed money, a practice called "leverage" that had greatly

magnified, if not helped cause, the 2008 crash. Now in the national spotlight, many investment banks reduced their debt levels just before issuing their quarterly financial statements, then bumped up their borrowing

again until

the end of the next quarter. A former Goldman Sachs analyst

explained the strategy bluntly: "You want your leverage to look better

"Paul Brodeur, "The Asbestos Industry on Trial," The New Yorker, June 10, 1985, P. 49'
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at quarter-end than it actually was during the quarter, to suggest that

you're taking less risk.""

Measures tend to imply certain solutions to a problem, so people who

have particular solutions to peddle will promote measures that point to

their solutions. Social workers benefit from such definitions of poverty

as the number of broken families (a metaphor worth pondering) or the

number of families with children at risk of abuse. The medical industry

benefits from measures of "medical indigence," the number of people who

can't afford its services. Building contractors benefit more from a definition of poverty based on housing, such as the number of families who

live in substandard dwellings. Educators tout illiteracy as an indicator

of poverty. Farmers with surplus agricultural products might prefer a

definition based on malnutrition. Measures, in short, obey the law of the

hammer: if all you have is a hammer, every problem looks like a nail.

In the polis, measures are not only strategically selected but strategically presented. Numbers never stand by themselves in policy debates;

they are clothed in words and symbols and carried in narrative stories.

Political articles and speeches rarely say simply that a rate changed from

this to that number. They give stage directions, telling the audience that

rates rose rapidly, skyrocketed, escalated, plummeted, plunged, moved

sluggishly, crept, edged, hovered, or otherwise behaved dramatically.

Without these verbal costumes, we wouldn't know how to react to the

naked numbers.

Numbers in policy debates can't be understood without probing ho"

people produce them: What makes people decide to count something

and then find instances of it? How are the measurers and the measured

linked together? What incentives do people have to make the numbers

appear high or low? And what opportunities do they have to behave

strategically? People change how they behave when they know they're

being measured and evaluated. They try to influence the measurers. The

exercise of counting makes them notice things more. The things being

counted can become bargaining chips in a strategic relationship between

the measurers and the measured. The choice of measures is part of strategic problem definition, and the results of measures take on their political

character only with the costume of interpretive language.

If numbers are thus artifacts of political life, and if they are themselves

metaphors, symbols, and stories, are they "real" in any sense? Numbers

are always descriptions of the world, and as descriptions they are no more

et

'

"Bate Kelly, Tom McGinty, and Dan Fitzpatrick, "Banks Briefly Cut Debt to Mask Risk," ffallStre

fournai, Feb. 19, 2010.
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real than the visions of poems or paintings. Their vision of experience

may correspond more or less to popular visions, just as realist, impressionist, and abstract expressionist paintings correspond more or less to

common visions. Numbers are real as artifacts, just as poems and paintings are artifacts that people respond to, collect, recite, and display. But

the dominance of numbers as a mode of describing public problems is

only a recent, and perhaps temporary, phenomenon in cultural history—

not the result of some underlying reality of numbers.



9

Causes



Men do not think they know a thing till they have grasped the "why" of it

(which is to grasp its primary cause).

Aristotle's Physica, Book II



Aristotle's treatise on causes speaks to a fundamental human instinct to

search for the cause of any problem. We often think we have defined a

problem when we have described its causes. "Finding the root cause" is

such a common metaphor in policy debate it is almost a cliché. And yet,

the importance of analyzing causes is taken so much for granted that it

is scarcely mentioned in policy analysis textbooks. What most scholars

have to say about causal analysis is that it is difficult, that policy problems

are complex, and that we often lack a good understanding of u nderlying



causal processes. But they are unanimous in their belief that one can't

solve a problem without first finding its cause.

The effort to define a problem by identifying its causes rests on a certain conception of cause. In this conception, any problem has deep or primary causes that can be found if one looks hard enough and does enough,

careful research. Causes are objective and can, in principle, be proved

by scientific analysis. We speak of suspected causes and true causes a'

though once a true cause is found, suspected causes are off the hook an

the true cause, like the convicted criminal, is all we have to worry about

Once "the" cause is identified, policy should seek to eliminate it, mod if:

it, reduce it, suppress it, or neutralize it thereby eliminating or reducin g

the problem.



Causal reasoning in the polis is something quite different from thi

mechanistic model. In politics, we look for causes not only to understan

how the world works but to assign responsibility for problems. Once v,

think we know the cause of a problem, we use the knowledge

ge to prever

people from causing similar problems, to make people pay for harm the
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caused, and to punish them. To identify a cause in the polis is to place

burdens on one set of people instead of another. It is also to tell a story in

which some people are oppressors and others are victims.

In the polis, causal theories have a political life independent of the

evidence for them. They are ideas about causation, strategically crafted

with symbols and numbers. The different sides in an issue act as if they

are trying to find the "true" cause, but they are always struggling to influence which causal story becomes the main guide to policy. Political conflicts over causal stories are therefore more than empirical claims about

sequences of events. They are fights about the possibility of control and

the assignment of responsibility.



CAUSAL STORIES AS PROBLEM DEFINITION



We have two primary frameworks for interpreting the world: the natural

and the social. In the natural world, we understand occurrences to be "undirected, unoriented, unanimated, unguided, 'purely physical.' There may be

natural determinants--the clash of tectonic plates causes an earthquake—

but there is no willful intention behind natural occurrences (at least not

without invoking a purposeful God). The natural world is the realm of fate

and accident, and we believe we have an adequate understanding of causation when we can describe the sequence of events by which one thing leads

to another.

In the social world, we understand events to be the result of will, usually human but perhaps animal, spirit, or divine. The social world is the

realm of control and intent. We usually think we have an adequate understanding of causation when we can identify the purposes or motives of

a person, a group, or a divinity, and link those purposes to their actions.

Because we understand causation in the social sphere as related to purpose, we believe that influence works. Coaxing, flattering, bribing, threatening, praying, and propitiating make sense as efforts to change the

course of events, and it is possible to conceive of preventing bad things

from happening in the first place. In the natural world, influence has no

place. We laugh at those who would bring rain with their dances. In the

natural world, the best we can do is to mitigate effects.

In everyday discourse, as Erving Goffman points out, we use the term

causality to refer to both "the blind effect of nature and intended effect of

man, the first seen as an infinitely extended chain of caused and causing

'Erring Goffinan



Frame Analysis (New York: Harper & Row, 1974), P.



22'
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effects and the second something that somehow begins with a mental

decision."' Yet in policy and politics, the distinction between actions that

have purpose, will, or motivation and those that do not is crucial. So, too,

is the distinction between effects that are intended and those that are not,

since we know all too well that our purposeful actions may have unintended consequences.

These two distinctions—between actions and consequences and between

purpose ("guided") and lack of purpose ("unguided")—can be used to create a framework for describing the causal stories used in politics. Each

section of Table 9.1 contains a type of causal story commonly asserted in

policy argument. The types are rough categories with fuzzy boundaries,

not clear dichotomies. Once you recognize the different types, though,

you can analyze how political actors strategically represent issues by

framing them as different types of causal stories, and by pushing then

around from one box to another (to use a metaphor).

In the upper right box are accidental causes. These include natural

disasters such as floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, droughts, and hurricanes.

TABLE



9.1



TYPES OF CAUSAL THEORIES



Consequences

Actions

Unguided



Intended



Unintended



MECHANICAL CAUSE



ACCIDENTAL CAUSE



• machines that perform as



• natural disasters



designed but cause harm

• people who act like

automatons



• fate

• bad luck

• machines that run amok



• rigid bureaucratic routines



Guided



INTENTIONAL CAUSE



INADVERTENT CAUSE



• oppression



• unanticipated harmful side



• conspiracies

• harmful side effects that are

known but ignored

• "bad apples"

• blaming the victim

("hard" versions)



p. 2:3.



effects of policy

• avoidable ignorance

• carelessness

• blaming the victim ("soft"

versions)
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Here, too, goes anything our culture understands as belonging to the

realm of fate—perhaps personal looks, some aspects of health, winning

the lottery, or driving across a bridge at the moment it collapses. Here

we might also put machines that run amok—the car that careens out of

control or the CAT scanner that crushes its captive patient. These phenomena are devoid of purpose, either in their actions or consequences. In

fact, one can't really speak of actions here, but only of occurrences. This

is the realm of accident and fate. Politically, this is a good place to retreat

if you are being blamed, because in the realm of fate, no one can be held

responsible.

Such was exactly the strategy of CEO Robert E. Murray in 2007,

when one of his company's mines in Utah collapsed, trapping and killing six miners. Scientists at the University of Utah initially thought an

earthquake had caused the collapse but quickly reassessed the seismic evidence and decided that the collapse had caused the seismic waves, not vice

versa. Murray stuck with the earthquake theory, though. "There is no

blame. It was a natural disaster," he insisted, as families and rescuers were

losing hope and reports of unsafe conditions in the mine emerged. Two

weeks later, after multiple rescue efforts had failed and three rescuers had

been killed in the trying, Murray, beleaguered and exhausted, moved to

a kind of intentional causal story, but one that sits somewhere between

the realm of fate and the realm of the spirits. He blamed the mountain:

"Had I known that this evil mountain, this alive mountain, would do what

it did, I would never have sent the miners in here. I'll never go near that

mountain again. It's alive and it's evil."'

At the politically opposite pole from accidental causes are intentional

causes (in the lower left box). Asserting a story of intentional cause is

the most powerful offensive position to take, because it lays the blame

directly at someone's feet, and because it casts someone as willfully or

knowingly causing harm. In this kind of story, problems or harms are

understood as direct consequences of willful human action. Either someone acted in order to bring about the consequences, or someone acted

with full knowledge of what the consequences would be. When the consequences are perceived as good, this is the domain we know as rational

a

ction. But when the consequences of purposeful human action are bad,

we have stories of oppressors and victims.

'First quote: Kirk Johnson, "Safety Issues Slow Mine Rescue Efforts," New York Times, Aug. 8, Car;

second quote: AP News "AP Interview: Utah mine boss defends search for miners; 5th bore hole breaks

through

ugh into mine," Aug. 22, 2007, available at wsyn.com/news/articles/national/M1588991; accessed

Aug 17,200.
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One interpretation of illegal immigration, for example, holds that the

plight—and to some extent the sheer presence—of illegal immigrants can

be directly traced to deliberate decisions of American employers, legislators, and bureaucrats. Many politicians support permissive immigration

rules for agricultural workers and other very low-wage industries, and

the immigration agencies have accommodated employers by being la);

in enforcing the law. Many of these same politicians accuse illegal immigrants of flouting the law and of taking social aid they don't deserve, when

in fact (the interpretation goes), American recruitment and underpayment

of illegal workers causes whatever problems they generate. President

Obama subtly used this story when he called for greater accountability

of employers: "If the demand for undocumented workers falls, the incentive for people to come here illegally will decline as well."' A similar story,

blames both Congress and auto company executives for the collapse of

the Big Three American automakers. Automakers promoted gas-guzzling

SUVs and trucks, and lobbied Congress not to raise fuel-economy standards (the argument goes). For its part, Congress bowed to industry pressure on mileage and emission standards and even allowed automakers to

monkey with how they counted gas mileage for their poorest-performing

vehicles. Congress and the automakers knew in some way that they were

harming the American industry, because all the while, foreign companies

produced high-performing vehicles that gradually won more of the American market share.'

Conspiracy stories also belong in the intentional box. Here, the argument is that problems result from deliberate but concealed human action.

For example, in conflicts over tobacco marketing, health advocates argued

that smoking-related disease and death were caused not so much by personal choices about smoking as by tobacco companies' deliberate efforts to

conceal scientific evidence about the dangers of smoking. Cigarette manufacturers advertised and promoted smoking (advocates claimed), knowing

full well that nicotine is addictive and that smoking is a health hazard."

Faced, with charges of conspiracy or deliberate malfeasance, political

actors often deflect blame with a "bad apple" version of intentional causanon. The leadership didn't plan or authorize the harmful actions; a feN‘



lIem irks by



the President on Comprehensive Immigration Reform, American University School

International Service, Washington, D.C., July 1,



of



2010.



Thomas Friedman, "{low to Fix a Flat," New Tork Times,

Nov. 12, 2008.



..



'Philip J. I lilts, "Scientists Say Cigarette Company Suppressed Findings on Nicotine," New York rit7s,

pril 29, 994; and ;Mix M.

Freedman and Laurie P Cohen, "How Cigarette Makers Keep Health Qu''

tion 'Open' Year After Year," Hid/ Street „

Journal, Feb. 1,

1993.
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low-level rogues violated the rules and policies of the organization. "Those

people" acted intentionally and malevolently, but "we leaders" had only

good intentions, and if our policies had been carried out, there would have

been no harms. In 2004, photos from Iraq's Abu Ghraib prison showed

American soldiers torturing, humiliating, and sexually degrading Iraqi

prisoners. When the Bush administration blamed the abuses on six "morally corrupt" and out-of-control guards, this was the bad-apple story at its

most evasive. Subsequent investigations revealed a web of higher responsibilities. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld had decided to invade Iraq

with far fewer troops than most military advisers recommended, so that

Abu Ghraib was woefully understaffed—only 92 military police guards

for 7,000 prisoners. The White House, the Department of Justice, the

Department of Defense, and General Ricardo Sanchez, the coalition forces

commander, had all created a climate of uncertainty about prisoner treatment by publicly questioning the Geneva Convention. Interrogation had

been outsourced to private contractors outside the military chain of command, who in turn were left to supervise the guards. This counter-story

of responsibility at the highest levels was also an intentional cause story.

It blamed leaders for bad planning and bad supervision, and, therefore, for

causing harms that could and should have been foreseen.'

In the lower right section are inadvertent causes, or the unintended consequences of purposeful human action. Here resides the tale of harmful side

effects of well-intentioned policy, or to give this story a jazzier title, "Help is

Harmful.'s According to the main proponents of reducing welfare, the cash

assistance programs meant to help poor people inadvertently give them

an incentive to stay out of the labor market, thus they can never emerge

from poverty.' According to opponents of minimum-wage increases, these

laws that are intended to raise the standard of living of low-wage workers

raise the cost of hiring workers. As an unintended side effect of minimumwage laws, employers will hire fewer workers and unemployment will rise,

causing more harm than good.'° Help-is-harmful is the core argument of

c

onservatives who promote free markets and deregulation as solutions to

most social problems. Whenever governments interfere with the "natural"

workings of free markets, the argument goes, unintended but perverse

Strasser, ed.,

The Abu Ghraib Investigations: The Official Reports of the Independent Panel and the

wagon

;wagon on the Shocking Prisoner Abuse in Iraq (New York: Public Affairs, 2004).

bo

elaborate this story in Deborah Stone, The Samaritan's Dilemma: Should Government Help Tour Neigh„,'

(New York: Nation Books, .2008).

Charles Murray

Losing Ground. American Social Policy 1950-1980 (New York: Basic Books, 1984).

the story and a critique, see David Card and Alan Kruger, Myth and Measurement (Princeton:

Princeton

University Press, 1995).
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consequences result. Help-is-harmful is part of a larger genre of conservative argument against political reform that Albert Fl irschman calls "the

perversity thesis." Whether reformers aim to increase voter participation,

redistribute income, or expand the welfare state, conservatives argue that

government efforts to improve upon the status quo inevitably make things

worse."



Another type of inadvertent cause is ignorance. In some liberal interpretations of poverty and disease, for example, the poor don't understand the

importance of education or saving money, and the sick don't understand

that bad nutrition leads to diabetes and heart disease. When ordinary people don't understand how their willful actions cause harmful consequences.

experts (who claim to understand and often make these arguments) recommend education as the policy solution. These stories are "soft," liberal versions of "blaming the victim": if the people with the problem only became

more informed and changed their behavior, the problem wouldn't exist.

By contrast, a "hard" conservative version of blaming the victim rests on

intentional causation: the victim actually chooses to have the problem. For

example, according to this story, many poor people calculate the economic

returns of receiving welfare versus the returns from working at low-wage

jobs, find welfare yields higher returns, and so choose to take welfare and



remain poor.'

Still another type of inadvertence is carelessness or recklessness. Man!'

people who lost their homes in Hurricane Katrina accused insurance

companies of harming them (intentionally) by refusing to pay on their

insurance policies. Some insurers responded by accusing the homeowners

of carelessness. Some homeowners, these insurers claimed, failed to bitY



adequate insurance, and others didn't read their policies carefully enough

someone accused

to understand the limitations of their coverage. F

For som

careof intentional or even inadvertent harms, depicting the victims as

less makes a good defensive strategy because it shifts at least some of the



blame but doesn't make the victims sound malevolent.

In the upper-left section are mechanical causes. These can include event'



caused by things (or sometimes people) that have no will of their own but are

designed, programmed, or train

ne

edyby

umans.

We can consider the results

h u mans.

intentional, if only indirectly, because somebody carries out their still



"Albert 0. Hirsch man, The Rhetoric of Reaction

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990' chip

"Murray, Losing Ground

op cit., note 9.

"Leslie

Eaton and Joseph B. Treaster, "Insurers Bear Brunt of Anger in New Orleans," New r°4 rilm''

Sept. 3, 2007.
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through machines, other people, or through "automatic" social procedures

and routines. For example, when the stock market plunged 999 points in

about fifteen minutes on May 6, 2010, market analysts first looked for a

human error or a single trader who might have dumped a mass of stocks

and triggered a sell-off. Very quickly, though, the stock market detectives

fingered high-speed computer trading as the culprit. The New York Times

headlined its story, "When Machines Take Control," and quoted a finance

professor who explained, "We have a market that responds in milliseconds,

but the humans monitoring respond in minutes, and unfortunately billions

of dollars of damage can occur in the meantime."'

In any hierarchical organization, subordinates who rigidly follow rules

without exercising their own judgment might be said to be acting like

automatons. "I was just following orders" is the classic defense of low-level

bureaucrats and soldiers when things go awry. But the following-orders

excuse functions ambiguously in political contests over responsibility.

Obedience to authority can sometimes exonerate people whose actions

have caused harm, but the defense can raise troubling issues about individual duty to question authority.

In a world of complex social systems and technologies, the very nature

of human control over people and machines becomes hard to sort out, and

therefore ripe for political contention. In the months following the 2010

Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, causal theories multiplied rapidly.'' The company's first explanations were mechanical: a blowout preventer had failed; the shearing rams or pincers that were supposed

to squeeze the main oil pipe hadn't worked; then (perhaps) the electronic

signals to the shearing rams had failed. Then came the possibility of deficient cement work around the pipe. Within a few days, inadvertent cause

edged out mechanical causes as the leading explanation. British Petroleum (BP) had (perhaps) stinted on safety. It hadn't adequately studied

the problems of drilling in such deep water (carelessness). It hadn't fol0wed "best practices" and equipped the drilling rig with a second shearing ram in case the first one failed, nor had it provided a backup signaling

system. Later, an investigative panel said the rig workers had ignored

warning signs that something was amiss.

I(

"Nelson 1). Schwartz and Louise Story, "When Machines Take Control," New York Times, May 7, 2010;

TILauricella,

May

Scott Paterson, and Carolyn Cui, "Computer Trading is Eyed," Wall Street Journa4

8-9, 2010.

"The causal stories in the next three paragraphs are drawn from daily news coverage and opinion pieces

between late April and September 2010 in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Financial Times.
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Soon the causal stories crossed into intentional territory, with hints

that both Transocean, the rig's owner, and BP had knowingly put profits

ahead of safety. Rig workers said drilling took precedence over maintenance, and told interviewers that they had been afraid of getting fired

if they reported safety concerns. BP had a record of accidents, injuries,

and unmitigated safety violations. In applying for its Deepzaater Horizon

permit, it had underestimated the likelihood of a spill to the Minerals

Management Service (MMS), the regulatory agency in charge of granting permits. To meet the agency's requirement for contingency plans in

case of a spill, BP had offered up copies of Exxon's plans from the Valdez

spill in Alaska years earlier, including a mention of rescuing walruses

(in the Gulf of Mexico???) and a phone number for a long-deceased

clean-up expert. The story began to look like a conspiracy to deceive the

regulators.

Eventually, as almost always happens in big crises and disasters, the

causal stories shifted the blame to government. At first, the MMS was

accused of inadvertent cause. It allegedly had evidence of problems with

blowout preventers but didn't require the company to make design

changes or equip the rig with a backup system. Or, MMS officials too

easily accepted BP's assurances about the low risk of spills and the high

reliability of blowout preventers. Then the accusations moved again

into intentional territory. The MMS had a conflict of interest between

its two missions—to generate oil royalty revenues for the U.S. goernment and to ensure safety and environmental protection—and had

allowed revenue-generation to overshadow environmental and safety

concerns. Another causal story suggested that the MMS had "a culture

of coziness" with industry and had essentially ceded oversight of drilling

operations to the companies. Eventually, Congress came in for its share

of the blame—politicians, beholden to oil companies and oil revenue, had

increased financial incentives for drilling and decreased budgets for regulatory oversight.

The Gulf oil spill suggests a type of causal story far more complex

than can be contained in the table. Accidental, mechanical, intentional

and inadvertent

rtcnt causes all conjure up images of a single action and a direct

result This mechanistic image of a single

gle actor pulling levers remains

even

when the stories apply to corporations, agencies, and large groups ()r

to sequences of multiple actions and results. But many policy Pr°blemsr,

uire

such as toxic hazards, global warming, oil spills, and food safety—req '

a more complex model of cause to offer a satisfying explanation. There ace

many such models, but let me paint three broad types of complex causal

stories.
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One type might be called "complex systems."' This model holds that

the social systems necessary to solve modern problems are inherently

complex. Today's technological systems involve multiple decision makers, mechanical parts that serve multiple functions, extreme environments, and complicated feedback loops among numerous subsystems. In

such complex interactive systems, it is impossible to anticipate all possible events and side effects, so failure or accident is inevitable. Failures also

involve so many components and people that it is impossible to attribute

blame in any fashion consistent with our cultural norm, that responsibility presupposes control.

Because the complex-systems model characterizes industrial and environmental catastrophes as unavoidable, with no identifiable responsible human

agent, it resembles "accidents of nature" as an exonerating causal story. For

("am

ple, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology sued the architect Frank Gehry for alleged design and construction failures that had

\

(aused leaks, cracks, and other problems in a building his firm designed.

ir. Gehry responded with a complex-systems defense: "These things

Ire complicated and they involved a lot of people, and you never quite

know where they went wrong. A building goes together with seven billion

Charles Perrow,



Normal .1ccidents (New York: Basic Books, 1984).
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pieces of connective tissue. The chances of getting it done ever without

I I owever, just as our

something colliding or some misstep are small.

cultural norms require that people must have sonic control in order to he

held responsible for a situation, we also expect that people who hold themselves out as experts, professionals, and public officials do have control and

should use their powers responsibly. In large-scale calamities, such as the

near-collapse of the global financial system in 2008 or the Gulf of Mexico

oil spill in 2010, citizens are reluctant to accept "complexity" as a defense.

We expect our public officials and professional experts to keep up with and

even ahead of the complex systems they regulate.

A second type of complex cause might be called "institutional." This

model envisions a social problem as caused by a web of large organizations with built-in incentive structures and patterns of behavior. Gigantic cost overruns plague military operations and rebuilding projects in

Iraq and Afghanistan. For example, it costs the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) $250,000 to build a school that an Afghani

contractor can build for $50,000. Why? The institutional explanation

focuses on changes in the structure of U.S. defense and foreign policy

making. Government now outsources most of its functions to private

contractors but lacks the personnel and mechanisms to oversee them.

Between 1963 and 2008, the number of civilian employees in the federal

government stayed the same, while the budget increased four times, from

about $100 billion to $2.7 trillion—in other words, the same number of

government employees now oversaw four times as much taxpayer money.

A USAID contract in Afghanistan can be divided among several layers

of subcontractors, each one hiring its own employees and charging fees

as they pass work down the line. The more players, the more opportunity

tier graft and the harder to keep tabs on everyone. Because many Privatesector defense industry jobs generally pay much higher wages than publ i'

service jobs, government employees have an incentive to cultivate good



relations with the contractors they oversee so they can land a more lucrative job. Not surprisingly, when media or government inspectors bring

abuses to light, contractors and subcontractors aren't punished, fired, or

even denied promotion. Thus, policy isn't "made" in any unified waY by

al

the Pentagon or the State Department, and there are few institution

mechanisms tOr accountability.'"



Robin Prigrehin and Katie Zezirna, "MIT Sues Frank Gehry, Citing Flaws in Center He Designed.

New Thrk Times, Nov. 7, 2(0(7.

''Allison Stanger. One

Nation Under Contract:



The Outsourcing of American Power and the Future 'h . 1 p j e

Polley (Nem Haven: Yale University Press, 2009).
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The institutional causal story can place blame in many places—on

large organizations and their rules, as well as on people—but like the

complex systems story, it can serve as an excuse for inaction. Many public

officials blamed the persistent high unemployment in 2010 on "structural"

causes. They said the problem wasn't lack of jobs but a fundamental mismatch between employers' needs and workers' skills. In fact, according to

the economist Paul Krugman, there were no sectors, no industries, and

no regions with job openings, and even highly skilled workers remained

unemployed. Calling unemployment a "structural" and "deeply rooted"

problem was a way an- officials to say nothing could be done about it and

to avoid creating the public jobs programs that many economists and

politicians recommended.'"

A third type of complex cause might be called "historical." This model

holds that early policy decisions establish institutions and procedures

that perpetuate themselves and make it hard for subsequent policy makers to embark on different solutions or even make adjustments to the

original policy. Political scientists call this kind of historical cause path

dependence.' Path dependence sounds fancy, but it's no more complicated

than Robert Frost's idea for "The Road Not Taken." The poem begins:

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood." They were equally beautiful, so

he chose to take the one "less traveled by." He made peace with having to

choose by telling himself he'd try the other one another day, but inside,

he knew better: "Yet knowing how way leads on to way, / I doubted if I

should ever come back."'

In politics, an early policy decision forecloses the option to take a different path later, because people form interest groups and organizations

to influence and implement the early decision. Those early organizers, the

ones who get in on the ground floor, develop political connections, knowhow, and organizational capacity that give them an advantage over later

groups seeking change. Path dependence explains why Obama found it

impossible to move the health system toward a public insurance model,

the so-called "public option," and away from the model of competitive,

for-profit commercial insurers. During World War II, when the federal

government froze wages and gave tax breaks for employer-sponsored

health insurance, private insurers were the only organizations with sufficient



'Paul Krugman, "Structure of Excuses," New York Times, Sept. 27, 2010.

'Paul Pierson, "Increasing
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capital reserves to cover large employee groups. Ever since, they have

mobilized and had the political clout, and money, to resist any government attempts to cut into their market. Workers and unions, as well as

employers, have vested interests in the system as it is.

In politics, the complex-systems, institutional, and historical models

of cause often function like accidental or natural cause. They create a

sense of unavoidability and suggest a kind of innocence, because no identifiable actor can exert control over the whole system or web of interactions. Without control, there can be no purpose and no responsibility

While social scientists find intriguing puzzles in complex causes, and

political actors take refuge in them, environmental scientists have created

an intellectual revolution in our understanding of causation. In the modern science of global warming and climate change, the philosophical separation between the natural world and the social world has broken down

We can no longer speak of "the blind effects of nature" as most people

did in the 1970s. The old joke "Everyone talks about the weather but no

one does anything about it" isn't funny anymore. Human activity actually

does affect the weather. As Al Gore's movie An Inconvenient Truth tries to

demonstrate, monsoons, floods, droughts, tsunamis, hurricanes, and glacial melting are all intensified by human production of greenhouse gases.

"One thing people always loved about the Weather Channel was that it

was nobody's fault," said Dr. Heidi Cullen, the channel's climate scientist. "And then Katrina came along, and suddenly the weather wasn't the

weather anymore.... Suddenly the weather was potentially our fault':

Even though we can't point to a particular event as an example of climate



change, Dr. Cullen continued, "we can look at things like dikes and levees

in New Orleans and say, 'That is what bad infrastructure looks like' in an

age when the vast majority of scientists are warning that global warming

will make seas rise, storms more powerful, and droughts and heat waves

longer and deeper."-"

The idea that natural phenomena are "uncaused" and have no relation

to human decision making is outmoded.



Human activity does influence

natural events, and human activity can mitigate the consequences of pat"

ural catastrophes. But as the discussion in this chapter shows, the old



way of thinking still strongly influences us and structures political use

of causal stories.



in Thomas L. Friedman, "Did We Do That?"

New York Times, Oct



28, 2007.
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MAKING CAUSES IN THE POLIS



In 1995, Governor William Weld of Massachusetts went to President

Clinton seeking federal disaster assistance for the state's fishing industry,

because the fish stocks in the state's water were at historic lows. The low

fish supply put many fishermen out of work, and since most of them were

self-employed, they weren't eligible for state unemployment compensation. However, if the fishing industry were declared a natural disaster,

fishermen would he eligible for unemployment compensation from the

federal program.

In order to qualify for federal disaster aid, a state has to show that its

problem is the result of uncontrollable forces of nature. Governor Weld

therefore told a story of accidents of nature: fluctuations in water temperature and rising predator populations had killed off the cod, haddock,

and flounder, he claimed. But many scientists, especially experts outside

the state, countered with a story of human control. Overfishing was the

most important reason for declining fish populations. Massachusetts fishermen were therefore responsible, at best because they didn't know better

(inadvertence through ignorance), and at worst because they scrambled for

individual profit even though they knew fish resources were limited (intentional cause). Moreover, said the federal experts, the state government was

also responsible; it knew about the problem and should have done something

to curb overfishing. The state's leaders, too, could be accused of deliberately

ignoring information, hoping to help local constituents in the short run and

get bailed out by the federal treasury in the long run."

Table 9.1 can be used as a "map" to show how political actors push an

issue from one territory to another in the struggle for political power. Two

positions are relatively strong: accident, with its story of no possibility

of human responsibility; and intent, with its story of direct control and

knowing action leading to full responsibility. Two positions are relatively

weak: mechanical cause, with its story of human control mediated by other

people, by machines, or by systems; and inadvertent cause, with its story of

action without full knowledge. In the contest over problem definition, the

sides will seek to stake out the strong positions but often will move into one

of the weaker positions as a next-best option.

As one side in a political battle seeks to push a problem into the realm

of human purpose, the other side seeks to push it away from intent back



""Massachusetts Seeks Aid for Fishing Industry," New York Times, Mar. 22, 1995.
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toward the realm of nature, or to show that the problem was intentionally

caused by someone else. The side accused of causing the problem is bestoff

if it can show the problem was accidentally caused. Second best is to show

that the problem was caused by someone else. This strategy is only second

best, because anyone else accused of causing the problem will fight back

and resist the interpretation. For example, in the Gulf oil spill, BP, the

company in charge, tried to blame Transocean, owner of the drilling rig.

Transocean naturally countered with accusations that BP hadn't properly

managed its leased equipment. By contrast, the accidental causal story

doesn't generate a live opponent. A third strategy for the side accused of

causing the problem is to show inadvertence, especially of the unforeseenconsequences variety. Carelessness and neglect don't look very good, but

they are probably better defenses than planned or designed failures.

Books and studies that catalyze public issues have a common structure

to their argument. They claim that a condition formerly interpreted as

accident is actually the result of human will, either indirectly (mechanical or inadvertent cause) or directly (intentional cause); or alternatively,

they show that a condition formerly interpreted as indirectly caused is

actually pure intent. Crystal Eastman's Work Accidents and the Law, usually deemed the trigger event for state workers' compensation laws in

the early decades of the twentieth century, showed that workplace injuries were not primarily caused by worker carelessness (inadvertence) but

by employer refusal to provide safe machines and working conditions

(intent). Eastman's framing of the problem is illustrative of the political

logic in all these arguments:

If adequate investigation reveals that most work-accidents happen because

workmen are fools, like Frank Koroshic, who reached into danger in spite 1'1

every precaution taken to protect him, then there is no warrant for direct interference by society in the hope of preventing them. If, on the other hand, inves tigation reveals that a considerable proportion of accidents are due to insufficien t

concern thr the safety of workmen on the part of their employers, .. . then social

interference in some form is justified.''



Rachel Carson's Silent Spring argued that deterioration of animal and

plant life isn't a natural phenomenon (accident) but the result of human

pollution (inadvertence), and with this book she catalyzed the environmental movement," Ralph Nader's Unsafe at Any Speed claimed that

'Crystal Eastolan, If irk

Arridents and the Law (New York: Russell Sage, 1910); quote is on p- 5.

' 11;1( hael Carson, .Ytient Spring (New

'fork Fawcett, 1978).
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automobile crashes were not primarily due to unpredictable mechanical failures (accidents) or even to careless drivers (inadvertence) but to

manufacturers' decisions to stint on safety in car design (intention)." As

the leader of a widespread consumer movement, Nader popularized the

notion that manufacturers design light bulbs, appliances, and tools to

wear out so that consumers will have to buy new ones frequently. This

theory of "planned obsolescence" is an assertion that a problem once

thought to be unintended machine failure (accident) is really a case of

intended machine failure (intention).

The concept of risk has become a key strategic weapon for pushing a

problem out of the realm of accident into the realm of purpose. Risk serves

this function in two ways. First, when the harms at issue are injury or death

(as in food and drug regulation, occupational safety, consumer product safety,

environmental pollution, or nuclear accidents), a statistical association of

harmful outcomes with human actions is widely accepted as a demonstration of a cause-and-effect relationship." If the harms associated with an

action or policy are predictable, then business and regulatory decisions to

pursue the policy in the face of that knowledge can be made to appear as a

"calculated risk," and portrayed as knowingly causing harms to others, or at

least tolerating them, in the pursuit of benefits to oneself. In 1981, a federal

appeals court first ruled that a company could be held responsible for knowingly tolerating risks of injuries. In a suit against Ford Motor Company for

its alleged disregard of safety in the design of its Pinto models, the court

construed Ford's business decision to trade safety for cost as "conscious disregard of the probability that [its] conduct will result in injury to others,"

and therefore as "malicious intent."" Since then, reformers have used the

idea of calculated risk to push a problem from inadvertence to intent. Thus,

for example, in the Deeptuater Horizon spill, environmental and community

advocates accused British Petroleum, Transocean, and the Minerals Management Service of disregarding human and environmental safety in their

pursuit of material gain.

A second way the idea of risk serves to push harms into the realm of

purpose

is in the area of civil rights. Before the early 1970s, the only way

to in a discrimination suit was to show evidence of intent to discriminate

on the part of an employer, a prosecutor, or whomever. In cases where
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a policy or rule didn't explicitly mention race or gender, this requirement usually meant the plaintiff had to provide evidence of a person's

motives and intentions, either by showing that a seemingly neutral rule

was really just a pretext for discrimination, or by showing that a rule was

administered in an obviously discriminatory fashion. Then in 1971, the

Supreme Court for the first time allowed statistical evidence of a rule's

"disproportionate impact" on a minority group to stand as proof of discrimination, without a showing of intent to discriminate.'" Since then,

statistical evidence became the primary tool to prove discrimination in

employment, jury selection, schools, voting districts, housing, and other

government programs. Statistical analysis also was essential for affirmative action policy, because it allowed advocates to demonstrate systematic patterns of different treatment even though there was no evidence

of overt discrimination. In the backlash against affirmative action, there

was push in the other direction, when the Justice Department under Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush advocated returning to a standard of

actual discrimination against a specific plaintiff.

Although the Supreme Court has become much less deferential to statistical evidence, statistical analysis remains a crucial technique for crafting causal arguments about discrimination.5° Civil rights advocates have

long argued that economic and occupational differences between blacks

and whites or women and men are partly caused by the lingering effects

of past discriminatory treatment, even though there may be no current

discernible intentional discrimination. Statistical evidence broadens the

concept of discrimination to encompass systematic or patterned effects,

without a direct link to individual intent and motivation. In effect, advocates successfully created the problem of "institutional discrimination" by

pushing a causal story from the realm of intent to the realm of inadvertence. The acceptance of statistical evidence by courts as proof of discrimination converts "discriminatory impact" into the moral and political

equivalent of calculated risk.



l

"GrIggs v. Duke Power. Co.,

401 U.S. 424 (1971). Duke Power Company required either a high-schoo

diploma or a minimum score on an intelligence test as a condition for internal promotion. The court

round neither requirement was related to ability to learn or perform jobs. Far fewer blacks than whites

(proportionately) could satisfy either of these requirements, and so blacks fared poorly in job advance

ment, even though the promotion criteria never mentioned race.

"On the rise and significance of statistics in discrimination law, see Stewart J. Schwab and Steven L.

t

Willhorn, "The Story of Hazelwood: Employment Discrimination by the Numbers," in Employmen

Urssr;nv;nalion Stories,

2004

Joel William Friedman and Stephen F. Befort, eds. (NY: Foundation Press,

pp. 37-63.
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1. Show that a problem is caused by an "accident of nature"

or fate.

2. Show that a problem formerly interpreted as accident is

really the result of human agency.

3. Show that a problem was caused by a few bad apples.

4. Show that someone secretly intended the effects or

results of an action.

5. Show that someone accepted the low-probability harms

of an action as a calculated risk.

6. Show that someone didn't or couldn't know the effects of

an action.

7. Show that the cause of the problem is so complex that

identifiable actors lack control.

8. Show that the cause of the problem is so complex that

only large-scale institutional policy changes can alter the

causal dynamics.



In the polis, causal stories need to be fought for, defended, and sustained. There is always someone to tell a competing story, and getting

a causal story believed is not an easy task. Research on public opinion

suggests that to some extent, people have stable, overall outlooks on

responsibility for social problems. Roughly speaking, conservatives tend

to hold individuals responsible for problems such as poverty, illness, and

fa mily

fully breakdown, while liberals tend to hold society or its organizat

ions responsible. y' But public acceptance of causal stories is also strongly

influenced by the way television news frames stories. In general, when

news coverage casts a problem like poverty as a series of individual cases

and personal stories, the audience is likely to hold individuals responsible.

e. Conversely, when the coverage is more thematic, discussing trends,

'George

Lakoff; Moral Politics: How Liberals and Conservatives Think (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 2002).
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making generalizations, and featuring commentary by experts, the audience is more likely to attribute responsibility to society at large.

The political success of causal theories is also influenced by two powerful institutions for determining cause and legitimizing claims about

harms: law and science. The judicial branch is devoted to hearing claims,

examining evidence, pronouncing judgments, and entbrcing them. Science is an intellectual enterprise with its own vast social and economic

organization devoted to determining cause-and-effect relationships. And

if law carries greater formal authority by virtue of its status as part

of government, science commands enormous cultural authority as the

arbiter of empirical questions. Not all battles over causal stories will be

resolved in the court of law or science, but most significant ones will find

their way into one or both of these forums.



USING CAUSES IN THE POLIS



Causal theories do several jobs in politics beyond demonstrating the possibility of human control over bad conditions. First, they can either challenge

or protect an existing social order. Second, by identifying causal agents,

they can assign responsibility to particular political actors so that someone will have to stop an activity, do it differently, compensate the victims,

or possibly face punishment. Third, causal theories can legitimize and

empower particular actors as "fixers" of the problem. And fourth, they call

create new political alliances among people who stand in the same victim

relationship to the causal agent. Let's look more closely at these different

functions.

Bringing a condition under human control often poses a challenge to

old hierarchies of wealth, privilege, or status. Contraception and abortion enable women to exercise control over something that humans once

deemed part of "nature's ways"; indeed, much of the rhetoric against family

planning is couched in terms of "interference with nature." Women's control over childbearing threatens the social order in which a woman's status and social protection is determined by her role in the family; at the

same time, family planning enables a social order in which her status is

actively

by her role in the workforce. And in fact, women who

ho

oppose permissive abortion policies tend to be those who don't work

w hile

outside the home and whose social identity is tied to motherhood ,

..,shanto lyengar, Ls ,4

Chicago Press, 1991).
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pro-choice activists tend to be career women whose identity depends

on work outside the home." The theory of maternal deprivation—that

children whose mothers work outside the home suffer developmental

deficits—arose just as middle-class women entered the workforce in large

numbers and the women's movement was pressing for equal opportunity

for women in formerly male occupations. By making full-time mother

care seem to be a natural requirement for healthy child development, the

theory undermined women's demands for equality opportunity and for

equal parental responsibility for child-rearing."

Nowhere is the threat to the status quo more evident than in the causal

story of greenhouse gases and climate change. Slowing global warming

would require the U.S. to reduce its oil and gasoline consumption drastically, which in turn would upset a way of working and socializing that

depends on cars and abundant, cheap electricity. Suburbia would have to

be undone (not likely, or possible) and tourism would take a hit. Motorized

toys—off-road and all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles, motorcycle and car

racing, and recreational vehicles—would all have to be given up for recreational pursuits that don't rely on fossil fuels. Meanwhile, to China and

other rising economies, international negotiations to limit carbon emissions seem like changing the rules just when they are beginning to enjoy

the luxuries long enjoyed by residents of wealthy industrial countries.

No wonder lots of people fight to retain their privileges by challenging

the science behind climate change. Struggles over causal definitions of

problems are contests over basic structures of social organization and

allocations of power.

Such struggles are also about the assignment of responsibility and the

burdens of reform. Any bad situation offers multiple candidates for the

role of "cause." In the old nursery rhyme, the fall of a kingdom can be

traced back through a lost battle, a fallen soldier, an injured horse, and a

loose horseshoe, all the way to a missing nail and a careless blacksmith.

In the real world, problems rarely come with such a neat lineage, but, like

the Deepwater Horizon explosion in the Gulf of Mexico and its aftermath,

t

hey are replete with possible causes.

In the world of policy, there is always choice about which causal factors

in the lineage to address, and different choices locate the responsibility

and burden of reform differently. For deaths and injuries resulting from

"Kristin Luker,

chap.
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drunk driving, both law and cultural beliefs place responsibility with the

drunk driver. There are certainly other ways of viewing the problem

we could blame vehicle design (for materials and structure more likely

to injure or kill in a crash); highway design (for curves likely to cause

accidents); lack of fast ambulance service or nearby hospitals; lax enforcement of drunk-driving penalties by police; or even easy availability of

alcoholic beverages.' Grassroots organizations of victims, such as Mothers Against Drunk Driving, have successfully moved the issue beyond

moral exhortation by looking for targets of responsibility other than the

driver—restaurants, bars, private hosts, and even governments. They

have pressured legislatures to pass laws making hosts and servers liable

for damages caused by drunk drivers, and lobbied to ban "happy hours:

And similarly with the issue of shooting deaths with illegal handguns,

advocates have tried (without quite as much success) to expand legal liability from gun users to gun manufacturers and distributors.

Even when there is a strong statistical and logical link between a

substance and a problem—such as between alcohol and car accidents,

handguns and homicides, tobacco and cancer deaths, or illicit drugs and

overdose deaths—there is still a range of places to locate control and

impose sanctions. Each of these problems has a virtually identical chain

of causation: substance or object—user—seller—manufacturer—raw materials

suppliers. In the case of alcohol, we have traditionally seen drinkers as the

cause and limited sanctions to them, although sellers have more recently

been made to bear some costs. In lung cancer deaths, we have blamed

the smoker primarily, but to the extent that people have sought to place

the blame elsewhere, they have gone after cigarette manufacturers, not

cigarette sellers or tobacco growers. With handgun homicides, we have

largely limited blame to the users of guns, rather than imposing sanctions on sellers or manufacturers. And with drugs, we cast the widest net,

with attacks against users, sellers (importers, street peddlers, pharmacies,

physicians), and growers.

Finding the true or ultimate cause of harms in these policy areas is

not what is at issue. Rather, the fight is about locating moral responsibility and real economic costs on a chain of possible causes. The location is

dictated more by the political strength of different groups, such as the

tobacco industry or the gun lobby, than by any statistical proof or causal

logic.



'This observation is the starting point for Joseph Gusfield's classic study of problem definition 1111)°,-
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THE USES OF CAUSAL ARGUMENT

IN THE POLLS



1.



Challenge or protect an existing set of rules, institutions,

and interests.



2. Assign blame and responsibility for fixing a problem and

compensating victims.

3. Legitimize certain actors as "fixers" of the problem,

giving them new authority, power, and resources.

4. Create new political alliances among people who perceive

themselves to be harmed by the problem.



Just as different causal stories place the burden of reform on some people

rather than others, they also empower people who have the tools, skills, or

resources to solve the problem in the particular causal framework. People

choose causal stories not only to shift the blame but also to cast themselves

as the most capable fixers. Like the famous six characters in search of an

author, people with pet solutions often march around looking for problems

that need their solutions. Causal stories then become mechanisms for linking a desired program to a problem that happens to be high on the policy

agenda. Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) were first promoted

as reforms to increase health care for the poor during the liberal 1960s,

on the theory that limited access of poor people to health care was caused

by the inefficient solo-practice system of medicine. The same advocates of

HMOs then pushed them to the Nixon administration as answers to the

cost-containment problem, on the theory that high health care costs were

caused by fee-for-service payment." Similarly, advocates of urban mass

transit have billed it variously as a solution for traffic congestion, pollution,

energy conservation, global warming, economic growth, and unemployment as each of these issues waxed high on the national agenda." Thus,

Policy entrepreneurs use causal stories to procure political support and

public funds.



:au! Starr, "The Undelivered Health System,- Public Interest, no. 42 (Winter 1976), pp. 66-85.

a

"John

Kingdon,
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Shifting the location of responsibility on a causal chain can restructure alliances. Under the old view of drunk driving, where the driver bore

sole responsibility for accidents, the drunk driver was pitted against everybody else. In the new view, the driver becomes a victim (of the server's

negligence) along with the people he or she injured, and the server is cast

outside this alliance. The new causal story alters the relationship between

bars and their customers, because now all customers—indeed, especially

the best ones—represent a potential liability. Tavern owners may seek new

alliances with other anti-regulation groups. One can also imagine alcoholicbeverage manufacturers facing a difficult political choice whether to ally

themselves with the taverns (their wholesale customers) or with injured

victims, in the hopes that victims won't go after manufacturers next.

Causal theories predicated on statistical association can create alliances by mobilizing people who share a "risk factor" but otherwise have

no natural communication or association. One lone benefits counselor in

the Chicago Veterans Administration office triggered Vietnam veterans

to mobilize around the Agent Orange issue by counting. She thought she

saw a pattern of illnesses and exposure to Agent Orange. She collected

her own statistics, publicized them on television, and soon Agent Orangebased disability claims began pouring into the VA." Causal theories thus

can be both a stimulus to political organization and a resource for political

leaders seeking to create alliances.

In summary, causal theories, like other modes of problem definition, are

efforts to control interpretations and images of problems. Political actors

create causal stories to describe harms and difficulties, to attribute them

to actions of other individuals and organizations, and thereby to invoke

government power to stop the harm. Like other forms of symbolic representation, causal stories can be emotionally compelling; they are stories of innocence and guilt, victims and oppressors, suffering and evil.

Good political analysis must attend to all the strategic functions of causal

interpretation.



'Peter I I. Schurk ,Igen, Orange on Trial
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Interests



The quintessential political point of view defines problems not by their

causes but by their effects: Who is affected? In what way? Do they know

it? What do they do about it? Ask politicians to define a problem and they

will draw a battlefield and tell you who stands on which side. The sides

in politics are called interests. Interests are people and organizations who

have a stake in an issue or are affected by it.

In a democracy, as you no doubt learned in high school, citizens with

common interests form organized "interest groups" in order to secure public policies that satisfy their interests. This vision of politics assumes that

people know what their interests are and already "have" well-defined, fully

formed interests before trying to influence the policy-making process.

In the market model, this assumption makes sense. As we saw in Chapter 3,

"Efficiency" an individual's sole interest is to maximize her satisfaction (or

utility or well-being). Each person knows her own tastes, preferences, and

goals, and no one else can know her interest as well as she does. Leaders and

policy analysts don't need to define other people's interests, and shouldn't

try. Instead, policy makers should establish markets, where individuals can

determine and pursue their own interests. Notably, in the market model,

interests are individual, subjective, and formed independently.

In the polis, interest formation is more dynamic than the process pictured in either the market model or even liberal democratic theory. Citizens don't enter politics with their interests already defined. Interest

group leaders try to attract members and supporters by raising public

awareness about issues. Raising awareness, a mantra of political organizi

ng, could be defined as "educating people to see interests they don't know

they have." Elected officials and other policy makers try to gather support

ffir proposed policies by explaining to citizens' what their interests are

(for

example, lower taxes or good schools), and showing how proposed

Policies will satisfy those interests. Interests and issues define each other.
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MAKING INTERESTS IN THE POLIS

In the polis, group identities and memberships shape people's interests—

both their subjective perceptions of their interests and the tangible ways

that policies affect them. Some social groupings, such as race, ethnicity,

gender, religion, or occupation, have an overwhelming impact on people's

well-being and life opportunities. Karl Marx, writing during the industrial

revolution of the mid-nineteenth century, thought the most important

determinant of interests is economic class, or what he called the relationship to the means of production—whether people own land and factories, or whether they work for owners as wage laborers. In different times

and places, other shared group identities might be more important; for

example, whether you were Hutu or Tutsi in Rwanda during the 1990s.

Individuals have several social identities and memberships, of course, but

politics and history often render one of them far more crucial than others

to their well-being. Thus, in Israel, whether you are Jewish or Arab is an

overwhelming determinant of your life chances; in Afghanistan, whether

you are a man or a woman; in Mississippi or South Africa, whether you are

black or white; and in Detroit, whether you are a factory owner or a wage

worker, as well as whether you are black or white.

Shared group identities broadly shape interests, but the specific content

of group interests must still be defined through politics. It's far easier to

identify common problems of a group than to find a common solution. Black

Americans certainly have a common interest in ending discrimination, but

some will benefit more than others from any new rules or selection practices designed to remedy discrimination. People who care about running

for office and electing officials who represent them will benefit from voting

rights policies, while people who care about higher education will benefit

more from university admissions and financial aid procedures. Specifying a

positive group interest is much harder than articulating a negative one. (That

explains why reformist programs are usually far more satisfying in their

critique of the present than in their vision of the future.)

In politics, it's hard to know what a group or class interest is without

someone to articulate it. No "general will" of a community has ever manifested itself without a few leaders who claim to express it. Someone has to

articulate what group interests are and speak for them—in short, to represent them. And here's where things get sticky, because no matter how

important a group identity might be (things such as gender, race, or class),

differences within groups can undermine common interests.

For example, a woman may have needs and problems as a woman (gender), a black person (race), a small-business owner (class), and a pa rent

(family status). Numerous political organizations clamor to represent her
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and to make her identify her interests in common with them. NOW (the

National Organization for Women) wants her to see gender as the fundamental determinant of her life chances. The NAACP (National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People) wants her to see race as primary.

The Chamber of Commerce wants her to see her entrepreneurial position

as the key to her well-being. Mothers Against Drunk Driving wants her

to see her role as a parent as her primary interest. Moreover, her multiple

roles might make her interests in any particular issue contradictory. A law

making tavern owners responsible for curbing excessive drinking might

hurt her as a business owner but help her as a parent. Each of these many

interests is only abstract and hypothetical until advocates define and activate it by teaching her how policy issues affect her.

The term "representation" usually refers to the process through which

citizens choose officials to speak for their interests in political decisionmaking bodies.' But the word aptly describes how leaders define citizens'

interests for them as well as speak for those interests in policy-making

debates. Interest group leaders, electoral candidates, officials, and policy

makers seek to portray a policy proposal in ways that make it appear

advantageous or disadvantageous to different sets of people. In turn,

individuals and groups decide which organizations and candidates to support depending on which portrayal they find more convincing. Interest

representation thus has a dual quality: leaders define an interest by portraying an issue, showing how it affects people, and persuading them that

the portrait is accurate; and leaders speak for people in the sense of standing for them and articulating their wishes in policy debates (the classic

meaning of representation).

Interests derive from these two senses of representation, the artistic and the political. Groups, often led by charismatic individuals, deliberately portray issues so as to win the allegiance of large numbers of

people, who then tacitly agree to let the portrait speak for them. Herein

lies a great paradox of interest representation: When leaders speak for

their members or constituents in public forums, they rarely transmit the

constituents' own words. They speak the words they composed and used

to persuade their constituents in the first place.'

For the classic view

(Berkeof of representation, see Hannah Fenichel Pitkin, The Concept of Representat on

:

ley University ot California Press, 1967).

Hannah Pitkin formulated a different paradox of representation: On the one hand, democracy requires

a re presentativ

e to do what his or her constituents want, but on the other hand, effective representation

requires the representative to do what he or she thinks best. In Pitkin's concept of representation, cohn-t

,what

w

,

tients define their own interests independently of the representative. In mine, representatives "do

.The

they think best" in large part by convincing constituents what their interests are. Hannah F

of R

epresentation," in Representation,NOMOS X, yearbook of the American Society for Political

an d

n Legal Philosophy, J. Roland Pennock and John W Chapman, eds. (New York: Atherton, 1968).
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MOBILIZING INTERESTS

There is much political wisdom in the old proverb, The squeaky wheel

gets the grease." The proverb is usually invoked to show that it pays to

complain, but it has another, equally important meaning: just because a

wheel doesn't squeak doesn't mean it has enough grease. The proverb

captures the idea that there is a difference between real interests—what

problems and needs people have—and political demands—what people

ask for from government.

When people understand their problems as shared by others and they

organize to influence policy, the process is called mobilization. One of the

enduring questions of politics is whether certain types of interests are

more likely to mobilize than others, more likely to draw a large number of active adherents, and therefore more likely to obtain policies that

help them. In everyday language, we want to know what kinds of wheels

squeak—and what kinds don't.

According to pluralism, the dominant school of thought in political

science from the 1950s to the 1970s, if people are adversely affected by

a social condition or policy, they will organize and demand that government rectify the situation. All groups have an equal chance to have their

grievances heard; thus, all important interests are represented in policy

making.' The theory might have seemed plausible in the decade after

World War II, when the nation still felt unified against Fascism and Communism and the economy was humming toward prosperity. But once the

civil rights and women's movements revealed profound discrimination

against blacks and women and Michael Harrington's book The Other

America documented communities in dire poverty, pluralism lost much

of its credibility. It was criticized for being naïve at the least, and complacent about deep inequalities that prevent some interests from getting

adequate representation.

Apart from the obvious impact of economic inequality on mobilization, the structure of interest group mobilization privileges stronger,

wealthier, and existing interest groups over newer social-issue oriented

groups. The vast majority of interest groups-80 percent according to

classic study—do indeed develop from the bottom up as pluralism suggests. But they grow from preexisting, relatively homogeneous groups

with distinct economic or occupational interests—primarily business,

labor, and professions. Within this sector, business and professions that

work for for-profit institutions are far more prevalent and powerful than

"David Truman, The Governmental Process
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labor and professionals in the nonprofit sector. Broad social movements

such as civil rights and environmental protection tend to be organized

from the top down by political entrepreneurs. They depend on patronage

from philanthropists who share their cause, and from businesses that may

share the cause or may donate to burnish their image as socially responsible. A third type of interest group, advocacy organizations for poor and

vulnerable people, tends to be organized by professionals working in the

nonprofit sector. They depend heavily on philanthropic and, sometimes,

government funding. Social movements and advocacy groups comprise

only 20 percent of the major interest groups with a strong presence in

Washington, D.C.

Outside the U.S., many nations use a system of representation called

"corporatism" to equalize the influence of business and labor in policy

making. In corporatist systems, organized representatives of business

and labor participate as equal "social partners" in negotiating all business and employment-related laws and regulations. Corporatist systems

do reduce the pronounced skewing evident in American industrial relations, but business remains much more powerful than labor. In Europe,

where economic policy making has largely shifted from national political systems to the European Union (EU), cross-national business and

labor interest organizations have mobilized to represent their interests

at the EU level. Despite the EU's nominally corporatist system, business interests comprise about two-thirds of the interest groups formally

recognized by the EU.5 In short, even when weaker groups succeed in

mobilizing and have formal channels of access to policy making, they face

an unequal contest inside the halls of power.

Powerful interests sometimes suppress interest mobilization outright.

The often violent white repression of the black civil rights movement

stands as a well-known rebuke to pluralism. The extent of labor repression in the U.S. is less well-known. In the first half of the twentieth

century, employers used brutal violence against union organizers. Now,

private- and public-sector employers use the services of a multimilliondollar "union avoidance industry" to destroy union drives with less overt

but equally repressive tactics. Consulting firms help employers screen

job applicants for labor

a or sympathies, investigate union organizers to pin

criminal charges on them, and run campaigns to mislead and frighten

'.ulack Walker,
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employees about unions. Law firms advise employers how to evade labor

law, contest it in court, and rewrite it to their advantage. So-called "strike

management" firms provide "labor disruption security forces" staffed by

ex-police officers, military veterans, and ex-drug enfOrcement agents.

Union leaders say these security guards incite violence and then respond

in kind. According to one scholar, strike management has turned the economic strike from a mobilizing tool into "a virtually suicidal tactic for

U.S. unions."6

Interest mobilization is crucial to citizens' capacity to define their problems and link them to policy solutions. In that light, repression, though not

part of the standard theories of interest mobilization, is as troubling for

democracy as economic inequalities and structural imbalances in organizational influence.



RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY: PLURALISM

TURNED ON ITS HEAD

Rational choice theory, the most influential contemporary theory of politics, starts from the model of rational behavior in which individuals are

motivated exclusively by the desire to maximize their self-interests. From

that core assumption, rational choice theory predicts that interest mobilization will be the exception, not the rule. Rational choice theory is the

mirror image of pluralism. Pluralist theorists thought that individuals

affected by common problems would easily, almost automatically, form

interest groups to influence public policy. Rational choice theorists think

that individuals affected by common problems will rarely form interest

groups—but not because of inadequate resources or political repression.

Instead, the most formidable barrier to political mobilization is human

nature, or the way humans think.

Rational choice theory demonstrates the obstacles to cooperation and

mobilization with two important concepts, the prisoner's dilemma and the

free-rider problem. Prisoner's dilemma is the name of a game or thought

their

experiment that shows why people don't cooperate even when it's in

individual interest to work together.' Like all games, the prisoner's dilemma

'John Logan, "The Union Avoidance Industry in the United States," British Journal of Industrial Bela

Irons, vol. 14, no. + (2006), pp.

651-75; quote on p. 667.
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For a marvelous

social and intellectual history of prisoner's dilemma and its influence on

ics and public policy, see William Poundstone,

House/ An I

Prisoner's Dilemma (New York'. Random

Rooks, 1993).
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has a story line. Two men have been rounded up and locked in separate

cells. The prosecutor thinks they committed a crime but doesn't have sufficient evidence to convict them. With the help of the prison guards, the

prosecutor contrives a situation to win a conviction. The guards present

each of the men with some choices but don't permit them to talk with

each other. Here are the choices: If you confess and agree to testify against

your partner, he'll get the book thrown at him and you'll get immunity for

turning state's evidence. Likewise, if he confesses but you don't, he'll get

immunity and you'll get the book. If you both stay silent, we're going to

trump up some minor charges, give you a slap, and let you go. If you both

confess, you'll both be punished, but with moderate sentences, less than

the book but more than just a slap.

According to rational choice theory, even though the prisoners would

receive the least severe punishment if they both remained silent, they will

both confess and testify against the other. Ratting on the other guy is the

rational thing to do if you want to minimize your sentence and maximize

your own well-being. Why? If you're not sure you can trust the other

guy to cooperate, you'd better rat on him, because if he rats and you don't,

you'll get the slammer. Betrayal is the wisest course of action. Even if you

both rat on each other, you'll still get less than the slammer. The lesson

of the prisoner's dilemma is that people are self-interested to the point of

self-destruction.

Rational choice theory uses this game as a starting point for modeling

how people interact and pursue their interests. Whenever people contemplate cooperating with others, contributing to a common cause, or

helping someone else, they face a choice just like the imaginary prisoners:

cooperate with others or betray them. And since in the rationality model

people are always out to get the best for themselves, they'll always choose

betrayal and selfishness instead of loyalty or altruism. I promise to shine

some polis sunlight on this dismal scenario, but first, let's examine the

free rider problem, the other big reason that rational choice theorists

think cooperative political action is unlikely to occur.

Most significant political interests involve collective goods—natural

resources, goods, services, or programs whose benefits are shared by

many people. Individuals have little or no incentive to join groups and

work for a collective good, because they will receive the benefit if others

do the work to obtain it (hence the term "free ride"). Groups will be able

..—

to

mobilize only if they can offer selective benefits to people who join

benefits that only joiners can get, such as subscriptions to newsletters,

exclusive access to information, or special deals on travel and insurance.

Therefore, the types of interests most likely to get activated are those
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that satisfy individual and private wants. According to the theory, the

free-rider problem is less of a force in small groups, where peer pressure

and camaraderie can overcome purely self-interested motives. Otherwise,

though, this problem is thought to result from an inexorable logic of

human behavior; indeed, the theory is sometimes called "the logic of collective action."' It purports to predict behavior on the basis of a universal

logic of human motivation.



COLLECTIVE ACTION IN THE POLIS



The predictions of rational choice theory are betrayed by reality. Even

in Nazi concentration camps, where prisoners were murdered for helping others, people often cooperated and sacrificed themselves for others

benefit. Rational choice can't explain the emergence and staying power

of large issue-oriented organizations that offer few, if any, selective benefits: environmental groups, antinuclear groups, pro-choice and pro-life

groups, antiwar groups, coalitions for the homeless and the hungry, or

even trade associations. Rational choice is the logic of markets, where

buyers and sellers exist outside the reach of influence, care, cooperation,

loyalty, or belief in a common good. If we start instead with a model of

the polis, we will see several forces that lead to cooperation and mobilization for collective interests.

First, in the polis, unlike a prison, people don't live in isolation. They

have relationships with parents, friends, partners, teachers, bosses, and

cultural heroes. These ties create strong mechanisms of influence and

moral leadership. In turn, these mechanisms create norms of altruism,

reciprocity, cooperation, and ready channels for collective action. People

might participate in collective efforts because their parents do, because

their friends ask them to join, because someone intimidates or shame

them into joining, because their education and socialization taught them

to sacrifice for the common good, or because political action groups are

good source of social contact. All these factors serve as forces of mobilization in the polis.

Second, unlike in the prisoner's dilemma, in the polis people can and do

2

talk with each other. The political scientist Elinor Ostrom won the (-)t)9

Nobel Prize in Economics for her life's work based on that simple idea.

Given the opportunity to meet face-to-face, people can manage mammon

resources such as forests or fisheries without depleting them through

'Mansur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965)'
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selfish overuse. They can come up with sophisticated rules for conserving and dividing a common resource, sharing the work of maintaining it,

and enforcing compliance. In Nepal, for example, when small local user

groups were empowered to manage their local forests, they brought the

tbrests back to health after decades of deforestation under authoritarian

regimes."

Third, cooperative efforts generate a kind of perpetual energy that

keeps on generating more collective action. Participating in any kind of

voluntary organization, even nonpolitical ones like soccer clubs or parentteacher associations, creates feelings of trust, loyalty, reciprocity, and

altruism. Norms of reciprocity, of give-and-take, and responsibility for

the well-being of others can overcome the barriers to collective action

and encourage civic engagement. If a community has a dense network

of voluntary associations, these serve as channels of participation for the

collective good. All of these factors create social capital, which, like physical assets or material wealth, can be used to harness individual energies

for the common good.'"

Fourth, participation in collective efforts tends to follow the laws of

passion rather than the laws of matter. Even though the nominal purpose of any collective effort is to achieve some result, the rewards of participation come as much from participation itself as from achieving the

result. Collective action in politics is more like a sports competition than

a bargain hunt. One plays to win, and winning gives the game its direction and structure; but one plays even more just to play, and the greater

satisfactions come from being in the game. Seen in this light, the costs of

collective action such as time and effort are its benefits."

. Fifth, the Internet and all the various forms of cybertalk dramatically

facilitate communication and group action. In the 'Arab Spring" of 2011,

Young urban professionals mobilized social movements against authorit

arian regimes using cell phones and social media. Through the Internet,

they notl

on y planned demonstrations, they broadcast videos and their

own versions of events to gain international coverage and, eventually,

outside assistance. Women in Egyptian villages who previously could not

1.:Imor Ostrom,
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have joined political groups without men's permission were able to participate through chat rooms.12 The Internet sprung the prisoners from this

real-world prisoner's dilemma.

Finally, symbols and ambiguity, so prevalent in the polis, can changethe

way people interpret their interests and defeat the logic of rational choice.

Every political goal can be portrayed either as a good to be sought or a

bad to be avoided. Striving to develop alternative energy sources is also

fighting against pollution. Working for disarmament and better relations

with Russia is also working against nuclear destruction. These labels may

be flip sides of the same coin, but as symbols, they affect motivation differently because people respond differently to "bads" and "goods." They are

far more likely to organize around a threatened or actual loss than around

a potential gain, and they will more readily sacrifice and take risks in order

to avoid a loss. Taking away something a person already has stimulates

strong emotions: anger, resentment, and a sense of injustice. Promising

something new can stimulate hopes and desires, but when people have

adapted to living with the status quo, hope and desire are weak emotions!'

Thus, if leaders can portray an issue in a way that emphasizes bads, losses,

and costs, they can more effectively harness individual energies for collective purposes.



How ISSUES AND INTERESTS DEFINE EACH OTHER

People respond to policy issues not only according to whether they perceive

the impacts as costs or benefits but also by whether they think the policy affects

e

them very strongly or only weakly. Just as they are more likely to organis

l

y

and fight hard about something they perceive as a loss, they are more like

to organize and fight hard about something that affects them in a big way

than about something that affects them only minimally.

James Q. Wilson created a widely used scheme that relates political

mobilization to these two dimensions of policy effects.14 Wilson uses thi

s

terms "benefits" and "costs" to describe good and bad effects, and the terms
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"concentrated" and "diffused" to describe the intensity or strength of policy

effects. Effects are concentrated if they are spread over a small number

of people, such as a tax on one type of business, and diffused if they are

spread over a large number, such as a general sales tax. The degree of

concentration also depends on how much of a person's life is affected. If

a policy touches a major portion of people's time or resources, especially

their livelihood, its effects are more concentrated than if it touches only a

peripheral area of their life (say, a hobby or a minor tax deduction). According to Wilson, diffusion of effects, whether costs or benefits, inhibits political organization, whereas concentration fosters it.

From the two dimensions of policy effects—costs versus benefits and

concentration versus diffusion—Wilson derives four types of political contests,

shown in Table 10.1. The main point of the scheme is that different combinations of effects create different kinds of political contests. Two of these

contests are fairly equal matches—those between two sets of concentrated

interests and between two sets of diffused interests. Issues of the concentratedversus-concentrated type (Box 4) are likely to result in either stalemates

or alternating victories for the two sides, since neither side is strong

enough to dominate the other. Labor-management relations typifies this



TABLE 10.1

TYPES OF POLITICAL CONTESTS WITH EXAMPLES



Benefits

Costs



Diffuse



Diffuse



Concentrated

2.



1.



State-mandated health



Sales taxes

Social Security



insurance benefits

Climate change in the 1950s

New tariffs on imported clothing



Concentrated



4.



3.

Food safety regulation

No tariffs on imported clothing

Social Security cutbacks

to balance the budget

Climate change after 1988



Labor-management

bargaining in corporatist

systems

Social Security cutbacks

to lower government

spending and taxes

Climate change in the 1980s



?Vote:



See text for fuller explanations.
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type of contest, especially in countries where union membership is high

and unions have strong affiliations with a national political party. Programs

of the diffused-versus-diffused type (Box 1) are likely to expand gradually, since elected legislators have every incentive to hand out widely distributed benefits. Why don't legislators have equally powerful incentives

to minimize widely distributed costs? Because, first, they need to be seen

as doing something for their constituencies. Simply not creating any no

costs doesn't make them look active and powerffil, whereas creating a new

benefit does. And second, they can manipulate the image of these programs

by publicizing the benefits and downplaying the costs.

The other two configurations yield unequal contests. Concentrated

interests almost always win when pitted against diffused. In the ease ot

concentrated benefits versus diffused costs (Box 2), the group that stands

to gain will mount a strong organized effort, while the larger group whose

members stand to lose smaller amounts will likely remain passive and

unorganized. For example, state legislatures sometimes make laws requiring health insurance policies to cover a particular service—say acupuncture or infertility treatment. The providers of the services stand to gain

an enlarged market of paying customers; their livelihood is at stake. The

costs of these mandates are widely dispersed among all the people who

pay premiums for health insurance. Therefore, the state association of acupuncturists or infertility clinics will mount a concerted campaign for such

a law, while the millions of affected premium payers remain unorganized.

Similarly, with concentrated costs versus diffused benefits (Box 3), an

organized opposition to a proposed regulation will easily defeat the hardto-organize potential gainers. For example, food makers will resist a new

regulation prohibiting their use of an unhealthy preservative if the regulation substantially increases their production costs. Food consumers, on

the other side, might benefit from a healthier (if shorter-lasting) food

product, but probably wouldn't find it worth their while to organize over

such a small aspect of their lives.

In practice, the two typesofuneql ual contests (Boxes 2 and 3) are ,

only one, depending on whether we look at the issue from the vantage point

of proposed change or thee status quo. Consider tariffs and import grunt`''

on clothing. If domestic

1 II

ic c ot

ing manufacturers, a small producer groul)•

are able to get tariffs on foreign-made clothes, they can sell their clothes

to

at higher prices (a boon to their profits) and they can pass the costs on

buyers in pennies per garment. Clothes consumers have little incentive to

mobilize, clothes bebiyn

th

llpartof

their budget, but manufacturers hasp'

every reason to lob ghaard for

ted

benefits versus diffused costs e change. This is a situation of concentra

s (Box 2). But we could just as easily interp.et
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this contest as concentrated costs versus diffused benefits (Box 3). Without

tariffs (the status quo), domestic manufacturers bear the relatively high cost

of losing market share to foreign imports, while consumers receive the relatively small but widespread benefit of having cheaper clothes. Whether we

look at the tariff issue from the vantage point of the status quo or a future

policy change, the contest is unequal because one side has a much greater

stake in the issue and more incentive to mobilize.

It's tempting to think that the distribution of costs and benefits is

inherent in a policy, and that knowing a little bit about a program or proposal should enable someone to map it onto the table and, predict which

kind of politics it will generate. More often than not, however, a political

issue seems to fit into more than one box.

Social Security is usually considered the classic example of a policy

with diffuse costs and diffuse benefits (Box 1). The costs (payroll taxes)

are spread out over millions of employers and employees, and the benefits

(retirement, survivor, and disability payments) go to millions of people.

But whenever Republicans try to cut back Social Security benefits in

order to lower the deficit, Democrats cast themselves as guardians of the

program's needy beneficiaries. In contrast to the nebulous beneficiaries

of balanced budgets—all Americans and future generations—the beneficiaries of Social Security are a large group of identifiable people who

depend on the program for the bulk of their income, and who can be readily mobilized by AARP (an organization for retirees) and disability rights

organizations. Social Security beneficiaries may be a diffuse interest while

the program hums steadily along, but in the face of proposals for change,

leaders can transfbrm them into a concentrated loser group (Box 3). Now

a diffuse interest (people who would benefit from a balanced budget) faces

a more concentrated interest (people who would lose their current Social

S

ecurity benefits). But we're not through watching this issue mutate.

Contemporary antigovernment Tea Party leaders focus voters' attention

on taxes and try to persuade them that government spending is all costs

t

o them without any benefits. From that perspective, reduced spending

and lower taxes look like as concentrated an interest as Social Security.

Perhaps it fits in Box 4.

Our ability to move Social Security from one box to another suggests

ndamentally different way of looking at the relationship between

problems and politics. Policy issues don't determine the kind °Political contests that occur; instead, politics shapes the way policy issues are portrayed and

perceived

in the first place. Problems don't have inherent effects that fall

i n a pr

edetermined pattern, willy-nilly. Political actors deliberately try

to influence how people perceive the effects of policies and proposals.

a fu
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Manipulating perceptions of costs and benefits is a key strategy of issue

framing and mobilizing interests. Seeing interest mobilization and costbenefit framing as part of the same political process explains why issues

seem to move around on the table as they are played out over time.

Let's take one more example of how issues and interests can mutate. As

climate change grew from a scientific theory into an international issue,

different contests successively took shape on the political stage.' In the

1950s, scientists were the most concentrated interest on the issue. Their

interest was chiefly in having their research and theoretical speculations

taken seriously (their cultural authority) and getting funding for more

research (their financial livelihood). Taxpayers are usually a diffuse interest, so it was relatively easy for governments to fund research through

existing national science bodies and even create new climate research

organizations. The issue could be described as concentrated benefits versus diffuse costs (Box 2).

In the 1970s and 1980s, as research identified specific environmental damages, such as rising sea levels, more frequent hurricanes, flood

damage, and species extinction, scientists' interest changed to persuading governments to restrict carbon emissions. Environmental advocacy'

groups joined the issue. Saving the environment was their raison d'être,

so they provided organization, funds, and political passion. To them, the

benefits of stopping global warming were concentrated. Meanwhile, oil

and coal producers, confronted with possible restrictions, suddenly had

a concentrated interest in resisting change. In the U.S., industry leaders mounted campaigns to discredit the science of climate change and

to scare politicians and business owners by predicting complete economic collapse if the government were to adopt emissions limits. No

concentrated gainers squared off with concentrated losers (Box 4). But

we could also see the contest as one between a concentrated interest in

the status quo emissions levels—industry everywhere—and a classic dillfuse interest—world citizens who would benefit from emission reductions . . . maybe, sometime in the distant future, hard to get excited about

(Box 3).

In 1988, the patterns shifted again as the climate change issue wen t

global and new actors came onstage. The United Nations created an

international body of climate science researchers, the Intergovernm ental
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Panel on Climate Change, and began sponsoring international conferences. In Toronto, forty-eight nations declared climate change to be a

security threat "second only to global nuclear war." National governments now had a concentrated interest in cooperating against a common threat. Very quickly, however, the process of negotiating concrete

national emission limits in international meetings in Rio (1992), Kyoto

(1997), and Copenhagen (2009) reconcentrated national leaders' interests

on their domestic economies and made the international security threat

seem diffuse by comparison. Industries in old industrial states, especially

the United States, wanted to preserve their economies as is—no limits

on us, thank you. National leaders in rising economies, especially China,

Brazil, and India, didn't want to be held back by new rules of the industrialization game. Yet, to developing countries, many of which are small

island states (e.g., Singapore and Haiti) or have densely settled coastal

areas (e.g., most of Africa), rising oceans and rivers pose a security threat

made all too familiar by periodic tsunamis and floods.

As the climate change issue makes clear, political actors deliberately

portray policy issues in terms of who and how many people benefit in

order to mobilize support for and against proposals. Programs don't

themselves have inherent distributions of costs and benefits. Rather,

political actors strategically represent programs as contests between different types of costs and benefits.



GOOD INTERESTS VERSUS BAD



Theories of mobilization are part of the larger quest in political science to

understand recurring patterns in the contests among interests. Are some

types of interests universally stronger than others? We have seen two

answers. According to rational choice theory, individual interests that

can be fulfilled with individualistic, divisible, material means will always

triumph over collective, shared, and nonmaterial interests. According to

Wilson's distribution-of-effects theory, the interests of small minorities

who are intensely affected by something will dominate the interests of

large

e majorities who are only incidentally affected by something.

In the polis, people are concerned with normative values in addition

w

t r Power dynamics. They believe some things are right and some are

on& and they want policy makers to "do right." For political actors,

therefore,

erefore, the normative dimension of issues and interests looms large.

Every leader, every group, and every politician wants to be seen on the

side of the angels.
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Democratic theorists, revolutionaries, and reformers all sketch a contest between good and bad. For them, the good, legitimate, and virtuous

interests aren't necessarily the strong ones; in fact, they tend to be the

weak ones. Reform is necessary, they say, because the good interests need

protection. Government's job is precisely to protect weak but legitimate

interests against stronger but less virtuous ones. When Thomas Jefferson declared, All men are created equal," he meant morally equal, not

physically, mentally, or financially equal. A well-designed government

should counteract these nonmoral differences in order to render moral

equality real—to enable every person to pursue life, liberty, and happiness.'" Democratic theories differ, of course, in what they identify as the

weak and strong interests and in the means they assign to government

for protecting the weak. But they share these two key assumptions: that

some important, good interests are too weak to flourish on their min,

and that one important function of government is to foster these types

of interests.

The contest has often been billed as one between strong "special interests" and a weakly defended "public interest." Jimmy Carter, the first

modern president to run as an outsider to Washington, decried "a Congress twisted and pulled in every direction by hundreds of well-financed

and powerful special interests." Carter's story had the classic heroic plot

of all populist political rhetoric: a small, selfish interest has dominated

a larger, more virtuous interest, and I am coming to the rescue. Obama

stepped right into the role; in his congressional address meant to seize

control of health care reform, Obama vowed, "I will not stand by while

the special interests use the same old tactics to keep things exactly the

way they are."'

There are many schemes for classifying the good/weak and bad/strong

interests. Table 10.2 lists some other characterizations of this grand political contest. Each pair in the table suggests an unequal political contest.

interests on the right side aren't necessarily bad because they're inherently

evil, or even illegitimate, interests. They might be bad simply because they

are strong enough to squeeze out other legitimate interests.



'There's another reading of the American constitution: it was designed to add government's heft m

'7

numerically smaller property-owning

class against the numerically dominant poor and landless:r)i
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as now, the economic elite of which the Founding Fathers were a part saw themselves as the clue

mous interest, Through their industriousness and inventiveness, the rest of the people Would r'''1001
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TABLE 10.2

RHETORICAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF POLITICAL CONTESTS

Good Weak Interests



Bad Strong Interests



Collective



Individualistic



Diffused



Concentrated



Broad



Narrow



Long-term



Short-term



Spiritual



Material



Social



Economic



Public



Special



The People"



Elites



99%



1%



In any political contest, both sides try to amass the most power, but

it is always the weaker side, the underdog, who seeks to bring in outside

help. In American political culture, where government is viewed as properly

a referee among interests rather than a strong power itself, the most

important source of outside help is government. Ironically, then, portraying one's own side as weaker becomes strategically useful in order

to attract both government support and broad support from as-yetuninvolved groups who share your values.

To gain the support of powerful groups, it helps to portray your own

side as capable of inflicting concentrated costs or delivering concentrated

benefits. In the student-led anti-sweatshop campaign against Nike, students were a diffuse and weak group, for whom Nike clothes and shoes

were only a small part of their budgets. But as Nike's chief consumers,

or market segment, they could credibly threaten the company's market share by tarnishing its moral reputation:8 The student group thus

threatened to deliver a concentrated cost. To take a sweeter example,

years

ago a coalition seeking to expand Daylight Saving Time made sure

t hat October

31 —Halloween—was included in the proposed new period,

and then contacted candy manufacturers to join the coalition.'9 By bringing a major candy-selling holiday into the proposed period of Daylight

Saving Time, the coalition offered to deliver a concentrated benefit.

groF

or Purposes of attracting the support of diffuse, uninvolved bystander

Ps, it sometimes pays to look like the weaker, public-spirited side,

anPdieptra
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someone struggling to do good. Making a particular interest appear to be

in the interest of' the general public is a classic political strategy. Whenever a powerful corporate interest comes under public criticism, you can

expect to see TV spots and full-page ads detailing its contributions to

the public good. American pharmaceutical companies have been criticized

for their excessively high drug prices. In many of their ads, they portray

themselves as humanitarian sponsors of medical research and discoverer'

of cures, rather than as sellers of medicines.

Beyond asserting that it is on the side of the angels, the chief strategy

fir an accused "special interest" to appear public-spirited is to disaggre"

gate itself The alleged special interest shows that it isn't a single political

actor with a uniform interest but is actually composed of a large number

of ordinary and average citizens. Utility companies fight rate regulation

and pollution control by depicting themselves as shareholder comPan ie'

owned by grandmothers, widows, and hardworking Americans %%10'

pensions and nest eggs would plummet if the regulations went into effect.

To stop U.S. agreement to the 1997 Kyoto accords on limiting greenhouse

gas emissions, American industry painted a grim scenario of daily life fill

average Americans families: gasoline prices would shoot up by 50 cent'

or more; heating and electricity bills would soar; the cost of everything

would go up; and thousands of coal miners, autoworkers, and employee'
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in energy-related fields would lose their livelihoods." Of course, far worse

happened to the American family ten years later after the financial crash

of 2008, without strict emissions controls. Enter the natural gas industry

as savior. In 2010, with unemployment rates hovering around 10 percent,

a nonprofit arm of the industry mounted an ad campaign touting itself

as 'an employment and job creation engine." One ad pictured a drilling

rig and read, "This is not a drilling rig. It's a factory." The ad and other

public relations materials highlighted the benefits of drilling to ordinary

people-3 million jobs, and more coming.'

One more strategy for portraying an interest as "good" is to transform economic interests into social values. Tariff protection from foreign

competition saves jobs, thereby "saving communities." Agricultural price

supports and farm loans save a "way of life," not an industry. Sole-source

defense contracts, while appearing to provide monopoly guarantees to

defense companies, actually build a stable national capacity to make specialized equipment.

In a similar vein, immediate short-term interests can be portrayed as

long-run interests. Industry leaders almost always portray government

aid as an emergency stabilization measure necessary for more thoroughgoing long-term restructuring. Opponents of spending on social programs portray cutbacks as hurting beneficiaries in the short run in order

to help them in the long run. A hand up, not a handout," in President

Clinton's metaphor, promised to change poor people's long-run earning

capacity instead of solving their immediate economic crises. When companies announce massive layoffs, the press releases are sure to say that

while these cuts are painful, they are necessary for the company's health

SO

that it can continue to employ the remaining workers and eventually

recall the others.

Problems are defined in politics to accomplish political goals—to

mobilize support for one side in a conflict. To define an issue is to make

an assertion about what is at stake and who is affected and, therefore, to

define interests and reconfigure alliances. There is no such thing as an

apolitical problem definition. In confronting any definition of a policy

problem, the astute analyst needs to ask how that definition defines interested parties and stakeshow it allocates the roles of bully and underdog,

and how a diff

erent

erent definition

definition would change power relations.
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For some people, decision making comes easily. "I delegate to good

people," George W Bush said, by way of explaining his decision to veto a

popular children's health insurance bill.

I got a lot of PhD-types and smart people around me who come into the Oval

Office and say, "Mr. President, here's what's on my mind." And I listen carefully

to their advice. But having gathered the advice, I decide, you know, I say, "This

is what we're going to do." And it's, "Yes, sir, Mr. President." And then we get

after it, implement policy.'



For other people, decision making is full of uncertainty and angst. President Warren Harding (1921-23) was one of the latter. "I listen to one side

just

and they seem right, and then I talk to the other side, and they seem

as right, and there I am where I started ... God, what a job!"'

Whether you feel more like Bush or Harding, no doubt you have \NIres

tied with difficult decisions. No doubt, too, you have used many of the

decision-making methods known to humankind: habit, social custom,

impulse, intuition, procrastination, and avoidance; cogitation, delegatio"

advice-seeking, and prayer for guidance; consensus, bargaining, mediation, voting, or chance. One major goal of public policy as a field of study

is to help people make good policy decisions. And arguably, the hallinari,

of contemporary policy analysis is its faith in rational methods of dew"'

making.
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RATIONAL DECISION MAKING



In the rationality model, problems are cast as a choice between alternative means for achieving a goal. Rationality means choosing the best

means to attain any goal. You probably recognize its similarity to the

concept of efficiency (Chapter 3). Both ideals are rooted in the utilitarian

tradition, or what is sometimes called means-ends thinking. Utilitarianism as a way of thinking about public policy started in the nineteenth

century and became the dominant way in the mid-twentieth century.

The rational decision model portrays a policy problem as a choice facing a political actor. The actor then goes through a sequence of mental

operations to arrive at a decision. s These steps are:

1.defining a goal,

2. imagining alternative means for attaining the goal,

3. evaluating the likely consequences of pursuing each alternative,

and

4. choosing the alternative most likely to attain the goal.

The rational decision model doesn't deal explicitly with steps I and 2. It

assumes the actor already has goals and knows what they are. By contrast,

theories of political interests focus on exactly this question of where people get their goals. Nor does the model ask where the alternatives come

from or who promotes and opposes them. Instead, the model zooms in on

step 3, assessing consequences of policy proposals. The essence of rational

decision making is to tally up the consequences of different alternatives and

choose the one that yields the best results. "Best" usually includes the idea

of "least costly" as well as best outcomes.

The decision in step 4 is made on the basis of a single criterionmanmum total welfare. Sometimes the criterion is called "well-being,"

utility" or "benefit," but the idea is the same: The decision maker should

choose

the alternative that maximizes overall welfare. If the decision

Maker is an individual, he should decide according to which alternative

will maximize overall personal welfare. If the decision maker is an agent

for an organization, a leader, or a policy maker, then she should maximize the overall welfare of the entity in question. Even though a decision

might be very complicated and involve many factors, all considerations

nA

lively, enjoyable text on rational decision making is Robert Behn and James Vaupel,
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must be translated into a single scale or common denominator in order to

yield a single measure of total welfare.

One form of this rational decision model, cost-benefit analysis, has

become the signature method of policy analysis. It consists in tallying

the negative and positive consequences of an action (step 3) to see

whether, on balance, the action will lead to a gain or a loss. The decision

in step 4 is then made according to a single criterion or rule: take the

action if its benefits outweigh its costs. Thus, cost-benefit analysis connects steps 3 and 4.

The federal government first began to use cost-benefit analysis for

assessing whether to implement public water projects. The Flood Control Act of 1936 required the Army Corps of Engineers to demonstrate

that the benefits of any proposed project would outweigh its costs. Noii,

cost-benefit analysis is used primarily to help decide about major public

expenditures, such as infrastructure projects or public health screening

and vaccination campaigns. However, starting with President Ronald

Reagan, who sought to reduce the size and scope of government, politicians have increasingly required that proposed regulations and legislation pass a cost-benefit test in order to be implemented.



MAKING DECISIONS IN THE POLIS



Decision making in the polis differs in many ways from the rational model.

The rational model ignores or neglects some of the most important modes

of thinking and techniques that political leaders use to structure their

decision making and to gather political support for their policy choices.

The rational decision model is itself a form of dramatic story. It asks us

to identify wit h a protagonist—the decision maker— who is poised on the

brink of a dilemma. Confusion and a sense of urgency, epitomized in Pres-



rib



ident Harding's lament, give the story its emotional impetus. The her

is a policy analyst, someone like President Bush's "PhD-types and sma rt

people," armed with rational decision models. Rational analysis offers ."

compelling resolution to the befuddled decision maker. It cuts throng('

confusion, reducing heaps of information to a manageable amount. It 01)vides a simple decision rule, a single criterion of "maximizing something

good." Most of all, the rational decision model offers determinateness,

promise that if you go through the process of analysis, you will get a definite answer. Even if what you find is equivalenc say, that two program'

have exactly the same cost-benefit ratio—at least you know defirlitivelY

that it doesn't matter which one you choose.
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Behind the technical methods of rational decision analysis, then, are

hidden storylines. The method promises to help individuals work through

difficult decisions and find the right answer. The method also bolsters

politicians' authority. By saying they relied on objective analytical methods, politicians convey that their decisions weren't political and that they

didn't just favor their allies. These hidden stories explain a large part of

the political appeal of cost-benefit and other rational decision techniques

as a way to define problems.

Like the other modes of problem definition we have examined in

this section, rational decision models are partly persuasive techniques

mounted by people with stakes in the outcome. By recognizing these

techniques and understanding how rational decision models differ from

decision making in the polis, you can bring political intelligence to your

own policy analysis.

Defining Goals

In the rational model, analysts take policy actors' stated objectives at face

■

,alu e

and use them as the yardstick by which to evaluate policy alternat

ives. Explicit goals are a sine qua non of the model. If decision makers

don't



ave



achieved, or if they change their minds about their goals, there can't

be

stable standards for judging effectiveness of proposed alternatives.

Ex

plicitness and precision about goals are therefore not only virtues but

also necessities in the rational model.
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In the polis, by contrast, statements of goals are more than wishes and

intentions; they are also means of gathering political support. Political

actors state goals as inspirational visions of a future, hoping to enlist the

aid of others in bringing it about. For this purpose, ambiguity is often far

better suited than explicitness and precision. Recall some of the functions

of ambiguity in politics: By labeling goals vaguely and ambiguously, leaders can draw support from different groups who otherwise might disagree

on specifics. Ambiguity can unite people who might benefit from the same

policy but for different reasons. Vague goals in statutes allow legislators to

vote for a law and shunt the conflicts to an administrative agency for interpretation and implementation.

Being ambiguous about one's intentions leaves a policy maker wiggle room in the future and can help manage political relationships. Alan

Greenspan, longtime chairman of the Federal Reserve, was famous for

keeping the Fed's actions secret until the last minute. At one point, after

a speech in which he gave away nothing except to intimate that the Fed

might either raise or lower the interest rate, he quipped to reporters, 1

worry incessantly that I might be too clear." By not leaking which way

he was leaning, he would maximize the dramatic impact of the announcement. There was yet another reason for Greenspan to be unclear. He was

thcing a meeting of his monetary policy committee in a few weeks, and if

he announced his policy intention in advance, he would put the committee members in a bind: either they could go along with him and feel like

rubber stamps, or they could recommend a different policy but be seen as

undermining their chairman. Thus, being ambiguous also helped Greenspan deal with the internal politics of his organization.'

Selecting Alternatives

The rational decision model doesn't give much thought to how polls}

alternatives come into consideration, though this is probably the most

creative part of policy making. The model tells you how to analyze the

likely outcomes of a policy proposal to decide whether the proposal is

worth doing, but not how to dream up ideas in the first place and whether

to put them on your short list.

Constructing a list of possible alternative solutions to a policy Pob,"

lem is one of the most important techniques of issue framing. A frame is a

boundary that cuts off parts of something from our view while focusing



'Keith firadsher, "ltd Sees Signs of Weakness in Robust Economy,"



New York Times, June .20,1095.
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our attention on other parts. Framing an issue means "to select some

aspects of perceived reality and make them more salient [important or

visible] ... in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition,

causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation." In the polis, con trolling the number and kinds of alternatives on

the table is one of the most important techniques of issue framing. Keeping things off the agenda is as much a form of power as getting them

on." If an alternative doesn't float to the surface and appear on the list

of possibilities, it can't be selected; to keep it off is effectively to defeat

it. In fact, keeping an alternative from explicit consideration is even better than defeating it, because an alternative that remains unarticulated,

unnamed, and unexamined doesn't lurk around as the focus of discontent

and hope.

The selection of alternatives for a decision depends a great deal on

conceptions of causation. Political creatures are always maneuvering to

locate the blame somewhere else and to find solutions that either put the

costs on other people or require their own services (well compensated, of

course), or both. Since causal chains are virtually infinite, there is potentially a wide range of choice about where to locate the blame, and, correspondingly, about what type of corrective steps to take. The "drunk

driving problem" (to repeat an example from Chapter 9, "Causes") can

he seen as caused by irresponsible drivers, un-crash-worthy cars, poorly

designed roads, insufficient ambulance and medical facilities, irresponsible tavern owners, or overzealous advertising by the beverage industry. A

set of cultural assumptions, perhaps bolstered by promotional activities

of the auto and beverage industries, prevents consideration of anything

but the driver as the source of the problem. The usual list of solutions—

driver education programs, stiff penalties, better enforcement—therefore

excludes all the alternatives directed at other conceptions of cause. Hence,

focusing attention on a particular slice of an extended causal chain is a

techniqu e of issue framing.

Another part of strategy in the polis is to make one's preferred outcome

appear as the only possible alternative. For this purpose, construction of

the

list is crucial because an alternative is judged by the company it keeps.

By surroundin g the preferred alternative with other, less attractive ones, a

politician can make it seem like the only possible recourse.



Entrnan, "Framing: Toward Clarification of a Fractured Paradigm,"

k:riRobert

13, no.

4 (1993),



Journal of Communication,



pp. 51-8:

classic political science essay on this point is Peter Bachrach and Morton Baratz, "Two Faces of

Power,'

American Political Science Review 56 (1962), pp. 947-52.
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This strategy is so pervasive in social life that it has a name in rhetoric:

Hobson's choice.' The author, speaker, or politician offers the audience an

apparent choice, wearing all the verbal clothing of a real choice, when in fact

the very list of options determines how people will choose by making one

option seem like the only acceptable possibility. Thus, for example, Milton

Friedman tells us in Capitalism and Freedom, his hugely influential paean to

free markets:

Fundamentally, there are only two ways of coordinating the economic activities

of millions. One is central direction involving the use of coercion—the technique

of the army and of the modern totalitarian state. The other is voluntary cooperation of individuals—the technique of the market place.'



In fact, all states employ some combination of market exchanges and government rules and incentives. But once the audience accepts the structure

of a Hobson's choice—that the alternatives presented are the only ones

(cooperation and coercion), and that they have the qualities the author

imparts to them ("voluntary" versus "totalitarian")—then it is stuck with

the offerer's preferred alternative.

Hobson's choice can become a fairly elaborate strategy of argument. It

is the underlying structure of James Madison's classic essay "Federalist

Paper No. 10," in which Madison purported to demonstrate that federal

government in a large republic is the best method for controlling factions

and therefore the best design for a new American constitution:

There are two methods of curing the mischiefs of faction: the one, by removing

its causes; the other, by controlling its effects. There are again two methods of

removing the causes of faction: the one by destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence; the other, by giving to every citizen the same opinions, sane

passions, and the same interests."



Here, Madison suggests that to eliminate factional conflict, government

would have to eliminate freedom of speech and association (liberty), or

would have to engage in a kind of brainwashing ("give every citizen the

same opinions ..."). The essay goes on in this vein, leading us like sheep

'This name conies from Thomas Hobson, a seventeenth-century liveryman in Cambridge, England,

who rented out horses but required each customer to take the one nearest the door, instead of giving

them a choice.

"Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom



(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), P 13'

,

"James Madison, "The Federalist Paper No. 19," in Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John s)'

The Federalist (orig. 1787).
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through a series of carefully controlled two-part choices, some of which

are "obviously" unacceptable. (Here, both ways of removing the causes of

factions are bad, so we must choose to curb the effects.)

The strategy of Hobson's choice is used not only to gain support for

a policy alternative beforehand but also to gain legitimacy for actions

already taken. In 201 1, during the protests in Libya, the Obama administration decided to participate in a multilateral intervention against Colonel Muammar el-Qadaffi 's dictatorial regime. Knowing the decision was

highly controversial, Obama presented it as a Hobson's choice: "I want

the American people to know that the use of force is not our first choice,

and it's not a choice that I make lightly. But we can't stand idly by when

a tyrant tells his people that there will be no mercy." As between using

force, with all its risks, and permitting a merciless tyrant, Obama was

saying there was only one acceptable choice.'

In the rational decision model, the image of a list of alternatives implies

that all the items on the list have equal standing until the analysis proves

one superior. In the polis, a list of alternatives is sometimes a carefully

constructed Hobson's choice, where one alternative is embedded among

others that are all portrayed as negatively as possible. By the time a problem has become formulated as a decision in politics, a lot has already been

ruled out. Whether you are wearing your citizen hat or your analyst hat,be on the lookout for Hobson's choices. Whenever you are presented with

an either-or choice, you should be tipped off to a trap. You can disengage

it by imagining different alternatives other than those presented (there

are always more), and by giving new attributes to the ones presented

(always keep a bag of adjectives handy to try on for size).

Controlling the Political Meanings of Alternatives

Labelin g or naming alternatives is another important framing technique.

It is no accident that Milton Friedman chose the names "voluntary cooperation" and "coercion" for his two alternatives, instead of, say "cut-throat

competition" and "public regulation," or that he further controlled our

motional responses by appending the labels "totalitarian," "army," and

"free market." We expect this kind of loaded writing in political treatises,

b

ut the rational model theoretically rises above verbal trickery. Ideally,

ethe verbal labels attached to different alternatives shouldn't affect their

evaluation. Alternatives are actions that have objective consequences, and

Qad

Quoted



in David D. Kirkpatrick, Steven Erlanger, and Elisabeth Bumiller, "Allies Open Assault on

dafi s Forces in Libya,"

New York Times, Mar. 20, 2011.
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it is the measure of those consequences that counts in the final decision,

not the decision maker's emotional responses to names.

In the polis, of course, language does matter. Try this mental experiment." Suppose a serious flu epidemic is expected to kill 600 people. The

government is considering two possible vaccination programs. Program

A would use a conventional vaccine that can be counted on to save 200

people. Program B would use an experimental vaccine that has a 1/3

chance of saving 600 people but a 2/3 chance of being totally ineffective and saving none. You are the surgeon general of the United States.

Which would you choose?

Now suppose you're considering a choice between two other programs.

Program C would use a conventional vaccine that we know from past

experience will result in the death of 400 people. Program D, using an

experimental vaccine, would offer a 1 /3 chance that no one will die and

a 2/3 chance that all 600 would die. Which of these would you choose?

If you're like most people, you chose Program A in the first problem

and Program D in the second. In terms of rational decision theory, the

choices are structurally identical. They offer the same probabilities of

the same outcomes. The first options (A and C) will have as their result

400 people dying from the flu. The second options (B and D) are gambles

whose expected values are 400 deaths.' Both dilemmas, therefore, offer

a choice between a certain outcome of 400 deaths and a gamble with an

expected value of 400 deaths. Most people choose the certain outcome

when the alternatives are labeled as "lives saved" but the gamble when

the alternatives are labeled as "deaths." In the rational model of decision making, the switch most people make from the certain option to the

gamble when the labels are changed is thoroughly irrational.

If you have always counted yourself among the rational, you will Ito

doubt want to think about why you switched your preference (if Yo9

did). Psychologists believe the labels create different points of reference

against which people evaluate alternatives. In the flu vaccination pro"

gram, labeling the outcomes as "people saved" creates as a reference point

a situation in which 600 lives aare aIreadoomed

; to c loose the gamble

yd

seems like standing around doing nothing when you could be rescuing

200

people. The label "people die" suggests a starting point where the

es.

'The experiment comes from Daniel Kahneman an

and Amos Tversky, The Psychology of Preferenc

Selenl!fic ,lmerlean 286

(January 1982), pp. 160-73.

'Expected value means the magnitude of an outcome multiplied by its probability of occurring In

°n the

ase, a 2/3 chance that 600 people

,e,sgeucaulrsitaymexpected value of 400 deaths. For a r efresher

concept of expected value, see chawpti
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same 600 people are very much alive, and to shun the gamble seems tantamount to sentencing 400 of them to death.

The way we think about problems is extremely sensitive to the language used to describe them. Many scholars believe that such framing

effects of language distort rational thinking. A purely rational decision

should be based on the objective consequences of actions, purified of the

poetic impact of words. As the authors of the flu vaccine experiment

put it, human "susceptibility to the vagaries of framing" creates "impediments to the achievement of rational decision." Reflecting on the experiment, they weren't sure whether the effects of framing "should be treated

as errors or biases or whether they should be accepted as valid elements

of human experience.' But after three decades of research in cognitive

psychology, we now accept and understand much more about how metaphors, analogies, and mental associations influence decisions.

Changes in wording can dramatically alter how citizens evaluate policy alternatives. In the depth of recession in 2009, a majority of Americans (53 percent) approved of "the expansion of the government's role

in the economy." But when asked their assessment of Obama's proposals,

public opinion flipped depending on whether his proposals were characterized as "expansion of government power" or as "expansion of government spending" Fifty-six percent thought Obama's proposals called for

the right amount or not enough expansion of government power; when

asked about spending, 55 percent thought Obama's proposals called for

too much.'' In surveys about government's role in poverty alleviation,

the mere word "welfare" acts like a poison pill. Questions that mention

welfare" reduce public support for such programs by almost 40 percentage points compared with questions that use the phrases "assistance to

the poor" or "caring for the poor."'

The power of language to influence the way we see policy choices points

to yet another strategic function of ambiguity in the polis. In the rational model, the analyst assumes that the decision maker must choose one

alternative. She can't have her chocolate cake and eat it, too. To be sure,

a

smart analyst might suggest cobbling together the best parts of two

he three alternatives, and demonstrate why such a blended policy would

he superior. But in politics, ambiguity works a kind of magic that allows

"Itiahnernan and Tversky, "Psychology of Preferences," op. cit., note 11, p. 173.

''Frank

..0 Newport, "Americans OK With Short-Term Government Growth," Apr. 29, 2009, available at

p.coln/poll/117523



/Americans-Short-Term-Growth.aspx.

lomW Smith, "That Which We Call Welfare by Any Other Name Would Smell Sweeter: An Analy'is of the I

no. I

-mpact of Question Wording on Response Patterns," Public Opinion Quarterly, vol. 51,

(1987), pp. 75-83.
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political actors to do two incompatible things at once. Symbolic meanings can combine and reconcile seemingly contradictory alternatives and

thereby make possible a new range of options. Here are two examples of

how policy makers were able to transform apparently "either-or" choices

into "both-and" decisions.

American leaders have been pulled in two directions by the 1997 Ottawa

Treaty, which prohibits anti-personnel land mines. Humanitarian groups

deplore the injuries and deaths that unexploded mines cause to innocent

civilians, and want the U.S. to sign the treaty. The Pentagon strenuously

opposes the treaty, because without the deterrent effect of mines, more

American soldiers would be injured and killed. Neither presidents Clinton nor Bush signed the treaty, and in 2009, under strong pressure from

the Pentagon, Obama declined to sign as well. Immediately after Obama's

announcement, his administration was faced with overwhelming pressure from Congress, humanitarian activists, and the 158 countries that

had signed—including our NATO allies—to reconsider its decision. In

response, the administration announced it would hold a "policy review'

to consider an option that was neither signing or not signing. Instead, the

U.S. might "pledge" to abide by the treaty provisions, earning credit with

the humanitarian side, without actually signing the treaty, thereby mollifying the Pentagon and leaving lots of room for military leaders to ignore

the pledge outside public scrutiny. Nothing ever came of the policy review,

but merely announcing it gave the impression that the administration was

reconsidering—a sort of decision in itself

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) must often decide whether

to approve new drugs that prevent or mitigate serious illnesses but also

have serious side effects. Should the FDA approve such a drug or not

On the side of approval stand patient groups, who are desperate for help,

and the drug's manufacturer, which is keen to recoup its sizeable research

investment and ultimately earn a profit. On the side of nonapprova l

stand some physician groups, whose ethical lodestone is "First, do 0

harm," and public-interest advocacy groups, whose experts believe the

drug's benefits are unproven and who condemn what they see as dangerous experiments on the public. The FDA has ways of acting that

don't force it to decide between approving or not approving a drug. It

can approve a drug but require that it be sold with safety warnings and

o0 treat

creat

disclosures of potential harms. Also it canpp

a rove a drug only t0

a specific disease for which it has been

, proven safe and effective. Once

'Mark Landler, "White House Is Being Pressed to Reverse Course and Join Land Mine Ban," eu'

Tunes, May s, '2010.
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drug has been approved for any purpose, doctors can prescribe it for "offlabel" uses, and patients can hunt for doctors willing to prescribe it for

them. Both of these strategies enable the FDA to placate both sides by

making a decision that isn't all-or-nothing.

In the polis, policy makers are often as concerned about how policy

alternatives will be perceived as they are about the practical outcomes.

In fact, in the polis, how different audiences interpret a decision are part

of its outcome. For example, in deciding whether to participate in the

Libya intervention in 201 1, the possible appearances and interpretations

of military action weighed heavily in the Obama administration's calculus. Leaders knew that the meaning of any intervention was open to

several interpretations. On the one hand, America claimed to stand for

democracy, civil rights, and human rights. Intervention could enhance

America's image in the Muslim world by supporting the Libyan protesters and putting its might behind Arab struggles for democracy. On the

other hand, the United States needed Middle Eastern oil and had for a

long time supported other Middle Eastern dictators in order to keep oil

supplies forthcoming. U.S. military intervention in Libya might be perceived by its Middle Eastern allies as a threat, and might appear to the

Muslim world as another American attack on a Muslim country.

The Libya decision illustrates another difference between decision

making in the rational model and the polis. In the rational model, a decision maker faces a choice between clear, predefined alternatives. In the

polis, a decision maker actively designs and presents alternatives to control how a decision will be interpreted. Before deciding about Libya,

key administration officials took pains to structure the intervention

alternative to create the right appearances, and only then did Obama

authorize U.S. participation. First, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton

obtained agreement from several Arab leaders to undertake military action against Libya, so the intervention could be portrayed as Arab-led.

Second, U.N. Representative Susan Rice pushed the U.N. Security Council to vote for a military intervention, so an intervention would appear

multilateral. In presenting the decision publicly, Obama emphasized that

the U.S. was only one participant in an international coalition, and that

its role would be limited to air support with absolutely no troops on the

ground.'?

;Ma.rk.Landler and Helene Cooper, "Obama Seeks a Course of Pragmatism in the Middle East," New
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March 11, 2011; Dan Bilefsky and Mark Landler, "U.N. Approves Airstrikes to Halt Attacks



Helene Cooper and Steven Lee Myers, Obama

rakes Hard Forces," New Tork Times, March 18, 2011;

es Hard Line with Libya After S
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DECISION—ANALYSIS STRATEGIES OF PROBLEM DEFINITION



Rational-Analytic Model



Pais Model



1. State goals explicitly and

precisely.



State goals ambiguously, and possibly

keep some goals secret or hidden.



2. Adhere to the same goal

throughout the analysis and

decision-making process.



Be prepared to shift goals and

redefine goals as political conditions

change.



3. Try to imagine and consider as

many alternatives as possible.



Keep undesirable alternatives off the

agenda by not mentioning them.

Make your preferred alternative

appear to be the only feasible or

possible one.

Focus on one part of the causal chain

and ignore others that would require

politically difficult or costly policy

actions.



4. Define each alternative clearly

as a distinct course of action.



Use rhetorical devices to blend

alternatives; don't appear to make

a clear decision that could trigger

strong opposition.



.5. Evaluate the costs and benefits



of each course of action as

accurately and completely as

possible.

(I. Choose the course of action



that will maximize total

welfare as defined by your

objective.



Select from the infinite range of

consequences only those whose costs

and benefits will make your preferred

course of action look best.

Choose the course of action that

hurts powerful constituents the

least, but portray your decision as

creating maximum social good for a

broad public.



A political analysis



of any policy decision must examine the list of

alternatives befbre getting down to measuring their likely results, colts;

and benefits. Maybe the alternatives have been presented in a way that

makes the decision a foregone conclusion. Maybe important options Ila`fl

been left off the agenda. Maybe—for better or for worse--there is a
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option that enables the decision maker to satisfy both sides, or at least,

not make a hardened enemy of one. Evaluating different options should

include how the options are and could be characterized and what they

represent—or might represent—symbolically, as well as practically.

Evaluating Policy Alternatives with Cost-Benefit Analysis

You have probably used cost-benefit analysis in your own decisions, if not

in a formal quantitative way, at least by listing the "pluses" and "minuses"

of an action you were considering. The only difference between your list of

pluses and minuses and formal cost-benefit analysis done by policy analysts

is that the analysts add numbers to theirs. For every plus and minus listed,

they think of a way to measure it. And while you might be satisfied with

an intuitive feel from your list as to whether the action is "worth it," formal analysts force themselves to measure all the consequences in the same

terms so that the measures can be added up. The analyst is a stickler for

arithmetic.

In cost-benefit analysis, outcomes are typically measured in dollars,

since the impetus for the analysis is usually the puzzle of how best to

spend money. Cost-benefit analysis is used to answer such questions as,

"Is it worth investing in a major international campaign to reduce AIDS?"

or "Is a municipal recycling program worth doing?" An analysis would

tally the dollar costs and benefits of the program and give an answer.

In the polis, important consequences of an action are often intangibles and hard to define, let alone measure. Depending on the proposal,

intangible costs might be accidental deaths, adverse health effects, damaged political reputations, urban decline, or loss of a wilderness area.

Intangible benefits might be psychological security from safety measures, enhanced political credibility, urban revitalization, species diversity, or spiritual nourishment from the landscape. Economists have gone

to great lengths to measure some intangible factors, using a technique

called "willingness to pay." For example, in health policy, we might want

Ito measure the value of additional length of life that could be obtained

from a very expensive anti-cancer drug. Willingness-to-pay surveys ask

people how much they would pay for an extra year, thus putting a dollar value

compared with

the cost on the policy output (a year of life) that can be comp

sof the drug. Measuring intangible values may create as many

problems

as it solves, however. Willingness-to-pay measures are strongly

influenced b

it's not clear

economic circumstances. Moreover,

whether people's

careful thought

peoyp e s responses to such questions represent ca

or are off-the-cuff answers.
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Often, intangible factors are omitted from cost-benefit analyses for lack

of a convincing way to measure them; in fact, one major criticism of the

method is that it subtly pressures analysts to ignore what they can't count.

At the other extreme, analysts sometimes force the intangible elements

into the procrustean bed of the analysis. In order to assess the benefits of

reducing disease and death due to global warming, one group of analysts

calculated the dollar value of a human life as a person's potential lifetime

earnings. Since average earnings are far greater in developed countries

than in developing, this made American, Canadian, and European lives far

more valuable than Mexican, Chinese, or Brazilian lives—a morally questionable result, to say the least. And because global warming is expected

to cause the greatest damages in developing countries, addressing global

warming didn't produce a very high benefit-to-cost ratio.'

Another problem with cost-benefit analysis is the tendency for analysts to take their measures of costs and benefits from the economic status quo. Take a moment to read "Moving Mountains," the story of two

doctors who made a public health revolution of this idea.

Cost-benefit analysis has to take its prices from somewhere, and analysts almost always take them from current market values. Market prices

are determined by existing political and institutional arrangements. As

Dr. Paul Farmer and Dr. Jim Yong Kim learned, the method has a built-In

conservative bias. The lesson: Instead of taking prices as a given, policy

reformers should analyze the forces that create prices and sometimes put

their efforts into changing prices by changing the power relations that

set them.

Besides market arrangements, the way a society pays for a program can

affect a decision about its worth. Try another thought experiment. You

lost your job as surgeon general but managed to be confirmed secretary of

health. You have to decide whether Medicare and Medicaid should cover hip

t.

replacements. The procedure is fairly expensive (about $20,000 per pattent)

and is something that's done mostly for people over age 65. If you think

funding the operations by taking small amounts of money from everyone

who pays taxes, the costs appear small and the action (restoring people

mobility and quality of life) might appear very worthwhile. Now imagine

that the payment system works differently Under congressional budget

rules, any increase in one program must be financed by a corresponding

decrease in some other program. You have to raise the money for each hip



"This example and critique comes from Eric A. Davidson,

Mattered



Ecologv

You Can't Eat GNP: Economics As



(Cambridge, Mass.: Perseus Books, 2000), pp. 41-42.
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MOVING MOUNTAINS



When Dr. Paul Farmer and Dr. Jim Yong Kim tried to interest the World

Health Organization in funding public health campaigns against multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, or MDR-TB as the disease is nicknamed, they

learned that WHO deemed treating the disease in developing countries as

not cost-effective. Indeed, it cost about $15,000 per person to treat MDRTB. Treating the simpler forms of TB that respond to standard antibiotics

was much cheaper. And so, in the deadly jargon of policy analysis, WHO

had declared: "In settings of resource constraint [read: poor countries], it is

necessary for rational resource allocation to prioritise TB treatment categories according to the cost-effectiveness of treatment of each category." In

other words, doctors like Farmer and Kim were supposed to ignore patients

with MDR-TB, because they could cure more people by putting all their

resources into treating those with ordinary TB.

Farmer and Kim were incensed by the way cost-effectiveness analysis "rationalized an irrational status quo: MDR-TB treatment was costeffective in a place like New York, but not in a place like Peru." Though it

was hard to raise money without WHO's approval, they went ahead treating a small number of patients, begging and borrowing the money and

drugs. They noticed that one of the drugs cost them $29.90 a vial at their

own hospital in Boston, $21.00 a vial in Peru, and only $8.80 per vial in

Paris. When their Paris supplier suddenly refused to sell them any more

drugs, a light bulb went on: The price of drugs is set by the pharmaceutical

manufacturers, and they set radically different prices for different markets.

The cost of treating MDR-TB wasn't fixed, and the conclusion of WHO's

cost-effectiveness analysis was merely an artifact of manufacturers' pricing

policies.

Farmer and Kim went to work to change the price. They persuaded Eli

Lily, which held the patent on one of the most effective drugs, to donate

large amounts of its drug, and they talked other manufacturers into lowering their prices. Suddenly, the cost of curing a case of drug-resistant TB

Plummeted from $15,000 a year to $1500 a year, and cure rates were very

high. Not content to get a few companies to lower prices for small quantities of drugs, they set about trying to change the entire system of supply

and demand. In order to stimulate production of large quantities of MDRTB drugs at lower cost, they had to show that there was a demand for

them___

meaning that a lot of TB projects would use (and buy) them. So,

th ey joined forces with other nonprofit organizations to persuade smaller

drug companies to make generic versions.

Quotations from and story based on Tracy Kidder, Mountains Beyond Mountains: The Quest of

Ur.

Paul Farmer, A Man Who Would Cure the World (New York: Random House, 2003).
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replacement by taking several thousand dollars from another public health

program—say, free vaccinations for poor children. Each time you authorize

a hip replacement, a vaccination program has to shut down thr a month. The

decision undoubtedly looks different. The cost of the medical procedure is

the same in the two cases, but how we pay for it, or even imagine paying for

it, influences how we evaluate its worth. Perhaps you'll decide to pay for lots

of hip replacements because seniors vote in droves; children and poor mothers aren't kingmakers. Or perhaps you'll decide to stint on hip replacements

because your moral commitments tell you to give children a better shot at

long and healthy lives.

In the polis, there is yet another critical aspect of strategy: deciding

which consequences to include in the analysis in the first place. Finding

the consequences of an action is like finding the causes in reverse. Every

action has infinite consequences, so there is no natural or correct place

to draw the line. Selecting which ones to include is both arbitrary and

strategic. The clever analyst can throw the decision one way by including

enough negative consequences to outweigh the positive ones, or throw it

the other way by including more positive consequences.

For example, a program to treat HIV-positive children in developing countries can be made to look highly cost-effective if one counts as

a benefit the number of lives saved. (OK, to value these lives, we'll use

the median earnings for all countries so as not to fall into the same trap

as the global warming study.) But now, count as costs all the schooling

and medical expenses of the children "saved," and the program appears to

generate fewer benefits. Add in their children's schooling and medical care

costs—children they wouldn't have had if they had died without the treatment—and these beneficiaries of our policy become burdens on the public

treasury. Now, count as program benefits the taxes paid by the people

we rescued and their contributions to development as teachers, engineers,

and health workers. The program begins to look better. Once again, if

you understand how malleable cost-benefit analysis can be, you can more

effectively critique other analyses and construct analyses that will support

your political goals. And you can step outside the entire framework bY

asking yourself, "What's the right thing to do?"



ETHICAL DECISIONS

President Harry Truman thought he made the right decision to drop

atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For all the horrors, the bombings had shortened the war, thereby averting millions of deaths and
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incalculable destruction. Elizabeth Anscomb, who later became a major

philosopher, was a student in her twenties when she wrote a pamphlet

condemning Truman's decision: "For men to choose to kill the innocent as a means to their ends is always murder.... If you had to choose

between boiling one baby and letting some frightful disaster befall a

thousand people—or a million people, if a thousand is not enough—what

would you do?"'

With one pointed question, Anscomb raised the central challenge to

utilitarian philosophy and the rational decision models it spawned. Sometimes, consequences aren't all that matter.° Sometimes, people decide on

the basis of strongly held principles rather than on any calculation of

net benefits. These two ways of deciding correspond to two grand traditions in moral philosophy. Utilitarianism says we should judge actions

by their results. Deontological theories of morality, by contrast, say we

should judge actions by whether they correspond to enduring principles

of rightness.' What those principles are, where they come from, and how

we find out what they are—those are questions that have been debated

for millennia. Yet, even without any universal agreement or clear formulas for moral behavior, people sometimes think in terms of duties and

obligations, right and wrong, and moral absolutes. You use deontological

morality every time you say, "It's wrong to lie, to steal, to murder," or

"It's your duty to uphold your promises, help an injured stranger, or fight

for your country." I'm not saying that you believe any of those things,

only that most people hold some principles about right and wrong.

Under George W. Bush, the U.S. government acknowledged that it

used interrogation techniques commonly recognized as torture, although

government officials denied that they authorized torture. Ever since, there

has been vigorous public debate in the U.S. over whether torture is justified. Should a government ever decide to use torture? If so, what would be

legitimate reasons? If not, why not?

The major argument for using torture rests on cost-benefit analysis of

a story known as the ticking time bomb scenario. We (the heroes) have

captured

a man (the villain) who has planted a bomb set to kill thousands

(the innocent victims). Should we torture the man if that is the only way

to get him to divulge the bomb's location in time to defuse it or evacuate the area? The simple calculus of the argument totes up the costs and
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benefits. The costs are severe physical and mental harms to the captive

and his family. The benefits are the lives of all who would be killed by

the bomb. Both choices—don't torture or torture—would yield bad outcomes, but torturing one man is the lesser of two evils. It yields the least

harm. In such a situation of one-versus-many, the numbers give a clear

answer. Agreed, I have made the argument sound disarmingly simple, but

this simple weighing of numbers is the essence of utilitarian reasoning.

Proponents of the utilitarian argument for torture make it more subtle

and add restrictions. For example, Alan Dershowitz, a constitutional lass

scholar, opposes torture in general but thinks that in exceptional cases,

like the ticking time bomb scenario, utilitarian reasoning ought to prevail

over principle. He would legalize torture so it would he carefully supervised and controlled by government officials, rather than left up to police,

soldiers, and interrogators to decide whether it is necessary and how to

carry it out. Security personnel would have to obtain a "torture warrant'

by persuading a judge that torture in a specific case is necessary to prevent mass killing."

The major argument against torture is that it is morally wrong. Moral

philosophers ground the wrongness in different but related ideas. Some

derive ideas of right and wrong from religious teachings. For some, there

is a moral imperative to respect the dignity and equal moral worth of every

person. Torture violates the body as well as the spirit. One of its major

purposes is to break the sense of self and self-respect. For other opponents, there is a moral imperative to respect individual autonomy. Torture

robs the victim of autonomy. By inflicting unbearable pain and making

him believe he has the power to stop it, torture forces him to do something he does not want to do—to betray himself and his friends. For still

others, it is wrong to use people as means to your ends, because doing so

deprives them of the human right to set one's own ends. Whatever the

reason, deontological arguments share the idea that torture violates fundamental moral principles."

Although the major arguments against torture are d eontological,

ts

don't think that utilitarianism always justifies torture. Some opponen

have made strong utilitarian arguments against it. These arguments work
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by expanding the kinds of costs and benefits they count beyond "lives

saved." They count indirect, nonlethal harms to individual citizens. For

example, if we use torture against our captive enemies, our enemies will

be more likely to torture our captive soldiers. If we torture, we stimulate more people to hate us and engage in more terrorism, hurting more

people. Professionals who aid government torture programs usually suffer guilt, shame, and post-traumatic stress from violating their moral

and professional ideals. Another utilitarian argument considers how

government-sponsored torture harms social institutions, both domestic

and international. Scientific, medical, judicial, military, and law enforcement communities divide over the moral question; former colleagues

become alienated from one another, making cooperation more difficult.

By contravening international legal and humanitarian norms, we alienate

our allies and weaken international security institutions."

Utilitarianism doesn't always uphold the status quo, either. The conservative bias of cost-benefit analysis comes from its reliance on current

market arrangements and prices, but utilitarian thinking can generate

powerful arguments for redistribution. As the philosopher Peter Singer

argues so compellingly, if everyone with more than enough money for

their families to live adequately gave everything above that standard to

charity, a billion desperately poor people would experience major improvements in their quality of life, while the donors would suffer comparatively

minor declines in theirs. On balance, total social welfare would skyrocket.

Thus, Singer concludes, it is morally wrong for people who aren't poor not

to give away all of their money beyond what they need for themselves and

their families to live comfortably."

If policy analysts or philosophers could come up with the "right answer"

to a policy problem, should government require citizens to abide by it? If

Singer is right, for example, should governments tax all but their poorest

citizens and redistribute the money as development aid? Here is the hardest conundrum for believers in democracy. In democracies, the process of

decision making has value independent of the outcomes.26 People value

town meetings not because they render correct decisions but because they

offer individuals a chance to participate in making policy decisions. The
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process of deciding even affects how we evaluate a decision's outcome. We

might feel differently about an all-female jury convicting a male of rape

if the prosecutor had systematically rejected all prospective male jurors

than if the jury were composed by a random draw from the jury list.

Here is a final way the rational decision model must be drastically modified to account for policy making in a democracy. The rational decision

model assumes a political actor who can think and act with one mind. In

theory, this hypothetical decision maker could be a corporate entity—a

legislature, a firm, a nonprofit organization—but, ultimately, the analysis must be done as the calculus of a single mind. Thus, the authors

of a decision analysis textbook claim that the method can be used for all

kinds of policy problems, including "health policy for a nation." But then

they exclude problems where "the power to make the decision is dispersed

over a number of individual actors and/or organizational units," because

"we assume in this book that the decision maker has the responsibility and

authority to make the decision. ...""

Outside of dictatorships, such singular authority is either a fantasy

or a nightmare. In the polis, most policy issues involve struggles over

who has the power to decide and who has influence over the deciders.

Authority is and should be dispersed, shared, negotiated, and constantly

contested. When Obama came to Washington determined to reform

"health policy for a nation," he had to reckon with disputes about which

congressional committees would have jurisdiction over bills and which

set of rules would apply to deliberations and votes. He had to fight hospital and insurance lobbyists for influence over legislators. He had tojoust

with economists for favorable cost estimates of his proposals. He had to

battle other politicians and media for influence over voters, who, in turn.

would be trying to influence their representatives. He had to consider

fifty state governments that would implement any reform. Obama could

not decide the way George W Bush claimed he did—gather advice Iron'

smart people, announce his decision, and then after a quick "Yes,

Mr. President," start implementing.

Any viable policy plan has to grow from analysis deeply attuned to the

realities of the polis.



And once a policy plan reaches the point of becoming

an official decision, it is still not out of the polis. In the implementa tion

phase, it begins a new journey through the wondrous forms of influence.

in human society--incentives rules, persuasion, rights, and powers.
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Incentives



The idea behind incentives is simple: carrots and sticks. If you promise

people a reward or threaten them with a penalty, they will act differently

than they otherwise might. Incentives and deterrence are flip sides of a

motivational coin. With incentives, we make it easier or more rewarding for people to do something we want them to do; with deterrence, we

make it harder or more costly for them to do something we don't want

them to do. One uses the promise of rewards, the other the threat of penalties, but they both rely on getting other people to choose actions we

would desire. Because incentives and deterrence share a similar logic, I

treat them as one type of policy strategy, although I will point out some

important differences.

Some areas of public policy traditionally rely on deterrence—most

notably, the criminal justice system and defense policy, but also the

income tax system with its penalties for tax avoidance, and occupational

safety, with its (albeit weak) penalties for unsafe practices. Other areas

rely Primarily on incentives; for example, tax credits for activities governments want to encourage, foreign aid in exchange for political cooperaptrieognr,aomr s

federal funds to induce states and localities to undertake special

In most areas, policy relies on a combination of rewards and penalties—

rewards

as long as you cooperate, and penalties as soon as you don't.

Social scientists continually debate whether rewards or penalties are

n nre effective, but in an important sense, the distinction is false. Every

re

ward contains an implicit or potential penalty of withdrawal, and every

Penalty

alty short of death contains an implicit reward of cessation (torture

being the notorious case in point). For example, the U.S. imposes economaic sanctions on countries it designates as state sponsors of terrorism.

Su dan had be

en su bject to such sanctions since 1997. In 2010, as part of a
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package of incentives to persuade Sudan's leaders to allow a referendum

on southern Sudan secession, President Obama offered to remove Sudan

from the list of state sponsors and end all the penalties associated with

being on the list.'

In common parlance, the term "incentives" has tvvo meanings. It usually refers to positive inducements or rewards, as in "incentive pay systems," while the term "sanctions" usually refers to negative inducements

or penalties, as in "economic sanctions." However, "incentive" has also

conic to mean the general policy strategy of attempting to change behavior through either rewards or penalties. I will use the term in both senses

unless the meaning would be ambiguous without distinguishing rewards

and penalties.



THE THEORY OF INCENTIVES



Incentives are one possible response to commons problems. Recall that a

commons problem occurs when private interests and the public interest

diverge, or when individuals benefit (or lose) from doing something that

harms (or helps) the community. The purpose of incentives is to bring

individual motives into line with community goals. Incentives alter the

consequences of individual actions so that what is good for the community is also good for the individual.

It is usefill to think of incentives as a system with three parts: the

incentive giver, the incentive receiver or target, and the incentive itself.

In analyzing how incentives might work, we can then look at these dements separately and consider what is necessary for each part so the time

parts fUnction together to bring about the desired change.

Incentives work not through direct force but by getting people to

change their minds. The theory rests on a utilitarian model of human

behavior. People are assumed to be rational. They have goals, and eac h

decision to act is predicated on conscious goal-seeking. Every action I`

first a mental decision based on an economic calculus: Which of the possible actions I could take will get me to my goal in the easiest or least costly

way? The theory of incentives says we can alter people's self-prDPeile`I

progress toward their goals by changing the opportunities and obstaek`

they face.

Obviously, such a model makes many assumptions. One is that the targets of incentives have control over their own behavior, so that when

\ lark Landler, "U.S. Revises Offer to Take Sudan Off Terror List,"
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confronted with a new penalty or reward, they can change their calculus

and their behavior. Individuals, in other words, are adaptable. One issue

in assessing an incentive policy, then, is the extent to which this assumption of adaptability holds true. We can simply note here that many social

factors keep people from changing their behavior. Habits, social customs,

beliefs, and loyalties are forms of social stickiness that limit adaptability.

The theory of incentives assumes, second, that givers and receivers are

unitary actors. This means not that the actor is necessarily an individual

but that it is an entity capable of rational behavior. A giver must be able

to implement a consistent policy of rewarding or penalizing behavior,

and a target must be capable of making a unified calculation and taking a

single course of action.

The mechanism of incentives is enormously complicated in the polis

by the fact that the givers and receivers are likely to be, or to operate in, a

collective entity. We can easily imagine a donkey responding to a carrot,

but a trainer who proposed to motivate a hundred donkeys with a bunch

of carrots would leave us pondering many questions: Should he put the

carrots all in one place? Throw them into the middle of the herd? Should

he have one carrot for each donkey? Do all donkeys like carrots? Will two

or three aggressive donkeys get all the carrots, regardless of how the oth-



ers behave? Will the latecomers and slow learners get no carrots anyway

and figure it's not worth changing their ways? Might the donkeys stampede the trainer and devour the carrots? And what if carrot distribution

Policy is decided by a committee of independent-minded, strong-willed

trainers? The carrots might be given out according to several different

st

andards, or the committee might be paralyzed and the carrots never



given out

The carrot-and-stick metaphor, played out a bit more fully, suggests

numerous ways an incentive strategy can go awry. Even though each



Person within

a group may be a rational actor, likely to respond to incentives

community



in predictable ways, membership in an organization or a

'

alters the way nviduals

individuals

di

respond. In designing and assessing incentives,

therefore, on

the most critical tasks is to analyze how collective processes influeneceoft

h e way individuals will apply and respond to them.



In most policy situations, the target of incentives or the giver, or both,

will be a collective entity with some inner conflict and some ability to act

as a unified

group. The giver is apt to be a small committee (such as a

Parole board

or a zoning board), a large agency (such as the Internal

Revenue Servi

ce or the Environmental Protection Agency), or even an

agency re

the [1.1

.. presenting a country (such as the U.S. Department of State or

[1.1{,

Department for International Development). Commonly, the
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giver is nominally a single person but is really acting on behalf of and with

the authority of a larger organization or political entity. The school principal who disciplines students with penalties may well have to negotiate with

teachers who have different educational philosophies before she can impose

a penalty. Once having decided on a penalty—say, expelling a student—she

may have to negotiate with parent groups as well. Even the top banana in

an organization can rarely assign and implement penalties alone.

Similarly, the target of an incentive might be a single person heading a firm, an organization, or a government entity, so that the target's

response to an incentive cannot be the product of a single mind. Incentive reimbursement plans for hospitals offer a good example. Under

such plans, an insurer such as Blue Cross or Medicare seeks to induce

hospitals to operate efficiently by offering them a share of any savings

below some target cost. These plans assume that hospital spending

decisions are controlled by a unified organizational structure under a

single administrator, when in fact authority is widely dispersed. Key

decisions that affect cost are made by physicians, nurses, pharmacists,

and supply clerks. On the other side, each hospital faces an array of different insurers who pay its patients' bills, somewhat like my imaginary

committee of donkey trainers. Hospitals are able to play one insurer

against another and shift their costs to the ones with the least restrictive requirements.'

A third assumption of the theory of incentives is that the receiver has

some orientation toward the future. Incentives can work only to the extent

that the target cares about the costs or rewards to be faced in the future and

is willing to modify current behavior in order to shape future results. There

must he some correspondence between the time frame of the receiver and

the time frame of the incentive itself. Incentives to reduce global warming

are hard to enact largely because citizens experience the near-term costs

long befOre they get proof of long-term benefits.

If the "discovery time" between when an action takes place and \vile"

it becomes visible is very long, the effect of penalties is weakened. For

example, we penalize dumping hazardous waste, but since dumps call be

concealed until a slow-developing health problem affects a community,

dumpers may not be particularly responsive to penalties. Moreover, the

longer the discovery time for an activity, the more difficult it is to impose

a penalty. Long-past activities are harder to document than recent ones

because records and evidence disappear; the responsible people may 110

longer be in office or available to provide evidence. Also, it is part of our

,.10,11,1K.d er an d Bruce

Lau.. I. no. !;
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general notion of fairness that people should not have to face the prospect

of discovery and punishment forever. This notion lies behind "statutes of

limitation" for many crimes and negligent activities, and creates a climate

of greater leniency toward long-past deeds than toward recent ones.

A long time frame can play havoc with the effectiveness of incentives,

because people grow and change. The National Health Service Corps,

a program to induce young physicians to practice in small towns and

rural areas, offers would-be doctors medical school tuition if they agree

to practice in an underserved area when they finish their training. Many

who accept this deal when they're coming out of college change their

minds when they're emerging from medical training, some five or more

years later. By then, they are likely to be in a long-tem relationship and no

longer free to decide on a job location without considering their partner's

career needs and perhaps children's schooling. They are less willing than

their younger selves to accept a no-choice assignment from the program.

Having been socialized in academic medical centers, they are less willing to practice primary-care medicine in remote places without high-tech

facilities and markets for specialties.' The moral of the story? The longer

the time span between the reward or penalty and the requisite behavior

change, the more likely the target's situation will change and, along with

it, the value of the incentive to the target.



DESIGNING INCENTIVES: SOCIAL DYNAMICS

Designing effective incentives requires understanding the complex causes

of the behavior you seek to change.' Too often, policy makers implement

incentives based on simplistic images of cause-and-effect relationships. In

an effort to raise grades and graduation rates of low-income and minority

teenagers, many schools pay them cash for good attendance, good behav1 7, and good grades. Chicago's

Mayor Richard M. Daley supported such a

plan,

because, he said, it duplicates the key to success for kids from well-off

backgrounds. "Wealthy parents in the suburban area, they give their kids,a

take them on a trip to Hawaii. They send them around the world.

Daley

give

, eseYwas

was right as far as he went. Wealthy suburban parents often do

kids cars and vacations. But material rewards are far less important to

educational

ide.

e.

success than other resources and cultural training they prov

Frank E.
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e Kohn,

Punished by Rewards (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1993), esp. PR 59-62'
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An effective educational incentive system would have to be based on

a deeper understanding of why inner-city kids fail or drop out of school.

Perhaps it's because they live in crowded apartments, or lack a stable'

home and have no time and place to study; perhaps because their parWI)

ents don't speak English, don't have books in the home, and can't

s

with homework; perhaps because the kids want to help their mother

by earning money instead of going to school, or because they have t`'

babysit younger siblings instead of studying; perhaps because their par"

ents don't move in social circles that provide opportunities to meet antl

interact with well-educated role models; perhaps because W hen they go

into scrapes with teachers and other authorities, their parents lack tlw,

cultural skills to help them negotiate. Fixing the dropout problem would

require grappling with underlying causes such as these, but small cheel''

and welfare cuts are politically much easier to accomplish. Not surprisingly, educational incentive systems generally show lackluster result'.

with modest if any gains in student achievement.'
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For the targets of incentives, rewards and penalties don't come in isolation. Numerous rewards and penalties already structure their lives. Any

new incentives stand in line behind a broad array of consequences the

target already faces. The designer tends to focus on only the incentives

he or she designs, and the giver only on the ones he or she controls. But

for the target, new incentives always fit into a web of reinforcing and

crosscutting incentives. When a social problem is rooted in institutional

patterns and practices, or a long-standing historical pattern of social and

political relationships, incentives applied by one small set of actors to

another are unlikely to have significant impacts.

In addition to understanding the causes of behavior, designers of

incentive programs must understand the social relations created by the

incentives themselves. Rewards and penalties differ in some important

ways, not the least of which is how the target experiences them. Whether

an incentive is a reward or penalty is determined not by the giver's intentions but the target's expectations.' A $1,000 raise sounds like a reward,

but if you had every reason to expect $2,000, you will experience it as a

disappointment and perhaps a penalty. Likewise, a notice that you will

have to pay a $100 fine will feel like a reward if you expected to owe $200.

Incentives are thus negative or positive only in relation to the target's

expectations, and understanding the target's point of view is critical in

designing them.

Positive and negative incentives are often treated as conceptually

equivalent.' The more carrots offered, the more desired behavior we get,

and the more sticks wielded, the less undesirable behavior we get. In

both cases the target's behavioral response is thought to be proportional

to the incentive. However, as we have seen in earlier chapters, losses

and gains have qualitatively different political and psychological effects;

therefore, carrots and sticks work differently from one another. Politically, it makes a difference whether we chose to motivate with rewards or

Penalties. Here are several was these differences show up.

Rewards and penalties, or promises and threats, can foster different

kinds of political relationships. Positive incentives, such as wage productivity bonuses, foreign aid, or trade subsidies, may create an alliance and a spirit of goodwill. They can encourage the two parties
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to cooperate on other issues. If the giver's promise succeeds in getting

the target to change its behavior, a bond is created between them. In

fulfilling the giver's wish, the target creates an obligation for the giver to

fulfill its promise, and the implicit bargain creates a sense of loyalty and

mutual aid.

Negative incentives, such as fines, tariffs, and embargoes, create a climate of conflict and divide the two parties, even if the threats are not carried out. If, under threat of penalty, the target refrains from some action

it would like to take, it is not likely to feel especially warmly toward the

giver. If the target doesn't refrain and the penalty is imposed, the adversary relationship becomes explicit. Thus, threats and penalties, even

when they succeed from the point of view of the giver, build resentment

and solidify an oppressor-victim relationship, making it likely that the

giver will have to use more threats and penalties in the future.

When a political actor promises rewards to motivate a target, the giver

doesn't have to do anything if the attempt fails. But if it succeeds, if the

target does change its behavior in the desired way, then the giver must

dispense the reward. The target gives up something by doing something

it otherwise would not have done, and the giver sacrifices something by

granting the reward. Rewards thus have a structure of reciprocity and

compromise that further enhances a sense of alliance.

Penalties and sanctions work in the opposite way. The sanction giver

sacrifices something only if the threat fails; if the target doesn't comply, then the giver must carry out the sanction and incur the costs of its

implementation. The target, of course, also loses. However, if the threat

succeeds and the target refrains from doing what it otherwise wanted to

do, the target bears some losses but the sanction giver doesn't have to

do anything. Successful threats are free; the powerful get something for

nothing.

For all these important differences between rewards and penalties,

there is one overwhelming political similarity: rewards, just as much a•s

penalties, are efforts by one party to control the behavior of another•°

Incentive systems of either stripe entail unequal power relationships• In

reward systems, no less than punishment schemes, one party sets the

terms, makes the rules, monitors the other's behavior, and decides when

and whether to dispense the consequences.



'This point is brilliantly explored in Kohn, op. cit., note 4, and is one of the central elements of Koh''

critique of incentive plans in workplaces, schools, and families.
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IMPLEMENTING INCENTIVES IN THE POLIS



In the basic model of incentives, if society penalizes an activity, people

will do it less, and if it rewards an activity, people will do it more. In the

polis, things aren't so simple. Incentives are usually designed by one set

of people (such as policy analysts, legislators, and regulation writers),

applied by another (executive branch bureaucrats or field inspectors), and

received by yet a third (individuals, firms, organizations, lower levels of

government). The passage from one group of actors to the next is treacherous. Rarely is there a direct correspondence between the incentive as

proposed by the designer and as applied by the giver.

The biggest problem is a lack of willingness to impose sanctions or

withhold rewards on the part of officials charged with meting them out.

Several elements of the polis make giving out incentives difficult. Penalties and sanctions are divisive and disruptive to relationships, as we saw

above, and therefore to the sense of community. People generally don't

like causing suffering to those they work with. Physicians, for example,

are extremely reluctant to report their colleagues for ethics violations

or extreme incompetence, and professional disciplinary boards are correspondingly reluctant to revoke licenses or even give warnings.'° Even

in more distant relationships, such as that between factory safety inspectors and managers, or restaurant health inspectors and owners, inspectors know they need the ongoing cooperation of the establishments they

visit. They would often rather cajole their targets into compliance than

risk the strains on work relationships that would come with being known

as "the tough guy." Fear of poisoning one's work relationships restrains

sanction givers. Thus, imposing a penalty often creates costs for the giver

as well as for the target.

v

Even handing out rewards can create costs for the giver. In a university where I once taught, my department awarded prizes to the best

un

dergraduate theses in various subfields. Faculty members were asked

to nominate theses they had supervised. Typically, very few nominations

were made. Why? I suspect each professor knew that nominating a thesis

meant writing a short summary and a statement of its virtues for the

prize committee. That would be work and, moreover, would open the professor's J;11-]

ugMerit to the scrutiny of colleagues.

Rewards and penalties never happen automatically. They must be

decider,

upon and brought into being by people with headaches, leaky

e Eliot Freidson,
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basements, and buses to catch. Bureaucratic rules, especially requirements to document reasons for decisions, often make it costly for officials

to apply an incentive, and so skew their incentives to take one kind of

action rather than another.

In the abstract, rewards sound like something good that anybody would

want. In reality, positive incentive systems can generate negative consequences for the people who are subject to them. People sometimes resist

incentive schemes because they fear the divisive and competitive atmosphere

they would generate. Teachers, physicians, and office workers have generally opposed pay-for-performance schemes, because, like most employees,

they would rather have the security of a fixed income and because they don't

want to be pitted against their co-workers in a competitive environment."

Another source of resistance to incentive schemes is a basic principle

of justice—the notion that people should not be held responsible for outcomes they can't control. Many professionals resist pay-for-performance

schemes for this reason, too. They fear that the evaluation system won't

account for unmeasurable factors and factors beyond their control that

affect their results. As one third-grade teacher asked, "Can you account

for the child's emotions? Can you account for whether their parents are

getting them to school on time?"' Similarly, doctors and hospitals worry

that outcomes-based reimbursement methods might penalize them for

treating patients with more severe and complex problems.

Incentives can be paradoxical. A single, seemingly clear incentive can

reward and penalize at the same time and thus have ambiguous effects 01

the behavior it is meant to change. In an effort to promote worker safety, a

DuPont plant gave coupons to employee teams as a reward for going so

cral weeks without an injury. The coupons were redeemable at local stores

and restaurants, and workers looked forward to them as a nice bonus. But

the potential rewards also created peer pressure for individuals not to

report their injuries, lest the whole team lose its coupons. "You know that if

you report an injury, everybody says, 'You son of a bitch,' " one worker told

a reporter. "I've heard people say, 'So-and-so reported an injury, and ifs

going to cost us our safety bucks this month.' " Workers who don't report

an injury cannot have their medical care paid for by workers' compensation.

so the incentive system probably harms their health."

holm, op. cit., note .1,, (imp. 7,

reviews evidence that performance-based pay schemes don't work 'Inj



anger employees.
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Sometimes, the designers of penalties make them so drastic that the

penalty givers are loath to impose them, especially if they regard their

only options as vastly out of proportion to the badness of a target's behavior. Such perceived severity has been a complicating factor in mandatory

sentencing laws, laws that dictate penalties for crimes and leave judges no

discretion. Very harsh mandatory prison sentences were written into two

national drug control acts in 1986 and 1988, and were also part of several state law-and-order refbrms, such as California's "three-strikes-andyou're-out" law requiring a twenty-five-year prison sentence for someone

convicted of three felonies. Early on, some judges refused to implement

the mandatory sentences,' but eking out such discretion is now more

difficult, because the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of

grossly severe sentences. In '2003, the Court ruled that a twenty-five-year

sentence for a man who stole three golf clubs, and a fifty-year sentence for

one who stole some videotapes did not violate the constitutional ban on

"cruel and unusual punishment." Some judges have resigned and others

have refused to hear drug cases, to avoid having to mete out penalties that

violate their consciences. ''

Sometimes, incentives are poorly designed, so that imposing a penalty

hurts the very thing one is trying to protect. This is a common problem

in government quality assurance systems for hospitals, nursing homes,

and group homes for the mentally disabled. Government's only leverage

Over the institutions is its threat to withdraw its subsidies and, ultimately,

close the facility, which would deprive the very people it wants to help.

The incentive (government funds) contains an implicit penalty (withrawal), but the penalty is virtually unusable. Unusable penalties convert

an incentive into a guarantee.

If there isap

abetween designers and givers of incentives, there is

a virtual canyongbbetween designers and the targets. A great deal of slippage occurs because of the

le possibilities for symbolic meaning of incentives. Whatever the actual reward or penalty in a material sense, the target

might

give it different meaning than the giver. Remember high school,

where the most unruly students were also the ones who considered puni shment an emblem of prestige? Likewise, rogue and rebel regimes are

apt to welcome punishment as proof of their victimization or as a test of

thei r co mmitment. In general, sanctions are ineffectual for changing an



July 20, 1994.

mi,,,:en.rnia Judge Refuses to Apply a Tough New Sentencing Law," New York Times,

(New York: New
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c hap. 2; The Supreme Court case is

Lockyer v. Andrade, 538 U.S. 63 (2003).
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activity that defines the target's identity or mission. Fifty years of U.S.

economic sanctions never induced Fidel Castro to renounce socialism, and

sanctions on Iran since 1987 haven't yet persuaded it to give up its nuclear

ambitions. Sanctions may actually provide the target with resources for

creating a martyr identity, gathering public support, and demonstrating

its strength. In response to economic sanctions, Iran's leaders regularly

denounced the United Nations and the U.S. as "weak and desperate," and

declared that Iran's supplies of embargoed goods were undiminished. For

example, a tew months after sanctions were strengthened in 2010, Iran's

health minister announced, "Presently 96 percent of the medicinal need

of Iranians is produced in the country, and the main reason behind Iran's

progress in the pharmaceutical industry is Western sanctions."'

Perhaps the most important reason for slippage between the design

of incentives and the target's response is that people—far more than

donkeys—are strategic as well as adaptive. Strategic creatures can always

find ways to get around requirements and still collect a reward or avoid

a penalty. They can conceal information about themselves and their activities. They can manipulate the information, even, as we saw in Chapter 8,

"Numbers," when the criterion for a reward or penalty is numerical. Mothers who apply for public assistance are required to give information about

their children's fathers so the welfare department can pursue the men for

child support payments. The program designers thought the threat of

no welfare would be enough to get women to cooperate, but many wel fare mothers get infOrmal help from fathers, and they don't want to jeopardize their children's relations with their fathers by "putting the law on"

the men. Instead, they pretend to comply with the welfare department by

giving a false Social Security number or "not knowing" the father's

whereabouts.17

Targets of incentives can "game the system" by trying to reap a reward

or avoid a penalty without changing their behavior. For example, when

New Jersey required owners of industrial facilities to finance a flea""

up plan hefiire they could sell a plant, plant owners immediately beg"'

to talk of evasion strategies: they could close a plant without selling it.
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INCENTIVES IN THE POLLS



Rationality Model



Polis Model



Giver



unified entity capable

of consistent and rational

decision making



may be a collective entity

with internal conflict and

inconsistent decision making



Target



unified entity capable

of consistent and rational

decision making



may be collective entity

with internal conflict and

inconsistent decision making



adaptabk—can and will

change behavior in

response to incentives



social ties, customs,

beliefs, and loyalties may

inhibit change



oriented toward future;

will change current

behavior to obtain

future rewards



may scramble time frame;

actors within the entity

may have different time

frames, and their motivations

may change over time



Incentives meaning and value to

targets is clear and

unambiguous



Rewards



the more rewards offered,

the more likely the desired

behavior change



may have different

meaning and value to target

than giver intends; may

have symbolic meanings

in conflict with surface

meanings; may have

paradoxical effects

may create alliances (and

collusion) between givers

and targets; may create costs

for givers



Penalties



the more penalties

threatened, the more

likely the desired

behavior change



may create conflict between

targets and givers;

may harden target's resistance;

may be sabotaged by givers;

may hurt the people one is

trying to protect instead of

altering the behavior of the

targets



'
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run it with a skeleton crew, or declare bankruptcy's If all else fails, targets may be able to shift a penalty to someone else. A firm can pass on

pollution taxes to its customers in the form of higher prices. It can also

pass the taxes to its workers by reducing wage increases or benefit packages, or to taxpayers in the form of lower profits and lower corporate

income taxes.

Even more effective than evasion, however, is gaining control of the

political institution that controls the incentive system. If there is a pollution control board meting out taxes on industrial discharges, for example,

industry executives can demand some seats and try to influence the selection of members favorable to themselves. They might press for a division

of seats that explicitly represents industry (along with, perhaps, labor,

technical experts, and "the public"). They may succeed in having a former

industry employee appointed as the technical expert, or they might make

it clear to the public representative that a high-paying job in industry

follows a "cooperative" term on the board. Targets will do everything

they can to make incentive givers dependent on them—for future jobs, for

information, for money—so that the givers will be restrained in meting

out penalties or generous with rewards.'"

No system of incentives is a self-executing price list, and few people are

passive receptors of rewards and penalties. Incentive strategies are organized social systems involving two sets of people who are trying to influence each other. Incentive givers seek control over their targets, but targets

arc adaptive and strategic creatures who can influence the application of

rewards and penalties. Even the incentives, whatever form they take, a ren't

inert objects, passed from one set of people to the other. Their impact on

people's behavior depends on how the givers and receivers interpret them,

and their meanings are subject to ongoing negotiation and change.



INCENTIVES AND DEMOCRACY



In political debates, incentives are often presented as noncoercive policy

instruments. They leave people choice, rather than imposing a rule. 11 '

practice

, incentives, especially material rewards and penalties, are "1 `)st

effective when the targets are somewhat needy or deprived, so that the

-
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resources really matter to them. Incentives are more likely to get people

to change their behavior the more the targets are dependent on the giver

and unable to attain the "goodies" in other ways. Incentives work by capitalizing on the targets' weaknesses. Not surprisingly, incentive schemes

are frequently used to manipulate the behavior of dependent populations—children, students, prisoners, factory workers, and developing

countries.

Because incentives are a form of power, argues the political philosopher

Ruth Grant, their legitimacy should be judged by the same criteria we

use to judge other forms of power in a democracy. A legitimate exercise

of power should ensure that "the parties involved are treated as beings

capable of moral agency on account of their rationality and capacity for

freedom."" In examining an incentive scheme, we should ask whether

the apparent choices one party gives another are real choices that the

second party could accept or reject. The International Monetary Fund,

the World Bank, and other international aid agencies usually make their

loans contingent on the recipient country adopting some of their preferred public policies, such as privatizing state-owned industries, ending

gender or caste discrimination or charging user fees for hospital care.

Donors think of their policies as giving recipient governments incentives to adopt policies that will eventually benefit their populations. But

for recipient countries often deeply in debt and unable to attract private

investment the incentive may not feel like a choice. It may feel like an

offer they can't refuse.

Incentives might also be considered illegitimate uses of power if they

alter the target's motivations or diminish its autonomy in making important choices. Incentives are often promoted as the most democratic policy

h

instrument because they respect individual autonomy and don't interfere

individual decision making. Yet, incentives are meant to interfere

with the target's autonomy. They are intended to alter the targets' motivations and change their patterns of decision making.

Consider how health insurers use incentives to influence patient and

d octor decision making. Insurers require consumers to pay fees, socalled copayments, each time they visit a doctor or fill a prescription.

policy makers, seeking to contain health care expenditures, believe that

s mall charges for each doctor visit or drug purchase will force patients

to

l re how

evaluate

important medical care is to them, so they won't use

me

resources thoughtlessly and extravagantly. But fees change the

\:Litif:)

W Grant "Ethics and Incentives: A Political Approach,"

(t no. t, 2006, pp.

2 9-38, quote on p. 35.
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way patients think about their medical care. Instead of deciding whether

to consult a doctor solely on the basis of their symptoms and medical

knowledge, or instead of refilling a prescription because a doctor has

told them the medicine is important, they now decide partly on the basis

of their pocketbooks—or completely, if they are poor. To make doctors

more cost-conscious, insurers reward them for meeting budget targets

or penalize them if their prescribed treatments and referrals exceed budget targets. Professional and personal ethics command doctors to make

treatment decisions on the basis of their clinical knowledge, and to put

patients' well-being above all other motives. By inserting financial selfinterest into doctors' decision-making processes, financial incentives can

lead them to withhold care, override their clinical judgment, and, sometimes, to violate their professional ethics.'

Incentives can be demeaning and degrading. Developers trying to find

sites for noxious waste facilities learned early on that offering local residents monetary compensation can backfire. If the residents have already

expressed their opposition for principled reasons, then accepting money

would mean showing themselves as lacking principles and susceptible to

bribes. Accepting the incentives would diminish their moral stature in

their own eyes. Thus, offering material incentives to change someone's

mind conveys disrespect. Symbolically, the offer says, "You claim to stand

on principle or have strong views, but I suspect you can be bought."

Finally, monetary incentives can devalue and even displace civic motivations. Several studies have found that citizens are more willing to support a "NIMBY" project in their community if they feel they would he

contributing to the public good. When told that "there is a need" for a

facility or that their own community is a "safer" site than other locations,

citizens' public spirit kicks in and their willingness to allow the facility

increases. However, when residents are offered monetary compensation

instead of being informed about public interest rationales, their support

fin- the project decreases. Researchers demonstrated this phenomenon ill

a Swiss village that was the leading candidate for a nuclear waste repository. Discussion of the issue was very much in the news at the time. The

researchers asked residents whether they would accept the facility if the

parliament formally proposed their village as the site. Just over 50 percent

agreed to accept it. Then the researchers asked whether residents would

''On financial incentives and patients, see Deborah Stone, "The False Promise of Consumer choiri.

Saint

int Lows
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INCENTIVES AND DEMOCRACY



Market Model



Polls Model



Incentives are like market

exchanges.



Incentives are instruments

of power.



Incentives give individuals

more freedom than other

policy instruments.



if the target is needy or



Incentives can be coercive

dependent on the giver.



Incentives respect individual

autonomy.



Incentives are intended

to interfere with targets'

autonomy by inducing them

to make different choices

than they have made in the

past.



Incentives respect targets'

capacity for reasoned

decision making.



Incentives can signal

disrespect for targets'

choices and imply that they

can be bribed.



Participants in a market do

and should make choices

on the basis of maximizing

their self-interest.



Citizens in the polis do and

should make choices partly

on the basis of promoting

the public interest.



accept the facility if parliament decided to compensate each resident a

substantial monthly payment, equal to at least half the median household

monthly income. Now only 25 percent said they would agree to accept it.

he researchers concluded that monetary incentives actually depress the

sense

of civic duty and willingness to sacrifice for the common good.'

P

"haps no amount of money or at least not the feasible amounts public

pr

ograms offer, can provide citizens with the same sense of satisfaction

th ey

get from contributing to the common good.

Over

the long run, if incentives become the dominant way of influencin g citiz

..

me

ens decisions, they can unwittingly undermine civic spi;rit.

son very

.s

existence of an incentive program conveys a subtle civic es

t tells citizens that the proper way to decide about public issues

8'"nos. Frey,

1 e of



Felix O

berholzer-Gee, and Reiner Eichenberger, The Old Lady Visits Your Backyard:

Morals and Markets,"

PP' 1297 _1

Journal of Political Economy, sot. 104, no. 6 (1996),
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to ask, "What's in it for me?" An incentive scheme can change not only

people's ways of behaving but their definitions of good character and

good citizenship."

In planning any kind of incentive system, policy analysts and reformers must take into account how incentives work as social systems, and pay

special attention to a proposed incentive's impact on citizen autonomy and

public spiritedness. Though ostensibly a policy instrument that increases

individual freedom, all incentive systems are instruments of power and

work most effectively when the targets are weak and dependent. And

like everything in the polis, incentives have symbolic meanings. If incentives become the dominant way of talking about individual motivation

and decision making, they can teach citizens to put self-interest ahead of

public interest.



"Grant, op. cit., note 20, emphasizes this point.
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Rules



Rules are the essential form of social coordination. Rules are necessary

because, in the words of H. L. A. Hart, "No society could support the

number of officials necessary to secure that every member of society

was officially and separately informed of every act he was required to

do.' Still less could society apply rewards and penalties for every action

it wanted to influence. Policy making relies heavily on official rules—

rules consciously designed to accomplish social goals. Official rules in

this sense are generally referred to as laws, although they might be rules

made by legislative bodies (statutory laws), administrative bodies (regulations), courts (common law), or laws contained in constitutions (state

or national).

Some kinds of official rules mandate behavior. They command people,

organizations, and governments to act in certain ways. Other rules confer

powers, either on private citizens and organizations or on public officials and agencies. Such

rules specify how people must act if they want

to invoke government power to support their relationships with other

People, in contracts, wills, and lawsuits, for example. And they specify

h

ow government bodies must act if their own decrees and actions are to

be considered valid.

Rules must be negotiated, written, issued, implemented, and enforced.

At

every stage, rules are not only objects ofpolitical conflict but also

"'capons. People fight with rules about rules, trying to shape them to

accomplish public and private purposes. In Congress, legislators fight about

su

bstantive policy in large part by making procedural rules and using

them s

trategically. The way President Obama and the Democrats secured

aPassage of the 2010

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act provides

stunning illustration.

A. Hart,
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At the end of 2009, the House and Senate had each passed versions of

a health reform bill. Normally, once the House and Senate have passed

versions of a bill, the two versions go to a conference committee, which

works out a single compromise bill. Both houses must pass the compromise version for it to become law. In the House, a simple majority

is enough to pass legislation, but in the Senate, a custom known as the

filibuster allows forty-one (out of 100) senators to prevent any bill from

coming to a vote. In November 2009, a special election in Massachusetts to replace the deceased Senator Ted Kennedy, a Democrat, gave the

Republicans their forty-first seat and thus the ability to stop the Senate

from passing any compromise bill. But under Congress's rules, financing

hills—those concerned only with taxing and spending—cannot be filibustered. Democrats, knowing they couldn't secure a Senate vote on a revised

health insurance bill, used a two-step process. First, the Democraticcontrolled House voted to pass the same health insurance bill the Senate

had passed in December; because the two versions were identical, the bill

didn't need to go to a conference committee. Then Democrats incorporated many of their preferred changes to the Senate bill into a separate

spending bill, for which they needed (and got) only a simple majority in

both houses.'

In addition to formal laws and regulations, societies have many other

types of rules to coordinate behavior—social customs and traditions,

informal norms of families and small groups, moral rules and principles,

and the rules and bylaws of private associations. These unofficial rules

often have the force of laws, at least in their powerful impact on people's

lives, and they can significantly reinforce or undermine official rules. In

the U.S., racial discrimination continues long after constitutional, legislative, and judicial decrees officially abolished various forms of discrinination.3 We distinguish between de jure

laws—the ones "on the books

issued by an authoritative government body, and de facto rules—the ones

people actually follow in practice (or "in fact"). Unofficial rules are important not only because they guide so much behavior but because they

shape the categories and classifications used in official rules, as well as

how official rules are interpreted and enforced in practice. A good analysis of rules must account for the way formal and informal rules interact

in the polis.

'Lawrence R. Jacob s an d
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How A RULE WORKS



Rules are indirect commands that work over time. They are indirect in

that they are stated once to the general class of people to whom they

apply, rather than being told directly to each person in every situation the

rules cover. They apply to a broad class of actions as "standing orders."

Although the threat of punishment is always present, rules are intended

to induce compliance without the necessity of invoking coercive sanctions every time someone steps out of line.

Rules derive most of their power from legitimacy, the quality of being

perceived as good and right by those whose behavior they are meant to

control. Legitimacy binds rule-follower to rule-maker. Like the "willing

suspension of disbelief" that makes readers follow a novelist through all

sorts of improbable situations, legitimacy makes citizens follow the commands of leaders, even at great costs to themselves. Legitimacy is the

political scientist's equivalent of the economist's invisible hand: we know

it exists as a force that holds societies together, but we can't give very

satisfactory explanations of how to create it or why it is sometimes very

strong and sometimes seems to disappear. Nevertheless, we can say that

rules work best when they are perceived as legitimate.

Rules generally have two parts. They prescribe actions to be taken in

certain situations or contexts. They can be formulated as "if ... then" statements: if situation A holds, then do X. The context might involve personal

identibl. For example, if you hold a medical degree and a license, you may



slit open people's bellies. If you are a male German citizen over age eight

een, you must perform military service, but if you declare yourself a conscious objector, you may fulfill your duty by working in schools, eldercare

homes, or rehabilitation centers. The context might involve location. In this

place you may smoke, but in thatplace you may not. The context might

involve time.

You may hunt deer only between the first Friday in October

and the last Sunday of November. Or the context might involve a complex

relationship defined by identity, space, and time: you may slit open someone's

belly only if you are a licensed doctor, working in a medical setting under

sterile conditions after having received informed consent from the patient.

Rules depend on context because we judge the moral rightness and

acc

eptability of actions according to contextual factors. Slitting open

someone's belly counts as medical therapy when done by a surgeon but

d

assault

when

a hoodlum. Kissing a child is deemed an expression

of love when

by p

when done

-oneby

parents (usually) but molestation when done by

st sem

,

L..._rangers.

Sexual

uat harassment poses a policy conundrum because it is so

to

defi ne what contexts make sexual advances romantic courtship
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and what contexts make them exploitative uses of power. Sometimes,

the context part of a rule is only implied. A "No Swimming" sign on a

deserted beach seems to prohibit an action, but the implicit message is

"No swimming here." Who, after all, hasn't been driven by a hot summer

day to consider the implied boundaries of "here," or how wet one has to

be before one is "swimming?"

Much as officials hope that rules provide black-and-white distinctions

and bright lines (to use a common metaphor in law), the ambiguity of a

rule's contexts create fuzzy boundaries, gray areas. (The world of rules

abounds with metaphors.) A rule can't fully substitute for an official

telling people what to do at every moment (in H. L. A. Hart's fantasy),

because individuals have to interpret general rules and apply them to the

situation at hand. For example, the U.S. bans international relief agencies that receive government money from giving aid to or through terrorist organizations. The government classifies Hezbollah as a terrorist

organization. That sounds like a clear enough distinction, but for relief

agency leaders on the ground, it's not: "We clearly cannot and would

not have contact with Hezbollah's military wing, or its social services

arm," said the head of Mercy Corps in Lebanon. "But can we work with

people elected under its political banner?" Hezbollah is so thoroughly

intertwined in Lebanese politics, social welfare, and reconstruction that

the boundary is hard to maintain. According to one mayor, "You can't say

this money or aid is going to Hezbollah or not going to Hezbollah. It is a

matter of normal human contact.'

Like U.S. policy on aiding terrorist organizations, rules work by categorizing situations, actions, and people. Being classified inside or outside

the category makes all the difference in what behavior a rule permits or

how people and organizations will be treated. When the Canadian gover n men t formally classified BPA, a chemical used in plastics, as a "toxic

substance," the classification triggered a set of new regulations on its

use ill household products as well as its release into the environment .

A decision by the U.S. National Labor Relations Board to classify song

registered nurses as "supervisory workers" meant that they could not

unionize, because labor law assumes that if workers are also managers'

they would he bargaining with themselves.' Rules thus add importan t

practical consequences to the abstract process of categorization.
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Rules can create surprising incentives to assume particular identities;

that is, to classify oneself in a social category. Until fairly recently in

human history, "handicapped" was a stigmatized identity. A provision of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 forbidding employment discrimination on

the basis of handicap eventually brought people into courts seeking to

have obesity, short stature, left-handedness, and transvestism classified

as handicaps. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 expanded job

protections for people with disabilities, attracting people with mental illnesses to reveal the most heavily stigmatized kind of disability in order to

gain the workplace accommodations that the law requires.'

Categorization and the allocation of benefits and burdens make rules

quintessentially political. Rules include and exclude, unite and divide.

They include and exclude by defining different treatment or permissible

activity for different people. They unite and divide by placing people in

different categories; those treated favorably by a rule have a common

interest in preserving it, while those treated unfavorably share an interest in changing it. Rules thus create natural alliances. Moreover, the classifications embodied in rules are far from automatic. They are made by

human beings, first in writing rules, and later in applying and enforcing

them. Because these classifications determine other people's fates, rule

making and rule enforcement are always acts of power.



IN SEARCH OF GOOD RULES



Ambiguity is both the boon and bane of rules. Designing good rules

requires balancing the tension between precision and flexibility. A good

rule should beprecise enough to accomplish its purpose and prevent

people from manipulating it in ways that undermine its intent. The ideal

ot precision goes hand in hand with the ideal of the rule of law. The argument for precise formal rules rests on three pillars.

and

First, precise rules help ensure that like cases will be treated alike,

th is

type of consistency isp art of what we mean by fairness and the rule

law. The formula itself conveys a deceptive precision, though. What

°r

unts as "alike?" Likeness, as we have seen in the earlier discussions

symbols, and numbers, is not a quality inherent in people and

equity'

situations;

likeness is a perception on the part of observers. To judge

Huth hrri

() 1 eL , Crippled Justice: The History of the Modern Disability Movement (Chicago: University of

ress' 2002 ); and Jacqueline Vaughn Switzer, Disabled Right: American Disability Policy and the

r Equality

(Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 2003).
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things as like or different requires selecting some features and ignoring

others. To claim that things are alike is really to say they ought to be treated

alike for the purposes of achieving some end, or because moral principles

require treating them alike. Declaring a likeness is always an assertion, an

act of both poetry and politics.

Second, precise rules help insulate citizens from the whims, prejudices,

or personal predilections of officials. This feature is related to the first:

one reason not to give officials' power to decide citizens' fates is that individual discretion would lead to like cases being treated differently. But

more than the concern for consistency is at stake here. In theory, precise

rules prevent officials from exercising improper power or giving their

own prejudices the stamp of public authority. This is another interpretation of rule of law, captured by the phrase "a government of laws, not of

men": officials must look outside their own will, to known rules, for their

decision criteria.'

Third, precise rules provide predictability. They inform people in

advance what is allowable and what will be the consequences of forbidden

behavior. Being able to choose one's actions with knowledge of the consequences is part of what we mean by freedom. Also, precision ensures that

no one will be punished or harmed because of the way a rule is interpreted

after his action. This is a third meaning of rule of law: "Government in all

its actions is bound by rules fixed and announced beforehand."'

Protection from ex post facto laws is guaranteed by the Constitution

(in Article I, section 9). Although the phrase usually refers to punishment

under a law promulgated after an action, the distinction between promulgation and interpretation may be meaningless if laws can be interpreted

and understood only through ad hoc implementation. As Justice William

0. Douglas wrote in an obscenity case, "[To] send men to jail for violating standards they cannot understand, construe, and apply is a monstrous

thing to do in a Nation dedicated to fair trials and due process."9 Precision

in laws thus helps prevent the injustice of after-the-fact lawmaking•

Precision has its disadvantages, however. Precise rules can't be sensitive to some kinds of individual and contextual differences, nor perfectly

tailored to individual circumstances. Every rule is based on a classification

scheme and disregards features that belong to another scheme. For exam

ple, rules about town eligibility for fed I economic development grants

that

might be based on population size

size and

an per capita income, two scales

This formulation is Robert Cover's,



New York Times Book Review, Jan. 14, 1978; cited by Leif Carter,

Reason en Law (Boston: Little, Brown,



1984) , 2nd rev. ed., p. 310.

'Friedrich Hayek, The Road to Serfdom

(Chica

•

go.• University

of Chicago Press, 1944), p. 72•

Justice 'William 0. Douglas, dissenting, in

' r v. Calif

Mille

• ornia 413 U.S. 15, 93 (1973).
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allow very fine distinctions. Yet, two towns of the same size and per capita

income might differ dramatically in other features relevant to economic

development, such as unemployment rate, education level, or proximity to

a metropolitan area. No matter how refined the categories of a rule are in

one classification scheme, they will usually be too crude in another.

Precise rules stifle creative responses to new situations. We can never

fully anticipate future circumstances, so it is impossible to write rules that

account for new facts, technologies, and contexts. Precise rules are good

for only short periods; they lose their efficacy as time passes and conditions change.

The failings of precision are the virtues of vagueness. Vague rules with

broad categories and lots of room for discretion can be flexible and allow

sensitivity to differences. They enable creative responses to new situations. Vagueness can boost a rule's effectiveness by allowing individuals

with knowledge of particular facts and local conditions to decide on the

means for achieving general goals. This is one argument for allocating

federal money to states in the form of block grants rather than dictating

exactly how states should spend the money.

Vague rules allow decision makers to use tacit knowledge, the things

people know but can't put into words. The legitimacy of tacit knowledge

was immortalized in Justice Potter Stewart's famous remark in a Supreme

Court pornography case: "I can't define it but I know it when I see it."'

People skills are a kind of tacit knowledge deemed essential to good

leadership as well as to effective education, health care, and social work.

A home health aide's ability to sustain her elderly clients' dignity can't be

put into rules such as "smile often" or "give bath once a day" These things

help, but it's the intangibles of the relationship that make for high-quality

care. Intuition is another kind of tacit knowledge. Criminal lawyers and

Judges often report a "sixth sense" about whether people are guilty or

innocent.

Democracies typically have a certain distrust of tacit knowledge in

1,1 W and policy—fo

r all the reasons that vagueness and discretion are

criticized. If insurance for home health care paid for comforting and dignity

pr

eservation it would trigger concerns about fraud and accountability.

"\ system of criminal law that relied on judges' unarticulated intuitions

would seem

to be the height of arbitrariness. For this reason, we have

d

eveloped a constitutional protection against vague statutes. Yet, we sometimes

want to legislate in areas where our knowledge is only tacit or

partially

tacit, such as sexual harassment or elder care.

Justice Potter Stewart, concurring, in



Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964).
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Vague rules also serve important symbolic functions. Just as precise

rules symbolize fairness and predictability, vague rules allow for the

expression of community ideals. Aspirations are better captured in abstract

concepts and high-sounding slogans, such as the "public interest," the

"best available technology," "pure air and water," or a right to trial by "a

jury of one's peers." Vaguely stated rules can convey tough determination

and commitment to eradicating a problem, and, at the same time, allow

lenient enforcement where strictness would be impossible or would disrupt entrenched relationships and ways of doing business. (Whether this

is a good or bad feature of vagueness depends on whether you are one of

the entrenched.)

The debate about precision versus vagueness in the design of rules is

part of a larger debate about the proper balance between formal rules and

discretion in the design of policy. How much should government officials

be bound by formal rules, and how much should they apply their wisdom

to individual situations? Do formal rules enhance fairness or promote

rigidity? Does discretion produce refined and compassionate policy, or

does it lead to favoritism and bias?

Philosophers have the luxury of conjuring up societies governed entirely by rules or by discretion. Policy makers confront the dilemma in

a much narrower way: when to make a rule instead of leaving things to

discretion, and how to make a good rule that helps accomplish their purposes. These questions are decided in politics rather than in theory, but

it is worth exploring some of the unattainable ideals scholars have imagined, precisely because they do inspire policy makers who design rules.

First is the rational ideal of the optimum social balance between discretionary power and control by formal rules. This ideal rests on a belief

that rules and discretion each have proper uses, and that it is possible

to distinguish between the necessary and unnecessary uses. Kenneth]

Culp Davis, in his pioneering treatise Discretionary Justice, argues that

"the proper goal [for public policy] is to eliminate unnecessary discretionto:v

power, not to eliminate all discretionary power."

The problem with this ideal is how to identify the "unnecessary" component. The discretion police officers deem necessary to do their job is

surely not the same as what arrested suspects and their defense lawyers

think is necessary. Defense lawyers and civil libertarians say that citizens

lose their Fourth Amendment right to be free of unreasonable searches

it.

and seizures if the police are able to conduct searches without a warrai

"Kenneth Culp Davis, Discretionary Justice

1971), 3rd prinung.

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press,

p- 21 7 (emphasis added).
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Police claim they cannot effectively fight crime if they always must obtain

a warrant before searching in order to use the evidence against a defendant at trial. They prefer a regime that allows them to conduct searches

at their discretion. The choice of how much discretion to allow them is

not between "necessary" and "unnecessary" discretion but between the

values of defendants' liberty and crime victims' security.

The choice between rules and discretion is also a choice about who

makes decisions. Mandatory sentencing laws that specify required sentences for specific crimes take away sentencing authority from judges and

give it to legislatures (since legislatures write sentencing guidelines and

put them into law). These laws aren't just a new set of rules but a way for

citizens to exert more control over judges by demanding tougher penalties and getting their representatives to write them into law. Thus, apparent fights about the proper degree of discretion are also power struggles

between one set of actors and another.

A second unattainable ideal is the perfectly precise rule. It would spell

out all the circumstances to which it applies, and would describe situations and actions with no ambiguity. It would eliminate all possibilities

for deliberate manipulation. But problems worth making policy for are

almost always complicated—full of fuzzy boundaries and subtle distinctions. The variety of human situations is always greater than the variety

of categories in even the most precise rule, and people will insist on the

importance of distinctions that the rules don't recognize. Perfect rules

would require, in Plato's words, "a legislator [to] sit at everyman's side all

through his life, prescribing for him the exact particulars of his duty."'

The perfectly detailed rule is one continuously in the making—it is the

Judgment of a wise person and not a rule at all.

Third is the ideal of the perfectly flexible rule." It would be infinitely elastic, capable of being stretched to fit the most peculiar circumstances and

the newest, previously unimaginable situations. Such a rule would hardly

he a rule, either. Just as the perfectly precise rule would require constant

formation the perfectly flexible rule would be so vague as to be absolutely

un

constraining. The perfectly precise and perfectly flexible rules are static

id eals, rules that work for all time and circumstances. Because rules allocate

important benefits and burdens, people who are disadvantaged by the rules

will bend them,

people don't

them, and revise them. In the polis,

leave the

ave the rules alone, like boulders too big to move.

Qu oted by



Jerome Frank, Courts on Trial (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949), p. 4,06.

ro1:1,;(

Political Theory and Public

1)sition advocating the perfectly flexible rule, see Robert Goodin,

icago, University of Chicago Press, 1982), chap. 4.
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The U.S. Constitution illustrates the tension between the perfectly

flexible rule and the perfectly precise one. On the one hand, the Constitution was designed as a perfectly flexible rule, a guiding framework

that established general rules about how government should make more

specific rules in the future. With its built-in provisions for an amendment process, it came complete with a mechanism for its own adaptation.

On the other hand, the Constitution was intended to be precise enough

to assure that the principles of freedom and justice agreed upon by the

founders would constrain future leaders and officials forever. These two

ideals form the poles of current debates about how Courts should interpret the Constitution. Advocates of flexibility believe that constitutional

language should be interpreted in light of current social conditions and

political consensus—for example, that slavery and racial discrimination

are not permissible. Advocates of precision believe that judges should

discern what the original framers intended and maintain laws that are

consistent with those intentions.

A fourth ideal is the neutral rule. In theory, neutral rules affect everybody similarly and create no advantages or disadvantages for different

people. According to the philosopher Friedrich Hayek:

They refer to typical situations into which anyone may get and in which the

existence of such rules will be useful for a great variety of purposes... • My

do not involve a choice between particular ends or particular people, because

we just cannot know beforehand by whom and in what way they will be used.'



As examples, Hayek uses traffic rules, such as stop signs, speed limits, and

right-side driving, which he contrasts with rules that command people

"where to go" or "which road to take." One wonders where "one-way

signs fit in this schema, but leaving aside this anomaly, the traffic rule'

I layek imagines as neutral benefit some interests more than others. Stop

signs and speed limits make safer neighborhoods for the residents, but

at the cost of lost time for drivers. The ideal of the neutral rule rests on

the ostrich fallacy: just because we can't immediately see or predict thei

effects of a rule on different people, we shouldn't assume that differentia

effects don't occur.

Rules can he neutral on their face but profoundly and intentionally di.'"

cri rn inatory. The Social Security Act of 1935 established old-age pensions

and other income security programs in the United States. The legislation covered most workers, but not agricultural and domestic workers'

rayek, op. cit., note 8,



pp. 74-75. He calls such rules "formal rules" rather than neutral rules, bou.t,l'rc:



meaning is clear. See also I lerhert Wechsler, "Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law, a

rd Law Review, vol.

73 ( I 953), pp 1-35.
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Rationality Model



Polis Model



A rule should have the optimum

balance between covering all

situations and allowing for

discretion.



The balance between firm rules and

discretion entails value conflicts.

There is no "optimum" for everyone.



A rule should be perfectly

complete and precise; all

exceptions should be stated

precisely.



Policy problems are too complex and

varied to allow for perfectly detailed

rules.

Policy actors deliberately write

vague rules in order to symbolize a

comprehensive response to a crisis,

and in order to build support among

diverse constituencies.

Rules are not written all at one time.

Policy actors fight to define a rule's

categories more precisely at every

stage of legislation, implementation,

and enforcement.



A rule should be perfectly

flexible so it can be applied to

as many situations as possible.



A rule that is flexible enough to

accommodate all situations would be

so vague that it would not be a rule.



A rule should be neutral: it

should not confer advantages or

d isadvantag

es.



All rules draw lines, include and

exclude, and confer advantages and



A rule should be perfectly

enforced.



disadvantages.

Policy actors cannot monitor all

behavior covered by a rule.

People affected by a rule act

strategically to influence its

enforcement.

Because policies usually have multiple

and conflicting objectives, rules often

contain perverse incentives for both

targets and enforcers.
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Other national social security systems also based eligibility on occupation in their early years, typically covering industrial workers, miners,

and railroad workers first, before they became universal. However, the

occupations excluded from the American program were those in which

blacks were overwhelmingly employed. In practice, defining eligibility by

occupation enabled Congress to discriminate on the basis of race without

doing so openly. To take a more recent example, since the 1980s, drug

control laws set much harsher penalties for possession of crack cocaine

than powder cocaine. The distinction is race-neutral on its face. However, among drug users, powder cocaine is the drug of choice for whites

while crack cocaine is the one commonly used by blacks. The distinction,

though not based on race, combines with other factors in law enforcement to ensure that a vastly higher proportion of blacks spend vastly

longer times in prison than whites.'`'

In policy debates, conflict over rules takes place on two levels: the

nominal policy issue, such as health care or criminal justice, and the democratic ideals behind the rules. If you are a policy actor or an analyst,

it's easy to get mired at the first level. A sophisticated analysis of rules

should try to understand how they measure up to these ideal, if unattainable, standards.



WRITING RULES IN THE POLIS



As rules are initially written, certain pressures create a tendency toward

vagueness. New statutes and regulations generally get their impetus from

some kind of crisis—natural disasters, major accidents and catastrophes,

riots and rebellions, or scandals. The Social Security Act was triggered

by the Great Depression. The Food and Drug Administration was established following Upton Sinclair's exposé about the meatpacking industry

Its authority to regulate drugs was expanded in the 1960s after thalidonnde, a drug given to pregnant women to stop morning sickness, was

fimind to cause severe birth defects. Marches, demonstrations, and

urban riots catalyzed civil rights legislation. The Constitution, wh ich

shapes all our other political rules, was born of colonial rebellion and the

need for order (or protection of private property, depending on your reading of history) in a society just cut loose from its governing framework.

Crises—from suddenly intolerable tyranny to chemical plant accidents—

create a mentality of absolute prevention. People want to ensure that that

'Michelle Alexander, The New Jirn

Crow (New York: New Press, 2010), pp. 5-6 and 09-10.
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kind of thing" never happens again. The crisis or disaster becomes the

enemy, and, like a foreign invader, it unites a community and makes people

temporarily forget other conflicts. Such an atmosphere produces slogans

and war cries, not precisely worded rules. Citizens demand wholesale

solutions ("eliminate the problem") and politicians often oblige them with

vague and grandiose pro' ices—"safe and effective drugs," "equal opportunity," "decent and affordable housing," "a secure homeland." At the

same time that a crisis mentality generates verbal hyperbole, the spirit

of closing ranks on the enemy restrains policy makers from questioning

feasibility or seeming to be soft on the problem.

Formal rules are negotiated in elected legislative bodies by representatives of affected interests. Legislatures have certain institutional characteristics that drive them toward the side of vaguer legislation. Legislators

must worry about getting reelected as well as about substantive issues.

Each legislator faces conflict with representatives of other constituencies,

as well as conflicting interests within his or her own constituency. One

way to escape conflict and avoid alienating potential supporters is to shun

statutes that clearly harm some people. Legislators can do this by sponsoring purely symbolic legislation (designating a National Homemakers'

Week or renaming streets after local heroes) and by logrolling (obtaining programs with jobs and money for one's own district by supporting

similar programs for other districts.)16 But when they are forced to make

substantive rules, ambiguity is a wonderful refuge. Nothing lubricates

bargainin g and hides conflicts so well. Who can blame a legislator for

"reasonable rates of return" for public utilities or opposing

"unfair

methods of competition" in business?

The drive toward ambiguity may be exacerbated by the U.S. electoral

system, in which legislators face voters in single-member districts and

stand and fall on their individual records. In European parliamentary

systems,

with their much stronger parties and proportional representar her

tion, a legislator's electoral fortune depends far more on that

ithtang

of

his o

political party and less on pleasing a small group of voters with

and symbolic rewards. Also, in parliamentary systems, legislation is usually initiated, if not drafted, in the bureaucracy, where the concern for

workable

Once aguidelines

•

. and details is immediate.

promulgate a legislative body passes laws, executive agencies need to prosn--!,

writ , specific rules interpreting all the vague phrases and ambiguities.

mg the rules is thus the first stage of implementation. Lobbying

1:\reo

is rris



Florins,

(New Haven: Yale University

Congress: Keystone of the Washington Establishment

.s, 1077).
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can he just as intense at this stage because the affected interests want to

obtain the interpretations most favorable to them. In crafting the Patimt

Protection and Alibi-dable Care Act, congressional Democrats managed

to gain support kw restrictions on commercial health insurers by writing vague standards and delegating their definition to other agencies.

One new rule requires insurance companies to devote at least 80 percent of their premium revenues to paying for medical car:., as opposed to

administration, marketing, and profits. During months of meetings over

this rule, insurers fought to have as many administrative expenses as

possible counted as "medical activities," including brokers' sales commissions, fraud control, new customer enrollment bonuses, and the costs of

administering contracts with doctors and hospitals.'



ENFORCING RULES IN THE POLIS

I.:Min-cement begins with monitoring. Rule enforcers need a mechanism

to find out whether people are complying with the rule. Almost every

system of rule enforcement uses record-keeping and reporting requirements as ffindamental tools. For example, when government makes

grants to lower-level government agencies or to nonprofit organizations

fi- the purpose of carrying out specific projects or providing services, it

requires the implementing agencies to keep records of how they spend

the money as a way of documenting compliance. Often, record keeping is

combined with reporting requirements; for example, the implementing

agency must submit specific infOrmation at specified time intervals.

In one theory of monitoring and oversight, enforcers can adopt either

a "police patrol" model or a "fire alarm" model. In the police patrol model.

enfinvers proactively investigate the activities of people responsible lig

implementing a rule. In the fire alarm model, enforcers rely on people svi"'

have been hurt by rule violations to come tbrward with complaints, then

the enfOrcers investigate the complaints. According to the authors of this

theory, the fire alarm model is more efficient. It doesn't require the enfnn.ers to invest resources km monitoring, and it brings to light the nn lst

harmful violations, because the people who are most hurt are the ono

most likely to complain. By contrast, in the police patrol model, enforco'

can't possibly monitor every activity covered by a rule, so they examine

only small samples. They will necessarily miss some violations by PoPic

- Robe
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"These new regulations will fundamentally change

the way we get around them."

or agencies not in their samples, and some of their investigative resources

will be "wasted" on situations where they find no violations.'

The differences between the two models are probably overdrawn,

however. In some cases, such as sub-prime mortgage lending, the people

hurt by violations don't know about them and have no way to find out.

The fire alarm model works less well when people hurt by violations

lack the technical knowledge, civic skills, legal assistance, time, or money

to mount a complaint. Proactive inspection by technically qualified monitors may be necessary when rules aim to regulate complex, technical

activities, such as finance, engineering, or medicine, and when there is

a la rge

Power di fference between groups who can benefi t from rule

oBlations and those who can be harmed.

on.Because

rules allocate privilege and power, and because they are

th emselves at the boundaries, they creates incentives for people to portray

ex

:selves or their behavior as falling "on the right side of the law." For

in 2 01c1 Congress placed restrictions on earmarks. Earmarks are

hills

outanytt ciat designate public funds to specific recipients or localities, wit hcompetence , ompetitive bidding or other evaluation of the recipient's compen) achieve the policy goal. Earmarks benefited wealthy corporate

Fire IIIVEc

Mathew

(1 ubbi•

its thew

ns and Thomas Schwartz, -Congressional Oversight Overlooked: Police Patrols

Alarms;,

Journal of American Political Science, vol. 58, no. 1 (1984): 165-79.
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interests, which, in turn, devoted lobbying resources and campaign

contributions to representatives who supported the earmarks. When

('ongress enacted a ban on earmarks, it exempted nonprofit organizations. Some corporate executives, in order to preserve the flow of public

money, ffirmed nonprofit affiliates, often with themselves on the board,

and successfully applied for earmarked funds.'" In the polis, such strategic

behavior abounds, and has a rich vocabulary of metaphors to describe it:

"bending the rules," "using loopholes," "making end runs around the law,"

and "staying within the letter of the law."

Like the targets of rules, rule enforcers may have incentives to manipulate or ignore rules they are supposed to enforce. Without a military draft,

the U.S. army had trouble meeting its recruitment goals for the Afghanistan and Iraq wars, even with its enlistment bonuses. The army couldn't

influence most factors that affect enlistment rates, but it could influence

its Own rules: it could lower its standards. It raised the age limit from

thirty-five to forty, raised weight limits, made its fitness test much easier

to pass, and began accepting people without high school degrees. Presto!

Enlistments increased.' Foreign-aid donors face a similar predicament. If

they strictly enforced their conditions of aid, they would have to withhold

further aid when a recipient country didn't meet the standards of good

governance or management written into previous grants. I Aowever, suddenly stopping the flow of aid would trigger economic chaos and political

turmoil, so aid officers often feel compelled to ignore their own rules!'

I:Jilin-cement costs an organization in time, personnel, and money, so

saving resources is another incentive to be lax on enforcement. George W.

Rush explicitly aimed to loosen federal safety and environmental regulation. I le couldn't easily change laws and regulations, but he could reduce

regulatory agencies' budgets to ensure that they couldn't monitor and

enffirce too zealously. ('aught between insufficient resources and laws they

were supposed to entbrce, many agencies relied on companies to submit

their own reports, or they delegated entOrcement to private inspectors and

auditors. These inspectors were often underpaid and underqualified, and

sometimes were even hired and paid by the companies they inspected!'

Eric Lipton and Ron Nixon, "Companies Find Ways to Bypass Earmarks Ban," New Fork Times, JulY

!olio
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RULES AND INCENTIVES



Rules are made in the i nterplay between those whose behavior they govern and those who enforce them. Since rules are meant to make people

do things they might otherwise choose not to do (or refrain from doing

things they might choose to do), there is always some pressure on rules

from potential evasion or disobedience. From this tension comes one of

the most fascinating phe n omena of politics, perverse incentives. Perverse

incentives are incentives unwittingly built into a rule to comply with it

in a way that creates new problems or exacerbates the very problems the

ride is meant to cure.

Perverse incentives arise when there are trade-offs between objectives,

but a rule rewards or penal izes only one of them. According to Western legend, Soviet economic planning in the 1930s epitomized perverse

incentives. Government set textile production targets in terms of meters

of cloth, so factory managers narrowed the width of looms and produced

ribbons. Railroads were subject to mandatory freight-hauling goals

expressed in terms of weight. When there weren't enough goods to be

shipped to meet the quotas, workers hauled goods in one direction, then

filled the cars with water tbr the return trip. Even now, such stories are

often

told as proof of socialism's failure and the futility of economic planning, but they illustrate a universal dilemma of rules: the dimensions of

human activity we care about are always far more numerous and complex

than

what can be captured in formal rules, so rules contain inadvertent

escape hatches.



In



One doesn't have to go to Siberia to find perverse incentives. Exhibit A:

an early-1980s effort to contain hospital costs, Congress established

Medicare payment rules that reimburse hospitals on the basis of the average

reim



bursedd on the basis of their costs as reported to the government.)

Many hospitals, especially for-profit ones, have responded by reportin g So llie patients as having more severe and costly types of diseases, or

by discharging patients as soon as they have "used up" the amount

't)rr riciteimbursement

allowed for their diseases.23 Exhibit B: To protect el etcy co

nsumers from service interruptions in nuclear power Plan s'

li

.,_w

many state utility commissions establish pricing formulas that penalize

er

companies for shutdowns and reward them for steady operation.

obert S. Stern and Arnold M. Epstein, "Institutional Responses to Prospective Payment Based on

gnosisRelated Groups,"

Elaine

New England,Journal of Medicine 312, no. 10 (March 7, 1985), pp. 621-627;

Journal of

Silverman and Jonathan Skinner, 'Medicare Upcoding and Hospital Ownership,"

Health Economics

val. 23 (2004), pp. 369-89
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Such rate formulas create perverse incentives to avoid shutdowns for

repairs and maintenance. Here, the pursuit of reliable service in the short

term undermines safety and reliability in the long term.'2 "

Rules can create perverse incentives for rule enforcers as well. Formal

criteria lead officials to devote their time to enforcing things that arc

part of the rules rather than things that are not. Factory safety inspectors, for example, will diligently hunt for tangible violations specified in

regulations, no matter how trivial, but ignore more significant or complicated problems. They know they won't be penalized for missing problems

not listed in the rules, but if they try to report unlisted problems, they

can't point to something "in black and white" when the ffictory owner

protests.':'

In the polis, formal rules are enforced partly through informal rules

thumb. Officials charged with enforcing rules rarely follow through on all

the violations they observe or mete out penalties exactly in accordance

with the fiirmal rules. Rather, they develop informal guidelines about the

seriousness and blameworthiness of' violations, and seek to fit the punishment to the crime in a way that matches their own sense of justice. Their

own sense derives from social customs, peer norms, moral beliefs, and

existing practices. District attorneys, for instance, have notions of normal

or typical crimes based on the socioeconomic characteristics of the offender

and the victim, the setting, and the manner of the crime. They may make

deals (plea bargains) with suspects they deem to have committed normal

offenses, offering a charge to a lesser offense in exchange for a guilty plea,

but these deals are always conditioned by the prosecutor's sense that the

suspect will "get his due.'" Enforcers set priorities among the violations

encompassed in the fOrmal rules and carry out justice according to some

mixture of their personal values, social norms, and formal criteria.

The rules of thumb of enforcers can become the street wisdom of

targets about what it takes to qualify for a benefit or what violations all

agency considers minor and not worth prosecuting; in other words, what

a

person can "get away with." Targets learn the rules of thumb partly

through direct bunts or "coaching" from bureaucrats, as often happens in

govcromco t assistance programs. Denmark's unemployment insurance

program requires, among other things, that beneficiaries "actively' sect'

work.Rut what does that criterion mean in practice? If a beneficiary ash`'

t

I,. Wald. "Cutting Corners on Nuclear Safety,New Tork Times, Dec. 8, 1985.

Kogene Itarda, li and Hobert Kagan,
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aseworker might respond tha t "two job applications per week would put



ac



you on the safe side.""

Targets also learn the rules of thumb indirectly by observing patterns

of enforcement and spreading the information by word of mouth. Drivers know the police usually "give you ten miles an hour" over the speed

limit. Tax accountants know the IRS allows everyone to take a charitable

deduction up to $1,000 without documentation. Under the George W

Rush administration, the Justice Department drastically reduced its criminal indictments of large corporations for bribery, fraudulent accounting,

and other financial crimes. Instead, the department entered into "deferred

prosecution agreements," under which offending companies paid fines and

,uhmitted to some monitoring, but didn't face trials or public disclosure

of their wrongdoings. As the pattern became known, corporations learned

that typical penalties for financial crimes would be relatively slight, and

they could change their calculus of the risks of illegal behavior."

In the polis, the myths of perfectly precise, neutral, and enforced rules

are essential to the legitimacy of laws. Our reigning image of fairness

includes the idea that "likes are treated precisely alike," however little guidance the formula provides in practice. In liberal political theory, which

places a higher value on individual autonomy than on collective power,

the myths are necessary to justify why people should ever give up their

autonomy and submit to government rules. At the same time, the formula

of treating likes alike implies a competing formula for justice: giving each

person his or her due. This formula requires inquiry into the particular circumstances of each case—an inquiry that is necessarily personal and open

to considering factors that don't fit the rules precisely. The "each person

h is

or her due" formula suggests that more vague rules and more flexible

enforcement would be the better part of justice. Informal rules mediate the

t

ensions between these two contradictory aspects of formal rules.



R ULES AND DEMOCRACY



The ideal



of the rule of law rests on an assumption so obvious that we

rarely question it: Following rules is good. But as soon as we surface the

a's's umption, troubling

issues arise.

vanish example

„non w, en R (a true case) from Dorthe Hugh Hansen, "The Rule of Availability, Including Acti:azs,:e\artseu

ceniviv

inergsiutyi:esmprpiinogyment Benefits," unpublished seminar paper, Department of Political
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First, officials or citizens can follow the letter of the law while fully intending to violate its spirit. AIG, a multinational insurance giant, evaded

New York's campaign financing law with this strategy. The law prohibits a corporation from contributing more than $5,000 to a candidate for

state office. AIG funneled many times that amount to several candidates,

including $335,000 to George Pataki's 200'2 gubernatorial campaign.

Multiple $5,000 checks poured into campaign coders, bearing names of

different AIG subsidiaries, but all drawn on the same account, with sequential numbers, and with the same address--A IG's headquarters in

Philadelphia. The parent company decided which candidates each subsidiary should support but insisted the multiple contributions were legal

because they were "charged back" to each subsidiary.'"

Following the letter of the law in order to thwart i t suggests a paradox.

Rules foster democracy by guiding citizens to behave' in ways that promote

the common good. But the effectiveness of rules and laws depends on citizens' already sharing the basic values of democratic governance and rule of

law. If they don't share those values, rules can't make for democracy.

Sometimes rules that ostensibly sustain an institution would destroy

it if people enforced them or followed them. This is a second reason that

following rules might not always be good for society. "Working to rule'

is a widely used tactic for workers to press for more pay, better working

conditions, or changes in the rules. As the phrase suggests, working to

rule means following the rules to the letter, doing no more and no less

than is required. In chronically understaffed organizations, workers can

disrupt services by working to rule. For example, because many airports

are ill-equipped for the volume of flights they manage, air traffic control

lers can keep flights on schedule only if they ignore safety rules about

how frequently planes can take off and land. Thus, by enforcing the rules,

air traffic controllers can disrupt passenger and cargo flights, thereby'

causing social harm. Underfunded organizations often depend onlA•orkers to go beyond their required job descriptions in order to carry out the

t

organization's mission. For example, if nurses and doctors worked by ti('

clock and abandoned seriously ill patients at the end of their shifts, boy

tals could not provide nee'essar care.

As the airport and hospital examples hint, sometimes following rules

reveals deeper problems that policy makers have ignored. A sad examP1',

ot

caught

g.,t Nebraska's lawmakers by sur )rise. In 2008, the state legislatr

ital

hosp s

enacted a "safe haven law" perm

it tingmothers to drop babies at hosP

anonymously without prosecution for abandonment. Safe haven laws were

„on.

'Mike McIntire, "Campaign Gifts from Big Insurer Elude the Limit," New Tort Times, Wis.'
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meant to prevent distraught mothers from putting newborns in trash bins

or leaving them somewhere to die. Unlike safe haven laws in the other

forty-nine states, Nebraska's didn't specify an age, but rather referred to

"a child." Within four months of the law's passage, parents had deposited

thirty-five children at hospitals, most of them teenagers. Investigation of

these cases revealed a reservoir of troubled parents, unable to cope with

behavioral problems and mental illness, and a shortage of psychiatric services to help them. Lawmakers responded not by expanding services but

by closing the loophole—they changed the law to specify infants up to

thirty days old.'°

These examples reveal another paradox of rules. By following rules

to the letter of the law, citizens can actually bring to light issues that

policy makers have failed to address. Arguably, this kind of literal rule

following could strengthen democracy, because if policy makers heed

the signals, they can learn how to improve policy. But as the safe haven

story shows, this paradox of rules arises from an even thornier one: in

democracies, policy makers sometimes avoid dealing with a complex

social problem by making rules that sweep the problem under the rug or

address only a superficial aspect of it.

The strongest challenge to the assumption that following rules is always

good might be called the Nuremberg Lesson: sometimes following rules

Is the wrong thing to do. At the end of World War II, the Allies tried Nazi

leaders, doctors, and judges on charges of crimes against humanity. The

trials were held in the city of Nuremberg, Germany, and became known

as the Nuremberg Trials. Many of the perpetrators defended themselves

by saying they shouldn't be held responsible because they had followed

orders of their superiors. The Nuremberg judges roundly rejected the

defense. Ever since the Nuremburg trials, "following a superior's orders"

no longer defines the limit of individual responsibility. Leaders, officials,

and ordinary citizens have a duty to exercise their moral judgment and

follow their conscience."

(7ivil disobedience, or breaking laws to follow what one regards as

moral duty, holds a place of honor in democratic theory. From Mahatma

Gandhi's colonial resistance to Nelson Mandela's fight against apartheid,

from Henry David Thoreau's tax resistance to Martin Luther King's civil
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rights movement, from the Polish families who succored striking Solidarity workers to the San Francisco mayor who issued same-sex marriage

licenses in defiance of state law, breaking the law has long been a force for

equal rights and democratization.

But civil disobedience raises other paradoxes of rules and democracy.

Democracy requires that citizens make laws together and agree to abide

by them for the common good. To follow one's onscience is to make

one's own law If everyone did it all the time, there would be anarchy, not

government of any sort, let alone democracy. On the other hand, democracy needs citizens who are willing to risk punishment, ostracism, and

perhaps their lives to challenge injustice and exclusion. Democracy needs

citizens who are willing to hold it to its ideals by breaking the rules that

citizens make.
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Facts



To be political, to be in a polis, meant that everythin g was decided through

words and persuasion and not throu gh force and violence.

Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition

Attitude is more important than facts.

Chinese fortune cookie



THE



Two FACES OF PERSUASION



Of all the means of coordinating and controlling human behavior, none is

more pervasive, more complicated, or less well understood than persuasion. Certainly none arouses such ambivalence. As a policy instrument,

persuasion has two faces, one revered and the other feared: persuasion as

enlightenment, or persuasion as indoctrination.

On One side, persuasion evokes images of reasoned and inthrmed decision, what we can call the rational ideal. In this by now familiar model,

individuals consciously formulate goals, gather information about alternative means to achieve them, evaluate the alternatives, and choose the ones

most likely to succeed. The rational ideal esteems those who act according

to reason, and denigrates those whose decisions are based on raw emotion, unconscious biases, blind loyalty, or momentary passion. (Did you

"ice my choice of adjectives?) The rational ideal cherishes argument by

tact and logic, and canonizes the scientific method. It drives a search for

neutral facts, unbiased techniques, and disinterested conclusions.

The rational ideal offers reason as the basis for policy making. Groups,

o rganizations, and even whole societies can emulate the process of rational deliberation by individuals. Democracy, many have said, is government by discussion. Rational persuasion is associated with voluntarism.
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If people can be educated, they don't need to be coerced or even induced

to behave in harmony with their own and the common good. ("The facts

speak for themselves.")

In the rational ideal, information and knowledge obviate the need for

force because they can resolve conflict. ("The pen is mightier than the

sword.") Most conflict is seen to derive from ignorance, not from fundamental differences of values, character, or interests. In the U.S. during

the 1790s, when the first wave of almanacs appeared, these compilations

of descriptive facts and figures were touted as the solution to differences

of opinion and political disagreements. Diversity of opinion, claimed one

editor, arises from indolence, dogmatism, and "a want of certain data." To

correct this lack, academics, clergymen, and historians offered their collections of facts, always "authentic," "impartial," and "accurate.'

The dream of conflict resolution through facts is by no means a relic

of history. The economist Milton Friedman also argued that policy disputes could be resolved with data. "Differences about economic policy"

he wrote, "derive predominantly from different predictions about the

economic consequences of taking action," rather than from "fundamental

differences in basic values." Because economics "is, or can be, an 'objective' science in precisely the same sense as any of the physical sciences,"

he asserted, conflicts over economic policy could even td ally be eliminated

by "the progress of positive economics."' And a leading textbook from

the 1970s, the founding period of public policy degree programs, offered

this hope to students:

Policy disagreements would lessen—and perhaps vanish—if we could predict

with certainty the safety consequences of the breeder reactor, or the costs of

annual upkeep of clay courts, or whether a special shuttle bus for the elderly

would be heavily used.'



By now, you know this book rejects the idea that policy conflicts arise

from a lack of facts. Sure, policy disputes entail some disputes over facts,

but the deeper and more important conflicts are over values. Even if

experts could accurately predict the safety consequences of a nuclear

reactor, citizens would still disagree about whether the consequences,

would be distributed equitably, whether their welfare would be enhanced
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or their liberty diminished, and whether their government was keeping

them secure.

Nevertheless, despite enduring value conflicts, the ideal of policy making through rational deliberation remains a core value of democracy. Once

every citizen has an equal voice in policy making, albeit indirectly through

elected officials, a democratic government needs a way to turn multiple voices into coherent policy. That method is deliberation—pondering

together, weighing, questioning, and eventually, reaching consensus. The

rational ideal and the democratic ideal go hand in hand. Together, they

offer a vision of society where conflict is temporary and unnecessary, where

force is replaced by discussion, and where individual actions are brought

into harmony through the persuasive power of logic and evidence.

Persuasion's ugly thee is captured in the words "propaganda" and "indoctrination." Indoctrination has two elements that distinguish it from

educating, informing, or discussing conceived in the rational ideal. First, it

is intentionally manipulative, disguising its perpetrator's hidden motives.

It is designed to make its audience serve someone else's interests rather

than to foster the audience's self-interest through increased knowledge.

Second, indoctrination robs people of their capacity to think independently. It drives out rational thought by appealing to emotions, especially

fear and anxiety. When it uses more rational appeals (for example, visions

of a prosperous future), it often truncates rational deliberation by distorting

and withholding information.

Indoctrination suggests images of Big Brother and thought control

from George Orwell's dystopic novel 1984. This face of persuasion evokes

abhorrence and condemnation among political scientists, and, for the most

part, they take the position that "it doesn't happen here." Thus, Charles

Lindblom, author of a major book on comparative political systems, argues

that persuasion as a means of social control plays a central role only in

totalitarian political systems. His model of an extreme persuasion-based

political system, which he calls a "preceptoral system," is defined as:

a system of social control through highly unilateral governmental persuasion

addressed not to an elite or to a bureaucracy alone but to an entire populati(m. • .. It is more an aspiration than an accomplishment, more often a disguise

for coercion—even terror—than an independent system of control.'



In the rational ideal, the individual is autonomous and free to choose On

the basis of accurate information; in the indoctrination model, theindividual is a puppet whose mind has been invaded by others and who appears

'Charles Lindblom,
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to choose voluntarily but is in fact directed from without. In totalitarian systems, government controls education and media and dictates the

content of curricula and news. Indoctrination permeates every realm of

life, from street posters and subway ads to public celebrations and official

ceremonies.

Each view of persuasion has its own language. "Information" in one is

"propaganda" in the other. Information "enlightens" and "liberates"; propaganda "benights" and "enslaves." "Education" in one view is "brainwashing"

in the other. "Learning" in one is "conditioning" in the other.

Most analyses of the institutions of persuasion use these two ideals as

ends of a continuum and acknowledge that no actual system perfectly fits

either one. In the polis, the boundary between the two sides of persuasion

is blurry. Between the two idealized models stretches the vast terrain of

influence. The debate about persuasion as a policy instrument concerns

where in this terrain we should draw the line between legitimate and

illegitimate forms of influence. For any policy based on persuasion, such

as public information campaigns, disclosure rules, or education, how do

we know whether it enhances rational deliberation or manipulates behavior? When does information become propaganda and education become

brainwashing? What are the boundaries of legitimate persuasion in a

democracy?



MAKING FACTS IN THE POLIS



The rational ideal presupposes the existence of neutral facts—neutra l

in the sense that they accurately describe the world but don't serve anYbody's interest, promote any value judgments, or exert persuasive force

beyond the weight of their correctness. Yet, facts don't exist independent of interpretive lenses. For starters, they come clothed in words, and

words, as we know, are loaded. The mere act of naming something places

it in a class and suggests that it is like some things and unlike others.

In a Massachusetts controversy over legalizing casinos, the two sides

to

used different names. Opponents referred to "gambling," Proponents

"gaming." The Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce (a proponent) con

missioned a consulting firm to do an "objective" study estimating the num:

ber of jobs and amount of "gross gaming revenues" casinos would bring

critic pointed out that "gaming revenues" to the state are "gambling loss

ts

to individuals. Thus the critic wrote, the study actually touted the benefi

to the state coffers of citizens losing between $1.5 billion and $1. 75 14°
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should casinos be allowed. The critic skewered the report merely by changing the labels."

Names can be such powerful persuasive devices because they carry

implicit stories and moral connotations. One can see the tactical use of

labeling in debates over whether the U.S. government practices torture.

Starting with publication of the Abu Ghraib photos in 2004, as news media

raised questions, military and government officials steadfastly referred to

the treatment of suspected terrorists as "enhanced interrogation techniques." Specific techniques were called by anodyne names: "stress positions" for keeping someone shackled to the floor or suspended by their

arms; "waterboarding" or "inducing the sensation of drowning" for temporarily suffocating a person by filling his respiratory passages with water.

The infamous 2002 Justice Department memo that effectively declared

torture legal accomplished its task by choosing words carefully "Certain

acts may be cruel, inhuman or degrading," the memo said, but "fail to rise

to the level of torture." Only acts that cause "severe physical or mental pain

or suffering" constitute torture. But how bad does pain and suffering have

to be to qualify as "severe?" To define "severe," the deputy assistant attorney general John Yoo borrowed a definition from health insurance law

that specifies when insurers must cover emergency room visits. "Severe"

is when a prudent person would think that without immediate medical

attention, acute symptoms could cause "death, organ failure, or the permanent impairment of a significant bodily function." Thus, by reducing the

question of torture to the meaning of a single word, then controlling the

definition of that word, Yoo could declare that all interrogation techniques

that stop short of causing death or near-death are not torture.'

To name is to take a stand. And because naming is political, the ideal of

pure description that conveys neutral information must be open to question. This is not to claim that there aren't some neutral facts that most

People could agree upon—for example, that I am sitting at a desk and

that you are holding a book. (Or is it an electronic reader, and if so, is that

a book? You see? We're already in trouble.) But these simple objects are

not the kinds of things at issue in politics. In politics, people care about

ideas, concepts, and practices, such as freedom, hunger, and whatever it

is that goes on inside casinos. When things become political issues, even

names lose their objectivity.

Steve Bailey, The Rest of the Story," Boston Globe, March 12, 2008, p. Cl.

InY Bybee, Memorandum for Alberto R. Gonzalez, "Standards of Conduct for Interrogation under is

J.S.C. 2510-2340A," U.S Department of Justice, Office of Legal Counsel, Aug. 1.2002. till B. ilia• Menlo
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,

Nor am I claiming there is no such thing as accuracy and distortion

no yardstick by which to judge descriptions of events. Most people think

Ghraib

that "torture" comes closer to describing what they saw at Abu

and read about at Guantanamo than "a stressful day" or "making PeuPle

believe they might drown," as the New York Times once described waterboarding. "Even a dog distinguishes between being stumbled over and

being kicked," noted the great jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes. Moral ideas

and social conventions give us some standards for judging names as '11°I.e,

or less close to the truth. But every name is a symbol, not the thing itself:

and in the choice of names lies judgment, comparison, evaluation, and.

above all, the potential for disagreement.

The problem of neutrality and objectivity begins in naming but goes

far deeper than naming. What we think of as facts—statements about

ts

the true state of the world—are produced in social processes. Scientis

conduct research; courts hold trials and lawyers interview witnesses; leg-
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islatures conduct hearings; public and private agencies collect data; and

news media investigate and report.

These institutions, or rather the people within them, make numerous

choices in developing and presenting information. Legislators decide

whom to invite to testify at hearings and how much time to give each witness. Agencies decide what sort of data to collect, how vigorously to pursue nonrespondents or other missing information, and how to categorize

the information they do receive. Courts attempt to determine the facts of

a case in order to decide which rules of law apply. But, in the words of one

prominent jurist, Jerome Frank, "facts are guesses":

The actual events, the real objective acts and words of [the two parties to a

suiti happened in the past. They do not walk into court. The court usually learns

about these real, objective, past facts only through the oral testimony of fallible

witnesses. . —Judicially, the facts consist of the reaction of the judge or jury to the



testimony.'

Maybe Frank exaggerates a bit. Courts also rely on physical evidence and

written documents. They bring in expert witnesses as well as ordinary

people. Still, the two parties present different versions of the past, or they

wouldn't be in court in the first place. They are engaged in a contest to

provide the most convincing representation of reality to the judge and

jury.

Think of the Rodney King trial. Rodney King was a black motorist

who was beaten by the Los Angeles police as they arrested him in I 99 I.

During the trial of police officers on assault charges, past events very

nearly did walk into court, to use Frank's phrase, because a bystander

had captured the whole arrest on videotape. Judge, jury, and the public

could all watch a replay of what actually happened. They could and did

watch it Over and over. On the video, the officers could be seen clobbering

Mr. King's head with nightsticks and kicking him while he was down on

the ground. But the video didn't settle the legal question of whether the

police had 'assaulted" Rodney King and used "unnecessary force." The

officers' defense attorneys used slow motion and freeze frames to make it

appear that Mr. King had tried to get up off the ground and fight with the

Police. Therefore, the defense story went, police had reason to feel threatCoed, and their actions should be understood as using fbrce "necessary

Jerome Frank, Courts on Trial
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and appropriate for self-defense" and for performing their job. (The jury

was persuaded and acquitted the officers. A large part of the Los Angeles

community was not persuaded, and rioted in protest. Later, in federal

court, the officers were convicted of violating Mr. King's civil rights.)"

In courts, facts are openly under dispute in an adversary system. By

contrast, science is supposed to be a collaborative process to test theories

by using shared standards to observe and report facts objectively. But on

policy issues with intense moral, ideological, or economic conflicts, science has become politicized. Because scientific research serves as the currency of policy deliberation in democracies, sonie advocacy groups style

themselves as scientific research organizations. A new breed of agendadriven research institutes produces spurious science alongside legitimate

research institutes.

One such organization, the Family Research Institute, sounds like

a scientific body but is an advocacy organization whose goal is to stop

same-sex marriage and gay parenting, end anti-discrimination laws

for gays and lesbians, and punish homosexuality. In court cases on gay

and lesbian family rights, the Family Research Institute provides its

own medical research and testimony purporting to show that same-sex

couples endanger their children—in direct contradiction to the findings

of studies by leading professional organizations, such as the American

Academy of Pediatricians. The institute packages its research with scientific jargon, charts and tables, and sponsorship by organizations with

names that mimic genuine medical organizations. One such sponsor, the

anti-gay "American College of Pediatrics," has exactly one employee, but

its name and imprimatur can confuse even a sophisticated reader and

therefore have a big impact. Moreover, the research is purely polemical'

In "Medical Consequences of What Homosexuals Do," a pamphlet by the

head of the Family Research Institute, readers learn:

Often these encounters occur while the participants are drunk, high, and/or o

,

an orgy setting.... Every year, a quarter or more of homosexuals visit another

Foreign

country.... And fresh pathogens from these continents come here.

homosexuals regularly visit the U.S. and participate in this biological swaprneet



The Family Research Institute operates in the tradition of nineteenth'

century moral crusaders who published spurious scientific investigation'

"Seth 1V1ydans, "Jury Could Hear Rodney King Today," New 'Fork Times, March 9, 1993, and other Ile

coverage.

'Michael Kranish, "Beliefs Drive Research Agenda of New Think Tanks," Boston Globe, July 5i. °°'.

p. Ai; Martha Nussbaum, From Disgust to Humanity: Sexual Orientation and Constitutional Lau (Se'
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to prove that a social group they despised and feared should be restrained

for the public good.'"

When the stakes are money rather than morals, the misuse of science

takes a less extreme but more insidious and politically effective form. If

scientific research shows a product to be dangerous or unsafe, the affected

industry can create doubt about the research as a tactic to delay or stop

regulation. In the case of tobacco, "the industry and its scientists manufactured uncertainty [about the health consequences of smoking] by questioning every study, dissecting every method, and disputing every conclusion."

Industry pays expert consultants to challenge adverse findings on science's own terms—the data weren't representative, the statistical methods

weren't correctly done, the causal mechanism wasn't demonstrated, or

the time frame wasn't long enough. The findings, therefore, are still only

"an unproven hypothesis." Next, the industry publishes these consultants'

reports, sometimes getting them into regular scientific journals, otherwise

issuing the reports under the banner of an industry-created organization

with a scientific-sounding name. Last, the industry uses the publications it

funded and generated as evidence that there really is controversy and the

science isn't definitive."

The doubt strategy has been used to prevent regulation of myriad

products harmful to health and the environment, including asbestos,

beryllium (used in nuclear industry), and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs or

Freon). The strategy is used by creationists to challenge evolution and

justify their demands that creationism be included in school curricula.

l'he fossil fuel industry has used the doubt strategy to forestall American

regulation of carbon emissions and ratification of the Kyoto Protocol and

other international climate change policies. For example, the American

Petroleum Institute, representing the oil industry, targets college campuses for educational workshops and environmental programs challenging the science behind global warming and the wisdom of regulation.

Roth the moral crusade-as-science strategy and the put-researchni-douht strate

undermine the ideal of scientific objectivity in the

Polls. The point here is not that all science is corrupt, but, rather, in.

the polls, science can be and is increasingly used as an instrument of

laws A . Morone,

Hellfire Nation: The Politics of Sin in American History

Press, 20m).
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influence in political conflict. And if these uses of science don't exactly

count as propaganda, neither do they meet the ideal of rational persuasion through information.

CHALLENGES TO THE INFORMED CITIZEN

Because it is an ideal, the rational ideal naturally exaggerates human

rationality in processing information. A voluminous social psychology

literature tells us we rely on habit, stereotypes, and cultural norms for

the vast majority of decisions. We are as much influenced by the soup

of information—the person's race, looks, social manners, reputation, and

credentials, or whether the source is a person or some other medium—as

by the content. We are subject to extremely strong influence by peers, coworkers, family, and other groups of which we are a part. The drive to

conformity with important reference groups would seem to be at least as

strong as the drive to select the best means to an end.'"

Studies in cognitive psychology tell us that emotion plays a big role

in our personal and political decisions.' Rational, means/end decision

making requires the capacity to feel emotions. For example, people with

brain injuries that prevent them from experiencing tear but whose cognitive function remains intact cannot make informed decisions about their

personal safety. In the polis, citizens use emotion, prior attitudes, and,

alas, stereotypes, to evaluate news, policies, and candidates for office. Walter Lippmann, an early scholar of public opinion, understood the point

already in the 1920s, long before any sophisticated research on how people form their political opinions:

For the most part we do not first see, and then define, we define first and no

see. In the great blooming, buzzing confusion of the outer world, we pick

what our culture has already defined for us, and we tend to perceive that \awl'

we have picked out in the form stereotyped for us by our culture.'



In our various social and political roles, we act largely according t°

prior attitudes and belief's rather than new information. For example, aftc:

the U.S. invaded Iraq and found no weapons of mass destruction, peoPic

For an early study on the importance

see Carl I. I
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who supported President Bush were more likely to persist in believing that

Iraq did have weapons of mass destruction.'" Prior attitudes affect voters'

choices, judges' decisions, teachers' assessment of student performance, and

mental health professionals' evaluation of patients.' As social beings, our

individual judgments and decisions are highly influenced by our participation in groups. When individuals discuss issues in groups whose members

already tend to think alike, their opinions tend to move toward the group

consensus, and, sometimes, toward more extreme views than they held at

the outset.'`

Studies of how people use information to arrive at policy judgments

present a shaky picture of rationality To a large degree, citizens remain

ignorant about public issues, especially economic ones. In surveys about

the Bush tax cuts in 2001, an issue that had received intense media coverage, over .1,0 percent of respondents said they "hadn't thought about the

issue," despite the fact that taxes affect everybody palpably. But ignorance

is only the beginning of the mystery. Of those who had thought about the

tax issue, over , f0 percent supported the cuts. As the political scientist

Larry Bartels fim nd out, people's support for the tax cuts bore little rational

relationship to their views on larger policy questions. A majority of

citizens believe the rich pay too little in taxes and the poor bear an unthirly

high burden. But citizens' views on equity had almost no impact on their

views of the tax cut, which lowered taxes on the rich and raised them on

the middle class. Instead, citizens who thought their own tax burden was

too high fiwored the cuts—most of them apparently believed the president's hints that the cuts would lower their taxes. Surprisingly, people

who believedhgovernment

"wastes a lot of money" were less supportive of

the cuts than those who didn't see government as wasteful. It seems that

on issues that affect people and that they care about, they often support

policies that contradict their values (equity), their views of government

("wasteful"), and their material self-interest (their taxes).'"
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AS A POLICY INSTRUMENT



In democratic theory, the key function of news is to provide citizens with

information so they can engage intelligently in debates and use factual

information to arrive at their policy views. If political actors convey erroneous information, one hopes that news media will correct it and that

on receiving new, more accurate information, citizens will incorporate

it into their thinking. Here, too, research results are unsettling. In sonic

studies, corrections to erroneous information do change people's beliefs,

but many studies find no discernible impact. In one recent study, subjects

were given a mock news story with an error, then shown another story

with a detailed correction of the error. To the dismay of the researchers,

the corrections didn't change people's minds most of the time, and in

many cases the corrections backfired. After receiving a correction, more

people believed the original incorrect information. For example, after

being told that Bush's statements about Iraq's WMDs (weapons of mass

destruction) had been refuted by a CIA report, more people believed Iraq

had WMDs. This backfire effect was most pronounced among people

who were ideologically committed—in this case, people who supported

the war in Iraq and thought it was a very important issue. This line of

research suggests that, contrary to the rational ideal, providing citizens

with more accurate information from authoritative sources can actually

harden their ideologically motivated views.'

Still, the ideal of the rational and informed citizen has spawned numerous policy ideas based on persuasion and voluntary behavior change. Policy

makers have embarked on persuasion campaigns to get people to stop littering and smoking; to use seat belts and drive safely; to conserve energy

and join car pools; to limit population growth, prevent forest fires, finish

high school, exercise, recycle, and donate their organs. To help citizens

make informed choices, government sometimes requires manufacturers

and sellers to disclose particular kinds of information about their goods

and services. Thus, we have nutrient and country-of-origin labels on food;

al

health warnings on cigarette packages, wine bottles, and pharmaceutic

drugs; fiber content labels on clothing; financial disclosure rules for issuers

of stock; "plain English" requirements for insurance policies; "truth in lending" requirements for banks and credit card issuers; risk disclosures and

cars

informed-consent requirements for doctors; fuel economy ratings of

and energy efficiency ratings of appliances; and tire grading, meat grad ing'

and hospital "report cards."

"Brendan Nyhan and Jason Reifler, "When Corrections Fail: The Persistence of Political Misperceptions," Po/itica/ Behavior,

vol. 32, no. 2 (2010), pp. 303-30.



MODELS OF PERSUASION

Rational-democratic

Model



Totalitarian Model



Polis Model



1. Reason forms

basis for personal

and government

decisions.



Citizens accept

government

propaganda, act like

puppets, and do not

decide for themselves.



In addition to

reason, people use

emotion, prior belief's,

stereotypes, and other

"irrational" factors in

making decisions.



2. Facts, data, and

information are

neutral, and can

settle conflicts.



Government produces

slanted information

and tightly controls

all news. Government

uses information

as a means of

social control, not

democratic conflict

resolution.



Facts and information

(even names) are

interpretive and

socially constructed.

Political actors

use information

strategically to achieve

their interests.



3. Government uses

information and

deliberation to

bring individual

actions into

harmony with the

public interest.



A central government

indoctrinates ordinary

citizens and elites

by controlling all

communication

apparatus.



Political actors

attempt to manipulate

others' beliefs and

policy preferences.

Government agencies

and dominant groups

have more resources

to influence others,

even without

controlling a central

apparatus.



The information disclosure strategy rests on a key assumption: if citizens are given factual information to guide their decisions, they will make

better decisions, ones that maximize their own welfare and the common

good. In many cases, however, new information doesn't change people's

behavior. For example, according to public health wisdom, government

can encourage people to eat fewer calories by requiring restaurants to post

th e calorie counts of their menu items. Eating fewer calories will make

Individuals healthier, stem obesity, and reduce the nation's health care
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expenditures. In 2008, New York City required fiist-food restaurants to

post calorie contents of their meals. Even among customers who reported

that they noticed the calorie postings and that the information had influenced their food choices, there was no difference in the calorie content of

their meal purchases before and after the law. ''

Interestingly, providing information about social norms may have a

greater impact on individual behavior than more thctual health information. In later studies of calorie posting and fast-fbod restaurants, when

restaurants posted a recommended daily calorie intake in addition to

each menu item's calorie content, customers purchased meals with fewer

calories. And in research on how to reduce college drinking, correcting

students' perceptions about campus drinking norms seems to have more

impact than information about the dangers of drinking too much." These

results make perfect sense in the polis model of individual decision making, where people are as much or more influenced by social norms and

networks as by "hard" factual information.

The wave of information disclosure policies starting in the late 1970s

rolled in with the neoliberal anti-regulatory tide. Even though disclosure requirements are a kind of regulation, conservative opponents of

regulation thought they were preferable to regulating industry practices

through standards, for example, by setting limits on auto fuel emissions

or credit-card interest rates and fees. Information disclosure is the market

model of regulation. It relies on consumers to become indirect regulators

by exercising the (limited) clout of their individual, uncoordinated pur

chasing decisions. The market model allows government to avoid using

its greater power to deal with a problem.



INDOCTRINATION IN THE POLLS:

BUSINESS'S POWER TO PERSUADE

As we saw earlier, political scientists define indoctrination as persuasive

efforts that: 1) are carried out by a single, central government autlionti:

2)



are intentionally manipulative; 3) are designed to secure the interests

of the indoctrinator; and 4) deprive citizens of their capacity to make
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independent, reasoned decisions. Making totalitarian government part

of the definition rules out any possibility for indoctrination to occur in

other regimes; notably, the democracies most political scientists inhabit.

If instead, we define indoctrination in a way that captures its meaning

without making one form of government a part of the definition, then

we can at least consider the possibility that indoctrination occurs in nontotalitarian societies. Thus, let's define indoctrinations as: 1) a regime in

which dominant elites shape people's beliefs and knowledge; 2) in a manipulative

and self-interested way; 3) that deprives them of the capacity for independent

thinking. Arguably, in the U.S. and other democratic capitalist societies,

economic and political elites engage in forms of persuasion that meet this

definition of indoctrination.

First, business occupies a pivotal position in capitalist economies. As

the engine of economic development, business has a plausible causal story

to tell: "What's good for business is best for citizens." In every debate

about economic policy or business regulation, business interests cultivate public support for their preferred policies by promising that business

profits trickle down to benefit every citizen. With that overarching causal

story, business can more easily persuade citizens to accept its dominant

influence in policy making, and to refrain from challenging the grand

bargains of political economy—private property, private enterprise, corporate autonomy, and a skewed distribution of income and wealth.'

Second, business commands overwhelming financial and organizational resources to shape political culture and influence elections. Starting in the early 1970s, American business embarked on a campaign to

shift elite and popular opinion in favor of free markets and against all

forms of government regulation, and to persuade citizens to accept its

dominant influence in policy making. Through its national associations,

such as the American Chamber of Commerce, the National Association

of Manufacturers, and the Business Roundtable, business funded think

tanks, academic studies, scholarly journals, and academic and popular

books putting forth the business point of view. In 1973, member companies of the Business Roundtable had almost $1.3 trillion in gross revenues, equal to about half of the GNP of the United States. Business has

been able to influence and thwart campaign financing laws, in part by

using political action committees to funnel money to political candidates

who share its free-market, antigovernment view's."

Maio and

oi.I Rogers and Joshua Cohen, On Democracy (New York: Penguin Books, I no); Lindblom.
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Third, as we've already seen, business sometimes manipulates scientific

information to serve its economic interests. In addition to the doubt strategy,

business uses what might be called the "certainty strategy"—exaggerating

evidence for the benefits of its products and practices, and downplaying

or concealing the risks. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates pharmaceutical drugs largely by requiring scientific evidence that a

new drug is "safe and effective." Firms can manipulate the research to make

the safety and efficacy of drugs appear highly certain, and certain enough

to gain FDA approval. They can design clinical trials in a way that almost

guarantees positive results. They pay medical school faculty to conduct

trials, giving them an incentive to produce positive findings so they will

win more research contracts. In some cases, drug firms retain control over

the content of researchers' publications. Eager to lying a drug to market,

firms sometimes publish only studies with positive results and suppress the

rest.25 Taken together, these practices meet our definition of indoctrination:

manipulation of information to secure the companies . interests in a way

that deprives patients and doctors of information necessary for reasoned

decisions about medical care.

Fourth, in capitalist economies, business owns and controls the media.

To be sure, there are nonprofit and voluntary publishers, filmmakers,

TV and radio stations, and new media projects, but they are minuscule

and undercapitalized compared to the corporate media. Although not a

monopoly, the information sector can be characterized as an oligopoly,

where ownership of mass media has become highly concentrated into

major conglomerates." Because news providers—newspapers, magazines,

television, and radio—all depend on advertising as their chief source of

revenue, they can't afford to offend advertisers. Corporations use their

advertising dollars to pressure editors to kill investigative stories--or

not do them in the first place. Nonmedia corporations can also use their

wealth to buy positive media coverage—witness full-page ads by investment firms during financial crises, oil firms during environmental crises,

and manufacturers during product recalls. At the same time, corporate

crisis advertising illustrates that the media are not completely beholden

to their advertisers. The very newspapers that run crisis-response ad s

also published the investigative reporting that made the corporate crisis
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that made the ads necessary. To take one example, during the 2010 Gulf

of Mexico oil spill, despite BP's daily infusion of ad revenue to the New

Tork Times, the Times never let up on its front-page investigative reporting. In short, the media are far from blatant propaganda mills, but corporate ownership does mean the owners can bias the content toward their

interests, which are probusiness."



INDOCTRINATION IN THE POLIS:

GOVERNMENT'S POWER TO PERSUADE



Government also engages in forms of persuasion that arguably might

be located toward the indoctrination end of the spectrum. In the modern

welfare state, government has face-to-face contact with citizens through

street-level bureaucrats—people such as voting registrars, teachers, police,

judges, parole officers, social workers, and eligibility determiners for the

numerous health and welfare programs. These people effectively dispense

moral and political lessons, backed up by serious threats.

The power of such low-key persuasion by petty officials is illustrated in

V O. Key's research on how southern voting clerks could prevent blacks

from exercising their constitutional right to vote in the 1940s:

The registrar registers any qualified person, black or white, if he insists. When a

Negro applies, however, she tells him that he will be registered if he insists, but

she gives him a quiet, maternal talk to the effect that the time has not yet conic

for Negroes to register in the county. The people are not ready for it now and it

would only cause trouble for the Negro to register. Things move slowly, she tells

the applicant, but the day will come...."



No central bureaucrat wrote this registrar's lines and no state-controlled

media broadcast her message. Yet, when Key examined records fOr her

county in 1947, he found that only six out of 13,000 eligible blacks were

registered to vote. Of course, quiet talks were not the only influence on

blacks' voting behavior. Violence against blacks was a pervasive background

threat. Nevertheless, this scenario must surely count as a dominant elite

controlling other people's beliefs in a manipulative and self-interested way.

In addition to merely talking, street-level bta•eaucrats have fOrcefill

incentives with which to prod client behavior in the preferred directions.



"Hobert W McChesney, Rich Media, Poor Democracy (New York: New Press, 2000).
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Social workers and case managers hold the power to reduce or increase

welfare benefits, to get clients into special housing and employment programs, or to remove children from families by pursuing claims of child

abuse. Mental health professionals wield the power to institutionalize and

release people. Judges hold the power to exact payments, send people to

jail, or take away their children. Consider the power of a Texas judge who,

in a routine child custody case, scolded a bilingual Hispanic mother for

speaking and teaching Spanish to her daughter:

You're abusing that child and you're relegating her to the position of housemaid. Now get this straight. You start speaking English to this child because if

she doesn't do good in school, then I can remove her because it's not in her best

interest to be ignorant."'"



Some government efforts to mold citizens' character could be considered a kind of indoctrination. For American social scientists, the

archetype of indoctrination has always been communist efforts at character reform, specifically to make "a new man" suitable for participation

in socialist government. In the U.S., current criminal justice and welfare

policy were explicitly conceived as character reform, meant to remake

people of lower socioeconomic status into virtuous democratic citizens.

The political scientist James Q. Wilson, one of the intellectual architects

of tough crime policy, explained how government could, and should,

reform character by punishing even minor infractions:

If we wish to address the problems of family disruption, welfare dependency, crime

in the streets, educational inadequacy, or even public finance properly understood,

then government, by the mere fact that it defines these states of affairs as problems, acknowledges that human character is, in some degree, defective and that it intends

to alter it. . . . The essential first step is to acknowledge that in almost every area

of public concern we are seeking to induce persons to act virtuously, whether as schoolchildren, applicants for public assistance, would-be lawbreakers, or voters and pklic officials.... Virtue . . . is learned by the regular repetition of right actions. We arc

persis t

induced to do the right thing with respect to small matters, and in time we

in doing the right thing because now we have come to take pleasure in it.'



The most important "regular right action" communist governments

instilled in their new socialist men and women was hard labor, in mine,
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PERSUASION IN THE POLIS: BETWEEN PURE

FACTS AND INDOCTRINATION



Business Persuasion

1.



Capitalism is a virtually

unquestioned economic

philosophy



Government Persuasion

Low-level bureaucrats influence

citizens' attitudes and behavior

through their authority over

benefits and punishments.



2. Business can sponsor scientific

research and manipulate public

perception of science research to

serve its interests.



In some policy areas, notably

criminal justice and welfare,

policies are designed with purpose

of molding individual citizens'

character.



3. Business can cultivate support

for its policy positions through

producing educational materials

and funding educational

programs.



Government can shape the news

citizens receive by producing

slanted information.



4. Business owns and controls

most mass media and can

influence public opinion through

media campaigns.



Government can shape the news

citizens receive by selectively

withholding information or

forbidding publication.



factories, and on farms. Lawrence Mead, one of the intellectual architects

of welfare reform, explained why government should enforce mandatory

work for the poor: "[Great Society] programs failed to overcome poverty

because they largely ignored behavioral problems among the poor. In particular, they did not tell their clients with any authority that they ought

to behave differently" In a chapter titled "Why Work Must Be EnfOrced,"

Mead explained why public assistance should always he tied to mandatory work: "Under current conditions, society's interest in work can be

greater than the individual's, especially in the case of 'dirty' low-paid

Jobs.' If indoctrination means character reform through coercive regulation of daily behavior, the crime and welfare policies these influential

Policy thinkers helped design seem to fit the description.

'Lawrence Mead, Beyond Entitlement (New York Free Press, 1986), quotes on pp. m and 69.
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Although government in nontotalitarian systems doesn't !told a monopoly on news coverage, it can exercise significant control over the information that news networks disseminate and citizens receive. Officials and

agencies can actively create news content through the statements and

documents they craft, and they can indirectly shape news content by withholding information. During the Iraq War and a period of intense criticism of policies at Guantanamo prison, the Bush administration developed

an information apparatus designed to package its policy positions as objective, expert military analysis. The Pentagon recruited retired military

officers, many of whom were now working for defense contractors, gave

them private briefings and trips to Iraq and Guantanamo, and provided

them with access to top military and government officials. These former

military officers carried the administration's sometimes slanted information and talking points to the major national networks. On TV, they were

presented as "military analysts," and some network officials were unaware

of their connections to either the administration or defense contractors.

According to the New Tork Times, there was "a symbiotic relationship

[between the administration and the news media] where the usual dividing lines between government and journalism have been obliterated.'

Finally, government can manipulate public attitudes toward its policies by withholding information as well as by creating it. By not releasing casualty information, banning televised images of soldiers returning

home in coffins, and not keeping counts of civilian casualties, the U.S. government inhibited potential sources of opposition to the Iraq War. Candidates for political office disguise sources of campaign income in order not

to reveal their loyalties to particular groups or raise questions about deals

they might have made. Those financial ties and deals, if made more public,

would destroy the illusion that elected officials are responsible to "the voters" or that they decide policy issues on the basis of reasoned judgment

about the public interest. Withholding campaign finance information robs

citizens of the chance to make informed voting decisions.

Persuasion as a policy instrument has often been viewed either as a

neutral instrument of science and the market or as a dangerous weapon

of totalitarian governments. These ideal types obscure the nature of influence in the polis. Shaping information is an inevitable part of communication and an integral part of strategic behavior. Still, the ideals are useful

to help us design and evaluate persuasion policies.

'David Barstow, "Message Machine: Behind the TV Analysts, Pentagon's Hidden Hand," New r°, 1' kA
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Rights



Resolving policy problems with legal rights is a long-standing impulse

in American politics. Well over a century ago, Alexis de Tocqueville

observed:

There is hardly a political question in the United States which does not sooner

or later turn into a judicial one.... [Liegal language is pretty well adopted into

common speech; the spirit of the law, born within schools and courts, spreads

little by little beyond them; it infiltrates through society right down to the lowest ranks, till finally the whole people have contracted some of the ways and

tastes of a magistrate.'



To appreciate how deeply rights are ingrained in our political culture,

consider how many political demands are framed in terms of rights. Abortion is cast as a "right to life" on one side versus a "right to reproductive

freedom" on the other. School integration is fought as a "right to equal

education" versus a "right to local self-government." Welfare policy pits

the poor person's "right to subsistence" against the wealthier person's

right to dispose of one's property as one wishes." Inspired by the black

civil rights movement, numerous groups mobilized around the concept of

rights: Women, students, gays and lesbians, prisoners, consumers, Native

Americans, welfare recipients, the elderly, and the disabled. Inspired by

the colonial tax revolt against Britain, property owners, taxpayer groups,

libertarians, and the Tea Party movement have mobilized around a right

to he free of government restraints.

The discourse of rights has two broad traditions: realist and normative.'

In the realist tradition, a right is a citizen's claim backed by the power of the

'Alexis de Toqueville,
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state. It is an expectation about what one can do or how one will be treated,

but what distinguishes it from just any fantasy is the capacity to realize it by

invoking the state's help if necessary. Oliver Wendell Holmes once defined

law as "prophecies of what the courts will do in fact."' In this tradition, we

can know whether a right exists only by determining whether a government has backed similar claims in the past, or by making a claim as a test

case. Rights in this sense are thus specific to individual political systems.

In the normative tradition, rights derive from something higher than

man-made law—moral principles that exist before and separate from

government. Different schools of thought find these moral principles in

natural law, religious texts, rational thought, public opinion, social practices and institutions, and the idea of universal human rights.' Whatever the source of their principles, the various normative schools share

two central beliefs. First, rights derive from some source other than the

power of enforcement. Second, people can have a right to something that

they don't actively claim or for which the state would not back them up.

In this tradition, one might claim that wives have a right not to be beaten

by their husbands, even though many never seek help and even though

law enforcement agencies ignore much violence against women. In the

realist tradition, by contrast, wives have a right to be free of violence only

if, when they protest beatings, the state takes their side and restrains the

husbands.

In the polis, the two sides of rights are inseparable. Oppressed people,

advocates, reformers, and social movements organize around the normative concepts to claim new rights that haven't yet been legally recognized,

or to claim fulfillment of rights that have been legally recognized but

not honored. Normative meanings of rights mobilize citizens to insist on

legal change, and thereby energize, challenge, constrain, and expand the

legal rights of real political systems.

The U.S. founding illustrates the way normative and realist concepts

of rights interact. When the colonists decided to separate from

they cast their Declaration of Independence in normative terms,

"the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God" to justify their action.

Id these

felt no need to point to human law,

b

w because,

as they said, "We ho Britain,

are

truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they

ilkli'l"eggy

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, th.aitnnav/T

'Oliver Wende ll H ol mes, -The Path of Law," in



Collected Legal Papers (New



York: Harcourt, Brace and



Howe, 1920), pp. 167-202; quote on p. 173.

`On the origins of the idea of universal human rights, see Andrew Clapham, Human Rights: ,4 ars

Introduction (New York: Oxfhrd University Press, 2007), chap. I.
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CONCEPTS OF RIGHTS IN THE POLLS



Positive Rights



Normative Rights



1. A right is a claim backed

by the power of the state.



A right is whatever people

in a given society ought

to be able to do, have, or

expect from fellow citizens

and the government.



2. Rights derive from the

power of government.



Rights derive from some

source other than power,

such as morality, religion,

rationality, or natural law.



3. People can have rights

only to those things they

claim and for which the

state hacks them up.



People can have rights to

things they don't actively

claim, and for which the state

would not back them up.



these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness." Nevertheless, as

they formed a new government, they didn't count on Nature or God

to guard their unalienable rights. They drew up a written constitution,

appended a formal Bill of Rights, and provided for a . judicial system to

resolve the conflicts they knew would arise.



flow LEGAL RIGHTS WORK

What does it mean to call for a legal right to something as a policy solution? We can answer this question in two ways: first by describing what it

Is that people want or could possibly get when they call for a legal right,

and second by describing what they must do to bring a right into existence or realize it.

People with disabilities have called for a "right to work." Ninny things

besides physical and mental impairments can prevent disabled people

from working. Employers often refuse to hire them; sonic can't drive or

use public transportation to get to a job; some were not accepted in public

schools as children, and so lack the necessary education; or perhaps they

can't manage to perform all the tasks of an available job, as jobs are now

defined. Given these problems, what might a right to work mean?
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A right to work might mean that every time a disabled person applied

for a job, he or she would receive individual consideration "on the merits."

Employers would have to inquire into the capabilities of each applicant.

They would not be permitted to conclude, say, that all blind people are

incapable of operating machines. This type of right is procedural. Procedural rights spell out a process by which important decisions must be

made. A procedural right is a right to have a decision that affects you

made in a certain way, but it does not include the right to an outcome of

a certain kind (say, the employer must hire you).

Classic procedural rights are the right to a fair hearing or a trial by

a jury of one's peers. For the most part, the rights against discrimination demanded by blacks, women, the disabled, immigrants, and other

minorities are procedural rights. They are claims to have decisions about

employment, housing, schooling, or criminal punishment made on the

basis of individual merit rather than ascriptive characteristics. Hence, the

civil rights strategy rests on a paradox: in order to be treated as individuals, people first have to organize and make claims as a group.

A right to work might mean that no one can prevent you from

working—say, by making an outright rule against disabled people in

the workplace, or by maintaining physical barriers to wheelchairs. This

would be a substantive right. Substantive rights go beyond procedure to

specific actions and entitlements. In this case, we have provided a negative

substantive right—the right to do something free of restraint.' Negative

rights are single-party rights; no second party is necessary for an individual or group to assert them. Second parties can only prevent the

exercise of negative rights (which they do illegitimately if the activity is

indeed a right). The classic First Amendment freedoms are of this type—

the right to free speech, assembly, religion—as are the rights to organize

collectively and to vote.

We could provide both a procedural right and a negative substantive

right to

right, and disabled people might claim they still don't have a

has

work. A genuine right to work, they might say, means that someone

an obligation to create jobs disabled people can do, and to hire them.

In fact, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 requires employers

to redesign jobs—tasks, equipment, schedules—to accommodate people

also

with disabilities who are otherwise qualified. Government could

provide jobs for the disabled by organizing "sheltered workshops," or, as



'Negative substantive rights are the same as Isaiah Berlin's concept of negative liberty in "Two Con18-72.

cepts of Liberty," in Four Essays on Liberty

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1969), PP.
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in Germany, by requiring employers to hire the disabled as a certain portion of their work force.

This type of right would be a positive substantive right—an entitlement

to have or receive something, such as a job, education, health care, or

food. A positive substantive right implies the necessity of a second party

to provide the "right-holder" with the entitlement. Asserting that there

is a right to a job or to health care makes no sense if no one has a duty to

provide it. Thus, positive substantive rights must always be coupled with

positive duties of second parties.

All three types of rights are plausible claims about a right to work, so

we can see how there might be conflict over whether disabled people do

or don't have a right to work and what is necessary to establish one. Note,

also, that all three types of rights define relationships. The relationships

are most obvious in positive substantive rights, with their corresponding

obligations. Procedural rights specify how one party must make decisions

with respect to another. Negative substantive rights create relationships

of noninterference. Rights function as social regulatory mechanisms by

defining relationships.

What do people have to do to assert rights and create new relationships? Strictly speaking (the lawyer harrumphs), a legal right entails

three elements. First, there must be an official statement of the right—a law,

rule, decision, contract, or international covenant that specifies or at least

implies the right. Second, there must be a grievance process for determining

contested rights. And third, there must be a remedy, a way for right-holders

to enforce the relationship defined in the right.

When groups call for a right to something, they must go beyond sloganeering and try to establish a formal legal rule to define the right.

One route is statutory law—either passing a new statute or amending

an old one. For example, amendments to the Urban Mass Transportation Act in 1970 declared that "elderly and handicapped persons have

the same rights as other persons to utilize mass transportation facilities

and services." The statute went on to assert a rather vague positive duty:

public transit operators must make "special efforts" to design accessible

services."

Administrative law is another route to establishing a right. Most statutes are written vaguely and require administrative rules to refine and



:Fills and the other examples of disputes over access to public transit are drawn from Susan Olsen,

Richard Gambit ta,

The Political Evolution of Interest Group Litigation," in Governing Through Courts,

Marilyn May, and James Foster, eds. (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1981), pp. 9.25-58.
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implement them. For the Urban Mass Transportation Act, the Department of Transportation issued regulations in 1976 de fining the "special

efforts" public transit agencies would have to make. (Armchair philosophers might speculate about what kind of right to public transportation was enjoyed by disabled people between 1970, when the statute was

passed, and 1976, when the implementing regulations were passed.)

Formal statements of legal rights are also created in common law, the

decisions of judges as they resolve disputes. In claiming rights, individuals and groups usually try to link their claim to a constitutional phrase,

statute, administrative rule, or previous court decision. For example,

a disability rights group sued the Washington, D.C.. transit authority

under the Urban Mass Transit Act because the new subway system, with

its steep escalators, wasn't accessible to wheelchair users. A federal judge

enjoined the subway from opening until elevators were installed, and

ordered that stations had to be constructed so that disabled people would

have "ready access." Later, disabled people could point to the judge's decision as a statement of a right to accessible stations.

If citizens don't succeed in getting a judge to interpret written law

to include their demands, they may seek new legislation or a constitutional amendment. For a long time, many public and private employers

offered disability insurance to their employees, but excluded pregnancy;

even though they did cover treatment for some conditions unique to men,

such as baldness and vasectomies. Women's advocates tried litigation, but

when the Supreme Court refused to read the Constitution's equal protection clause as applying to pregnant employees, they turned to Congress

and got a legislative right to equal treatment in the Pregnancy Disability

Act of 1978. It is much harder to amend the Constitution than to get new

legislation, as feminists learned from the failure to secure an Equal Rights

Amendment, but difficulty doesn't stop groups from trying.

A federal system of government provides many levels of constitutions,

statutes, regulations, and decisions that can serve as access points for

rights claimants. Regional governments such as the European Union

(EU) and international human rights law provide additional access points.

In the EU, directives from the European Council to member states can

provide new rights, albeit slowly. In 2000, the European Council, a quasi"

executive body of the EU, issued a Directive on Equal Treatment in Em

ployment that prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities

and mandates employers to make "reasonable accommodations" for the

Although the directive would seenmditroecctreinattehaepEou

bstthaent Nrliegglit,

sitti v

heanstii n

c legal

the road to rights is even more indirect

U.S.

system. A directive doesn't apply directly to employers or other actors
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within a nation. Rather, it requires the member states to change their

laws to comply with its provisions and to establish enforcement mechanisms. Disabled people who want to claim the right to work guaranteed

by the directive must use their own nation's laws and courts to compel

employers to make reasonable accommodations. The process of adapting

national laws to EU law can take years and gives national governments

wide latitude in interpreting a directive's provisions. Nevertheless, over

the long term, harmonization of national laws through EU directives

does give citizens a vehicle for establishing rights.'

International rights law provides another route to establishing rights.

The United Nations passes various international "conventions" on human

rights that member nations may voluntarily ratify. The 2006 Convention

on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities directs national governments

to "take appropriate steps, including legislation," to ensure that people

with disabilities have full access to education, vocational training, and job

placement services, and that employers make reasonable accommodations

for them. As we'll see later in this chapter, UN member states have even

more leeway than EU member states in deciding whether to modify their

laws or abide by any part of a convention, yet international human rights

law has indirectly helped domestic groups claim rights in their countries.

The second element of a legal right is a highly stylized grievance process

through which individuals and groups channel their claims. This process,

called litigation (from the disputing parties' point of view) or adjudication (from the judge's point of view) is associated with courts but can also

take place in administrative agencies. For example, the Social Security

Administration uses several hundred "administrative law judges" to hear

claims of applicants who believe they have been unfairly denied disability

benefits. The essence of adjudication is that two parties—one claiming a

right denied, the other alleged to have denied the right—air their dispute

befbre a neutral third party. In theory, at least, they conduct their dispute through reasoned argument, rather than through fbrce, exchange of

money, or emotional appeals. The judge is constrained to make a decision

by applying preexisting rules to the facts of the particular dispute.

Legal scholars disagree about how much judges can and do confOrni to

the ideal of a neutral third party. At one end of the debate, some scholars

hold that the law is a seamless web of logical relationships. Good judges



'Lea Waddington, "When It Is Reasonable for Europeans to Be Confused: Understanding Wino a )isComparative Laze and Poluy

ability Accommodation Is 'Reasonable' from a Comparative Perspective,"

(Ness

Journal, vol. 29 (200 7-2008), pp. 3 l 7-40; and Simon Hix, The Political System of the European('non

York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2nd ed. 2002).
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should decide entirely on the basis of legal rules and principles. The current Chief Justice of the United States, John Roberts, often expresses this

view: "Judges are like umpires. Umpires don't make the rules, they apply

them." Judges should decide on "the more solid grounds of legal analysis—what are the texts of the statutes involved, what precedents control."'

Most scholars, though, find that judges are heavily influenced by factors

outside the law—including their economic interests, career interests in

getting reelected or promoted, political beliefs, and policy views. Judges

are also influenced by threats of defiance from institutions whose behavior they regulate—legislatures, executive agencies, lower courts, and, in

the case of international courts, national governments. Judges hesitate to

issue decisions they know will be flouted, because open defiance would

damage their authority.' Some lawyers—Barack Obama among them—

think that on some social issues, judges cannot and should not decide on the

basis of the legal texts and precedents alone. In 2005, when Obama was

a U.S. senator, he voted against John Roberts's confirmation as Chief Justice. To explain his vote, he said that on issues such as affirmative action

and reproductive rights, "the critical ingredient is what is in the judge's

heart. It is my personal estimation that [Roberts] has far more often used

his formidable skills on behalf of the strong in opposition to the weak."'"

Whatever one's views on how judges should decide, clearly their decisions emerge from the strategic interplay of legal principles and interests

from outside the law. Yet, the promise that disputes can he resolved according to preexisting rules rather than according to relative wealth, power, or

charm gives rights their legitimacy as a mode of social regulation.

Finally, in order for rights to work as a policy instrument, there must

be an enforcement mechanism. With incentives and rules, the primary

responsibility for monitoring behavior lies with the government (or rulemaker). In practice, as we saw in Chapter 13, "Rules," law enforcement and

regulatory agencies rely heavily on citizen complaints to obtain information about rule violations, but we would consider a police department

remiss if it did nothing to stop crime other than answer the telephone.

With rights, by contrast, the primary

ry responsibility for monitoring lies

with the right-holders. The model of rights assumes that any violations

will be discovered by right-holders themselves, as they are harmed.

"Quoted in Jeffrey Toobin, "No More Mr. Nice Guy: The Supreme Court's Stealth Hard-Liner,"

Yorker, May 25, 2009.

k

(Cambridgie,

"Jeffrey A. Segal and Harold J. Spaeth,

The Supreme Court and the Attitudinal Model Revisited

England: Cambridge University Press, 2002); and Clifford J. Carrubba, Matthew Gabel, Charles Han ;

"Judicial Behavior Under Political Constraints: Evidence from the European Court of Justice,"

Political Science Review, vol. 102, no. 4 (2008), pp. 435-52.
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Assuming that someone has discovered a violation and wins in an

adjudicatory proceeding, there still needs to be a way of ensuring that the

decision is enforced and claimants get their due. Systems of rights, like

systems of rules, rely on legitimacy to induce most people to comply voluntarily. All that adjudication does, after all, is produce a declaration. If

one party doesn't heed the declaration, other remedies are needed. Rights

must be backed up by the threat of force.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of government force to back a right

was the case of Jaynes Meredith, a black man who in 1963 obtained a federal

court order allowing him to enroll at the staunchly segregated University

of Mississippi. The governor of Mississippi announced he would defy the

order. He declared Mississippi's courts "as high as the Supreme Court

and more capable," personally blocked Meredith's way into the university

buildings, and encouraged angry citizens to come to the campus to protest Meredith's enrollment. To back up the court order, President John F.

Kennedy federalized the Mississippi National Guard, dispatched several

hundred troops to the campus to protect Meredith while he enrolled, and

provided federal marshals to protect him until he graduated."

School desegregation is often presented as a model of how legal rights

are supposed to work. Legislatures and courts produce official declarations of rights; violations are discovered and protested; adjudication clarifies and broadens rights by applying existing rules to new controversies;

and, with proper enforcement, the whole process brings behavior into

compliance with official policy. In this model, formal statements of rights

are like a magic wand that transforms society in one whoosh. In 1954, in

Brown v. Board of Education, the Supreme Court held that racially segregated public schools were unconstitutional. Richard Kluger, assessing

the impact of the Court's decision, wrote: "It meant that black rights had

suddenly been redefined; black bodies had suddenly been reborn under a

new law. Blacks' values as human beings had been changed overnight by

the declaration of the nation's highest court."'

The magic-wand view has rightly been called "the myth of rights.

Rights rarely work as well as they did for James Meredith, and even if

they sometimes work for one person or one situation, it is far harder fbr

rights to alter institutional structures of power and entrenched behavior.

Six years after Brown v. Board of Education, there were still five states

in the Deep South where not a single black child attended an integrated

'Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr.,
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school. Ten years after the decision, only a little more than 1 percent of the

nation's black children were attending integrated schools.'' In a moment,

we'll assess the impact of rights in both domestic and international policy

making. For now, it's worth noting that there are no magic wands of any

kind to be found in the polis, and yet the idea of rights has probably been

the most powerful source of political change in modern history.



MAKING RIGHTS IN THE POLIS:

THE NORMATIVE BASIS OF LEGAL RIGHTS

The system of rights depends crucially on citizens' willingness to bring

their grievances to government. The disjunction between what people

perceive as moral rights and what they experience in political practice

drives the system of rights-claiming. Ideas about moral rights provide

not only the intellectual rationale for making claims, but also the emotional impetus. People have many, many more conflicts than they bring

into the legal arena through formal claims, and most conflicts are handled

by putting up with the problem, ignoring it, or discussing it with the other

party.'5 What propels people into courts is a feeling that a moral issue is at

stake, or as one study put it, they "conceptualize their problem as a principled grievance."16

Judges, too, rely on normative visions for resolving disputes, and appeal

to moral ideals in their written decisions. Moral values are like the forces

of gravity, pulling and pushing on all sides in a rights dispute, as well

as on judges' reasoning. The Supreme Court's opinion in Brown v. Board

of Education illuminates how judges use moral ideals to interpret legal

rights. In the Brown decision, the Supreme Court explicitly overruled one

of its earlier decisions, Plessy v. Ferguson, in which it had held that "separate

but equal" facilities for whites and blacks did not violate the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Knowing the decision would be

politically explosive, the justices took pains to explain how they reached

it. They said they had tried hard to understand what the drafters



of the



Fourteenth Amendment thought about racial segregation, but history

'Michael J. Klarman, From, Jim Crow to Civil Rights (New York: Oxford University Press, 500)i
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proved unhelpful because public education at that time was so different. In

the south, free public education supported by taxes "had not taken hold."

The opinion continued:

In approaching this problem, we cannot turn the clock back to 1868 when the

[Fourteenth] Amendment was adopted, or even to 1896 when Plessy was written. We must consider public education in the light of its full development and its present

place in American life throughout the Nation. Only in this way can it be determined

if segregation in public schools deprives these plaintiffs of the equal protection

of the laws.'



Having thus redefined the legal question as the "place of education in

American life," the Court focused on how segregated schooling affects

the place of blacks in American society:

To separate [children] ... solely because of their race generates a feeling of

inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and

minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.'"



Between the lines in this heart-tugging sentence, the justices embed a

moral lesson: it would be wrong to knowingly permit the continuation of

policy rules that harm children so deeply. The Brown decision is often cited

to show the impact of social science research on judicial policy, because the

judges accepted evidence from psychologists about segregation's effect on

children's development. The opinion, however, relegates social science to

a tbotnote, and gains its persuasive power by invoking a universal moral

norm against deliberately hurting others.



MAKING RIGHTS IN THE POLIS: THE SOCIOLOGICAL

BASIS OF LEGAL RIGHTS



When judges are about to depart from precedent, either to create new

rights and duties or to restrict old ones, they often justify the decision

(and prepare the audience) with rhetoric about changed social conditions.

They conjure up pictures of society then and now, tell a story of how law

has failed to keep pace with social change, and conclude that "the legal

response we are about to give is our only choice."

Brown v. Board of Education, op. cit., note 12, emphasis added.
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Brown v. Board of Education also illustrates how judges weave empirical social knowledge into their moral interpretation. The justices took

time to elaborate on the importance of education in American life, and

especially for maintaining democracy "It [education] is required in the

performance of our most basic public responsibilities, even service in the

armed forces. It is the very foundation of good citizenship." Education,

they said, was now critical to individual success in a way it had not been

in the nineteenth century. "Today it is a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for later professional

training.. .. It is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to

succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education."' Only

after painting this sociological picture of "the place of education" did the

justices write about the moral wrong of depriving black children. Such

sociological pictures of society do much of the work of legal reasoning.

The pictures, more than logic, justify the decision.

In the rationality model, the sociological pictures judges use should

be value-free, empirical descriptions. In the polis, judges see social conditions through their own political and ideological lenses. Over the nearly

five decades since Congress passed the Voting Rights Act in 1965, the

Supreme Court has become more conservative and its (majority) interpretations of the political conditions that gave rise to the law have changed

accordingly. Congress passed the Voting Rights Act to ensure that blacks

have a meaningful right to vote. Because some southern white politicians

had designed election rules and district boundaries to prevent black candidates from winning, the Voting Rights Act required them to get approval

from the Justice Department before changing their voting rules or district

boundaries. Immediately after the law passed, South Carolina challenged

Congress's authority to supervise state and local elections. In a decision

upholding the Voting Rights Act, Chief Justice Earl Warren began his opinion with a picture of southern white voting officials:

Typically they made ability to read and write a registration qualification.. •

White applicants for registration have often been excused altogether from the

literacy and understanding tests or have been given easy versions, have received

extensive help from voting officials, and have been registered despite serious,

errors in their answers. Negroes, on the other hand, have typically been require'

to pass difficult versions of all the tests, without any outside assistance and without the slightest error.
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When the justices looked at the behavior of southern white elites, they

saw "stratagems" and "subterfuge" and "unremitting and ingenious defiance" of federal law. They explained the rationale for supervising southern election officials in unflinching prose. Without the provisions of the

Voting Rights Act, "[J]urisdictions which had resorted to the extraordinary stratagem of contriving new rules of various kinds for the sole purpose

of perpetuating voting discrimination . . . would be likely to engage in

similar maneuvers."'"

Twenty years later, white county officials in Alabama used an "extraordinary stratagem of contriving new rules" to deprive blacks of voting power.

But when the case reached the more conservative Supreme Court headed

by Chief Justice William Rehnquist, the justices focused their vision on

something else. The case was brought by Laurence Presley, the first black

person since Reconstruction to be elected to the six-member county commission of Etowah County. A new white commissioner was also elected

in the same election. Before the two new commissioners took office, however, the four incumbent commissioners "reorganized" the duties of office.

Instead of letting each commissioner control road funds and construction

. jobs for his district, as had been done in the past, they pooled road funds

for the whole county into a common fund and gave themselves control of

it. They gave the newly elected white commissioner the job of overseeing the county department of engineering, and assigned Mr. Presley to

oversee maintenance of the county courthouse--in effect, they made him

chief janitor. This time, the Court ruled that the Voting Rights Act did

not apply, because changes in the "duties of office" don't affect the right to

vote. County citizens, the majority said, "may still vote for members of the

county commission." Unlike the liberal Warren Court in 1966, the main

danger the Rehnquist court saw was not black disempowerment, but federal suffocation of states and localities through "unconstrained expansion"

of the Voting Rights Act: "If federalism is to operate as a practical system

of governance and not a mere poetic ideal, the States must be allowed both

Predictability and efficiency in structuring their governments. -21

By 2009, when a Texas utility district sought exemption from the

Voting Rights Act, many conservatives thought the nation had made so

much progress that the law was no longer necessary and believed the

Suprem e Court should declare it unconstitutional. According to the

Plaintiff's brief, in an America "that has elected Barack Obania as its

'South Carolina v. Katzenbach 383 U.S. 301 (1966), emphasis added.

'Presky v. Etowah County Commission 502 U.S. 491 (1992).
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first African-American president," voting discrimination is a thing of the

past. The new chief justice, John Roberts, had expressed his agreement

with this view. Yet, only three years earlier, Congress had held hearings

to decide whether the law was still needed, and after gathering 16,000

pages of testimony, voted overwhelmingly to renew it—by 98 to 0 in the

Senate and 390 to 33 in the House. To the surprise of court watchers,

the Roberts court upheld the federal supervision provision of the Voting

Rights Act by 8 to 1. In his opinion, Chief Justice Roberts reviewed the

strong arguments and evidence for ending the Voting Rights Act but

then pictured a different, and more pressing, problem: the relationship

between the judicial and legislative branches in American democracy. He

portrayed Congress as "a co-equal branch of government" and noted that

the "Fifteenth Amendment [granting voting rights to blacks] empowers Congress, not the Court, to determine . . . what legislation is needed

to enforce it." The Supreme Court, he suggested, would face a crisis of

legitimacy if it declared the Voting Rights Act unconstitutional."

Each of these Voting Rights Act decisions redefined the rights of black

citizens and the obligations of federal and state government. Each did so

by invoking a picture of society, and each Court could ha ve rendered a different decision by painting a different picture. These pictures, not legal reasoning, ground legal decisions, and compel—or fail to compel—our loyalty

in accepting them. Oliver Wendell Holmes's description of the law in 1881

still holds true:

The life of the law has not been logic; it has been experience. The felt necessities

of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of public policy

avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow

men, have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in determining



the



rules by which men should be governed.'"



MAKING RIGHTS IN THE POLIS:

THE POLITICAL BASIS OF LEGAL RIGHTS



In the rationality model, all citizens are "equal before the law." In theory',

y;

the identity of litigants should not affect their ability receive a fair and

open-minded hearing or to win on the merits of the case. Nor should their

'Northwest



Austin Municipal Utility District No. t v. Holder 129 S. Ct. 2504 (2009); and Adam Cohen,

The Supreme Court's Hostility to the Voting Rights Act," New Tork Times, May 14, 2009.

`Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., The Common Law

(Boston: Little, Brown, 1881 ), P. 1.
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RIGHTS IN THE Poets



Rationality Model



Polis Model



People rely on official statements

of rights found in constitutions,



People get beliefs and ideas about

rights from moral philosophy,

media, and other people, as well

as from official statements (both

normative and positive concepts).



statutes, administrative rules, or

court opinion (positive concept).



Official statemet 1 LS of rights are

clear, and judges merely apply

formal rules to the facts of the case,

using logic and reason.



Official statements of rights are

never perfectly clear; judges must

interpret formal rules and they use

norms and beliefs, as well as logic

and reason.



Judges are not influenced by power

of disputants, or anything except

reason and facts.



Judges are influenced by their own

experiences, beliefs about justice,

and understandings of society



All citizens have equal access to

the courts to claim their rights;

litigants' identity and resources

do not influence the outcome of

litigation.



Parties who are repeat players in

courts have more power than

those who use courts once or

sporadically. Money helps.

Interest groups and organizations

deliberately structure and manage

disputes to increase their chances

of winning.



Courts ordinarily rely on voluntary

compliance; in extraordinary

situations, they can call on

legislative and executive branches

to help enforce contested decisions.



Judges actively use rhetoric to

increase voluntary compliance with

their decisions. Legislative and

executive branches get involved

often, both to enforce court

decisions and to overrule judges,



identity or resources affect their ability to reach a court in the first place.

-Accordin g to One scholar, the legal system "provides a uniquely demo-



cratic ... mechanism for individual citizens to invoke public authority on

their own and fbr their benefit ... without any requisite involvement by a

collectivity or any necessity for a public consciousness."'

.

`"( es Kahn Zernans, "Legal Mobilization: The Neglected Hole of Law in tlw PolitWal

.1merilne Pontical Science Review 77 (1984 pp. 690-703; quote on p. 69'2.
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This image of the legal ideal closely resembles the market mod

where the public interest emerges from pursuit of individual self-intere

In the polis, however, litigants don't arrive in court as interchangeal

representatives of abstract issues. The different parties hold social po

tions that give them more or less power in the courts. Legal disputes

simultaneously contests between individuals who happen to represe

larger interests, and contests between large interests that happen to

represented by particular people.

As in any political contest, the interests in a legal dispute can be d

fuse or concentrated (to use the framework of Chapter 1 0). In legal co

tests, concentrated interests are parties who use courts often in the cour

of running their everyday affairs, or "repeat players." Diffuse interests a

people who use courts rarely or sporadically, or "one-spotters.""" Landlon

insurance companies, banks, and, of course, lawyers and prosecutors a

in court all the time; tenants, policyholders, debtors, and delinquents fil

themselves in court only on rare occasions, and then, a legal case is a maj

event in their lives. These different relationships to the judicial system gi

the two types of players different resources to use in legal contests as W

as different goals in settling disputes.

Repeat players have many cases and know they will have more in tl

future. They have low stakes in the outcome of any one case. They a

more likely to care about obtaining a declaration of rights—a statement

a new rule that will be favorable to them in most of their cases—than

winning a particular case. They are more likely to have resources to parse

their long-run interests, not only because they are often large business(

but also because going to court is part of their business, so they budget f

litigation. And because they have ongoing contact with court personni

they enjoy better access to information and collegial bonds of loyalty.

One-shotters are by definition focused on the case at hand. Becau

the outcome will affect their lives profoundly, they probably have

intense interest in the case but usually lack resources and inclination

mount a legal battle. They have good reason to compromise, settle d

case quickly, and stop feeding money to lawyers. They are more likely

care about the tangible outcome of the case (will they owe money or

to jail?) than about establishing a precedent to govern future cases. Eve

an organized interest group may need a quick tangible victory in order

hold the group together. For example, in suits over public transit acce

sibility, disability rights groups have usually settled for agreements wl

'The terms and analysis come from a legal sociology classic, Marc Galanter, "Why the 'Haves'

.1

Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change," Law and Society Review 9 (1974-75), PP. i—
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local transit agencies to modify stations and vehicles, rather than holding

out for a new legal mandate or statutory interpretation."

The dichotomy between one-shotters and repeat players here is really

a continuum, and .w hat matters most is the relative concentration of

competing interests in a single contest. Many disputes are between two

repeat players, such as those between unions and employers, or regulatory agencies and regulated firms, Many are between two one-shotters,

such as divorce cases or neighborhood disputes. The vast bulk of legal

contests, however, pit one-shotters against repeat players—tenants versus landlords, criminal defendants versus prosecutors, debtors versus

finance companies, consumers versus manufacturers, welfare clients versus welfare agencies, or public interest advocacy groups versus industry

trade associations. And the power and resource disparities between the

parties mean they are not equal before the law

Because the identity of disputants matters a great deal for who wins

and who loses, organizations and advocates craft "test cases" to challenge

a rule or policy; they seek out plaintiffs with a high potential to win. The

ideal plaintiff has a factual situation that seems to compel the desired legal

outcome, and personal attributes that make for a strong case in the court

of public opinion as well as the courthouse. These attributes include a good

public image; a life story that the average American admires and identifies

With; a situation that evokes broad sympathy; and a determination to litigate all the way to a rule change.

When James Meredith integrated the University of Mississippi, he didn't

do it on his own initiative. The National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People (NAACP) chose him to be the face of its legal challenge

to segregation in public universities. Meredith, a nine-year veteran of the

air force, was especially suited for the case, both because his military service to the country created a public moral obligation to him, and because

that asserting his

he presumably had the stomach to withstand the violence

legal right would entail." Forty years later, when the Center for Individual

it selected

Rights sought to end affirmative action in university admissions,

to

response

'Jennifer Gratz as the lead plaintiff Gratz had come forward in

a press release soliciting students who felt they had been unfairly rejected

from the University of Michigan. After interviewing twelve of the hundred

conviction;

v°Iunteers the lawyers chose Gratz because she had strong

that- people shouldn't be judged according to race, and because, as a tbriner

note 6.

Caucasians Only.. The,Supreme

a description of the NAACP's test case strategy see Clement Vose,

California l'ress, 1967).

at, the NAACP, and the Restrictive Covenant Cases (Berkeley: University of



oisen "The Political Evolution of Interest Group Litigation," op. cit.,
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cheerleader and homecoming queen, she was used to being in the pul

eye. The lawyer also thought a female plaintiff would he appealing in a v

that maybe not all white males would be." She couldn't he read as an ant



white male."

The system of rights and litigation has been criticized for fragme:

ing larger social conflicts into disputes between single parties, and theft

blunting social change. The criticism has a good deal of validity, but

would be a mistake to ignore public law litigation. Public law litigati

aims to reform systematic patterns of practice in a large area of puh

policy, such as racial balance of public school systems, prison manageme

or electoral redistricting. Public interest lawyers can partially redress t

power imbalances in these institutions by assembling hundreds or ev

thousands of individual plaintiffs in a "class action suit.- In cases of ti

type that flourished in the 1960s and 1970s, judges took an active role

articulating detailed standards for institutions to follow and supervisii

them, often for years.29 With the conservative turn in politics and the jut

ciary after 1980, this kind of litigation for institutional change has decline

In 2011, the Supreme Court rejected use of a class-action suit by termWal-Mart employees charging discrimination in pay and promotions. TI

justices didn't rule on the merits of the case but said the women didn't ha

enough in common to sue as a class, thereby limiting the ability of oth

groups to mount class-action suits.'" However, as we'll see in the next se

tion, public interest litigation continues to inspire social change in dew

oping countries, where lawyers, often American-trained, use class-acti(

lawsuits to address discrimination and prod their governments to deliv

basic services.



Do RIGHTS WORK?



It all depends (the lawyer's favorite phrase) on what we mean by "work

Rights generally don't work as the magic wand portrayed in the myth

rights. Court decisions do not produce social change overnight. But wht

seen in the wider sense of rights discourse as well as litigation, righ



`Lisa Belkin, "She Says She Was Rejected by a College for Being White. Is She Paranoid, Racist

What?" Glamour, November 1998, pp. 0 78-81.

Handler, Social Movements and the Legal System

d Abr3

(New York: Academic Press, 1978); an

Chayes, "The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation," Harvard Law Review, 89 (1978), PP; 1281,_

'Adam Liptak, "Justices Rule for Wal-Mart in Class-Action Bias Case," New York Times, June 21, 2°

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Betty Dukes, et at, 13 I S. Ct. 2541 (2011).
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In the polis, rights work by dramatizing power

relationships as personal stories, by legitimizing political demands, by

mobilizing new political alliances, and, eventually, by transforming social

institutions. We can see these processes at work in two different arenas,

American civil rights and international human rights.

Brown v. Board of Education is widely considered the Supreme Court's

most important decision and one that transformed American racial politics.' In its rejection of "separate but equal" schools and its endorsement

of a right to integration, the Supreme Court set in motion a chain of social

and political developments. Before Brown, southern laws segregated every

imaginable aspect of social life: hospitals, libraries, restaurants, hotels, factories (right down to the shop floors, pay windows, entrances, showers,

and locker rooms), orphanages, homes for the elderly, jails, juvenile detention centers, industrial schools, graduate and professional schools, and, of

course, primary schools. The logic of Brown "fundamentally undermined

all segregation laws," and inspired civil rights activists to challenge them

all. Before Brown, challenging segregation, even verbally, was to risk losing one's job and home at best, beatings and murder at worst. Brown "gave

civil rights activists courage by signaling that one branch of the national

government was unanimously in favor of their cause." Before Brown, no

American political institution provided leadership in the struggle for

equality. With Brown, the justices "sent a strong moral message—a heroic

message—that the [Supreme] Court would no longer tolerate segregation." The decision even emboldened a few lower-court judges to criticize

the Supreme Court for not pushing desegregation fast enough or forcefully

enough. And finally, Brown changed the moral climate of race and politics in

the United States. It could do that, according to Paul Finkelman, because it

wasn't a direct assault on the distribution of political and economic power,

as a decision about voting rights would have been. "Rather, Brown put a

human face to the horror and tragedy of segregation. It was a case about a

seven-year-old girl who wanted to attend the elementary school closest to

her home. Virtually all Americans could understand this."'

can be transformative.
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"For the minority view that the Brown decision did not accomplish racial integration and was not the

Hollow Hope: Can Courts Bring



major factor in transforming racial politics, see Gerald Rosenberg, The

From Jim Crort. to Call

About Social Change? (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991); and Klarman,

Bights, Op. cit., note



14.



Quotes in this paragraph and the main argument are from Paul Finkelman, "Civil Rights in I listor3 (2003). pp. 973-1029. 'nil'

ical Context: In Defense of Brown," Harvard Law Review, vol. 118, no.

Brown v. Board of Educapoint about emboldened judges is from David J. Garrow, " 'Happy' Birthday,

Firgtnol Law

tion? Brown's Fiftieth Anniversary and The New Critics of Supreme Court Muscularity,"

Review, vol. 90, no. 2 (2004), pp. 713-29.
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Minority and human rights are a worldwide issue, within nations and

among them. Innumerable multinational treaties, conventions, and directives aim to end discrimination against ethnic, linguistic, religious,

tribal, caste and indigenous minorities, and against women, immigrants,

and aliens. The 1948 United Nations Universal Declaration of Human

Rights established a moral vision of human equality that guided many

national constitutions and motivated social movements.

The Universal Declaration also spawned further international laws

to implement its vision. To take three examples, in 1966, Article 27 of

the UN International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights laid the

foundation for minority cultural rights, beginning what would become a

vigorous movement for multiculturalism. Article 27 reads:

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons

belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with

other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice

their own religion, or to use their own language.""



In 1969, the UN adopted the International Convention on the Elimination

of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, prohibiting "any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, color, descent, or national or

ethnic origin...." In 1979 came the Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination Against Women, commonly known as CEDAW

(rhymes with see-saw). CEDAW obliges its members "to modify the social

and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women" to eliminate prejudices and practices "based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority

of either of the sexes.. . .""

On paper, human rights have proliferated mightily. In practice, the

paper rights offer sweeping rhetorical protections but lack teeth. The

conventions and treaties apply only to nations that voluntarily ratify

them, and the ratification process allows each government to define

"reservations"—a euphemism for opting out of provisions it doesn't like.

Thus, a nation can ratify a convention but continue policies that violate it.

For example, Algeria ratified CEDAW with a reservation that it wouldn 't

implement any provisions incompatible with its Family Code—an Islamic

code that allows polygamy and denies women the right to consent to

marriage, seek divorce, or transmit their citizenship status to their children. The U.S. ratified the UN Convention on Torture in 1994 with manY

"declarations" and "understandings," saying that it would not implement

"Quoted in Will Kymlicka, Multicultural Odysseys

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), P 54.

"Clapham, Human Rig/its, op. cit., note 4, chap. 2.
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PAIN

"I'm going to let you off this time with a misdemeanor against humanity."



requirements that conflict with its own laws. George W. Bush's Justice

Department later used these provisos to justify its opinion that many of

the administration's interrogation practices did not constitute "torture."'

Another weakness of international treaties is that most of the rights

are negative rights. Like Article 27, they state rights to be free of discrimination, but no positive duties. CEDAW is unusual in that it states a

positive duty to modify discriminatory "social and cultural practices," but

transforming culture is a tall order for any government. Finally, international rights laws have few provisions for monitoring and entbrcement. What provisions exist depend mostly on governments submitting

sell-assessment reports to an international oversight committee, which

reviews the reports and can only "recommend" that governments change

their policies.

Given the weakness of enforcement tools, can international human

rights laws be effective policy instruments? To some extent, this is a matter of whether the glass is half-empty or half-full. Rights activists tend

to focus on continuing violations and on the glacial pace of change in



'On Algeria: Jessica Neuwirth, "Inequality Before the Law: Holding States Accountable for Sex Dominiiinatory Laws Under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women."

Bybee, Memorandum for Alberto H

clarvard Human Rights Journal, vol. 18, 2005, pp. 19-54. On U.S., Jay

18

U.S.C.

2340-2344k" U.S. Department of

nzalez, "Standards for Conduct for Interrogation under

Justice, Offi ce of Legal Counsel, Aug. 1, 2002, §Il A, "Ratification history," pp. 18-20.
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recalcitrant countries. Yet, activists have successfUlly used international

rights agreements to pressure their governments and achieve reform.

For example, although Nepal retains laws and practices that discriminate

against women, by using CEDAW's standards and requirements, activists

won major Supreme Court decisions criminalizing marital rape, allowing

daughters and widows to inherit property, granting abortion rights, and

even requiring government to cover abortion costs for poor women.'"

Like American civil rights law, international human rights law gains

most of its leverage through its normative visions and through indirect,

long-term mechanisms. Rights discourse creates new norms of what it

means to be a good government and a "normal state." Those norms are

based on liberal, democratic values. They emphasize individual equality

and freedom, and nondiscrimination on the basis of any group identity,

including ethnicity, race, gender, religion, caste, and, increasingly, disability and sexual orientation.

International rights discourse in international organizations influences domestic politics by legitimizing minority groups as political actors

within nations, especially nations whose leaders regard assertions of

minority identity as a refusal to assimilate. Having legitimation and support from prestigious international bodies encourages minority groups

to engage in political action and claim rights at home. In the international

human rights context, judicial enforcement may be far less important to

the way rights work than their capacity to help politically weak citizens

claim their place in democratic politics."

On the surface, rights discourse appears to be "just words," but its

moral passion generates real political organizations that can use all

the conventional tools and strategies of politics. Behind each international declaration, notes the Canadian political philosopher Will Kymlicka, there is "a veritable industry of promotional activities, creating

international networks of activists, scholars, and policy makers, all of

whom have a vested interest in further promoting and publicizing these

norms."' International declarations may lack strong enforcement tools,

but the institutional infrastructure they generate translates human

rights norms into action by training local leaders, producing model

guidelines, and making the new norms part of the way of doing busiiii:Neuwirth, "Inequality Before the Law," ibid; and Center for Reproductive Rights, "Nepal Supreme Court:

Abortion is a Right," available at reproductiverights.org.

"'Kymlicka, Multicultural Odysseys, op. cit., note 33, chap. 2.

Keck and

"Quote from Kymlicka, Multicultural Odysseys,

op. cit., note 33, p. 45; See also Margaret E.

l

Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics (Ithaca: Cornel

University Press, 1998).
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ness. For example, international aid agencies usually include "equal

opportunity statements" in their job advertisements, noting that that

they do not discriminate on the basis of gender, religion, ethnic group,

or caste. Even though such ads reach only highly educated elites, they

signal what norms domestic elites must hold in order to gain respect in

the international community.

International rights organizations also create pressure on governments

that violate rights treaties by exposing the gap between their practices and

the principles stated in their own laws and treaties they have ratified. These

organizations monitor rights violations by sending their own staff and by

training local rights organizations to gather individual testimonies and

quantitative information.'" In a sense, international actors initiate a grievance process from outside a country where, because of the absence of legal

rights, citizens cannot initiate the process themselves.

Like all policy instruments, rights depend on larger politics for their

effectiveness. In the U.S., racial integration of schools has declined since

1990, but not because "rights don't work." Rather, the nation's commitment to racial and ethnic integration declined, and after 1974, the Supreme

Court itself undermined progress on school integration by striking down

race-conscious remedies to segregation.' Similarly, international rights

treaties have the most impact in countries that already accept human

rights norms, already have strong democratic political systems, and

strong civil society organizations that can use the democratic process to

advance rights."' The myth of rights may be a myth, but it inspires and

nurtures the politics of rights, and the politics of rights can have profbund

and enduring consequences.



:Serb and Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders, ibid.

'Gary Orfield and Chungmei Lee, "Historic Reversals, Accelerating Resegregation, arid the Need for

New Integration Strategies," Civil Rights Project/Proyecto Derechos aviles, University of ('alinirua

Los Angeles, August 2007.

Eric Neumayer, "Do International Human Rights Treaties Improve Respect for Human Rights"'
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A good government implies two things: first, fidelity to the object of government, which is the happiness of the people; secondly, a knowledge of the means

by which that object can be best attained.

James Madison, Federalist No. 62 (1788)



It's hard to imagine a more elegant definition of policy making. In a few

words, Madison combines normative aspirations and pragmatic means.

You might think he wrote this passage as a kind of guiding spirit for

designing a new constitution. In fact, it appears in a much narrower

context—an essay justifying the proposed Senate in the completed draft

Constitution. The founders had explicitly designed the Senate to be less

representative and less responsive to citizens than the House of Representatives. The Senate gives equal representation to small and large

states regardless of their population, and its term of office is six years

instead of two. Madison put forth his definition of good government to

explain why a less democratic, more elitist institution would make better policy. Senators, by virtue of their longer commitment to office and

their relative insulation from constituents, Madison argued, would have

greater "knowledge of the means" for attaining policy goals, and, therefore, a greater chance of securing the happiness of the people. In short,

the Senate wasn't so elitist after all.

"Powers" is my shorthand for policy about the structure of decision-,

making institutions. To make policy, governments need power. They

need authority to act (make policy decisions) and they need the capacity to

act (carry out policy decisions). Policies about who makes policy decisions

and how they are made are the "meta" policy instrument, the one that

shapes all else. These policies create what H. L. A. Hart called powerconferring rules, or rules that confer legal powers on individuals, organi-
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zations, and public bodies enabling them to create "structures of rights

and duties within the coercive framework of the law."'

Power-conferring rules shape policy and they also shape democracy.

Process reforms are always ways of changing who makes the decision.

Each is a call for empowering a different set of people to make decisions

and to exercise authority over something. Every policy about policy making gives more or less power to citizens and the people affected by public

policy, many of whom are not citizens or even residents of the government whose policies affect them. In the polis, policies that reform decisionmaking processes are the most important political strategy. Advocates

of process reforms usually argue that a new process will produce better

policies—ones that are more just, more efficient, more consistent with

liberty, more protective of security, or, in Madison's case, more effective at

promoting the happiness of the people. But a call to restructure decision

making is also a bid to reallocate power.

Thus, there is another way to read arguments about institutional

reform: they are attempts by someone who is not winning in one arena

to shift decision making to a different arena where they might prevail.

As a matter of strategy, weaker or subordinate interests always argue

for the shift in terms of logic and mechanics: the new decision-making

structure, by the design of its mechanism, will produce decisions in the

public interest. (James Madison was a master at this kind of political argument.) Underneath this public-spirited logic there is usually another kind

of calculus: a new configuration of participation and authority might enable

a subordinate interest to become dominant, or a numerical minority to preserve its dominance.

Every choice about the structure of authority can be examined from

these two perspectives. First, does it make the trains run on time? Does

it "work" to solve the nominal problem—reduce poverty, restore forests,

provide employment, generate economic growth, prevent crime, increase

health, slow global warming, or mitigate ethnic conflict? Second, who

gains the right to participate in decisions about the problem? Whose

voice counts, both for choosing leaders and for choosing policies? Who

is subordinated to whom? Does the process promote democracy (if only

we could agree on a definition)? In short, every policy, whether fisheries

policy, education policy, or immigration policy, implicates what we can

call democracy policy.



'H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), p. 27.
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With these two levels of analysis in mind, we can now examine how

the strategy of institutional reform works in some of its major variations. These variations are: 1) changing the membership of the voters and

the citizenry; 2) changing the leadership; 3) centralizing or decentralizing authority; 4) changing mechanisms of accountability; and 5) shifting or delegating authority to the private sector. Finally, we'll consider

some issues of power and accountability in international relations beyond

national borders.



MEMBERSHIP: VOTING AND CITIZENSHIP

In democratic theory, every citizen counts equally in policy making.

Every adult gets to vote and has an equal chance at influencing decisions of representatives and leaders. But that is the myth of democracy, an

ideal that has never been fully realized. All democracies have at one time

excluded large portions of their populations, such as women, ethnic and

racial groups, legal immigrants, or people who don't own property. Such

voter exclusions always permit the subordination of one set of people to

the decisions of another without any voice.

Exclusions are commonly called "voter qualifications" and justified

in terms of competence. Elites usually defend the criterion for exclusion (such as race, gender, age, or property) as a proxy for the ability to

understand public affairs and make intelligent voting decisions. Thus, in

1966, when the Supreme Court struck down Virginia's $1.50 poll tax as

a precondition of voting, Justice Harlan dissented with a classic defense

of voter qualifications. He thought it quite rational to suppose that payment of a poll tax "promotes civic responsibility, weeding out those who

do not care enough about public affairs to pay $1.50." Likewise, he added,

"people with some property have a deeper stake in community affairs, and

are consequently more responsible, more educated, more knowledgeable,

more worthy of confidence, than those without means" and "the community and Nation would be better managed if the franchise were restricted to such

citizens."2 Here, in a version applied to votin restrictions, is the more

general argument that changing the membership of a decision-making

body will improve the quality of its policy decisions.

o

emphasis added. Incidentally, even the.ruat

t on s I

ti

qualifica

without question that a state has a legitimate interest in fixing voter

not germa ne

simply said that wealth couldn't be one of them, because, "like race, creed, or color,is[it]germ

to

to one's ability to participate intelligently in the electoral process."



'Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663 (1966),
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Battles over the composition of the electorate are by no means confined

to some original founding moment or promulgation of a new government

form. Since the 1980s in the U.S., there have been contests over voting

rights for homeless people (some states require a mailing address as proof

of residency), people with cognitive and emotional disabilities, and people

with felony convictions, to name a few issues. But by far the most contentious voting rights issues concern immigrants. In today's world of easy

international travel and communication, large-scale immigration raises

new issues about citizenship and rights to participate in public decision

making.

Citizenship is double-sided. It creates insiders and outsiders at the

same time. On the one hand, citizenship connotes universal rights for all

members of a political community. On the other hand, the very distinction between citizens and noncitizens connotes exclusion from rights.

The concept of a nation-state implies that its laws apply only to its members, but not to members of other states. The idea of citizenship wouldn't

make sense without aliens whose exclusion makes citizens rights' meaningful and worth something.'

If we focus our attention on citizens, as most citizens tend to do, we

see only the inclusive side of citizenship. In countries without significant immigrant populations, excluding foreigners from rights and obligations doesn't seem to pose a serious problem. However, countries with

large immigrant populations by definition have large alien populations—

people who live, work, pay taxes, raise families, and grow up in the country, but who lack the right to vote or other political and social rights.

Guest workers, permanent residents, and extended families that spread

across national boundaries all scramble the old premises of democratic

representation.'• Thus, international migration makes noncitizen voting

rights into a major democratic policy conundrum. What can democracy

mean in states with large populations of noncitizens who are subject to

government decisions but can't influence them?

With millions of people around the world affected by this question,

policies about the constitution of political communities arc as salient

today as they were to the American founders. Perhaps the most CO111111011



Linda Bosniak, The Citizen and the Alien: Dilemmas of Contemporary Membership



(Princeton: Princi,ton
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change for long-term immigrants is a trend toward granting them voting

rights in local elections. Under the European Union's Maastricht Treaty

of 1993, citizens of EU member states who live in another EU country

gained rights to vote as well as to stand in local elections in their host

countries. However, the right does not apply to "third-country nationals,"

that is, immigrants from outside the EU, and thus, it doesn't give political

voice to the large populations of workers from Turkey, the Middle East,

North Africa, and Asia whom EU countries encourage and admit. European Union voting rights policy mirrors the dilemma of nation-states.

Because the EU is a political community in the process of building a governing structure and stimulating a sense of common citizenship, it must

make belonging to it a privilege—but it does so at the cost of undermining

democracy within national borders.

Nevertheless, the voting rights provision of the Maastricht Treaty

should be counted as a significant pro-democracy policy change, because

it acknowledges the importance of representation as a fundamental igoverning principle and sustains the idea of equal voting rights as an ideal.

Democratic nations are to some extent creatures of their own ideals.

Ideals invite citizens to notice gaps between ideals and practice, and to

attempt to close them. Indeed, several countries have extended local voting rights to all residents, regardless of their nationality, including the
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Netherlands, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Luxemburg,

Belgium, Hungary, Lithuania, and Venezuela.'

Immigration and citizenship policy reveal a profound paradox for democracy. Governments are supposed to be controlled by their citizens, yet

through immigration laws, governments can choose their citizens, and in

choosing citizens, they can influence what kinds of policy preferences

their citizens will express. The 1924 National Origins Act pegged U.S.

immigration quotas from other nations to the proportion of people from

each nation registered in the 1890 census. The Act pointedly excluded

"the descendents of slave immigrants," however, in order to keep out new

residents who might agitate to end racial segregation. American immigration law explicitly excludes prospective immigrants on the basis of

some political viewpoints; notably, people who have had any affiliation

with a "communist" or "totalitarian" party. Several European nations require prospective immigrants and permanent residents to sign "integration contracts" agreeing to uphold the nation's "values."'

Voting and citizenship rights go to the most basic questions about

constituting a political community and designing democratic policymaking processes. Membership issues arise in every policy arena, from

who participates in local school policy to who participates in energy and

environmental policy making, to who gains citizenship rights. In analyzing any policy reform, therefore, remember to ask the fundamental democratic question: how does it incorporate or exclude the voices of people

affected by the policy?



REPRESENTATION: SELECTING AND CHANGING LEADERS

Because modern democracies use representative rather than direct democracy, battles over the qualifications of representatives and officeholders

can be as intense as the ones over citizens and voters. Officeholders, be

they legislators or administrators, theoretically represent the interests

of their constituents. Therefore, the theory goes, by changing either the

'Rainer 13aubock, "Expansive Citizenship: Voting Beyond Territory and Membership," PS: PolitWal Science & Politics, vol. :38, no. 4 (2006), pp. 683-87.

On U.S., see Howard E Chang, "Immigration Policy, Liberal Principles and the Republican Tradition."

On Europe, see Sarah Wallace

Georgetown University Law Review vol. 85 (1996-97), pp. 2105-119;

Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies,

Goodman, "Integration Requirements for Integration's Sake?"

vol. 36, no. 5 (2010), pp. 753-72; and Christian Joppke, "Beyond National Models: Integration Policies

for Immigrants in Western Europe," Vest European Politics, vol. 30, no. 1 (2007), pp 1-22.
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identity of representatives or the ability of constituents to control them,

we can change the kinds of decisions they will render.

But what does it mean to "represent" constituents? One concept, called

descriptive representation, holds that representatives who share important

social and economic characteristics with their constituents can best represent their interests.' This concept drives demands for ethnic and gender

diversity in local councils, legislatures, boards, and other representative

bodies. The logic here is that people who share social characteristics will

also "mirror" each other's thoughts and attitudes, and eventually policy

preferences. An alternative concept, called substantive representation, holds

that representatives must explicitly share important policy beliefs and

goals with their constituents in order to represent them well. The logic of

substantive representation is that representatives who share political interests and beliefs with their constituents will act to tiirtli,21- those interests.

"In the end, what matters for a minority group is not who wins office but

rather whether those in office enact policies that benefit or hurt the minority group."' (Symbols Alert: notice how the labels win the argument—of

course representation on substantive matters is more important than superficial descriptive characteristics.)

The changing implementation of the Voting Rights Act since 1965

can be read as a dispute between these two views of representation.9 Congress passed the Voting Rights Act to exert national control over southern states, where officials often made election rules that didn't mention

race but effectively excluded blacks from voting and holding office. In the

first two decades of the Voting Rights Act, one of its important tools was

so-called race-based districting, or drawing the boundary lines of some

electoral districts to ensure a majority of black voters.''' The primary

rationale for this policy was the assumption (backed by some significant

social science research) that all citizens, white and black, male and female,

feel better represented by people of their own social and d emographic

background. And because very few white voters would vote for black



'Hannah Fenichel Pitkin formulated the concepts of descriptive and substantive representation in

Concept of Representation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967).
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(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003).
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candidates (again, the social science evidence was strong), government

could provide blacks the opportunity to elect "their own" only by deliberately creating black-majority districts. Thus, in 1986, in the first major

challenge to this policy based on descriptive representation, the Supreme

Court voted decisively to allow so-called "majority-minority" districts."

At that time, however, the political climate was already turning against

"color-consciousness" in policy in general and against specific remedial

and corrective policies to overcome black disadvantage. When another

race-based districting case reached the Supreme Court in 1993, the

majority strongly rejected the notion of descriptive representation and

put an end to deliberate race-based districting. In a forceful opinion for

the majority, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor wrote:

A reapportionment plan that includes in one district individuals who belong

to the same race, but who are otherwise widely separated by geographical and

political boundaries, and who may have little in common with one another but

the color of their skin, bears an uncomfortable resemblance to political apartheid.

It reinforces the perception that members of the same racial group—regardless

of their age, education, economic status, or the community in which they live—

think alike, share the same political interests, and will prefer the same candidates at the polls. We have rejected such perceptions elsewhere as impermissible

stereotypes."



Justice O'Connor highlighted the disturbing the similarity between descriptive representation and stereotyping. Compelling as her analysis is,

however, it doesn't address some serious obstacles to black representation.

Black voters have more difficulty than any other demographic group

electing their preferred candidates from among those running. In elections for president, senators, governors, and mayors, more than half of

black voters voted for the losing candidate. Only in elections ti n• the

House of Representatives have a majority of blacks-71 percent, a big

majority—succeeded in electing their favored candidate. (Not coincidentally, House seats have more often been subject to the Voting Rights

Act, under which legislative districts are sometimes created to include a

majority of black voters.) Members of no other disadvantaged or stigmatized group find themselves on the losing side of elections so often—not

gays and lesbians, not women, not Latinos, Asian Americans, low-income

voters, or voters with less-than-high school education.'

'' Thornburgh v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986).

'Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630 (1993), quote on pp. 647-48.

'llajnal, "Who Loses in American Democracy?" op. cit., note 8.
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Another major impediment to black representation is the failure of the

party system to mobilize black voters and represent their interests. Party

leaders care more about winning elections than about enacting any specific policies, so they organize electoral campaigns to appeal to as many

voters as possible. Leaders of both major parties believe that discussions

of race alienate white voters, and, according to most studies, the majority

of white voters are antagonistic to policies that help blacks and are bothered by explicit discussions of race. But no matter what the opinions of

voters or how much white attitudes might be changing, party leaders base

their strategic decisions on their perceptions that most white voters don't

support black interests. Therefore, party leaders don't attempt to mobilize

black voters or attract their support, fearing that doing so will drive away

other potential supporters."

In addition to ignoring blacks as potential voters, party leaders downplay or ignore political issues of importance to blacks, especially redistribution of income, opportunity, and power. By keeping issues important

to blacks out of election campaigns and off the governmental agenda,

the competitive party system fails to produce policies that serve black

interests and fails to provide blacks with the electoral mechanisms for

holding government accountable. Barack Obama's election as president

doesn't indicate an end to these patterns. In his campaign, Obama steadfastly avoided talking about race or dealing with issues that specifically

addressed black problems. And most political analysts attribute his vic

tory precisely to his ability to attract white voter support by avoiding

race, while maintaining the overwhelming support of black voters.'

The continuing weakness of black representation in the current electoral system, along with Supreme Court opposition to race-conscious districting, has led many scholars and activists to advocate a different rationale

for race-conscious representation and selection decisions. They emphasize

the positive impact of minority leadership on racial attitudes and on policy

making. According to this theory, once blacks get into office (or firms,

universities, and professional schools), their presence has a transformative effect on whites as individuals, as well as on the organizations they

join and the policies those organizations pursue. Minority representatives

link minority constituents with government agencies. They provide role

models for minorities and make holding political office seem like a realistic

Paul Frymer, Uneasy Alliances: Race and Party Compe

tition



en America (Princeton: Princeton University



Press, orig. 1999, reissue with afterword, 2010).

''Ibid., Afterword; and Michael Tesler and David 0. Sears,

Obama's Race: The 2008 Election and the

Dream of a Post-Racial America

(Chicago: University or Chicago Press, 2010).
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aspiration. They provide white colleagues the chance to know and interact with minorities, and to develop respect based on experience. Minority

representatives articulate minority concerns and sensitize whites to them,

and increase passage of legislation desired by minority constituents.' If

experience with black leadership does change political attitudes and behavior in a constructive way, then deliberately fostering descriptive representation could reduce racial tensions, enhance interracial understanding and

cooperation, and have a healthy impact on political life.

Policies to augment women's representation have been much less

controversial than similar policies for racial and ethnic minorities. More

than 100 countries have established some form of quotas for women in

politics, be it through reserved seats for women among elected legislators or quotas for women on party candidate lists.' Domestic and international women's movements take for granted that increased descriptive

representation—more women in political office—translates into substantive representation—more policies that respond to women's political interests and serve women's distinctive needs as women.

The belief that descriptive representation translates into substantive

representation serves as the main motive for women's political mobilization. As with race, a substantial body of research shows that this

belief is well-founded. More than men, women legislators tend to regard

women as an important part of their election constituencies and to think

of themselves as responsible for and qualified to represent women's

interests.'" Women representatives are also more likely to define family,

children, and caregiving as matters of public concern, and to initiate and

fund policies on these issues:9

In the U.S., the more recent arguments for deliberately structuring

elections and other selection processes to include traditionally underrepresented groups no longer stress compensation for past exclusion. liatlicr,

'"See Zoltan L. I lajnal, "White Residents, Black Incumbents, and a Declining Racial Divide," .bmiroim

D. Shrew/it: "Lau
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they stress how diversity benefits all members of a group, individually and

as a community. In 2003, a major challenge to the University of Michigan's affirmative action policies reached the Supreme Court." Although

the case concerned universities, a distinguished group of military generals

filed a friend-of-the-court brief urging the justices to uphold affirmative

action. The generals argued that without race-conscious selection procedures, the military services wouldn't be able to recruit enough minority

officer candidates. Given the disproportionately high number of minority troops in the lower ranks, experienced minority officers are essential

for effective command and cohesive functioning of racially diverse troops.

Ultimately, the generals argued, affirmative action is essential to effective

military performance and national security.'

Diversity-based arguments for group-conscious policy collapse the distinction between descriptive and substantive representation. Descriptive

representation can be substantive—it can improve organizational functioning and policy making, and it can make government institutions more

responsive to less powerful members of society.



CHANGING THE LOCUS: CENTRALIZING

AND DECENTRALIZING POWER

How centralized should power be? The question concerns every political community as it grows and evolves—early American states debating

how much power to cede to a new federal government, European Union

member states debating the limits of their national sovereignty, or Iraqi

provinces and ethnic groups debating their relationship to a new national

political system. Federalism is a loose concept that signifies combining

small governing units into a larger whole.

The very idea of federalism is something of a paradox: somehow, it is

supposed to combine autonomy of the member units with uniform Policy making by a central authority. This contradictory combination can

be made to work easily enough in words—Governor Nelson Rockefeller

of New York celebrated federalism as "stability without rigidity," "se"-
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rity without inertia," and "diversity within unity""—but elegant poetry

doesn't resolve the tensions of concrete situations.

Political arguments about federalism tend to be abstract and often metaphorical, although, as we will see, they are always about who has power.

According to its advocates, decentralization puts authority in the hands

of people who are "close to the problems" and "know the lay of the land."

Local officials should be empowered to set program rules, the argument

goes, because they are more familiar with citizens' preferences, as well as

local traditions and needs. Decentralization gives local officials flexibility

to adapt policy to local conditions. Within a large nation, decentralization

allows for diversity of solutions to meet the variety of local needs. In the

U.S., states are said to serve as "political laboratories" for experimentation

with new ideas before they are adopted at the national level.23 And finally,

decentralization allows more citizens to participate in making decisions

that affect them through local governing bodies.

Advocates of centralization tell a different story: centralization is necessary to accomplish large public purposes, especially those that require

major investment or risk-sharing beyond the capacity of local governments, such as highway systems, energy production and distribution, environmental protection, or social insurance. Problems such as a banking or

auto industry collapse transcend the capacity of states to handle. When

the knowledge required for policy is highly technical and scientific, rather

than social and cultural, smaller governing units are less likely to be able to

marshal the requisite expertise. Moreover, standards of education, health,

welfare, and justice are more universal than they are matters of local taste.

Quality health care is the same in Nevada and Massachusetts, and a right to

non-discrimination as a gay person, a black person, or a woman shouldn't

depend on which state one lives in.

Centralization, its advocates say, can overcome the ability of local elites

to dominate in small communities. This argument has been particularly

salient in the U.S., where federal courts and Congress have used their

Power to reduce, if not completely remove, racial prejudice from laws and

polices. The argument has also been salient in the European Union, where

the European Commission and the European Court of Justice have pressed

member nations and aspiring member nations to adopt anti-discrimination
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policies for racial and ethnic minorities, women, people with disabilities,

and immigrants.

Politicians and advocates often argue about centralization versus

decentralization in terms of the relative technical competence of federal,

state, and local governments, but the organization of authority is always

a struggle over power. The crucial issue in policy politics is not whether

a particular allocation of power among government units makes for punctual railroads, but how it distributes both political authority and material

outcomes. We can make the question more pointed: Is there really a difference between the distributive results of centralized and decentralized

systems? Do they consistently benefit different sets of people?

Many political scientists think the federal government is more likely

than state and city governments to undertake redistribution. For one reason, it has greater fiscal capacity to engage in redistribution, because it

has a far larger and more progressive tax base than the states or cities,

which tend to rely on sales and property taxes, rather than income tax.

By attaching strings to its numerous federal aid programs, it can effectively force cities and states to carry out national goals. Another reason

the federal government is more likely to undertake redistributive policies

is that cities and states have more permeable boundaries. If they attempt

to redistribute, businesses and individuals can relocate to avoid the high

taxes; and if they provide a generous array of welfare, education, health,

and housing benefits as compared to other cities and states, new residents

will migrate in to take advantage of the benefits.' By comparison, the

federal government has relatively impenetrable boundaries. Immigration

restrictions limit the influx of would-be benefit seekers, and residents

cannot (or at least probably will not) readily flee the country to escape

national taxes. However, globalization weakens even national government powers to redistribute, because businesses can easily relocate their

operations and shelter their profits in foreign tax havens.'

Public health insurance in the U.S. offers a good test of the arguments

about federalism and redistribution. In 1965, Medicare was established as

a federal program for insuring the elderly. Medicaid was established as a

joint federal-state program for insuring the poor. Medicare is highly centralized. The federal government sets standards for eligibility, benefits,

"Paul Peterson, City Limits



(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981) makes this argument for cities.;
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and financial arrangements with medical providers, and administers the

program through regional and state agencies it supervises. Medicaid is

much more decentralized. Within federal guidelines, states are allowed to

establish their own rules for eligibility, benefits, and how much to reimburse doctors, hospitals, and other medical providers. States must spend

some of their own money to pay for health care, but the federal government picks up a significant share of their costs, according to formulas

that differ for each state.

The two programs have evolved in complex ways, but some differences

in their redistributive effects stand out. Medicare followed on the heels

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and was partly inspired by the same concerns for racial justice. Its architects saw that federal dollars could be used

as a powerful incentive to make states and cities end racial segregation

in hospitals and nursing homes. Thus, the Medicare legislation included

stringent prohibitions on segregation and discrimination as a condition

for receiving federal Medicare money. The prohibitions weren't fully

enforced, and the Medicare program had some unintended effects. Notably, the inflow of new federal money enabled hospitals to finance construction of wings with private rooms, so that without any formal segregation

rules, well-off white patients could avoid sharing rooms with blacks. But

despite its less-than-100-percent effectiveness, Medicare's centralized rule

making and federal purse strings have had a major impact on reducing

racial discrimination in health facilities, and opening up access to medical

care for elderly black Americans. Medicare also redistributes from high

earners to low earners, because it is financed by a payroll tax established

by the federal government."

Although Medicaid was established at the same time as Medicare, it

was a political afterthought, rather than a carefully designed program."

It built on existing state aid programs and left key program decisions to

the states. Citizens' eligibility was linked to each state's eligibility rules

for its welfare program, so that states varied widely in the portions of

their low-income populations who received Medicaid. The federal government required states to cover some basic benefits, including hospital

and

care, physicians' services, nursing home care, and laboratory tests

X-rays, but apart from defining the minimum basic coverage, the federal

government put no pressure on the states.

David Barton Smith, "Health Cares Hidden Civil Rights Legacy"
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CHANGING THE LOCUS OF DECISION MAKING



Arguments for Decentralization



Arguments for Centralization



I.



Gives authority to national

officials, who have broader views of

common problems among smaller

units.



Gives authority to local officials,

who have better knowledge of

their communities.



2. Suitable for smaller programs

that affect only the small unit

and don't require greater

resources or coordination

beyond the small unit.



Allows for large public projects

that serve multiple communities

and that require large-scale

planning and resources.



3. Allows smaller units to

experiment with policy ideas

and develop knowledge about

what works.



Allows for standardization of

"best practices" in all jurisdictions,

and application of technical and

scientific expertise available

outside smaller units.



4. Allows for diversity of solutions

to meet differing local needs and

political preferences, thereby

enhancing citizens' liberty.



Suitable for issues involving state

or national legal rights that should

be the same across all subunits,

thereby promoting equality.



5. Gives communities more

autonomy, thereby enhancing

citizens' liberty.



Allows central officials to

redistribute power and resources

among smaller jurisdictions,

thereby promoting equality.



To states, Medicaid was something of a Trojan horse. By and large,

they didn't want to spend their own money on health care for the poor,

which they were required to do in order to get their share of federal

matching funds. Especially during economic downturns, state leaders

tended to see their Medicaid programs as budget drains. Meanwhile,

starting with President Ronald Reagan, national leaders sought to reduce

the federal government's obligations to fund medical care for the poor.

Thus, both state and national leaders saw the opportunity to meet their

fiscal goals with the same kind of reform: further decentralization of

authority over Medicaid.

Through an administrative device called "waivers," the federal government granted states exemptions from some eligibility and benefit requIre"
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ments. Through the fiscal device of block grants, the federal government

awarded lump sums to the states to use as they saw fit, replacing the old

method of open-ended reimbursements based on what the states had already

spent on medical care for the poor. The Clinton administration encouraged

states to cover more people under Medicaid by limiting their benefits to

basic primary care services, and by requiring patients to pay fees each time

they used medical care. Under President George W Bush, the federal government made it even easier for states to obtain waivers, and permitted

them to increase out-of-pocket costs for the (poor by definition) beneficiaries. The lesson of the Medicare-Medicaid comparison is that higher levels

to effect redistribution

of government have the possibility and the means

among their sub-units, but whether they do so depends on the constellation

of attitudes and interests that dominate policy making.

jurisdiction over issues

In the polis, there are no fixed rules for assigning

to particular institutions. At various times and on different issues, policy

decisions might be made in local, state, national, or international bodies; in

families and private voluntary organizations; or in business organizations

and markets. Each venue has its own "decisional bias" or biases, because the

participants and rules of the game vary. Political actors seeking a change

from the policy status quo go 'venue shopping," searching for a decisionmaking venue where their interests are more likely to win. Getting an

issue moved from one venue to another can change the balance of power

her

and allow formerly weaker or minority interests to prevail over ones t

dominated in the old arena." Thus, all proposals for restructuring authority can be interpreted as venue shopping Arguments for shifting

authorhierarchy

for

or in any

ity to a higher or lower level in a federal system,

freedom,

justice,

,

that matter, are usually couched in terms of efficiency

rather

than

or

ssue

or public interest. They assert that one level of government

decisions o n an i

another is inherently better able to make good

more likely to produce better policy. In fact, behind such arguments is a

that one's interest might find stronger support in a different arena.

hope

Fc

ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE PARADOX OF DEMOCRACY



choose and control

There is another paradox of democracy: the people

people. The concept

in office, control the

: eir leaders, who, once

ant to resolve this paradox. Accountability describes

me

accountability is between

people who wield powerand people who are

the relationship
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trouble, to appoint a private-sector "emergency financial manager," and to

replace democratically elected town governments and school hoards with

private, for-profit firms." These and other executive powers significantly

thwart the most important accountability mechanism of democracy.



PRIVATIZATION AND DEMOCRACY



Since the 1970s, the world has seen a dramatic ideological and political

shift in the dominant ideas about how government can best foster economic prosperity and societal well-being." From the Great Depression in

the 1930s until the 1970s, the reigning consensus held that private enterprise and market competition are vital to prosperity, but because markets

are subject to extreme volatility and downturns, government must use

macroeconomic tools to manage them. Neoliberalism, the view that became

ascendant in the late 1970s, holds that government does more harm than

good and should leave as many decisions as possible to entrepreneurs.

Business owners and their associations funded neoliberal ideas, scholarship, policy analyses, and candidates for public office who subscribed to

the ideas." Once in office, neoliberal leaders have transferred many public

functions and government responsibilities to the private sector.

So many government functions have been privatized in the U.S.

that one prominent law professor dubs the trend "outsourcing sovereignty."' State governments hire private companies to run prisons and

income assistance programs and, as in Michigan, possibly to manage town

governments and public schools. The federal government contracts

out many core governmental functions, including collecting delinquent

tax revenues, managing veterans' hospitals, providing disaster relief,

and securing the Mexican border. In the past three decades, much of

national defense has been delegated to the private sector. The government has always relied on private companies to manufacture weapons,

ships, planes, and supplies, but government now contracts out many more

"Local Government & School District Fiscal Accountability Act, PA 4, enacted March 17, 2011. As Of

this writing, the law is being challenged in court, so whether it will take effect is unclear.

"The shift from managed capitalism to neoliberalism is discussed in Chapter 3, "Efficiency."

"'David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); and Mark

Blyth, Great Tran,larmations: Economic Ideas and Institutional Change in the

York:

Twentieth Century (New

Cambridge University Press, 2002).
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Andrea Louise Campbell, The Delegated We !pre State (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011).
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defense activities, including construction and operation of military bases,

combat, intelligence-gathering, and counterinsurgency. The Pentagon

has used contractors to train the Iraqi army and police, as well as Afghan

security forces. Contractors have provided virtually all the war zone

security services to the American diplomatic mission in Baghdad as well

as to military convoys. And in Abu Ghraib prison at the time of the 2004

scandal, twenty-seven of the thirty-seven interrogators were employees

of a private military company.'

Military contracting illustrates how privatization can hollow out public

institutions and undermine citizens' capacity to hold leaders arcountahlr.

Because former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld believed the private

sector is vastly more efficient than government, he also contracted out most

the

Defense Department administrative functions and drastically reduced

d epartment's civilian staff: As a result, the department lacks sufficient stall

employee in the

to oversee the defense contracts it lets. According to one

con tracts

Office of the Secretary of Defense, 'We don't even know how many

ureic n

'Allison Stanger, One Nation Under Contract: The Outsourcing ofArnerkan power and the Future

'Way (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009)-
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we have."38 Without oversight, the agency cannot ensure that contractors

comply with its rules and fulfill its objectives.

Privatization of national defense creates other impediments to democracy and accountability. Article I of the Constitution grants Congress the

power "to raise and support armies." By contracting with private companies for military personnel, the executive branch can hire and fund

soldiers without obtaining congressional authorization. The government

loses control over armed forces by ceding recruitment, standards, and

training to private companies; contract employees are not part of the

military command chain, nor subject to military discipline.

When the private sector carries out the bulk of nati( 01,11 defense, citizens

have less opportunity and motivation to debatefiIrcigrpoliI and deliberate

whether they want the nation to fight a war. The all-volunteer army draws

primarily from lower-income families whose young adults have low education levels and few good job prospects. Middle- and upper-class families

aren't drawn to think about war in terms of sacrificing their own children,

as they were during the Vietnam War when there was a draft:, nor are they

so strongly motivated to join anti-war movements. Because both the official

combat troops and the unofficial private combat forces are volunteers, it is

easier for the rest of the public to disengage from questioning the legitimacy of war. Private soldiers get very little media coverage, even When

they die in war zones, and the government doesn't keep count of casualties

among contractors, as it does for its own soldiers. With those "private"

casualties out of the public eye, citizens lack complete knowledge about the

human costs of war, and this factor, too, weakens public engagement with

military policy. Meanwhile, for private contractors and their employees,

wars mean jobs, income, and profits. The more war and security functions

the government contracts out, the stronger the pro-war lobby grows, and

the less influence ordinary citizens have over government policy:"

Military contracting is only one example of a much larger pattern.

Influenced by neoliberal ideas, governments have increasingly shifted poiicy decision making from the public sector to the private sector, through

deregulation, liberalization of government restrictions on trade, privatiza

tion of public agency functions, and selling publicly owned companies to

the private sector. All of these shifts erode institutional mechanisms for

accountability and remove policy decisions from public view and debate.
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ACCOUNTABILITY IN GLOBAL POLITICS



Although there is no world government in which we can all claim legal

citizenship, globalization confronts us with questions about our duties

as moral citizens in the global community. Three pressing sets of issues

command the global citizen's attention: first, stopping violence, genocide, slavery, and human trafficking; second, slowing environmental degradation and exercising stewardship for future generations; and third,

reducing poverty, illness, illiteracy, and other forms of deprivation. I'll

end my reflections on power and accountability by focusing on the last—

specifically, accountability in international development aid.

Development aid "attempts to promote long-term, self-sustaining

political and economic improvements in poor areas."" (By contrast, humanitarian aid seeks to provide emergency food, water, medical care, and

shelter to those in immediate danger, as opposed to effecting long-term

structural change.) Individual donors, voluntary organizations, and national governments give aid through multilateral organizations such as

The World Bank or the United Nations, through direct bilateral relations

between two national governments, and through nongovernmental organizations such as Oxfam, Doctors Without Borders, Heifer International,

and the International Red Cross.

Most donors hope their aid will not only relieve poverty but also empower people to participate in politics and, eventually, bring about or

strengthen democracy. If aid is supposed to empower individuals and

strengthen weak governments, it becomes important to ask whether donors are accountable. If donors use aid for their own gain, without helping

the recipients and possibly even exploiting them, aid fails its purpose and

perpetuates a nondemocratic international regime.

The first question is, 'Accountable to whom?" When a national government proffers aid through its development agency, such as the U.S.

agency officials

Agency for International Development (USAID), should

be accountable to their own government's department or ministry? To taxpayers, who ultimately provide the money for aid? To the recipient governof

ment that is responsible for putting the aid to good use? To the citizens

the recipient country whom aid is supposed to empower? Or to the parof these differticular groups of citizens the aid is meant to help? Each

ent actors would need its own mechanisms to hold a development agency
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accountable. Scholars and activists hotly debate accountability in development aid, and the disputes arise in large part from lack of agreement about

who should be accountable to whom.

According to one critique, because recipient governments are so poor

and dependent on aid, they must do donors' bidding to get aid and keep it

flowing. This dependence allows donors to impose their own values, policy

priorities, and even preferred policy instruments. Recipient governments

have little say in setting their own priorities.'' Yet, as sonic critics note,

donor agencies need recipient countries as much as recipient countries need

donors. Donor agencies' raison d'être is to make development grants and

loans. They gain credibility with their sponsors and hinders—and more

money—only when they show that they have given away the money they

were hired to dispense. Their strongest incentives are to dispense money,

rather than to prove that the programs they funded were effective. The

imperative to give out money counteracts their ability to impose their

will on recipient governments. And even though recipient countries are

beholden to donors, they have their own sources of power. When a donor

agency tries to withhold aid because a government has failed to meet

its conditions, it comes under strong pressure from government agencies, businesses, and other aid agencies who claim (rightly) that without

the aid, they can't function. As one former World Bank Representative in

Ghana put it, donor agencies are plagued by "the weakness of strength."'

According to another critique, accountability requirements can impede

democracy in both recipient and donor countries. Dependence on foreign

donors leads national leaders to be more responsive to donors than to

their own citizens. They must spend huge amounts of time meeting with

donor representatives and their consultants, reporting to them, and filling

out paperwork. Government resources spent on cultivating donors don't

go to helping the country's own businesses, farmers, or poor citizens.

On the donor side, a national aid agency may be under cross pressures

that work against democracy in both donor and recipient countries. For

example, USA ID depends on congressional appropriations for its funds.

Members of Congress respond to domestic interest groups, such as farmers who want government to purchase their excess commodities, and
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shipping companies who want government contracts for shipping food

commodities to recipient countries. By one estimate, about 90 percent of

U.S. food aid expenditures remain in the U.S. and go to U.S. citizens and

their businesses, against the intent of legislators who wanted to aid other

countries. US.A ID is also accountable to the State Department, which

wants to deploy aid to allies for strategic reasons. Often, this means U.S.

aid goes to countries with dictators—and helps keep them in power.'

In spite of these problems, development aid can promote democracy

through indirect mechanisms. By increasing education and literacy, aid

enhances citizens' capacity and desire to participate in public discussions

and exercise their civic rights. By promoting economic development in

general, and health improvement and income growth specifically, aid

indirectly gives individuals more time and energy to devote to civic life

instead of subsistence. Economic development lowers women's fertility

rates, which increases likelihood that young girls will receive education

and women will participate in politics. As we saw in Chapter 15, "Rights,"

pressure from aid agencies to grant civic rights to women and minority

groups gradually legitimizes their political participation and stimulates

their mobilization. Finally, development aid engages governments in the

international community, where human rights, equality, and democracy

are strong norms.4'

In the polis, power comes in many forms. Every form has multiple

practical effects and moral meanings. To analyze how the exercise of

power works, one must get behind, around, underneath, and through the

organization chart to ask who benefits—in exactly what ways?—and who

loses—in what ways? Who benefits and loses from any rearrangement of

Power? Losses and gains might be short-term or long-term, material arid

economic, or political and strategic. And the different tOrms of gain or

loss don't always go hand in hand. That's the nature of policy' paradox - —

One can win and lose at the same time.
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Conclusion: Policy Analysis and

Political Argument



For centuries, governing through knowledge instead of politics has been

a utopian dream. Inspired by a sense that politics is messy, irrational,

selfish, and shortsighted, generations of reformers have sought to infuse

politics with science. The public policy field arising after World War II

was the latest effort to transform policy into a sphere of rational analysis

and allegiance to truth in order to attain the maximum possible social

welfare.

The enterprise of extricating policy from politics assumes that analysis and politics can be separate and distinct activities. Charles Lindblom,

one of the foremost modern policy thinkers, explained the distinction

this way:

an investigation

When we say that policies are decided by analysis, we mean that

for choosing one

of the merits of various possible actions has disclosed reasons

determines

Policy over others. When we say that politics rather than analysis

exert conPolicy, we mean that policy is set by the various ways in which people

trol, influence, or power over each other.'



Most social scientists and practitioners (including Lindblom) chafe at a

strict dichotomy between reason and power, so they have imagined various middle grounds that draw elements from the two spheres. From one

like politics.

side come visions of rational analysis that is a little more

known as "Mt,tidling

h

through"

offered a diluted form of rational analysis,

small

rough" or "incrementalism," in which policymakers formulate very

goals (incremental change) and consider only a very limited number of

Prentice-Hall, isso

Charles Lindblom, The Policy-Making Process (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
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alternatives.' Amitai Etzioni proposed "mixed-scanning" that would

combine fundamental "rationalistic" decision making with incrementalism.' Charles Schultze suggested that policy analysts could be "rationality advocates" within politics, throwing their weight against presumably

"political advocates."'

From the other side come models of politics that make i t a little more

like analysis. Policy making is portrayed as a sequential process that

sometimes gets out of order. An issue is put on the agenda and defined.

It moves down the conveyor belt of political institutions, from legislative

committees to chambers of the whole, where it is converted into a "policy

alternative," or program. The program moves on to the bureaucracy and

out into the field, where it is implemented and perhaps evaluated. Even

though no political scientists (so far as I know) think that the process

actually happens this way, many use this framework as the benchmark

to compare what actually happens and to nudge the real policy-making

process a little closer to the benchmark.

This book challenges the dichotomy of analysis and politics from

which such middle grounds are blended. I have argued that the categories of thought behind reasoned analysis are themselves constructed in

political struggle, and nonviolent political conflict is conducted primarily through reasoned analysis. Therefore, it is not simply a matter that

analysis is sometimes used in partisan fashion or for political purposes.

Reasoned analysis is necessarily political. Reason doesn't start with a clean

slate on which our brains record their pure observations. Reason proceeds

from choices to notice some things but not others, to include some things

and exclude others, and to view the world in a particular way when other

visions are possible. Policy analysis is political argument, and vice versa.



METAPHORIC VERSUS CALCULATING REASON



The rational model of decision making is reasoning by calculation. It

rests on estimating the consequences of actions, attaching values to the

consequences, and calculating which actions yield the best results. But, as
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we have seen, calculation can't occur until we already have categories in

place. The very definition of categories determines the result of a count.

Categories arc mental containers in a world that has only continua. They arc intellectual boundaries humans put on the world in order

to help us apprehend it and live in an orderly way. That is the meaning

of the phrase "social construction of reality" and the school of thought it

denotes—not that there is no reality apart from social meanings, but that

we can know reality only by categorizing it, naming its parts, and giving

it meaning.'



That the world is composed of continua, not categories, is as true in

the natural world as in social affairs. According to Stephen Jay Gould,

some strange controversies over categorization racked the scientific community in earlier times: is (or are) a Siamese twin(s) with one head and

two lower bodies one person or two people? Is a Portuguese man-of-war

a single organism, as it functions, or a colony, as it evolved?' There are

no objective answers to these questions, because nature doesn't have categories; people do.

We might be tempted to write off the problem of the Siamese twin(s)

as a rarity, but the question it raises comes mighty close to ones we ask

in contemporary policy debates: Is a fetus a person? Is a person born in

Denmark to a Danish mother and a Turkish immigrant father a Dane? Is

our economy in a recession or just a normal downturn?

downtur . Has the nation

whose drone kills civilians violated international war treaties? What is

from

an Islamic political party or leader? "If the Islamic spectrum goes

Erdogan, which of

Bin Laden to [Turkish Prime Minister Recep TayYllo]

them is Islam?

objective facts underlying all these

are, to be sure, more or less

consisting of tisitu

situations. For

a fetus could be described as

sues with certain

ai physiological

physiological properties arranged in certain anatomical

that matter in polipatterns. But these kinds of facts are not the ones

t

and

fight

about

are

interpretations,

of

tics: What people care abou

personhood, identity, economic welfare, war, and the proper relationship

decide about when

between religion and government. What communities

they make policy is meaning, not matter. And science can't settle ques

tions of meaning.

"The phrase is the title of a book by Peter L. Berger and Thomas Ltickniann (New `MA: Ihiiiiiirday.

1966).
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Given a world of continua, there is infinite choice about how to classify.

Legend has it that according to a certain Chinese encyclopedia, animals

are divided into: (a) belonging to the emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame,

(d) suckling pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray dogs, (II) included in

the present classification, (i) frenzied, ( j) innumerable, (k) drawn with

a very fine camel-hair brush, (1) et cetera, (m) having just broken the

water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look like flies.' We take delight

in this kooky list because it liberates us from our own conceptual cages

and reminds us how powerful a hold our categories have on our ways of

seeing the world.

Compare the ancient Chinese taxonomy of animals with the following

list of the causes of poverty. I derived this list from a 1920S sociology

textbook, but it could easily derive from today's scientific research about

the causes of poverty, and it strikes me as only a little less kooky: (a) poor

natural resources, (b) adverse climate, (c) adverse weather, (ci) insect pests,

(e) disasters, (f) illness and diseases, (g) physical inheritance, (h) mental

inheritance, (i) adverse surroundings of children, (j) death or disability

of the earner, (k) unemployment, (1) lack of proper wages, (rn) traditions,

(n) customs, (o) habits, (p) advertising and installment buying, (q) fluctuations between costs of living and income, (r) inequitable distribution of

wealth and income, (s) family marital relations, (t) political conditions, and

(u) unwise philanthropy.'

Policy is centrally about classification and differentiation, about how

we do and should categorize in a world where categories are not given.

The old saws about "treating likes alike" and "giving each person his due"

tap into a powerful drive for order, even if they are indeterminate about

what that order should be. Policy arguments are convincing to the extent

that they give a satisfying account of the rightness of treating cases alike

or differently. Political reasoning, therefore, is primarily a reasoning of

sameness and difference, and of good and bad or right and wrong. The

reasoning of more or less is only secondary.

The modes of problem definition discussed in Part III are techniques

of classifying. Literary devices serve to make something look more like

one thing than another. Numbers carry implicit categorizations of the

things they measure. Causal stories divide events into accidents and

willed or controlled actions, and within the realm of control, they dif"I got this story from Laurence Tribe, "Policy Science: Analysis or Ideology?" Philosophy and Put*

Affairs, 2, no. 1 (1972), pp. 66-110. Tribe got it from Michel Foucault, who got it from Jorge Borges.

"J. L. Gillin, Poverty and Dependence, quoted in C. Wright Mills, "The Professional Ideology of Social

Pathologists," American Journal of Sociology, vol. 49, no. 3 (1943), pp. 165-80; the list of poverty causes

is on p. 172.
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ferentiate kinds of responsibility. Representations of interests divide

political actors into strong and weak forces and good and evil characters. Representations of decisions divide human actions into possible

impossible

mpossible means, good and bad outcomes, and ethical and unethical

valuations.

Reasoning by calculation—the reasoning of more or less—becomes

Important in politics only once categories have been established. Then we

can ask, will policy A or B lead to the least harm? Which policy will do

the most good, given our goals? Which policy is morally right, and can

there be degrees of rightness?



POLICY ARGUMENT AS STRATEGIC REPRESENTATION



If policy argument is metaphoric, what makes it different from poetic

metaphor? First, the stakes are higher in politics. Poets struggle to win

over their audiences with their stunning metaphors, but political actors

struggle to control immediate and often very concrete policy results.

contest, it is

Second, because policy argument is part of a political

open to



always addressed to a hostile audience. Poetry audiences are

new ways of seeing. They listen or read because they are seeking new

understanding. By contrast, a policy metaphor always faces a potential

Opponent, a competing metaphor. That opponent might simply he the

status quo, the usual or dominant way of looking at things, or %%hat a
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community takes for granted. Or it may be a specific opponent, a political

actor who poses and defends an alternative metaphor. Sometimes no one

challenges a reigning metaphor, but that doesn't mean it is secure forever.

Third, policy argument is strategic. It is designed to build constituencies, to break up old alliances and forge new ones, and to galvanize

people into action, or, alternatively, to maintain old power structures

and lull people into complacency. It seeks to evoke values and emotions

by presenting something as good or evil, innocent or guilty, responsible

or not, possible or impossible, strong or weak, right or wrong. Ultimately, policy argument is a process of creating, changing, and defending boundaries.



POLICY PARADOXES AS BOUNDARY TENSIONS



In a world of continua, boundaries are inherently unstable. Whether they

are conceptual, physical, or political, boundaries are border wars waiting

to happen. At every boundary, there is a dilemma of classification: who

or what belongs on each side? In politics, these dilemmas evoke intense

passions because the classifications confer advantages and disadvantages, rewards and penalties, permissions and restrictions, or power

and powerlessness.

Each type of policy solution presented in Part IV might be seen as

a mode of constructing and maintaining boundaries. With incentives,

people try to cast their behavior as "fitting" in the category that draws

reward or escapes penalty. They try to influence incentive givers to see

their behavior in one way or another. With rules, people seek to continue

doing something important to themselves while still coming "within" the

bounds of what is permissible. And rule enforcers interpret rules according to their own sense of the bounds of normality or justice. Persuasion

as a policy strategy is permanently caught in a debate about the boundary

between indoctrination and education. The articulation and administration of rights is a continuous struggle over the boundary between what

the state does—the positive concept of rights—and what people think

it ought to do—the normative concept of rights. Finally, the design of

authority structures is a battle for participation, for inclusion among the

category of decision makers. These mechanisms are best understood as

modes of establishing boundaries and stylized rituals for the conduct

of boundary disputes. Through them, policy boundaries are drawn and

redrawn.
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THE VALUE OF ARGUMENT

In the rationality project, analysis is often presented as though it were a

collection of scientific, neutral techniques outside the political fray. The

approach often leads to formulas for the "best way" that are, in fact, hidden strategies fOr framing issues in a way that benefits some interests

at the expense of others. Analysis is always a species of argument. It

includes sonic things and excludes others, and thus has a point of view.

Politics is a process of argument and persuasion. It entails searching

for criteria and justifying choices. Equity, efficiency, welfare, liberty, security, democracy, and justice are aspirations for a community into which

people read contradictory interpretations. But while the interpretations

divide people, the aspirations unite us. The work of imagining what a

common goal means and bringing others to one's own view joins people

to common cause.

The search fbr criteria to justify classifications requires us to articulate

our wishes, preferences, and visions. Political argument may seem messy,

even angry, but it forces us to interact with an audience, to persuade

others, and to look outside our own will for grounds for action. Without

that pressure, we could not communicate and wouldn't be a community.

In the process of articulating reasons, we show each other how we see

the world. We may not ever see eye to eye, yet there is a huge difference

between a political process in which people honestly try to see the world

from different vantage points, and one in which they claim from the start

that their vantage point is the right one.

Boundary tensions may be the curse of our existence as thinking and

communal beings but political argument is our privilege. It allows us to

fight our border wars with imagination and words.
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